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PREFACE

The 16th European Conference. on Controlled. Fusion and Plasma PhysiCS
was held in Vehica, Italy. frum lath to 17th March, 1989 by the Plasma

Physics Divisian of the Eurnpean P'hygical Society (EPS).

The Confetence- has been organized under the sponsars‘hip 9f". an; Italian
National. ‘Reseai‘ch ‘Cnunfll (CNR), the Italian Gamf'ssibh fur Nuclear and
AlternatiVB Ehargy Sources (ENEA) and the Internatiouai Schdol 6f 91asma
Physics "Piew Caidimla‘" (IéPP‘).

The firogramme. format and schedule of the Cdnfe-re’nce were datei‘m‘ined

by the Intetna‘tional Programme Committee which was appointed by the 'P'Iasma
Physics hivisian ai’ the E'PS.

The pragtamme included 17 invited lectures, 23 orally presented
contributéd pé‘pera anti more than 456 contributéd 'paper’s ‘pre‘s'e'hté’d' in ,‘pns‘Cer
sessiuns;

This Auvoiume publiCation contains all accepted contributed papers

recei‘véd in due? time by the Organizers. It is published in the Eurbfihysic‘s

Conferehce Abstra¢cs Series. The 4*page extended abstracts were refitddmcéd
photographmfiuy using the camera-ready mafiusctip‘ts submitted iiy’ ’fihe

authurs. Thé invited papers will be published in a special issue if the

jnutnal- "Plasma i’I'ty‘sics and Contrailed Fusion" and sent free of fiha‘fgi! tts
each tégist’ér’e'd participaflt.

"Thé 'argéihiz‘ar’s would like to acknwledge the skillful and dedicat'ed

support; givén iyy Maiid Pandora of the ENE-t Fusion Defiartment Va: hascati
to the drum; If “these four! Volufims‘.

The Editors
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1. INTRODUCTION
Sawtooth oscillations of the central temperature occur in practically all tokamaksunder a variety of experimental conditions. A theoretical model for the sawteeth wasfirst proposed by Kadomtsev [1]. His model is based on the resistive reconnection of anm=lln=1 kink deformation which occurs when the safety factor in the centre qo falls

below unity. Recent experimental data indicates that the Kadomtsev model is notalways applicable and suggests that the central q may be significantly less than unity
while the discharge is still sawtoothing [2]. Furthermore, measurements on JET indicate
that the growth—time of the instability leading to the internal disruption is too short to
be connected with a resistive mode [3,4].

Numerical simulations of sawteeth, generally consistent with the Kadomtsev
model, have been performed by several different groups [5—7]. However, all
computations carried out so far have been made with plasma parameters far from those
characteristic of current experiments. In this paper, we present self—consistent
simulations over a wide range of plasma parameters to obtain the dependence of
characteristic features of the sawteeth on the transport coefficients. The simulations
are based on the standard, straight cylinder, low-fl, reduced—MHD equations with self-
consistent evolution of the electron temperature, including a highly anisotropic thermal
diffusivity and ohmic heating [7]. Comparison of the simulation results concerning, e.g.,
period, growth-time of the instability and collapse time, with experimental data shows
excellent agreement for Lundquist numbers up to about 107 (corresponding to machines
of the size of Frascati Tokamak, FT). An important effect found in these self—
consistent simulations is that the current profile is significantly modified by the
sawteeth, leading to a very flat distribution in a central region accompanied by a sharp
drop outside the reconnection layer. This profile makes it possible to turn on the
resistive kink instability with a large growth-rate by a minute change in central q. Thus,
the Kadomtsev model, with some modification of the current profile, appears to
describe the sawtoothing in, at least, small and medium sized tokamaks very well.

2. DEPENDENCE 0N TRANSPORT COEFFICIENTS
We have chosen as a reference case a typical ohmic discharge in FT, with the

toroidal field BT=6T, a=0.20 m, R2083 m, qa=2.6, central density n(O) ~ 1.84020 m'3 and
central temperature T(0) between 500 and 1000 eV. With these parameters, the Alfvén
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time is LA~ 0.085 ms, the Lundquist number is S : LR/LA ~ 107, the normalized arallel
thermal conductivity il ~ 20 and the normalized temperature (which equals [Em/qa ) is T ~
002 + 0.04. ‘

In general terms, the sawtoothing is a nonlinear, dissipative system, in which
relaxation oscillations occur, and one must expect its behaviour to depend on the
dissipation coefficients.We find that this is indeed the case. Varying rum (and thus [3901
at 1/1,) with S and v fixed, we found distinct relaxation oscillations only for Bpfll above
some threshold value. This happens because the sawtooth period decreases as the energy
confinement is reduced and below a certain value of By”. the successor oscillations of
one crash do not have sufficient time to decay before the next crash occurs. Regular
oscillations are then lost and the mode energies never relax to a quiescent phase. When
periodic sawteeth occur, their period scales as 1.5,“, 0: (flpulwfl. The character of the
sawteeth is also dependent on the viscosity. Changing the viscosity v at fixed S and 13pm,
distinct relaxations occur when v 2 xi, whereas for low viscosity irregular behaviour
arises. The sawtooth period scales approximately as is“, u v03. We note that the
experimental result (found in Doublet HI, TFTR and ASDEX) for the viscosity, v 2 IL, is
just inside the region where the simulations give regular-looking sawteeth.

3. SCALING WITH MACHINE SIZE
In comparing tokamaks of different sizes, the primary variations are those in the

Lundquist number 5, while v8 and xis (r1 Bpol) stay relatively constant. We therefore use
the reference parameters of FT and scale these by introducing an enhancement factor B
for 16;, v and n, and use 1/ = x,. Figure la shows the sawtooth period as a function of S
for our reduced—MHD simulations together with experimental data points. To account
for the dependence on pm“, we apply the approximate scaling of Sec. 2 for fixed S, Lsnwa
(Bpulwfi 1/0-3 with var, 0: (01300—1! and thus we have plotted [saw/(Bpull0'5- The agreement is

7 A10 . .. . 10 ,...... ....... . ......
05 a) b)1. lb I so: TFTR a
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10" _ _
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Fig. l - 8) Normalized sawtooth period Lsaw/lA limp-5 vs Lundquist number S: black circles
are the simulation results obtained for film/m,2 = 0.02 varying S while keeping v3 and xiS
fixed (v5 = 24 and xls = 10). 1)) Growth time of the linear instability (open circles) and
collapse times of the central temperature (crosses; for each value of S are shown the
minimum and maximum values observed among several teeth)
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0 r l 0 r 1
Fig. 2 - a) Current density profilej(r) (m = n :0) for S=2-106. at the time of maximum growth
rate ; b) current density profile during the nonlinear phase

striking; it is also seen from Fig. 1a that with “(Na fixed, Lsuw an 80-7. Figure 1a gives a
strong indication that the Kadomtsev—like sawteeth simulated here are in agreement
with experimental results for S up to 107.

In Figure 1b we show the collapse time of the temperature and the growth time of
the linear instability in the nonlinear simulations, for three values of E. Notably, both
of these times scale weakly with S, and at 82107 they are in good agreement with
observation on FT. The linear growth rate scales approximately as 5-1/3. This is as
expected from linear theory if the shear at the q=l surface is independent of S. We
emphasize that in the self-consistent simulations the shear at the q:] surface is
approximately independent of S. This is due to the sharp current gradient at just
outside the reconnection surface, where the current drops significantly over one
resistive layer width (Fig. 2a). As noted already by Kadomtsev [1], surface currents are
generated by the sawteeth themselves during the reconnection phase (Fig. 2b), because
the single helicity reconnection in general gives rise to profiles in which Be is
discontinuous. During the ramp phase of the sawtooth, the surface current diffuses but
at the beginning of the next crash, the current profile has a finite jump over a short
distance. The shear varies considerably within one resistive layer width, between
practically zero on the inside to about 0.3 on the outside, even though the resistive
layer shrinks with increasing S. Thus the equilibrium profiles are dependent on the
S-value, making the effective shear for the linear instability almost independent of S.
The scaling of the growth-rate with S is strongly affected by this self-consistency,
which has hitherto been ignored. With this type of profile for S=2-105, the linear growth
rate of the resistive kink mode changes from O to 10‘3 LA—1 by a change of less than 2'10‘3
in central q, i.e., the threshold for instability is very steep.

In conclusion, the reduced-MHD model gives results in excellent agreement with
experiments concerning sawtooth period and crash times, for low and medium—size
tokamaks. An important factor allowing the fast crash time at high S is the very sharp
drop in the current profile at the reconnection radius. This gives rise to an almost
discontinuous dq/dr, and therefore allows the instability to be turned on at high growth
rate by a minute change in central q.
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Q-PROFILES IN JET

R D Gill, A w Edwards, B Keegan, E Lazzaro, J O'Rourke.
A Weller and D Zasche

JET Joint Undertaking. Abingdon, Oxon., OX1” 3EA, UK

1. INTRODUCTION Tokamak q-profiles play a central role in the
determination of plasma stability and q(r) towards the plasma centre is
particularly important for the sawtooth instability. On JET, q(r) has
been detennined from magnetic measurements and Faraday rotation. Further
information about the position of the q:1 surface has been found from the
sawtooth inversion radius, the position of the snake and the resonance
effect observed on visible light and X-ray emission during pellet
injection. In addition the shear at the q=l surface has been measured
from pellet ablation [1]. This result is supported by the movement of the
snake caused by a sawtooth crash. A summary of these data will be made
after presenting the new results from pellet ablation.

2. PELLET ABLATION EFFECTS During the injection of solid D2 pellets
into JET a large drop in the soft X—ray and visible light emission has
been observed as the pellet crosses the q=1 surface (fig.1). The minor
radius (r1) of the minimum of the emission has been found to be very well
correlated with the sawtooth inversion radius (P1X) determined from
tomographically reconstructed soft X—ray camera data. The position of the
q=1 surface within a sawtooth cycle has been established in a plot (fig.2)

P V
Intensity The —’, 1-2134

(MA) VlSIble nht
0.16- Reduction on

q =1 Surface
012-

008

0.04 G .
40 33 35 SA 0 05 1D

R(m) UT.

Fig.1 Visible light emission Fig.2 Correlation plot for

during pellet ablation. q=1 surface.
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of normalised radius (r1 B/I) versus normalised time t/TS with Ts the
sawtooth period. The normalised radius is used as it has been previously
observed that FINV“ l/B. Despite considerable scatter, the data is
consistent with a previous observation [2] on the novement of the snake
oscillation which showed that r1 moved outwards during the sawtooth cycle
by —30%. r1X corresponds to the value of r1 at the start of the sawtooth
Cycle.

3. DETERMINATION OF dq/dr The physics of pellet ablation is well
understood: the plasma electrons move along their magnetic field lines
and lose energy in the ablation cloud which surrounds the pellet (of
radius rp) and protects it from direct heating (fig.3). The ablated

Inddenl ,Pellet ablation dq: + A—-’ééé( emcvons Cmud‘ ///q m m

/ Cloud after 1
toroidal turn

Pena

Ablalion cloud \(/

/vI ‘ /Abauonfiow B”// Fig.4 Mapping of
pellet ablation region

_ after 1 toroidal transit.Fig.3 Pellet ablation processes.

material expands radially up to a critical radius [3] (rs = 3.5r for JET)
and then flows along the field lines. The relative velocities are such
that the plasma electrons can make many (~l0) toroidal transits of the
torus while the pellet ablation cloud crosses a flux surface. On a
non—rational q-surface electrons from many parts of the flux surface can
interact with the pellet. However, for integer q, the flux tube closes on
itself thereby reducing the reservoir of available electrons. The cold
ablated electrons cool the plasma slowly compared with the time for the
cloud to cross the magnetic surface and q is not expected to be modified
on this timescale. On integer q—surfaces the effects of shear must also
be considered and it can be shown that in order to have an appreciable
reduction in ablation rate dq/dr < q/nr, ie., the shear must be small. If
q=qo(l+urs) the condition becomes (q-qO)/q<l/ns and this condition is only
likely to be satisfied on the q=l surface. This provides an explanation
for the lack of observation of a dip in ablation rate on surfaces other
than q=l. It can also be shown that large effects would not be expected
on rational non-integer surfaces either.

Values of dq/dr on the q:l surface may be found by considering the
degree of overlap of the pellet ablation cloud with electrons which have
made one toroidal transit of the machine (fig.U). Some overlap will
occur, corresponding to points P and P' of fig.l when
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d _ Fy
r ' EFF

where 2A = PP' and r 1 is the radius of the pellet cloud when it reaches
q=1 and is detenminea from pellet ablation rate calculations and a
knowledge of the plasma density and temperature profiles. Putting typical
values into the equation above gives dq/dr : 5x10”2 m“ and for a
parabolic profile (3:2) (i-qo) = 10'2 showing a QC extremely close to one.
Similar calculations for a number of different shots (fig.S) show some
scatter but suggest that dq/dr does not change appreciably throughout the
sawtooth cycle.

8- . Sowiooih inversion
radius

q 6- ' .
dr . . “u -

(x10-2m“)4 ' ‘ , ' . °
2— - '
0 41*

0 0.5 1.0
Fig.5 t/T5 Fig.6
dq/dr deduced from pellet ablation. Tomographically reconstructed snake

u. THE SNAKE The snake is also clearly associated with the q=i
surface and makes an inward step in minor radius of =30% coincident with a
sawtooth crash. During the slow ramp phase of the sawtooth the change in
central q caused by diffusion can only be about dq = 0.02 and therefore to
provide the required shift of the snake the q—profile must be very flat.
For a parabolic profile, a central q—value very close to 1 results
(do = 0.97).

Detailed tomographic analysis of the snake shows that although it is
clearly associated with the q=1 surface it lies to the inside of the
sawtooth inversion radius determined just before pellet injection
(fig.6).

5. FARADAY ROTATION Direct measurements of q(r) have been made on JET
using a 6 channel far—infrared polarimeter [u] which determines line
integrals of (neB ). Inversion of the experimental data requires

knowledge of the flux surface shapes and these are calculated from an
equilibrium code which uses data from magnetic measurements at the plasma
periphery; this information is supplemented in the central regions by the
soft X—ray tomographically determined iso—emissivity surfaces and sawtooth
inversion surfaces. For ohmic discharges the q—prcfiles determined have
central q values of qO ~ 0.7-0.9 and these are significantly below i even
when the known errors of ~15% are taken into account. The measurements
also determine the position of the q=1 surface in good agreement with the
sawtooth inversion radius (fig.7).
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Fig.7 Position of q=1 from FR. Fig.8 q(r) from magnetics and FR.

6. MAGNETICS RECONSTRUCTIONS Information provided by a variety of
measurements can be used to define a sequence of nested reconstructions ofthe pressure profile and q(r) which satisfy the equilibrium equation

R’V'(R'2Vw) = -uROJ(w.D)
with w the magnetic flux function [5]. In the simplest approach only the
external magnetic fields are used and the solutions are insensitive to thecentral value of q. Further restriction of the problem by the impositionof integral constraints improves the determination of internal
characteristics. For example, a self consistent analysis of the
polarimeter measurements can be made by requiring that the solution of theGS equation also gives the best fit to the measured values of the Faradayrotation (FR) angles. The analysis gives q(r) with an accuracy varyingfrom 3% at the edge to 20% at the centre. Generally the analysis doneindependently of the FR data shows qO dropping below 1 at the onset of
sawteeth and good overall agreement on the shape of q(r) (fig.8). Addingthe FR data gives lower values of qo.

7. DISCUSSION Overall q(r) in JET is well detennined, but on the
critical issue of the value of q the information falls into two
categories: the data obtained by indirect means from the snake. pellet
ablation etc., points to q very close to 1; whereas the more direct
determinations from magnetics and FR give values significantly below 1
even if the errors (i5-20%) are taken into consideration. Compatibilitybetween these data can be obtained if it is assumed that q(r) has a rathercomplicated behaviour with a local flattening at q=l and a more rapid droptowards the plasma centre. This profile shape would have many
implications for theories of the sawtooth instability mechanism.

We would like to thank J Peters for his computational assistance.
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INSTABILITIES OF BEAM-HEATED L-TYPE AND H-TYPE ASDEX PLASMAS

O. KlUber, J. Gernhardt, S. von Goeler‘), M. Kornherr,
K. Toiz), H.P. Zehrfeld

Max-Planck-Institut fUr Plasmaphysik, EURATOM Association,
Garching bei Mflnchen, Fed. Rep. of Germany

INTRODUCTION
This paper summarizes the investigations on MHD modes occurring in

beam<heated ASDEX plasmas and supplements them by some new observations and
discussions of the mode structure. Particular attention is given to the
connection between oscillatory mode activity and relaxation phenomena,
namely sawteeth, disruptions and ELMs, the latter occurring only in the H-
regime. The relaxation processes, however, are not the main topic of this
paper. For the understanding of the mode behaviour to be discussed in what
follows it is important to note that in no case the onset of neutral
injection leads immediately to H-type behaviour. Rather, an L-type phase
extending over at least - 30 ms preceeds the L to H transition.

Discussion of mode structure and mode propagation.
It is generally accepted that Mirnov oscillations with the poloidal

and toroidal mode numbers m and n, respectively, are created by currents
flowing parallel to the field lines on rational magnetic surfaces q=m/n. In
a torus, the slope of the field lines varies poloidally which leads to a
variation of the poloidal wavelength: it is larger at the outside of the
torus according to cos m (O-A sin 0) /1/. Furthermore, model calculations
performed by one of the authors /2/ have shown that the mode amplitude is
larger at the outside, too; typical out-in ratios range between 2 and 5.
Formally, this variation can be ascribed to sidebands m = i 1 whereas the
current creating this structure is flowing on just one rational surface.

The analysis of the ASDEX data has shown that the mode structure
agrees to the conception exposed above as far as the phases are concerned;
the amplitudes, however, fit into this model only in rare cases. The out—in
amplitude ratio varies between 20 and 0.5, apparently depending on the mode
type (in addition, an up-down asymmetry exists which is nearly the same for
all modes and is not discussed in this paper.) These experimental findings
can be ascribed to the simultaneous occurrence of different modes
i.e.currents flowing on different rational surfaces. In lowest order a mode
cluster m-1,m,m+1 is sufficient to describe the observations. It has to be
postulated then that the leading mode which defines the m number of the
observed structure imposes its frequency onto the sideband or satellite
modes.

l) Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton University, Princeton NJ, USA
2) Institute of Plasma Physics, Nagoya University, Nagoya, Japan
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The field perturbation E is frozen within the plasma i.e. it moves at
the velocity

1* = y + Vpi x g / (ene Bi). (1)

Here, 1 denotes the macroscopic motion which in the case of ASDEX is the
toroidal rotation caused by the unidirectional neutral injection. The
second term is the contribution of the ion pressure gradient to the dia-
magnetic drift velocity /3/. This equation allows for determining the mode
frequency via Vpol = m 01 r and Vtor = Wtor R. In the case of co-injection
(the only scenario treated here), both terms tend to cancel each other.
From a discussion of the profiles /3/ it can be taken that modes located
near the magnetic axis propagate according to the toroidal rotation while
modes located near the boundary tend to move in the opposite direction.
Thus, the study of mode propagation and frequency provides a very valuable
tool in investigating MHD phenomena.

Sawteeth, m:1 oscillations and satellites.
The OH target plasmas of the ASDEX device are generally subject to

sawteeth preceded by m=i/n=1 oscillations. The application of neutral
injection leads always to an increase of the sawtooth period. In both
confinement regimes, a critical power level is found above which sawtooth
activity vanishes in the course of the NI pulse: After the first
relaxation, the mzl/n=i mode develops again but it attains a more or less
stationary level without giving rise to sawteeth. The further temporal
evolution depends on the confinement regime: If the plasma remains in the
L-type state the mode may continue up to the end of the injection pulse or
it may develop into fishbone-like bursts. After an L- to H-transition,
however, the amplitude of the continuous m=1 mode always decreases
drastically but it revives repetitiously in a fishbone-like manner
indicating that the q value on axis remains close to unity.

The mode frequency of typically 10 to 30 kHz is clearly governed by
the toroidal rotation of the central plasma as is shown by Doppler
measurements. Regardless on the waveform - precursor of sawtooth,
continuous mode of fishbone-like burst - and regardless on the confinement
regime the m=1 mode is always accompanied by a satellite, i.e. an n=1
Mirnov oscillation with exactly the same frequency and similar temporal
behaviour of the amplitude.

The polcidal mode number m - preferrably N or 5 — exceeds always the q
value at the boundary (separatrix effects not included); hence an external
kink is a plausible candidate. The out-in ratio of the amplitudes is
extremely large and may amount up to 20 or more which indicates a cluster
of modes coupled such that the maxima coincide at the outside of the torus.
Presumably, such cluster comprise all mode numbers between 1 and the
dominant m value which would explain the mode coupling satellite extending
over the total plasma cross section.

Most puzzling, in some cases, this structure is superimposed by an
m=O/n=1 component at same frequency which - due to the large amplitude
ratio of the m > 0 satellite - is most prominent at the inside of the
torus. Thus the signals from the Mirnov coils located in a poloidal plane
at the high field side of the torus are in phase while those from the outer
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coils exhibit the well-known picture of a propagating mode. 0n the basis of
plausible assumptions it is possible to separate the m=O component /3/. It
is difficult to comment on the significance of this phenomenon since its
occusrence cannot be attributed to characteristic parameters such as q, 5p
+ ll 2 etc.

m=2 modes and disruptions.
L-type plasmas in ASDEX are not susceptible to disruptions below the

density limit. If q approaches 2, a large m=2/n=1 mode develops which
usually persists over hundreds of milliseconds without leading to dis-
ruptions. Frequently, the island size is appreciable and impairs the
confinement. In H-type discharges, disruptions preceded by large m=2
oscillations occur preferrably if the 8 limit is approached. The way the
m=2 mode is initiated is reported in ref. /h/.

The moderate amplitude ratio of the order 3 fits into the picture of
just one mode. The direction of propagation is still that of the toroidal
rotation while the frequency is appreciably smaller than that due to the
central rotation velocity which indicates the enhanced competing effect of
the diamagnetic drift.

Localized m a 3 modes and their relationship to the confinement regimes.
The m=1/n=1 and m=2/n=1 modes discussed in the preceding sections are

localized in that they propagate according to eq. (1). Another localized
n=1 mode was first observed in the L regime by one of the authors /5/. The
m number is m* = 3 or H, where m* is smaller than but close to the boundary
q value (separatrix effects disregarded). This mode propagates in the dia-
magnetic drift direction at a frequency which is typically below 10 kHz,
i.e. less than that of the m=1 mode. In favourable cases, the double
frequency feature is clearly seen in the raw data. Using an ideal filter
method /5/ the two components can be separated.

Surprisingly, in contrast to the behaviour of the satellite mode, the
out-in ratio of the amplitudes is nearly unity or even less which
corresponds to a cluster of modes coupled such that the maxima coincide at
the inner side of the torus.

All these features indicate the occurrence of a mode originating near
(but inside) the separatrix which apparently is decoupled from the central
m=1 activity. Unfortunately, this statement has to be qualified according
to the following experimental findings: In sawtoothing L‘type discharges,
there is generally an interval between sawteeth, in which the m=1
oscillation and its satellite is not detectable. This behaviour, however,
holds also for the m* mode, apart from a short period after the sawtooth
crash. Furthermore, there is a puzzling connection between the number m* of
the mode discussed here and the mode number mS of the satellite governed by
the m=1, namely

m* = mS-i (2).
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Simple relationships, however, between the frequencies of both modes or the
sums or differences of them were not found.

It was already stated that the m* mode is observed in the L regime.
After the L to H transition, it vanishes rapidly, i.e. within a few
milliseconds. It reappears on the same time scale if, after the termination
of the NI heating pulse, the plasma returns into L-type behaviour. During
the M phase, the m* mode occurs only during the so-called edge-localized
modes or ELMs which in general is masked by the signals due to the inward
motion of the plasma column caused by the rapid decrease of 5p- Using
particular evaluation techniques /6/, however, it is possible to separate
both types of signals. It is seen that the m* mode and the ELM relaxation
develop simultaneously. Hence, this mode is no precursor to the ELM other
than the Characteristic precursors of sawteeth and disruptions.

In the L phase, the m* mode develops at rather low 8 values.
Furthermore, there is no threshold for the onset of ELMs. From this it is
inferred that this mode is driven by current density rather than by
pressure.

SUMMARY
The variety of MHD oscillations in beam-heated ASDEX plasmas can be

systemized to some extent: rules can be established. The underlying
physics, however, are not yet understood.
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Sawteeth in IFI R*

K. M. McGuire, R. Buchsel, A. Cavallo, E. D. Fredrickson, A. Janos,
G. Kuo Petravic, D. Mansfield, Y. Murakami2, W. Park, and W. Stodiek.

Princeton University, Plasma Physics Laboratory
Princeton, N.J. 08543 USA.

In r i n
In this paper we will look at experimental data from the soft x—ray camera and
local ECE Te measurements. An attempt will be made to understand the
relationship between the temperature island and the displacement of the hot
temperature core. A comparison between the temperature island size and the
movement of the hot core will be made in order to identify the type of 1nstab111ty
involved at the sawtooth crash. In addition the Be signal observed on the
magnetic loops during the precursor phase will be used in an attempt to
measure the motion of the magnetic axis during the sawtooth crash phase.
Simulations of the of m/n: 1/1 mode during the sawtooth crash will be compared
in detail with the soft x— ray and local ECE Te measurements in order to
understand the shape of the hot region as the temperature decreases at the
sawtooth crash.

Experimental results
Many kinds of sawteeth are observed on TFTR[1], in ohmic and neutral beam
heated plasmas. It is found that most sawteeth have little or no precursor
activity before the sawtooth crash. However with closer inspection it is found
that a rapidly growing mode is observed during the final collapse itself. This

rapidly growing mode is
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Figure 1a. Shows a sawtooth crash on TFTR The local temperature
with T8 profiles from the grating polychrometer method of reconstruction is
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limited to changes in the emission which are slow compared to the rotation of the
plasma. However, this method of reconstruction is extremely powerful on TFTR
due to the large rotation velocities obtained with neutral beam injection. The
analysis of many sawtooth crashes on TFTR leads to the following overall
picture: (a) the magnetic axis or hot temperature core moves away from the
center as the temperature island structure grows, (b) when it moves about half
the radius of the (1:1 surface, it starts to deform in shape and becomes somewhat
non-circular, (c) the cold island region pushes the hot core against the q=1
surface, and then the heat spreads poloidally around the q=1 surface, (d) the
cold region grows to form the new plasma core. This picture of the sawtooth
crash is observed on all types of sawteeth on TFTR. These features of the
sawtooth crash are shown in fig. la - 1b, where the timing and position of the
temperature island is chosen so that it is at large major radius._‘n_llllll4DLlllll «1 lil
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Figure 1b. Shows a sawtooth crash on TFTR with reconstructed local
temperature data using the method of rotation of the plasma to obtain a
poloidal distribution of the Te profile.

In a large tokamak like TFTR, the sawtooth crash time on the central T6 and
line integral density can be as fast as : 40 usec. The relative change in ATe/ T8 =
40% and AT,/ Ti = 30%. However the topology of the temperature island and

the motion of the hot core does appear to be consistent with reconnection type
phenomena. The present sawtooth theories must explain the "Kadomtsev-like"
reconnection, the fast Te and ne crash times, fast motion of the trapped fast ions
[3], and slow neutron drops[4] at the sawtooth crash. The time scale for the
complete crash, as measured by the central local temperature, is about 40us,
which is much too fast for a classical Kadomtsev—like resistive reconnectionprocess.
Measurements of the temperature island width and the magnetic oscillations
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Figure 2. The width of the temperature island and the axis shift of the
temperature hot spot, during the crash phase of a sawtooth, as measured
by the local temperature profiles. The amplitude of the Be signal
observed on the magnetic loops during the precursor phase is also shown.

during the crash phase are shown in fig.2. As the temperature islanAd increases
in width from = 3cm to 30cm, the external magnetic loop signal B6 does not
change in amplitude. The signal detected on the loops is an m/n = 4/1 and 3/1
mode coupling out from the m/n = 1/1 in the core, therefore it seems reasonable
that the larger the 1/1 mode the larger the amplitude of the B signal at the
coils. In other examples, it is found that the B9 signal does increase as the
temperature island grows, in near agreement with MHD code calculations.
The high frequency turbulence, measured with external magnetic loops, does not
show the enhanced levels during the crash phase of the sawtooth as might be
expected from a stochastic model for the sawtooth crash mechanism. However
the new microwave scattering system on TFTR will address this question of
turbulence during the sawtooth crash phase.
Local Te and line integral x-ray measurements do not agree on the shape of the
hot spot just before the crash of the sawtooth[5]. Simulation results are obtained
by best fitting the raw experimental data, using a model of a shifted core with
circular to elliptical shape. During the growth of the island shaped region, from
4.0957 to 4.0965sec (see fig. 2) the agreement between the simulations is
remarkably good. The "hot spot" in the final phase of the sawtooth crash, is
nearly circular on the local Te reconstruction but is somewhat island shaped on
the x-ray simulation results. The difference in shape could be caused by the fact
that the x-rays are sensitive to ne and Zefl‘ and these quantities may not follow
the flux surfaces, generally it is believed that T8 is constant on a flux surface.

Discussion
The flat region on the temperature profile which we interpret as a temperature
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island grows to a large size before the sawtooth crash. The motion of thetemperature "hot spot" is "Kadomtsev-like“, that is, as expected from theKadomstev reconnection model, except for the time scale involved. If the islanddetected by the Be loops was a magnetic island, then the measured Be signalshould increase more than was observed. This implies that the magnetic axismay not be moving as much as required, if the temperature island is arepresentation of the magnetic island. Nevertheless the possibility that themagnetic island is not large at the sawtooth crash and that the largetemperature island is caused by a stochastic process cannot be ruled out fromthe present data.
The stability of the m=1 mode at low beta and low (10 = 0.7 has being studied indetail by Manickam and 0thers[6]. Indications are that at high beta, Be > 1[7],the m = 1 mode is unstable for q0 - 1 > 0.1. For neutral beam heated dischargesdescribed in this paper, the Te and Ti are high and Be 2 1.0. In addition a largepart of the current can be carried by beam and bootstrap driven currents. Forboth these reasons the qo on axis may not reach 0.7, as was observed in OHdischarges on other tokamaks[6 ].

[Egngllisigns
It is found that the "hot spot“ is near circular on the local Te reconstruction butis somewhat island shaped on the x-ray tomography reconstruction during thefinal phase of a sawtooth crash. This leads to the conclusion that, for the x-raydiagnostic the ne and zefln may have changed and this should be taken intoaccount. No cold bubble is observed on TFTR during a slow or fast sawtoothcrash on the local temperature measurements. However it may be present on theX-ray tomography[8]. As the temperature island increases in width from x 3cm to30cm, the external magnetic loop signal Be does not change in amplitude. Thisproblem will be resolved with a q profile measurement on TF’I‘R. Further studyis needed to address the question of mode coupling from the m/n = 1/1 to thehigher mode numbers, this will lead to a better understanding of the magneticisland size during the sawtooth crash.
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Axisymetric Beam-driven Modes during High Power NBI on TFTR"
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[ntrgdngtigg
A new beam driven instability has been observed on TFTR during high-

power neutral beam heating. It is observed during the initial beam injection
phase of TFTR supershot plasmas. The mode is observed best with a very
low initial density and well conditioned limiters to minimize edge recycling.
The duration of the mode is short, beginning about 50 msec after beam turn-
on and lasting for approximately 50 msec (Fig. 1). There is no observed
degradation in fast beam ion or plasma confinement due to the mode. The
instability typically has a (m,n)=(2,0) standing wave structure, although in
numbers as high as 4 and (m,n)=(2,1) standing mode structures have also
been observed. Typical mode frequencieswlie in the range from 20 kHz up to
150 kHz. The mode amplitude is small, B/Bg at 50 cm from the plasma edge
is about 3 x 105. The soft x-ray camera shows that the mode is localized
near the edge of the plasma.

x rim 1) R l
(a) Mode Structure

The mode is observed during the initial phase of beam injection. At that
time edge densities are in the range 2-4 x 1018/m3, Zeff is typically about 5,
the edge electron temperature is about 100eV and the magnetic field is 4.8T
on axis. The mode appears shortly (50 msec) after beam turn-on and
persists for less than 50 msec. The edge density typically increases less than
20% during the first 100msec of beam injection. The (parallel) beam
injection energy is approximately 105 keV with deuterium, but there is also
a substantial fraction of the beam ions in the half and third energy
components. For these parameters, the electron thermal velocity is about 4 x
106 m/sec, the beam ion velocity is about 3 x 106 m/sec and the Alfven velocity
is 5.2 x 107 m/sec. Data is available for cases with q(a) approximately 4, 6
and 8.

The most striking feature of this new mode is that it is a standing wave.
Analysis of data from the 30 channel internal Mirnov coil array [1] for a
typical q(a):8 case shows a clear m=2, n=0 standing wave (Fig. 2). The mode
structure in this example is quite complex, however. The q(a):8 cases have
dominant (2,0) modes (possibly with multiple radial mode numbers) as well
as higher m=3 and m=4 modes all present simultaneously (Fig. 3). At
moderate q(a)=6, the dominant mode structure was still (m,n)=(2,0), but
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now (1,0) and (3,0) modes could also be seen. At the lowest q(a):4, thedominant modes became (m,n)=(2,1) standing waves with (m,n)=(3,1)traveling waves also present.
There is good evidence that the mode is localized to the edge region of theplasma. The mode is not visible on the chord averaged soft x-ray data (5 milBe filters). However, with the filters removed and the camera sensitive toultra-soft and VUV emission, dominantly from the edge, the mode is visible.Further, it is observed that small gas puffs preceding beam injection canstabilize the mode. As the gas puffs have their strongest effect at the plasmaedge, this implies the the mode is also localized there.

(1)) Frequency Spectrum
As to be expected from the complexity of the spatial structure, thefrequency spectrum of the modes is also rich. As in the spatial structure,there is a qualitative difference in the spectra between the q(a):4, 6 and 8cases. For the q(a)z4 case, there are two well defined peaks of nearly equalamplitude at 20 kHz and 30 kHz corresponding to the (m,n)=(3,1) travelingwave and the (2,1) standing wave respectively. The 20 kHz peak is broader(width is about 5 kHz) than the 30 kHz peak (width of about 1.0 kHz).At q(a):6, where (2,0) standing waves and (3,0) and (1,0) traveling wavesare present, the frequencies are no longer constant in time. The dominant(2,0) mode appears at 32kHz. Within 30ms the frequency has increased to50kHz and the mode amplitude has become small. A very weak (1,0) modeappears and disappears at the same time with a frequency about 10 kHzbelow that of the (2,0). A weak (3,0) mode is also present at roughly twice thefrequency ofthe (2,0). The richest structure occurs in the high q(a) cases(Fig. 3). The simplest description of the phenomena would assume thepresence of two strong, non-linearly interacting modes (2,0) modes at 42 kHzand 50 kHz. As both positive and negative frequencies are present, all thesum and difference frequencies would be represented. The 32 kHz peakwould be 2 x 42 kHz - 50 kHz, the 58 kHz peak would be 2 x 50 kHz - 42 kHz.The next grouping of peaks could be described in the same fashion. The 84kHz and the 100 kHz peaks would be twice the 42 and 50 kHz peaks,respectively. The 92 kHz peak is 42 + 50 kHz. The interactions continue, upto the 168 kHz peak which is 4 x 42 kHz. The physical process which couldgive rise to such a description is unclear. It is not possible at this point tostate whether there is a broad (in frequency space) driving term whichexcites narrow band modes (the 34, 42, 50, and 58 kHz quadruplet may bedifferent radial eigenmodes), or whether there exists a continuum of modefreqencies excited by discrete resonances with specific beams.

(c) Scaling
The scaling with q(a) has been extensively discussed above. While theresults are mostly qualitative, the changes in mode frequency and structuredo roughly keep the parallel phase velocity near the injected beam velocity.Under some conditions the mode amplitude is observed to scale well with
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counter power - but in contrast, ABM's are also observed with co-parallel
injection only. Gas puffing, hence higher edge densities, seems to stabilize
the modes (perhaps in contradiction to global Alfven wave models). However
the mode amplitude does not seem to scale well with edge density. The
range of toroidal field available for scaling was insufficient to draw
conclusions.

Rimesimm
Circumstantial evidence supports the conclusion that the ABM

instability is a beam driven mode. The mode is only observed during beam
heating. It is present during the initial phase of neutral beam injection,
before global plasma parameters (density, electron temperature or plasma
current profile) have changed much from the ohmic phase. Finally, the
mode frequency is close to the calculated beam poloidal transit frequency.
Details of the beam ion/wave interaction are not understood, nor is the radial
eigenfunction of the mode known. However, there is strong evidence that
this is an edge mode. It appears sensitive to edge parameters (it disappears
with heavy gas puffing) and it is observed on ultra-soft x-ray emission, but
not soft x-rays. The global Alfven branch[2] would appear to be a likely
candidate for the instability, but the minimum in the Alfven frequency is
typically greater than 0.5MHz (Fig. 4), much higher than the range of
frequencies of the dominant modes (20-60 kHz). It is of interest to note that
the edge electron thermal velocity (:4x106m/sec) is also close to the parallel
phase velocity of the mode, thus electron Landau damping may be important
in calculations of the mode stability.
*Supported by US DOE contract No. DE-ACOZ—76~CHO-3073
[1]E. D. Fredrickson, K. M. McGuire, et 31., Rev. Sci. Instrum 57 (1986) 2084.
[2]K. Appert, R. Gruber, et al.,Plasma Physics 24 (1982) 1147.
i r i n

Fig. 1a. Traces showing the rise in stored energy as the neutral beams are
turned on and the amplitude of the EBB/at signal. The initial spike is
the ABM with the later rise being the turbulent fluctuations always
seen with beam heating.

Fig. 1b. Raw data from the main 15 coil poloidal array of Mirnov coils. The
data clearly shows the m=2 standing mode structure.

Fig. 2 Snapshots at 4 times through one period of the mode. Circles are
data from the main poloidal array, triangles are data from coils at
different toroidal locations.

Fig. 3 Spectrum of the fluctuations on one coil for shot 37570. The peaks
are labeled as to their poloidal and toroidal mode numbers.
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Fig. 4 The fundamental Alfven frequency profile for a q(a)z6 plasma. Theactual mode frequency varied from 32kHz to 50kHz. (Where (0A;VA/q(r)Ro.)

Figure 1 Figure 2
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MEASUREMENTS OF THE TOKAMAK SAFETY FACTOR PROFILE BY MEANS OF
DRIVEN RESONAN'I‘ ALFVEN WAVES

fl Weise, G.G. Borg, B.Joye, AJ. Knight, J.B. Lister

Centre de Recherches en Physique des Plasmas
Association Euratom - Confederation Suisse
Ecole Polytechnique Federale de Lausanne

21, av. des Bains, CH—1007 Lausanne/Switzerland

Alfvén waves are launched in the TCA tokamak (R, a = 0.61, 0.18 m, 39, = 0.78~1.51 T,

1p 5 170 kA and rte S 1.5 X 1020 m—3) by an external antenna structure [1]. An Alfvén
resonance occurs wherever the local Alfvén velocity matches the externally imposed wave
velocity, (Ll/k". In the large aspect ratio approximation the resonance condition can be written
as,

w2p(0) = K [n + m/qtrfl2 /[p<r)/p(0)] , (1)

where (mm) are the toroidal and poloidal mode numbers respectively, p(r) is the
local mass density, and q(r) is the local safety factor.

When the central line densities for which the resonance condition is satisfied at a given
radius are known for two identical discharges, with, for example, (n,m) = (1,1) and (2,0)
excitation, the local value of 4 can be obtained directly. To see this, we rewrite Eq. (1) as,

502130 p*<r> o< [n + m/q<r)]2 , (2)

where p0 is the central mass density and p‘(r) is the mass density profile normalised to its
value at r=0. We assume that q(r) and p‘(r) are independent ofpo. This allows us to write
Eq. (2) with (n,m) = (1,1) and (2,0) and solve for the safety factor to obtain,

40') =[2(1301/P02)”2 - 1]_1 , (3)
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where p01 and p02 are the values of the central density when the (1,1) and the (2,0) modesare resonant at a given radius, r. The ratio of p01 and p02 can be obtained from electron linedensity measurements, assuming that the (1,1) and the (2,0) discharges have the sameeffective ion mass, p(0)/ne(0). To ensure this condition the ohmic discharge was disturbed aslittle as possible by using a minimal RF power.
The required mode numbers, (n,m) = (1,1) and (2,0), were determined by the relativephasing of the antennae and the RF power delivered to the plasma was 40 kW, at 2.04 MHZ.The resonance positions were found by observing the associated density oscillations using aphase contrast imaging interferometer [2].
Figure 1 shows the radial profile of the amplitude and phase of the line density oscillationobtained for the same line averaged electron density in both the (1,1) and (2,0) continua.Although the two continua were observed to have the same threshold density, the (1,1)resonance layer appears at a larger radius than the (2,0) layer at this density, somewhat abovethe threshold, as a result of its dependence upon the safety factor. Figure 2 shows how theresonances moved to the plasma edge as the density increased.
Figure 3 shows the positions of the resonance layers for the (1,1) and (2,0) modes plottedas a function of line density measured for B¢ = 1.51 T and [p = 125 kA. The difference inthe rate of outward movement of the (1,1) and (2,0) resonances as the density increasedillustrates the q dependence of the (1,1) layer. Although this discharge showed sawtoothbehaviour, the ensuing modulation was not resolved in the measurements; the frequencyresponse of the instrumentation provided an average over the sawtooth period.Figure 4(a) shows the (1 profile deduced from the measurements of Fig. 3. As the densityincrease at low power was often insufficient to force the (2,0) resonance layer out tor/a >0.7, we have added points at larger radii by using the Abel inverted density profileobtained from an eight chord far infrared interferometer (when available), together with the(1,1) resonance layer profiles. These are the filled circles in Fig. 4.

Fig. 1. Radial profiles ofthe ( 2.0)synchronous line density A , _ ** ”062oscillations obtained at the a
same values of line density ;
and excitationfrequencyfor E
(1,!) and (2,0) excitation. 0

B
E

U I O5 /0 ' .0 0,5
r/ct r/a
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Figure 4(a) shows data taken from a sawtoothing discharge. This q profile is within a few
percent of unity from r/a = O to r/a = 0.4, which corresponds, within one centimetre, to
the sawtooth inversion radius obtained from soft x-ray measurements. The profile
extrapolates well to the cylindrically equivalent safety factor at the edge, q1=5><106a 23¢, IRIP,
in this case 4] = 3.2. The q] values are indicated by the crosses in Fig.4.

Figures 4(b) and (c) show the q profiles for discharges with the same toroidal field as
Fig. 4(a) but with plasma currents of 70 M and 50 kA, respectively. Both these profiles also
extrapolate well to the corresponding values of q[, 5.7 and 7.9. respectively. These profiles
do not have the flat central region shown in Fig. 4(a) and indicate a more peaked plasma
current. Figure 4(b) shows (1 values in the central region slightly above unity, while 4(c) has
central 4 values substantially above unity. Neither of these two discharges showed any
sawtooth behaviour (the onset of sawteeth in TCA corresponds to q; z 5).

Figure 4(d) shows the q profile for a discharge with a reduced toroidal field of
B¢= 1.16 T and a larger plasma current of 1p = 135 kA. The reduced toroidal field, together

Fig. 3. Resonance layer positions «33047 02 (1.1) :1 33062 029.0)
for the (1,1) and (2,0) modes as a
function of the central line density. }
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with the higher plasma current, caused (11 to decrease to 2.3. Again, the measured q profile
extrapolates well to this value. The reduced edge value of the safety factor was not associated
with a reduced central value, compared to the case of Fig. 4(a). However, the central flat
region has extended so that q(r) stays close to unity out to r/a = 0.5. This distance
corresponds to the increased sawtooth inversion radius observed on the soft x»ray signals.

Sawtooth resolved measurements show a strong modulation of the KAW phase and
amplitude for (mm) = (2,0), equivalent to a 3% change in line density. The modulation by
sawteeth is much weaker for (mm) = (1,1), suggesting that the change in mass density at
the sawtooth collapse is compensated by the change in q. From Eq.(2) this suggests
Aq/q=—Ap/p=3%, that is, the collapse expels a small amount of current together with the
particles which carry the current.

Different techniques have so far yielded different measurements of q(0). Our results
indicate a flat (1 profile during sawteeth with q close to unity in the central region. This is
consistent with the quasi-interchange sawtooth collapse model proposed by Wesson [3].

We are grateful for the support of the TCA team in this work, which was partly supported
by the Fonds National Suisse de la Recherche Scientifique.
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Introduction A set of complete, resonant, helical windings (E : 1,2,3) has been installed
on Tokoloshe (R/a : .52m/.24 m, BT = .6T, Ip > 100 hi). The E = 1 coil has a winding law
of the form 0 = 45 + 40'J sinfl chosen to minimize the 3/1 sideband, and which gives a 2/1
satellite island of approximately one third the size of the primary 1/1 island. Other sidebands
are small. In this paper the first experimental results are presented.

Experimental results Experiments to date have been limited by power supplies to E = 1
coil currents I; S 6kA, 11/1,, 5 6%. I; is switched on at some chosen time during a shot, has
a rise time of approximately 3ms, and decays resistively over the shot duration (Fig. 1 D).
The Spitzer time to the q = 1 surface is 15 ms. We have results in the case Ip is parallel or
antiparallel to BT (resonant and nonresonant helical perturbation respectively), and in the
cme 11 is reversed. Observations at the q = 1 resonant surface are made with a single surface
barrier diode at a tangent radius just outside the radius of inversion. Mirnov and hard X-ray
signals are monitored.

In the resonant case with 11 : —6 1:11, a maximum reduction of relative sawtooth
amplitude (AA/A) of about 50% is achieved as shown in Fig. 1 A. Similar amplitude re-
duction under reversed helical current is observed (Fig. 1 B) but with considerably more
complicated soft X—ray signal. Fig. 1 C shows a reference shot (11 : O).

In the non-resonant case with I; 2 —6 IcA, a maximum reduction of AA/A of
about 50% is again observed (Fig. 2 A). With [1 : +6 kA, minor changes in AA/A are
observed (Fig. 2 B). The dependence of observations on the sign of I1 is surprising but may
be due to an asymmetry in the outer flux surface relative to the poloidal limiter. Changes in
sawtooth modulation of the m = 2 Mirnov signal and hard X-rays are in line with changes
in AA/A, supporting the soft X-ray results (Fig. 3). The soft X—ray signal saturates quickly
in the early cooling phase as is particularly clear when comparing Fig. 2 B with Fig. 2 C.
For limited helical currents I; < 6kA we have not attempted to distinguish a clear trend in
AA/A with coil current, as the observations only become significant at 11 ~ 6kA.

Further we find that the observed time for an effect on the soft X-ray signal is
3-5 times the Spitzer value to the radius of inversion, and that major disruptions are not
precipitated. The latter observation confirms the smallness of the 2/1 satellite which is not
expected from experimental results with the l? = 2 coil (Ref 1) to cause disruption.

In equilibria with By- 2 0.35 T,[; : 6kA(I1/Ip = 8%) the above results persist
with AA/A reduced by about 50%. Here a general decrease in 2/1 amplitude is often
observed, accompanied by a lengthening of the shot (Fig. 4). These discharges have not
yet been considered in depth, but pulse lengthening has been related to profile modifications
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which may then occur in our experiments, and affect sawtoothing.

Discussion Partial sawtooth suppression has been achieved for limited coil currents where
I,/],, S 6%. This is to be compared with TOSCA resonant coil experiments where sup-
pression was achieved for Il/Ip ~ 25% (Ref. 2). Our power supplies are being upgradedin order to attempt full suppression and to more thoroughly characterise the above observa-
tions. The striking experimental results, however, have been first the non—resonant natureof this stabilization, which occur independently of coil helicity (Figs. 1 A, 2 A), and second
that disruptions are not induced for currents as high as 6 IcA. Numerical field line tracing onsmooth peaked profiles with 11(0) 2 0.7, and with q(a) : 3.5 and radius ofinversion r1 2 9cmas observed, show global stochasticity as the 1/1 and 2/1 islands overlap when [1 = 6kA.We do not then believe that we have peaked q-profiles on Tokoloshe. Further, island sizefor peaked profiles is strongly dependent on coil resonance so that our observations do notdirectly implicate the 1/1 island in sawtooth suppression as in the Kadomtsev crash theory.Field line tracing does however reveal that flux surfaces are given a 1/1 helical shift Ah bythe Z = 1 coil. A}, is found to be approximately constant for given q and a wide range offlat, peaked and shifted equilibria, to scale linearly with [1, and to undergo a resonance atq : 1. Fig. 5 shows A}, against q for flat (1 profiles at 6kA. It is seen that the resonancewidth depends on helicity but that Ah can in either case be large for q _. 1. Flux surfacescan then in principle have a structure reminiscent of the 1/1 internal kink mode in modernsawtooth crash theory (Ref. 3) if q ~ 1 and flat inside, but sheared outside, the radius ofinversion. In terms of that theory, sawtoothing persists as observed because the stabilizingeffect of line bending remains small for 11 ~ 6kA but the radial shift to the q : 1 surface ofthe magnetic axis in the crash is reduced by Ah, thus reducing AA/A. The resonance widthin q for helically non-resonant mode suppression is I 1 — q l~ 10‘3 (Fig. 5) consistent withtheory. Our single soft X-ray diode is presently being supplemented by a diode array in orderto directly detect this shift.

Conclusion Preliminary observations with the E = l helical coil are then tentatively con—sistent with equilibria with low shear central q profiles, and do not seem to support the1/1 island growth of the Kadomtsev model. Profile modification at low BT may occur whichsuggests a competing mechanism for sawtooth suppression that requires further investigation.
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MODE LOCKING WITH A RESONANT HELICAL L =2 COIL 0N TOKOLOSHE
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Introduction
Interest in the possibilty of control of the 2/1 tearing mode in

tokamak plasmas has led to studies of the effect of external

current carrying windings on ATC. Pulsator. Tosca. JIPP-TII, HT-GB

and TBRl. We report here the first results obtained with a

resonant (=2 winding on “Tokoloshe” tokamak.

Egperimental Details
The L =2 winding is one of three (i=1, 2 and 3) installed on

Tokoloshe for instability studies [1]. A winding law
8=¢l2+48°sin6 was chosen to minimize in particular the 3/1
sideband and measurements have been made with [=2 pulses of $4.5kA
and S30ms duration. The target plasmas had peak current
Ip”120kA and duration ‘éfims [2]. In particular two phases of

the digcharge were studied: (A) near peak Ip when q(a)'3. q(0)>l

and Bn(2/1)/B9 was large (>12) and (B) durin strong gas

puffing later in the discharge when q(a)~3.5, %;(2/1)/Be was
small (<O.1Z) and E; was strongly modulated by sawtoothing. Two
resonant and two non-resonant combinations of directions of ET.
IP and I2 have been studied so far (Fig 1).

Results and Discussions
The first effect seen with increasing 12 is a marked

distortion of the 2/1 Mirnov signal from a Fourier analysing coil

(FAC). With sufficiently large I2 mode locking occurs while

further increase of I2 leads to a major disruption.

During phase (B), measurements were made of the time to

disruption, rd, from the start of the {=2 pulse, as a function
of 12. The reference plasmas (Iz=0) disrupt reproducibly with
tdo=12.5 i 1.5ms. For the non-resonant configuration (+-+) no
effect on the plasma was seen and tu"tdo. For (+++). ta
decreases when 12 is above a certain level [Fig 2]. If we
postulate that a critical island size [32¢ must be exceeded for

a disruption, and if the field penetration time to r2 is ta,

Iz<l_e—td/:I) (l-e’z‘“ ”1)::[293 A22:

where tI is the rise time of the C =2 pulse. Fitting this
relation to the measured td versus 12 (Fig 2) yields estimates

of tR and Izc: tR=3.9ms, Izc=800A. For (++—) we get a

similar curve and tfi=3.hms. Izc=1200An The estimated tR
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are consistent with the vacuum chamber field penetration time of"0.7ms and a Spitzer time to r2 of 'Sms. The different valuesof 12C for (+++) and (++—) are believed to be due to thedifferent orientations of the islands at the limiter in the twocases. For the lower 12C, one island is on the side where theflux surface, measured with Hall probes. touches the limiter. Theisland sizes predicted by Poincare plots for a given 12c areconsistent with disruption (large islands approaching the limiterand with extensive regions of stochasticity) within theuncertainties imposed by q’.

The behaviour of the 2/1 mode in phase (A). for a reference shot(Iz=0). is shown in Fig 3(a). Ea(a) reaches large values(”206, see Fig 4) which are normally about the size observedbefore a major disruption on Tokoloshe. Indeed, a slightdeterioration of wall conditions can lead to a minor or majordisruption near peak E;(a). The estimated maximum island widthis W=Z(a—r2), where ’rz is the radius of the q=2 surface. andso is consistent with this, though errors due to uncertainty in q'are .about a factor of two. When B" is large, poloidallyasymmetric slowing down of the mode is observed and sometimescomplete locking. The poloidal asymmetry is probably due to theouter flux surface leaning on the inside of the limiter. ~Applications of a resonant (+++) L =2 pulse with Bn(£=2) 3Bn(2/l) leads to mode locking (Fig 3(b) and (c)). The time tolock is quite reproducible and the (=2 pulse was switched off soonafter the lock for these results. This normally leads tore-rotation of the mode though the lock duration is not tooreproducible. at least for large Bn(2/1). The orientation ofthe FAC is such that for the (+++) configuration the mode alwayslocks following a positive half cycle of BH and restarts with anegative half cycle. For (++-) this is reversed (Fig 3(c)), asexpected (Fig 1). Preliminary comparisons with the mode lockingtheories of Nave and Wesson [3] and Hender et al [A] showsatisfactory quantitative agreemept.
Integration of n to give BH shows clearly that only thevelocity and not the amplitude is strongly effected by the {=2coil (Fig 4). We have found an operating region where the B“amplitude is reduced (by 5 302) by the {=2 pulse but this is notroutinely observed.
Attempts to suppress the 2/1 mode by applying reversed I2 to amode locked as above have not yet proved successful. The lockedmode is in an unstable equilibrium with respect to the second 12pulse, which tends to rotate it so that the fields are no longercancelling.

A4The disruptions produced by the e =2 coil normally show no Bnprecursor signal above the noise level, or indeed any otherprecursor signals. The disruption is marked by a sudden loss ofrunaway electrons and a rapid decrease in soft eay intensity.Presumably. some cases of precursorless disruptions seen in othertokamaks could be due to locked modes — caused however by fieldinhomogeneties rather than externally applied radial fields as



here. The onset of mode locking is found to give distinctive
signatures on other diagnostics than 3“, including a reduction
in Ha intensity and Langmiur probe saturated ion current and a
pronounced reduction in hard X—ray intensity.
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SPECIFIC TURBULENCE ASSOCIATED WITH SAWTOOTH
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INTRODUCTION

Recently we reported [1. 2] the existence of a specific turbulence during the
sawtooth relaxation which superimposes the quasi-stationary (QS) turbulence.

Experimentally it corresponds to bursts of fluctuations observed on the high
frequency side of the Q8 spectrum. The bursts appear synchroneously with the
relaxation and globally last 60 us. It has been shown that the specific fluctuations
cover the 0.4 to 3 MHz domain depending on the wave number and. at least. the 3 to
17 cm‘1 observed wave number range. In this range. the k spectrum follows a kr5i‘
rapidly decaying variation The phase velocity of this turbulence is typically
8.103 m/s. i.e. 4 times higher than the one of the Q5 turbulence.

A C02 coherent scattering diagnostic is used to perform the experiments. The
scattering volume consists on a vertical chord which is radially scanned. The
presently reported experiments. performed on TFR Tokamak, concern k = 5 or
7 cm'l. A careful analysis of the temporal amplitude variation lets us define three
stages in the turbulent process (Fig.1), in agreement with the soft X Ray signals.
Each stage typically lasts 20115. The first stage is associated with a displacement of
the hot core. The increase of fluctuations amplitude is clear but modest. The second
stage coincides with the main crash of the emissivity signal. lts amplitude is large.
Finally, a third stage coincides with the reorganisation process during which the
central region of the plasma recovers its symmetry. During this phase. the
amplitude and spectrum of the turbulence are comparable with the ones of the
first phase. The following reported data is uniquely concerned with the second
phase and our attention is focused on the spatial localization of the specific
turbulence.
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SPATIAL LOCALIZATION

The specific turbulence power AS(co) is defined as the difference between
the instantaneous spectrum and the average QS spectrum. By radially scanning
the scattering volume. the frequency integrated specific turbulence power an2 is
measured and gives us Fig.2. From the scattered dots a first conclusion is drawn:
the specific fluctuations only exist at the interior of the qzl surface. The large
dispersion of the points lets us suspect that a hidden parameter plays an important
part.

Azimmal Localization

By following the m=l precursor mode. observed on the soft X ray signals just atthe interior of the inversion radius (r < r1). the azimutal position of the cold side
at the beginning of the first phase (fast displacement of the hot core) is noticed as8. We define a radius r0 where the turbulence is supposed to be maximum. From
the raw experimental points on Fig.2 we took r0: 3cm. Then 60 is the azimutal
angle of the r0 circle intersection with the axis of the scattering volume. The
amplitude of the specific fluctuations Air2 is symmetrical in (e - Go) and then Fig.3
can be presented as a function of (e - 80)2. The amplitude drastically depends on
(e - 80)2. following an approximately exponential law. It is maximum for e: 80
with an experimentally observed half width of ~ 60°. We conclude that theturbulence is azimutally localized on the cold side.

RilL lizin'

If we add in Fig.2 the points obtained by extrapolating to the maximum of the
fluctuations (i.e. for 9 = 90). we get an envelop (the dashed line on Fig.2). From
this azimutal and radial analysis we conclude that the fluctuations exist in a cell
localized around a ring of radius r0 ~ 2.5 cm ~ rI /‘2

Numerical Model:

The experimentally observed signals are the result of several convolutions. Toestimate with more care the spatial parameters of the turbulence cell. we try toadapt a spatial level model decaying in both the r and 8 directions with gaussian
profiles. Several hypothesiscs concerning the k spectrum of the turbulence havebeen tested. These are: isotropic turbulence. radial kt turbulence, and azimutal k9
turbulence. The results of the analysis are compared with the experiment and weconclude:

- The turbulence cell is located on the cold side.
- Its azimutal half width is 60 i 8° (for k = 5 cm‘l)
~An isotropic spectrum in an asymmetrical cell (asymmetrical gaussianfunction) with r0 = 2 cm. Ari = 0.3cm in the interior direction and Arc = 2 cm in the

exterior direction gives satisfactory comparison; however. whereas a pure kr
spectrum is definitively discarded. a k9 spectrum with r0 = 3 cm, Ari: Are: 2 cm is
also possible.
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Heat Flux

The heat flux outside the qzl surface is not azimutally symmetrical. Analysis
of the soft X rays signals lets us define the azimutal direction in which the heat
flux appears "sooner and faster". Assuming a constant rotation velocity of the hot
core. the heat flux appears to be directed 130° away of the hot side i.e. apparently
at one corner of the turbulence cell. If we share Andreoletti's model [3] .thc
plasma rotation would be modified by the turbulent kink. The edge part (r < r1)
rotation slows down whereas the one of the most central pan speeds up, producing
a twisted state. Under these conditions. the direction of the "sooner and faster"
heat flux agrees with the central position of the turbulence cell (Fig. 4).

With the same approach we observe a temporal and spatial localization of some
turbulence in conjunction of the q=2 minor disruptions.

CONCLUSION

A cell of turbulence. localized in the interior of the q=1 surface with an
azimutal full width extension of about 120° has been detected and analysed. Its life
time coincides with the collapse of the sawtooth. These observations are in fair
agreement with the so called "magnetodrift" turbulence in the sawtooth disruption
model proposed by Andréoletti.
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INTRODUCTION

Conditions under which ballooning modes are expected to be excited
have recently been obtained in two different types of discharges in JET.
In the first type, discharges with B approaching the Troyon-Sykes—Wesson
critical value B for optimised pressure profiles have been produced at low
toroidal fields IBT : 1.5T). In the second type, extremely high pressure
gradients have been produced in the plasma core through pellet injection in
the current rise phase of_the discharge followed by strong additional
heating [1]. The stability of these discharges has been studied with the
stability code HBT [2] coupled to the equilibrium identification code
IDENTC [3].

The equilibrium pressure and diamagnetic function profiles are deter-
mined in IDENTC by an optimisation procedure to fit the external magnetic
measurements. The resulting pressure profile in the equatorial plane is
then compared with the profile derived from ‘direct' measurements, i.e..
electron density and temperature profiles measured by the LIDAR diagnostic
system [A], ion-temperature profile measured by the charge—exchange
diagnostic system [5], and ion density profile calculated from the Zeff and
electron density profiles. Furthermore, the value of the safety factor q
on axis is compared with that determined from polarimetry [6]. When good
agreement is found, the output data from IDENTC is passed directly to HBT
to carry out the stability analysis. When there is not a good agreement,
as in the case of pellet discharges with highly peaked pressure profiles.
the equilibrium is reevaluated using the 'experimental' profile and the
data from polarimetry.

HIGHrB DISCHARGES

A series of discharges at low plasma current and low toroidal field
(I = 1.5MA and BT = 1.5T) with strong ion cyclotron heating have been
produced in JET to attempt reaching the critical value BC = 0.028 I (MA)/
a(m) BT(T) of B for ideal MED stability. In Fig.1 we show the experimental
data for shot 1b729 which has one of the highest values of the ratio B/Bc

obtained so far, viz., B/BC = 0.6. We note that after t = 475 the central
electron temperature starts to show some spikes superimposed on the usual
sawteeth. These spikes are well correlated with the MHD activity measured
by external coils. Furthermore, the activity after t = A7.Ss seems to
increase for larger values of the toroidal mode number n. To investigate a
possible role of ballooning modes, we have carried out a stability analysis
at t = 48.05, when LIDAR data are available. In Fig. 2 we show the pressure
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profile determined by IDENTC normalised by the maximum electron pressuredetermined by LIDAR. There is no ion temperature profile available forthis shot and for the stability calculations the magnitude of the totalpressure is determined by the value of the poloidal beta, BI = 8n S<p>/uOI’, where S is the area of the cross-section of the plasma column and (p)the plasma average pressure. The plasma is found unstable in the centralregion indicated in the figure and becomes unstable by crossing theboundary of the first stability region. The unstable region is localisedinside the q = 1 surface and thus the consequence of the instability isprobably to help trigger the sawtooth crash.

DISCHARGES WITH PELLET FUELLING

Discharges with strong pressure gradients (dp/dr > BOOkPa/m) have beenproduced in JET with pellet injection followed by strong additionalheating. In Fig. 3 we show the experimental data for shot 17749. Thepellet is injected at t = 42sI during current rise, followed one secondlater by strong heating. We notice that the value of E saturates at aconstant value BI = 0.4 and that at t = 44.25 it starts to drop althoughthe total heating power is approximately constant. This drop in the valueof BI is strongly correlated with an initial increase in the n = 4 MHDactivity followed by a sharp increase in the n = 2 coupled with the n = 3activity, whereas there is no n = 1 activity. Analysis of the fast X~rayemission indicates that the n = 2 activity is related to an odd poloidalmode number m 2 3. In Fig. 3a, iv we show also the trace of B1 for shot17747. In this shot there was no pellet injection but the level of heatingpower was the same as in shot 17749, The pressure profile is much broaderfor the no pellet shot (Fig. 4a) and there is no drop in the value of BIatconstant heating power.
The stability of these discharges has been analysed using the experi—mental profiles and the value of q0 = 1.2, determined by IDENTC from polarsimetry data. Shot 17749 is found unstable around the regions of maximumpressure gradient, but stable at the centre. The discharge without pelletinjection 17747 is stable. The unstable region in the shear vs pressuregradient diagram has been determined by increasing B while keeping constantthe values of qoand q1(q0= 1.2; q1 = 4.07 for shot ll747 and Q1 = 3.83 forshot 17749). Again the plasma becomes unstable by crossing the boundary ofthe first stability region. Because the unstable magnetic surfaces arelocalised in the middle of the plasma, one expects that the consequence ofthe ballooning instability to be just an enhanced transport in this region.The rate of decay towards a stable profile, is however, constrained bytransport from the centre of the plasma and to the plasma boundary. Thisleads to the somewhat slow relaxation of the value of B observed experi-mentally.

CONCLUSIONS

High—B discharges have been shown to be ballooning unstable at thecentre of the discharge although B is below the critical value given by theTroyon-Sykes-Nesson limit. The pellet discharge 17749 has been found toapproach the unstable region for ballooning modes from the first stableregion. Access to the second stability region would require a larger
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pressure gradient and current profile control to keep q0 > 1.2.
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Introduction

A variety of MHD activity has been observed in JET during auxiliary heating experiments. In
particular, periodic bursts of oscillations detected in several diagnostics show signatures similar to
that of the ’ftshbone' instabilities [1], Here we describe the characteristics of these instabilities.
discuss the operating conditions under which they are observed, and compare these with the
predictions of theory.

Obsen‘ations

Additional heating experiments in JET have been carried out at total powers of up to 34.\I\V. Two
methods of auxiliary heating are employed: (co-directional) neutral beam injection (RBI). with up
to ZIMW of BORCV deuterons, and ion cyclotron resonance heating (lCRl—I) using (mainly) first
harmonic heating of a minority species (H or 1He) at powers up to ISMW. Both types of heating
produce fishbone-likc burstsi We believe that this is the first observation of such bursts in radio
frequency heated plasmas.

’Fishbones' in JET occur as repetitive bursts lasting a few milliseconds , with a repetition time of
~ lOms and are observed in electron cyclotron emission (ECE), soft X-rays (SXR) and magnetics
diagnostics (figure 1). Sometimes continuous MHD oscillations are observed instead (figure 1).
Both forms of activity are usually superimposed on sawtooth oscillations, although in a few cases
bursts have been observed during the sawteeth-free periods /2_".

The frequency of the observed oscillations lies typically in the range 6-10 kHz for both lCRH and
NBI discharges.(There are however exceptions of ICRH discharges with very low frequencies of
~ lkHz and N81 discharges with frequencies as high as 20kHz). A typical burst and its frequency
spectrum are shown in figure 2. For the NBI discharges, the frequency of the oscillations is of the
order of the bulk rotation frequency. as determined by X~ray spectroscopy of Doppler-shifted
impurity emission lines. However, such high frequency in the ICRH case is difficult to explain by
the plasma rotation velocity. In these discharges it has also been observed that the frequency of the
fishbone—like oscillation is ~ 3 times higher than the frequency of sawtooth precursor activity which
is usually of the same order as the bulk rotation frequency /3/. Perhaps the closest similarity
between our observations and those reported from PDX /1/ lies in the observed slowing down of
the frequency of the MHD oscillation during a burst. It is found that the the decrease in frequency
is faster when the the plasma current is higher. Magnetic mode analysis in ICRI‘I and NBI
discharges reveals an n=l toroidal component rotating in the direction of the plasma current,
which is also in the direction of the ion diamagnetic drift. Magnetic poloidal structure cannot be
precisely estimated, but tomographic reconstruction of soft X~rays (figure 3) and ECE signals shows
an m= l kink centered on the sawtooth inversion radius. An m= 2, n = 1 component has also been
observed outside the sawtooth inversion radius.

While the MHD characteristics of this activity exhibit similarities with those observed in PDX
discharges, analysis of the effects of these bursts on fast particle populations in JET plasmas reveals
no significant modification of the high energy plasma component which could be associated with
the bursts (figure 4). The two principal diagnostics of fast particle distributions in JET are the
neutral particle analyser (NPA) and the total neutron yield. Both show the influence of sawteeth
and subordinate relaxations, the former by an enhanced level of charge exchange neutral losses
following a sawtooth collapse. and the latter through a sawtooth modulation of the total neutron
emissioni However, no such effects are observed during fishbone-like bursts, at least not within the
time resolution of the relevant diagnostics. It is possible that the larger size of the JET plasma leads
to confinement of the fast particles which are predicted to be resonantly scattered by the instability
/4,5/. An alternative explanation migth be the low amplitude of the poloidal field fluctuation
associated with the bursts ( bp [Bp ~ 10‘ - 3x10‘ )4 It should be noted that a fall in neutron



production is observed during continuous MHD activity. However, this can probably be explained
as a result of the observed decrease in temperature associated with such activity.

Fishbonc-like bursts are observed over a wide range ofthe JET operating space. They occur in both
the L and H confinement regimes and are more common at low values of the edge safety factor q
( or high values of plasma current). Since 0 a 1 ‘2 , the rather unexpected result is that this activity
is often observed at low rather than high values of Bp , though there appear to be a threshold value
of [in ~ 0.1 for their occurrence (figure 5), 11 has also been observed that the fishbone-like activity
occurs at low [3p compared to that of sawtooth-free regimes. The influence of the bursts on plasma
confinement is still being assessed. While, in certain regimes, high current discharges are found to

have lower confinement than that predicted by the Goldston L~mode scaling, it is not clear that this
should be associated with enhanced levels of HUD activity, rather than, say, heating deposition
profile effects.

Theoretical considerations

Theory models f4,5/ suggest that the fishbone instability is caused by the resonance between an
m= l, n: 1 mode and trapped energetic ions inside the q= 1 surface. These trapped energetic ions
can be either produced by neutral beam injection or can be accelerated by lCRH waves.

It has been recently shown [63‘ that fishbones and sawtooth supression in the presence of energetic
ions are intrinsically related as both phenomena can be explained in terms of a single dispersion
relation encompassing the resonant and non-resonant fast ion contributions. This is illustrated by
figé, representing the stability plane identified by the parameters

r . in

13; Z ‘Snjtrr, 1 BF 7 (ID )) ‘focnlr r2 rip/dr' , 0;“ = -8n ,'(ru 2 Ep 1 (r1, )) J dr r32 d(r‘ 2 p)s‘dr
D

where [5; is the beta poloidal of the bull; plasma , and 0;" is the beta poloidal ofthe hot ions. both
calculated at the position of the q: 1 surface, q(ru )= l. The stable reg‘me lies below the solid
line extending to values of [5; as high as three times the ideal MllD m= 1 instability threshold,
[3 mild ,‘7,’ (in fig.6 we have assumed B mm = 0.2). Fishbone oscillations are excited just outside the
stiable domain. The fishbone frequenc ' in the plasma rest frame is predicted to range between the
ion diamagnctic frequency. m,‘ = (e’l‘l [(CBr0 pl) dp‘dr ,for low values of [5; l5/, and the fast
trapped ion precession frequencyfrfim = c Eh /(el3rD Ru ) with Eh the average first ion energy, for
high values of tip: ,4/’. Further away from the stable domain (i.e. outside ofthe dashed lines in fig.6)
ideal MllD internal kink are unstable. (Values of r0 ja=0.4 and of a),| lam = 02 have been

assumed in fig.6.) The stable domain shrinks considerably as the q= 1 radius is increased In
addition B mh is lower at large r017,‘. These considerations may account for the increasing difficulty
in stabilisifig sauteeth and for the more likely occurrence of fishbones at high currents. as roughly
r0 (1 li‘q. Also, for comparable values of 0;," , fishbones on the high frequency side of the spectrum
can be expected to be more easily excited at high currents. The stable domain disappears as (0,]
becomes comparable to 23m Then, the fishbone frequency becomes tied to (o,I (The conditions for
ftshbones excitation in this regime have been discussed in Ref.5.)t

Comparison between the theory and the experimental results is complex because of the difficulties
associated with the detennination of the fast ion profiles ( entering B;h ; note that the pressure of
the fast ions can be slightly hollow near the axis for the minority ions, specially during off-axis
ICRll heating), and the plasma gradients at the q=l surface. In addition, the plasma rotation
frequency ,which accounts for a Doppler shift in the predicted mode frequency, is estimated with
uncertainties. Here we shall mention three examples:

(i) a slow frequency ICRlI pulse ( #14010, PH. 27MW, 1 2 3MA),
where to.l 2 3x101 s" .61)“ 1‘: 5x10“ s‘l (assuming Eh :0. MeV) and a) 22,5x10‘ s‘I ;

(ii) a combined lCRH + NB[ pulse (#15750, Par 2 BMW, P“, S: SMW, 1p :GMA),
where (1),. :0.8x103 s" ,6,“ z7x10’ 5" (assuming E" :05 MeV) and m 2 l.6x10‘1 s‘l ; and

(iii) an RBI pulse (#16883, PM“ 213MW, Ip :4MA),
where to,i I 7x10J s1 ,EDh 21x10“ 5“ (assuming 13,. :40 keV) and m z 5.6x10‘ 5'l

in example (i) we have an ICRH discharge consistent with values of 13:, and [3;h to the left of the
stable domain, where the predicted frequency is to ~ (”'1 .In the NB] examples (ii) and (iii), to is
of the order of the plasma rotation frequency, so the corresponding mode frequency in the plasma
rest frame is difficult to determine. The second example shows an intermediate frequency,
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cu.l <0) < (our. .1n the third case, the frequency is higher than the characteristic frequencies.
However since 03.1 ~ mph , the expected rest frame frequency is also of the same order.
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Figure captions

Figure 1 - Temperature and ICRH power versus time for a discharge showing both bursts and
continuous oscillations. Both types of activity are out of phase on each side of the centre indicating
an m= 1 mode.

Figure 2 — Magnetic signal of a fishbone-like event and its power spectrum showing a peak
frequency at 91(1e

Figure 3 » Soft X-ray emission reconstruction showing an m=1 structure associated with a
fishbonc-like oscillation

Figure 4 < Neutron flux and temperature versus time No change in (DH is observed associated to the
bursts seen in the T2 tracer

Figure 5 - Total diamagnetic beta po1oidal versus the total input power for fishbone-like events
observed during the first 6 months of 1988‘

Figure 6 - Stability regimes in the B; - B1,: plane (see definitions in the text). The ’stable’ area
corresponds to the sawtooth-free domain, outside of which the fishbone domains are indicated
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Introduction — Sawtooth activity in JET exhibits considerable complexity, the sawtooth
cycle being interrupted by a variety of mhd phenomena: subordinate relaxations,
‘fishbones’ and quasi—continuous mhd oscillations. However, detailed experimental
investigations of the sawtooth collapse in JET have shown that the instability is not
directly related to this activity, but occurs as a rapidly growin m=1 instability which
leads to a convective flow in the plasma core and a rapid loss 0 energy irom the central
region 1. Here we consider the relationship between the m=1 activity observed during the
sawtooth cycle and the sawtooth collapse and discuss the implications of this
relationship for theories of the sawtooth instability.

Observations — To investigate the detailed evolution of mhd structures in JET, soft
X—ray tomography and ECE reconstructions have been used to analyse the evolution of
the plasma during a sawtooth cycle. Two perpendicular soft X—ray diode arrays permit
the reconstruction of the contours of X—ray emission from the plasma with a time
resolution of 10 psi. In addition, localised ECE measurements from a calibrated
12—channel grating polychromator are used to reconstruct two—dimensional contours of
electron temperature by exploiting the rotation of mhd structures in the plasma and by
using assumptions about the rotational symmetry of these structures2 (in cases
considered here, it is assumed that m:n). This effectively limits the time resolution of
the technique to the rotational period of the structure in question, which, in JET, is
usually 100 its — 5 ms. While this allows slowly growing and decaying mhd activity (e
successor oscillations) to be analysed, the timescale of the sawtooth collapse (-100 113%
limits the application of the ECE technique during the collapse to plasmas with very
high power NBI heating, where rotational frequencies ~20 kHz can be produced.

As reported previously“, sawtooth activity in JET varies greatly, depending upon such
factors as plasma density, current and heating regime. Nevertheless, the sawtooth
collapse mechanism is independent of this variation“5 and, in particular appears to be
independent of the presence or absence of precursor oscillations. The collapse leads to the
formation of a hot crescent, as the plasma centre is displaced by a cold lbubble’,
behaviour which closely resembles the model due to Wessonfl, which postulates that
|1——q0 g 10*. This remains true even in cases where q0 ~ 0.7, as is observed during
sawtoot stabilization in JET”. Although it is rapidly cooled, the crescent may persist
for tens of milliseconds after the collapse, causing successor oscillations. This behaviour
is illustrated in figure 1, where, for the first time, it has been possible to compare the
details of the collapse of sawteeth by two independent diagnostics. The dynamics of the
collapse reconstructed from ECE are in striking agreement with that deduced using the
soft X-ray tomography, and are a confirmation of the fact that the soft X—ray emission
predominantly reflects the evolution of the electron temperature and, it is reasonable to
conclude, that of the magnetic surfaces (as argued in [9]).

In some cases a structure resembling a magnetic island is observed in reconstructions of
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successor oscillations to sawteeth and partial sawteeth2. This raises the question of what
role, if any, is played by magnetic islands in the sawtooth instability. Figure 2 compares
ECE reconstructions of successor oscillations for two sawtooth collapses. As indicated in
the figure, these reconstructions are carried out for the first successor oscillation after
the collapse. In case (i), the successor has the form discussed above, ie it is a warm
crescent—shaped object. However, in (ii) the crescent—shaped object is cooler than the
plasma core, resembling a magnetic island, and it is surrounded by a ring of warmer
plasma which is the residue of the hot crescent formed by the displacement of the core.

Further investigation of cases such as (ii) suggests that the ‘island—like’ object is not
involved in the collapse, but is simply the residue of a pre—existing island which has
Survived the collapse. Evidence for this can be deduced from figure 2(ii), where large
precursor oscillation to the sawtooth collapse can be observed and where, furthermore,
the successor oscillation to the collapse is in—phase with the precursor oscillation. ECE
reconstructions of the precursors show the island—like structures in the plasma when
difference techniques are used to ‘enhance’ the images. Although it has not yet been
possible to follow the evolution of such an island through the sawtooth collapse, the fact
that many sawtooth collapses occur without such structures strongly suggests that they
are not an essential component of the sawtooth instability. Further evidence for such an
interpretation comes from observations of the ‘snake’ perturbation in JET”. This
phenomenon, believed to be caused by a magnetic island on the q=1 surface, is observed
to persist through many sawtooth collapses. As in the cases considered here, it has not
yet been possible to analyse the detailed evolution of the ‘snake’ through the collapse,
and the nature of its interaction with the sawtooth instability remains open.
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Fig 1 : (1') Reconstruction ofsawtooth collapse using soft eay tomography.
(ii) Reconstruction of sawtooth collapse using ECE.
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Fig 2: (i) ECE reconstruction of successor oscillation showing warm crescent structure.
(ii) reconstruction ofsuccessor to another collapse showing cool island—like structure

The growth and decay of these magnetic islands during the sawtooth cycle can, however,
be followed in detail, and figure 3 illustrates such a case. This shows that the island
observed in the successor oscillation gradually reconnects in an annulus about the plasma
centre on a timescale of -50 ms, resulting in the formation of a flat shoulder in the
electron temperature profile in the region of the sawtooth inversion radius, which
presumably represents the location of the q=1 surface. Although the island does not
reconnect the plasma centre, a small drop in the central temperature is often observed
during this time. A remarkable aspect of the time development shown in figure 3 is that,
as the annular reconnection approaches completion a second highly localised, island
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Fig 3. ECE reconstructions of mhd oscillations during sawtooth ramp phase showing
cycles of island growth and reconnection in annulus about plasma core
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emerges at the 21—point of the old island (timeslices (c) to (f)). This new structure grows
and again reconnects in a ring about the plasma centre. Once this reconnection is
complete, the cycle recommences. There are several points to note here: firstly, that the
cycle of island growth and reconnection is out of phase with the sawtooth cycle and,
indeed, the sawtooth collapse does not appear to be related to a particular island
amplitude; secondly, that the reconnection is always observed to occur in an annular
region, and has never been observed to involve the plasma centre; thirdly, that although
this behaviour is very common (it has previously been referred to as a ‘slow' partial
sawtoothB , it is not always present and, therefore, does not appear to be a necessary
feature 0 the sawtooth cycle; finally, the existence of such islands throughout the
sawtooth cycle suggests that a q=1 surface exists throughout the sawtooth cycle, a result
which generalizes and confirms that obtained from observations of the ‘snake‘.

Discussion- While the results presented here clarify the phenomenology of the sawtooth
cycle in JET, the fundamental problem, ie the nature of the sawtooth instability,
remains unsolved, The striking agreement between soft X—ray and ECE reconstructions
of the sawtooth collapse confirms the remarkable similarity reported previously between
the observed behaviour and that predicted by the quasi—interchange modelfi.
Nevertheless, this agreement appears paradoxical if a q=1 surface exists throughout the
sawtooth cycle and if, indeed, qo - 0.7 in at least some cases. It is clear, however, that
the experimental results are not in agreement with Kadomtsev—like models which are
based on full reconnection”. This is also true for more recent models 12'13, although the
observed growth time of the instability remains the more fundamental objection to these
(and indeed all existing) theories. While it is impossible to exclude the possibility that a
very small amplitude tearing mode (width -1 cm say) is present at the start of the
sawtooth collapse, it is clear from the JET results that it is the geometric rearrangement
of the plasma core which is responsible for the observed collapse rather than a
reconnection of the core. The cause of the subsequent loss of energy from the core also
remains problematic, however.

These results may have wider implications for the evolution of the q—profile. As noted
above, the observation of cycles of reconnecting islands throughout the sawtooth period
generalizes the deduction from ‘snake’ observations that a q=1 surface exists throughout
the sawtooth cycle. In addition, such cycles of islands may contribute to the
maintenance of localised regions of very low shear in the q—profile“, which may have
important consequences for theories of the stability of the m=1 mode.
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Introduction A detailed study of plasma ion toroidal rotation in JET
during large amplitude MHD activity has revealed a strong viscous force
that couples plasma ions to MHD modes. Depending on the MED modes present.
this force can couple across all of the plasma cross section. across only
the central region. roughly within the q=l surface, or across only the
outer region outside the q=l.5 surface. The force acts to flatten the ion
toroidal rotation frequency profile, measured by the JET active charge
exchange spectroscopy diagnostic [1]. across the coupled region of plasma.
The frequency of rotation in this region agrees with the MED oscillation
frequency measured by magnetic pick-up coils at the wall. The strength of
the force between the ions and modes becomes evident during high power NBI
when the mode locks [2] and drags the ion toroidal rotation frequency to
zero. within the errors of the measurements. The present theories of
plasma rotation either ignore MHD effects entirely [3]. consider only
moderate n toroidal field ripple [a], or low n ripple effects [5].

Sawtooth Related MHD Modes As observed previously on JET [6] and on ISK-B
[7]. the measured MHD frequency of m=1, n=1 modes agrees well with the
central plasma ion toroidal rotation frequency. Sawtooth precursor and
postcursor oscillations driven by m=1, n=1 modes at the q=1 surface are
toroidally coupled to n=1 modes near the plasma boundary with higher m
numbers also with n=1. These coupled modes maintain the same oscillation
frequency as the m=l. n=1 mode. but have m/n 3 q (a). That is, modes at
the plasma edge take on the rotation frequency 0%
q=l surface. Thus, even for very peaked ion toroidal rotation profiles.
the measured MED oscillation frequency at the edge agrees with the plasma

'ion rotation frequency measured in the center during NBI.
Figure la shows an example of a reasonably peaked ion toroidal rotation

frequency profile during sawtooth related MHD activity. Note that. during
sawtoothing. the ion rotation profile is always flat across the central
region. which is roughly the extent of the q=l radius. In the top traces.
the central ion rotation frequency closely follows the peaks of the MED
oscillation frequency. The measurement of the MED frequency is made by a
zero crossing frequency to voltage converter with an n=1 combination of
poloidal field pick—up coils as input. The rapid collapses in the MHD
frequency are partly real changes in the oscillation frequency (that are to
rapid to be observed by the charge exchange diagnostic due to its 50 msec
integration time and 50 msec dead time) and partly due to the MHD signal
dropping below the threshold of the frequency to voltage converter.

the driving mode from the‘
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Figure l. a) A discharge with sawtooth related MHD activity showing good
agreement between the central charge exchange toroidal rotation frequency
and the n=1 MHD frequency at the edge. together with the n=1. 2 and 3
rectified and smoothed MED amplitudes and the C 6* rotation profile.
b) A similar discharge but with a large n=2 mode that flattens most of the
C 6+ rotation profile. The times during H and L mode are indicated during
the NBI. The spacing between the charge exchange channels is 10 - 15 cm.

Persistent Rotating MHD Modes When the MHD oscillations persist for more
than about 300 msec, the ion toroidal rotation frequency profile flattens
over an even larger region than the q=1 radius, sometimes flattening as
much as 702 of the plasma cross section. Figure lb shows an example with
an oscillating predominantly n=2 mode that persists for about 5 sec. The
discharge begins much like the previous one in Figure la with a peaked
rotation profile during sawtooth related activity. then during the
persistent n:2 mode. the rotation profile flattens out to roughly the q=1.S
radius. The spacing between channels of the charge exchange diagnostic is
about 10 - 15 cm. The measured m number at the edge was found to be a
mixture of 4 and 5, so linear toroidal coupling to the m=3, n=2 mode is
expected. Note that the profile begins to peak up again as the n=2 mode
decays away after about 19 sec. Similar rotation profile flattening is
also observed during persistent n=1 or n=3 oscillations. Note, however.
that while the MHD frequency increases proportional to n, the ion rotation
frequency agrees with the n=l oscillation frequency.

Rotation During Quasi-Stationary Modes (QSM) The agreement between the ion
rotation frequency and the n=l frequency becomes particularly apparent
during high power NBI when mode locking occurs, which brings the mode to
rest. Under most conditions. the ion toroidal rotation profile collapses
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oscillations; followed by the locked mode radial field amplitude; and the
NE and ICRH power. The expanded time traces show the n=1 oscillations
slowing down and locking together with the sine component of the QSM.
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Figure 3. Pellet injection at 3 sec during the current rise drives an MHD
mode that becomes a QSM at 4 sec and remains locked during NBI. Plasma ion
rotation occurs within the q=l.5 surface despite the QSM at the boundary
until a q=l surface emerges in the plasma at about 6.5 sec, after which the
central rotation also comes to rest. within the errors of the measurements.
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to zero, within the errors of the measurements, within 100 - 300 msec of
mode locking. Figure 2 shows an example of mode locking during NBI
combined with ICRH. A monster sawtooth collapse at about 13.5 sec drives a
large predominantly n=1 mode unstable. Almost immediately, the central
rotation frequency begins to drop as the mode frequency slows down. The
mode locks at about 13.79 sec and the entire ion toroidal rotation profile
comes to rest, within the errors of about 1 5 krad/sec, in about 200 msec.
This time lag is believed to be due to the inertia of the ions. Note,
however, that the Ni XXVII ion toroidal rotation from the central region of
the plasma, which has a sampling rate of 20 msec, comes to rest in about
120 msec, indicating that the 100 msec sampling rate of the charge exchange
diagnostic is artificially increasing the time delay.

While the behavior in Figure 2 is what normally happens, there are
special cases with NBI after pellet injection in the current rise where the
outer region of the plasma is locked by the QSM, but the inner region,
roughly within the q=1.5 surface, is allowed to rotate (Figure 3). A
pellet injected at 3 sec drove an'oscillating mode, which becomes a QSM at
about 4 sec with a dominant mode number of m=2, n=1. The ion rotation
continues within the q=1.5 surface despite the presence of the QSM, until a
q=l surface emerges in the plasma at about 6.5 sec, according to
equilibrium code calculations, after which time the rotation profile

.remains flat at approximately zero despite continued NBI.

Conclusion and Comparison with Theory Plasma ion toroidal rotation is
strongly coupled to MED activity through a viscous force between the ions
and the modes that equilibrates the plasma rotation and MHD oscillation
frequencies. Sawtooth related modes flatten the ion rotation profile
within the q=l surface. Persistent modes lasting for more than about 300
msec can flatten the ion rotation profile across more than 701 of the
plasma cross-section. Quasi-stationary modes that come to rest can also
bring the plasma rotation to rest, within the errors of the measurements,
in 100 - 300 msec despite NBI. Nonetheless, central plasma rotation can
occur during QSM’s near the plasma boundary when q(0) > 1.

These results indicate that MED effects should be taken into account in
theories of plasma rotation to obtain a more accurate description of the
rotation. The observed time required for the ions to lock to the mode is
100 — 300 msec, and appears to be independent of the mode amplitude for the
cases studied, suggesting that it may be fundamentally due to the plasma
inertia. The extent of flattening of the ion rotation profile, however,
seems to be well correlated with rational q surfaces, indicating that
toroidally coupled MHD modes are indeed responsible for flattening the
rotation profile.
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INTRODUCTION. VUV and soft X—ray radiation measurements have been
performed on the MT.1 tokamak (R = 40cm, a = 6.5 — 9cm, B; = IT, ID 3 30kA)
during disruptions using a MicroChannel Plate (MCP) detector. This technique
enabled us to measure along several chords with one MCP detector from the UV
energies up to a few keV.

MEASUREMENT MEIHOD. The MCP [I] can be thought of as a set of
many (m 105) photomultipliers. These microscopic photomultipliers cover an area
of a few cm2 (in our case a circle with 27mm diameter). The electrons emitted by
the MCP are collected by an anode system. A slot aperture images the plasma
on the MCP.The viewing geometry of the device is determined the slot aperture
and the arrengement of the anodes. Twelve poloidally arranged anodes view the
central [0 cm diameter part of the plasma column.

In front of the slot aperture different foils were applied as filters. The result-
ing energy sensitivity of the MCP—foil system was estimatedl4,5]. The approxi-
mate energy bands, where the full device is sensitive, are the following in our case:
2pm aluminium foil: 30—80eV and 400eV—10keV, 0.2pm carbon foil: 80—300eV,
10pm beryllium foil: 600eV — lOkeV.

The gain of the MCP can be varied by changing the supply voltage. The
output current of the MCP is limited. In our case this value is N 50nA/anode.
If the output current exceeds this limit the MCP signal saturates. For a given
photon flux the gain must be set to a value where the output current is maximal
but does not exceed the saturation limit. The signal of the anodes was amplified
with 2 ps time response. In the case of the Al and C foils this time resulution was
reached, but in the case of the Be foil the statistical fluctuations due to the low
photon flux were substantial. [2]

flESULTS. Measurement series were made to investigate the time evolution
of the radiation profile in different energy hands during disruptions. Filter foils
were changed from shot to shot during series of similar disruptive discharges. The
disruptions were periodic density limit disruptions[3] with qnm between 3 and 8.



The high energy band of the sensitivity with Al foil is nearly the same as
the band with Be foil. The Be foil signal can be used to correct the Al foil signal
for the high energy band contribution. This correction was negligible so the signal
obtained with the Al foil corresponds to the radiation in the 30‘80eV band. The
relative photon fluxes for different (oils were estimated from the foil absorbtion
data(4],from the MC? energy sensitivity(5] and from the applied MCP gain. The
ratios are 120 : 1 : 0.12 for Al : C 2 Be foils.

Fig. 1. shows examples of a series of shots. Before disruptions the central
chord signats at higher energies (Be foil) increase faster than at low energies (C
foil) indicating increasing electron temperature. At disruptions the low energy
signals (Al foil) have high peaks Fig. 2), while the higher energy signals drop
(Fig. 8—4). The drop is more pronounced for the Be foil. This may be caused by
cooling of the central part of the plasma, The time scale of the drop for the Be foil
is shorter (m 20ps) than for the C foil (95 40nd. The width of the peaks on the Al
foil signals is approximately 100/15. The bolometer signal shows similar jumps at
disruptions. Rom this it was concluded that the increase of the plasma electro-
magnetic radiation during disruptions occurs at energies below 80 eV. Figs. 2—4.
show the line integrated radial profiles of the radiation during disruptions. The
drop in the C and Be signals of the central chords are accompanied by an increase
in the outer chords. The position of the inversion radius is the same for these
two foils. The peak in the Al foil signal is present at every chord but it is higher
for the central chords. This means that during disruptions enhanced low energy
radiation is present in the whole cross section of the plasma
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The maximum achievable beta in the DlII—D tokzu'nak scales linearly with normal-

ed current, fiT(%) S 3.5 I/aB (l‘k/m/ilf).1 This scaling has been confirmed in neutral
earn heated single null divertor H—mode discharges over the range of normalized cur-
:nt, IN = I/a/B (MA/m/T), from 0.6 < IN < 1.8, or equivalently 9 > 4195 > 3 for the
ischarge shape shown in Fig. 1(a). qg5 is the Inverse of the rotational transform at 95%
f the enclosed poloidal flux. Although similar discharges have been obtained at low q,

95 z 2, and IN a: 3.1,2'3 the beta limit has not been reached in these discharges owing

3 insufficient heating power and energy confinement time.4

Discharges that approach the beta limit in DIlI—D exhibit one of three distinct
ypes of behaviour: 1) quiescent operation, 2) sudden disruption, and 3) beta saturation
nd collapse. The behavior varies in discharges otherwise very similar as shown in
’ig. 1(b). The three discharges shown were part of a series, having identical shape,
)lasma current, and (I95, and with the wall conditions as identical as possible. One
lischarge was stable near the beta limit with BT > 3 I/aB for 1 sec, another ended in

|. sudden disruption at 3.37 sec, and a third discharge, similar to the previous two with
he exception of a small increase in the electron density prior to neutral power injection,
shows a decrease in beta beginning at 2.75 sec, and saturation at a lower value of beta.

Sudden disruptions caused by the n = 1 ideal kink instability limit beta to 3.5 I/aB
n DIII-D. Disruption at high normalized beta, l3N = 131‘ (%)/IN (MA/m/T) is accom-
panied by the rapid growth of a non rotating mode with toroidal mode number, n = 1.
The growth time of this mode is typically ’20 to 200 psec or 10 to 100 poloidal Afvén
times. This is demonstrated in Fig. 1(c), where the disrupting discharge of Fig. 1(b) is
shown on an expanded time scale. At 3370.6 msec an n21 perturbation appears, with
an initial growth time of :30 usec, as shown on the poloidal magnetic field measurement
from two probes separated 170° toroidally.

Fast disruptions at high beta, flN > 3, almost always immediately follow a sawtooth
crash, suggesting that the changes in pressure and current density profiles resulting from
the sawtooth crash trigger the external kink instability. The emission from a central
viewing soft X-ray (SXR) chord shows a sawtooth crash just after 3370.5 msec, which
can also be detected by a slight increase in the emission from a SXR chord viewing the
plasma at 90% of the minor radius [Fig 1(c)]. Approximately 50 nsec after the increase,
there is an large decrease in the SXR emission from the outer viewing chord, and an
increase in the Do. emission from the divertor region, indicating an edge localized mode,
or ELM. Within 50 asec of the beginning of the sawtooth crash, the n = 1 mode appears
on the magnetic probe signals.
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disrupts; and (cl) expanded trace of rms level of n = 2 magnetic fluctuations
for the discharge that exhibits saturation.



Stability against ideal modes was calculated with the code GATO5 using equi-
libria reconstructed using external magnetic measurements and the measured pressure
profile.6 The total pressure is obtained from measured profiles of electron temperature.
ion temperature, electron density and visible Bremsstrahlung, and the calculated fast
ion contribution. The reconstructed pressure profile near the peak in a sawtooth cycle
is shown as the solid curve in Fig. 2(a). For this case stability to the n 2 1 kink is found
with only weak ‘wall stabilization, rumu/a. : 2.2. The actual location of the resistive
vessel for DUI-D single null divertor plasmas is rmu/a : 1.3—1.5. This suggests that
the discharge should be stable against the n = 1 kink, but the DIII—D vessel has many
large ports, and the “effective" wall location for stability might be somewhat larger.

The influence of the sawtooth on the kink mode stability was modeled by gener-
ating equilibria with the same discharge cross section, the same plasma current and q,
and total pressure (fly) as the measured case, but with pressure and current profiles
consistent with those following a sawtooth crash and the occurrence of an ELM.7 The
pressure on axis was decreased by approximately 20% based on SXR emission data. The
pressure gradient at the plasma boundary was decreased by a factor of four, consistent
with the effect of an ELM. The resultant pressure profile is shown as the dashed curve in
Fig. 2(a). The current profile was slightly broadened consistent with a. sawtooth crash
resulting in a 30% decrease in the shear near the q = 2 surface. This new equilibrium
is more unstable to the n = 1 ideal kink, a5 is shown in Fig. 2(b). For moderate wall
stabilizationafirwau/a. z 1.7) the profile changes caused by the sawtooth plus ELM can
reduce the c culated kink mode beta limit to the observed value of [EN = 3.5.

In most discharges at high normalized beta in DIII—D, beta saturation and/or
collapse caused by low n resistive pressure driven modes prevents the discharge from
reaching the ideal kink mode limit. Beta saturation is accompanied by the slow growth
of an n = 3, 2, or 1 mode. The growth time of this mode is typically 10 to 100 msec,
or approximately 104-— 105 poloidal Alfvén times as shown in Fig. 1(d). These modes
often saturate at some moderate level (Ba/Bog S 0.5%) and the discharge continues
with degraded energy confinement as in Fig. 1(b). At moderate q, 2.5 < q < 5, the
modes sometimes do not saturate but lead to a complete collapse, the collapse being a
direct consequence of a large n = 1 mode (Be/Ben > 1%).3'3

(a) TOTAL PRESSURE (b) STABILITY LIMIT
40000 - 5N = 3,5 5 —

p -------------
(J/ma) 5N

20000 — 4 ~ ‘~
—MEASUFlED ‘
----- POST SAWTOOTH ~

0 I I F I 3 l T

o 0.2 0.4 o e 0.8 1 1 1.5 2 2
\/vN rw/a

Fig. 2. (a) Pressure profiles for stability analysis, \/ VN is an equivalent radial co—
ordinate; and b) stability boundary for the n = 1 ideal kink, instability is
above and to t e right of the curves.
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The threshold in 51" for onset of these modes varies considerably, continuous and
coherent modes appearing at fiN as low as 2 in some discharges and in other discharges
not appearing for Ag up to 3.5. The threshold can be increased by appropriate cleaning
and conditioning of the first wall and careful attention to the details of the discharge
evolution, an indication that small changes in the pressure and current density profiles
can lead to the difference between stability and instability. The ability to effectively
clean and condition the graphite wall in DIII—D, primarily by baking overnight and
helium glow conditioning between tokamak discharges, has proved crucial in obtaining
quiescent discharges near the ideal kink beta limit.

These low n continuous modes are believed to be resistive pressure driven modes.
Equilibria using pressure profiles measured when these modes are present have all been
calculated to be stable against ideal modes n = 4, 3, and 2, with no wall stabilization.
Resistive stability calculations have been completed with the code CART—11.9 As betais increased, the modes n = 1, 2, 3, and 4 are calculated to be unstable, and theprevalent mode is of the resistive ballooning type with a linear growth rate dependence
on resistivity and toroidal mode number of 7 o: 711/3112”. The shorter wavelength
resistive ballooning modes are more strongly stabilized by finite Larmor radius, and
the most unstable modes become the low n modes, n = 1, 2, 3, and 4, as observedexperimentally.

These low 71 resistive modes are the most frequently observed MHD activity at highnormalized beta in DUI—D. We have begun to evaluate what changes in the pressure andcurrent profiles lead to stability and are optimistic that modification of these profilesby RF heating and current drive will prove efl‘ective techniques by which these modescan be avoided. However, the frequent observation of resistive modes in DIIl—D andtheir adverse effect on confinement at beta values significantly below the limit imposedby ideal modes calls for more careful consideration of resistive pressure driven modes infuture scaling studies.
This work was supported by US. Department of Energy under Contract No. DE-AC03-89ER51114. ~
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l. INTRODlJQl ION
A Heavy Ion Beam Probe has been used on TEXT to detect fluctuations associated

with MHD activity. The results are interpreted in terms of fluctuations in potential, density
and magnetic field. Two types of discharges were studied: discharges with sawteeth and
discharges with high m=2 Mirnov activity. The density and magnetic fluctuations associated
with the Mirnov oscillations show a strong radial dependence. For sawteething plasmas, we
show for the first time that there are strong potential sawteeth with an inversion radius.

The Heavy Ion Beam Probe (HLBP) on TEXT consists of injecting a beam of Tl+ ions

into the plasma, with detection of T1"+ ions produced by electron impact ionization. [l] The

total current, 13- the kinetic energy E, and the toroidal displacement (bun. of the secondary

beam are measured, and. in particular, the fluctuation levels of these signals, IVs/Is. E, and Jim.

The detected secondary current is given by:

IS = 1+0 (ne<ov>1'2)sv exp(— l ne<ov>1'2dlin) exp(‘ l ne<ov>2‘3dlom)

Here 1+0 is the initial primary current, the exponentials describe the attenuation over the input
beam path lin, and over the output path 10m. The factor (.)sv describes the ionization in the

sample volume. The ionization rates for Tl+ to T1” and T1 H to Tl+++ are <(rv>1'2

and<ov>2'3 respectively. For fluctuations with small radial coherence lengths, and plasma

temperatures Te >100ev (<O'V> ~ constant), then 12/15 = (fi/n)sv. However. for the

fluctuations discussed here the input and output beam attenuation cannot be ignored, and

calculations are being performed to quantify this effect. Eis a true local measurement of of)", the

plasma potential fluctuation level in the sample volume. pm, is related to the magnetic field

fluctuation level. Tonetti and Connor [3] have shown that if a tokamak is toroidally symmetric

then the toroidal velocity of the secondary particles is a localized measure of the magnetic
vector potential in the toroidal direction, so fluctuations in the ion's toroidal velocity are a

measure of Bi. However in TEXT the discrete toroidal coils complicate the geometry, and

the analyzer measures the toroidal displacement of the secondary beam, not the velocity.
Computer simulations are under way to determine what fraction of the toroidal displacement is
a local measurement, and what fraction is a line integrated effect. Presently, we cannot

provide quantitative values of rT/n or Efor the cases discussed below.
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Control of gas puffing and impurities allows the production of discharges with large
amplitude Mimov oscillations. The discharges produced for this study used a major radius
RP = 1m, minor radius ap = 0.26m, toroidal field B4, = 2T, plasma currept ID = ZOOkA
('MHD' safety factor at the edge qa = 3.2), and line of sight average density nc = 2x1019m'3
in H worldng gas. The soft X ray arrays show no apparent sawtooth activity.

Figure 1 shows the various signals during the large Mimov activity. Figure 1a) shows
a Mimov coil signal (a dtT/dt). The m = 2 oscillation at 4kl-lz exists for times > 100ms: the
amplitude Ems ~ 2x10”3T is >100 times larger than that of a normal MHD stable discharge.
Figure lb) shows the sum or secondary beam current 15, figure 1c) the plasma potential (it and
figure 1d) the secondary beam toroidal displacement (pm.

3- ' b'E—
:;_ . .
bWWVc. c
(U:- . I A

. d

iim
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m
ini

m
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.l.

240. Time (m5) 241. 242.
Fig. la) Mimov coil signal, b) HIBP sum signal (density), p-p oscillations is -=lS% of
average signal, c) space potential, =50vp-p, and d) toroidal motion (magnetic field)

Because the oscillation is approximately stationary the full scanning capability of the
HlBP can be used. Figure Za) shows that the amplitude of the Mimov coil output (a db/dt)
changes by < 30% over a 100ms time period, During this time, HIBP sample volume is
slowly scanned from the machine center to the edge. The results are shown in figure 2b) for
the sum signal 1: (‘density'), figure 2c) for $(plasma potential), and figure 2d) for (510,
('magnetic‘). The horizontal axis is marked, with both time and the radial location, p = r/apv
which that time corresponds to. Both IS and (no, show maxima at p = .38 and .72 <1) is
almost constant in radius. Since the potential measurement is made relative to the vacuum
vessel, the oscillation shown in figure 2c represents a radial electric field change only at the
plasma edge.

Figure 3 shows relative phase measurements, made as a phase comparison for each
half cycle. Figure 3a) shows the relative phase between IS and a Mimov coil at r = 0.295m as
a function of plasma radius: the phase is nearly constant in the plasma center and in the region
of the two amplitude peaks. Figure 3b) shows the relative phase between 3) and the Mimov
coil signal: the phase shows little spatial dependence, again indicating that the entire plasma
potential is fluctuating uniformly. Figure 3c) shows the relative phase between om and the
Mimov coil: the result is similar to that for the relative phase of Is and the Mimov coil (fig 3a).
Thus when Is and 4)“), show amplitude maxima, they are nearly in phase. In the plasma edge
and near amplitude minima, the phases of Is and (pm, are not so close. This is clearly shogvn
in figure 3d), where the relative phase between Is and (pm, is shown. The phase between om,



and the Mirnov coil shows an =1: change at p=.48, which is a relative minimum in amplitude.

This is the same phase change as is expected for 59 across a tearing mode rational surface.
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Fig. 2 Amplitudes of oscillations vs, radius: a) Mimov coil signal (this is strictly a time

history not a radial scan), b) 15(dcnsity). C) E. and d) omronagnetic field).
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Fig. 3 Phase shift between signal pairs vs. radius: a) Phase between sum signal and
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position and Mirnov coil, and d) phase between sum signal and toroidal position.
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1 r I

AWTEETH
_Figure 4 shows data taken during a sawteething discharge, B¢ = 2T, 1;, = 200kA,and r16 = 2x1019m'3 in H working gas. Fig 4a) shows a central cord soft x-ray signal. The

HIBP sample volume was slowly swept from the plasma interior out toward the plasma edge.Figure 4b) shows the fluctuating part of the potential, 4c) the sum signal (density). and 4d) thetoroidal position (magnetic field). The space potential exhibits a sawtooth nature with the
strongest variations at or near the plasma center. with inverted signals outside of p=0.25.Since TEXT has a negative potential well the potential looks like sawteeth, that is that themagnitude increases up to the time of a crash. The potential sawteeth are about 10% of thecentral potential.

The sum signal also shows sawteeth behavior with a smaller inversion radius. Thetoroidal signal is noisier than the others, but if several cycles are compared it appears that the
toroidal motion also has a sawtooth characteristic with an inversion radius of p=O.25.
SUMRY

The HIBP has made measurements of density, space potential, and magneticoscillations on TEXT sawteeth and MHD. The measurements show interesting radialvariations that are not yet explained, and the relative effect of local vs. path integration is notyet determined (except for the space potential which is a local measurement).REFERENQES
1. P. M. Schoch, et. 31., Rev. Sci.. Instrum. 59 (1988).
2. G. Tonetti and K. A. Connor, Plasma Physics 22 (1980).
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Association "Euratom-Etat beige" A Associatie "Euratom—Belgische Staat" ,

Ecole Royale Militaire — Koninklijke Militaire School .
Brussels, Belgium
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Association EURATOMKFA. P.O.B. 1913, D 5170 Julich, FRG

1. Introduction

Details of the sawtooth activity in the tokamak plasma are still unresolved and

under discussion since their first observation [1] more than a decade ago. A

reconnection, a turbulent and a quasi—interchange model [2-4] were meanwhile

proposed. Here we present experimental data obtained by ECEAradiation detection and by

a 150 GHz millimeter wave scattering system, in the q=1 region. These measurements

for the first time support strongly a model which predicts a rotating turbulent domain

before the sawtooth crash event.

2. Experimental methods and observation of precursor oscillations

The sawtooth activity was generally observed by a 10 channel heterodyne ECE—

system with a 2 cm radial resolution and a time resolution better than 100 usec. Figure

2 shows the relative variation of the temperature profile observed during one shot. The

transition from normal to inverted sawteeth is indicated by the polarity change and

allows a good localisation of the inversion radius.
The inversion and mixing regions were scanned centimeter by centimeter with a

2 mm wavelength collective scattering diagnostic. The scattering volume has a 2 cm

radial width and is formed by a pair of movable parabolic antennae mounted in the

vacuum vessel. Fluctuations were observed in the 200 kHz to 3 MHz frequency range.

The density fluctuations were found to be very enhanced at the end of the sawtooth period

(fig 1). Precursors were systematically observed when the scattering volume was in a 6

cm wide region centered on the inversion radius. High and low field side precursors are

shown in fig. 1 for temperature signals inside the inversion radius and for density

fluctuation signals.
The phase of the ECE precursors with respect to the sawtooth crash was highly

stable from sawtooth to sawtooth and from shot to shot An m=1 mode is also recognized

from these signals. The density fluctuation precursors were always clearly detected but

their shape was somehow irregular. In particular a precursor peak was sometimes split

into two peaks, indicating some structure of a turbulent region. For these reasons fig 1

presents averages over ~10 sawteeth. In this average, the turbulent region fills about
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180° of the precursor poloidal rotation angle as can be seen on figure 1b.
From the phase between ECE and density fluctuation precursors, one can see that

the turbulent region was cooler. This becomes specially clear in fig 1.a since the
scattering volume was located on an ECE measurement position (T1).

xoé‘e cm BEES“ X :12 cm TEX DR
obs 34575

XI :14 cm

T1 (HFS)
T2 (center)

s (0-3 MHz)

Fig. 1 a Fig. 1 b

Fig. 1 a: Precursor oscillations on ECE temperature signals (T1,T2,T3) inside the

inversion radius and density fluctuations (S) on the high field side a little
inside the inversion radius. (x,xh,xl are defined in figure 2)

Fig, 1 b: The same with the scattering volume on low field side.

3. Spatial and frequency development of enhanced fluctuations

The spatial characteristics of the sawtoothcorrelated fluctuations can be best

described when relating it to the variation of the temperature profile during the crash

(fig. 2a), and when considering a broad frequency band centered around 1 MHz. An

example of a spectral density evolution before and at the sawtooth crash, inside the

inversion surface is shown on figure 3. it shows a dominant effect occurring around 1

MHz and a peak at a smaller frequency. At the moment of the crash the spectrum shifts to

lower frequencies as is already mentioned in [5].
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T 0 Fig. 2 a : Relative temperature variation
+ + profile due to the sawtooth crash as a

\‘s‘v h 3 X: | a function of radial distance inside the
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10 cm Mixing
region

Fig. 2 b : Relative density fluctuation (S)
variation profile at 1 MHz. before and at
the sawtooth crash. (Precursors are
smoothed out).

The precursor oscillations develop before the sawtooth crash. From figure 2b, a
multipeak structure can be seen in this precursor region with an approximate
symmetry between high and low field side.

Shortly before and during the crash a sharp peak of turbulence grows just outside
the precursor region (hatched on figure 2.b). At the same time the central temperature
falls and a heat pulse will appear outside the inversion radius in the mixing region. The
turbulence maximum is remarkably close to the maximum of this heat pulse and has a
width of about 2 cm (which is our spatial resolution I). It is this latter sudden increase
of turbulence which appears to correspond to earlier observations on TEXT and TFFl

([5].[6])-
After this event lasting less than 1 ms. the turbulence relaxes.The heat pulse then

propagates to the plasma edge. A small but detectable turbulence pulse was observed
over a 15 cm radial distance, propagating almost at the same speed. A tew times we have
also observed irregular successor oscillations.
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the density fluctuation
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4. Discussion of the results

The theory of Dubois and Samain [3] explains the sawtooth disruption as a
consequence of an increased transport caused by magnetic modes growing on the
separatrix of an m=1 island. We have measured density fluctuations that may clearly be
associated with these modes. They show up in the form of precursor bursts which are
correlated in time and space with the m=1 island detected from ECE signals. Moreover
this region is located on the ECE inversion points and some spatial structure is indicated
(fig. 2). The frequency spectra also support this view (fig. 3). |ndeed one should expect
it to be determined by the kinetic Aifvén wave dispersion relation [71:

_<°_2___ *1 + 19.
k”2 VA2 _1-|0(7»i)exp(-X)) Tl

A; ' Ki=kr2pi2 . pi: Larmor radius

The width of the spectrum is then the consequence of our wavevector resolution (Akr =

320 m“) and the kr dependence of this relation. The experimental central frequency and

width of the dominant peak agree within 20% with this dispersion relation.
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1— INTRODUCTION
The limitation of ablation on rational surfaces has been shown to be an efficient mechanism of

striation formation during pellet ablation [1]. In JET, a very large striation is observed when

the pellet crosses the q=1 surface [2]. This paper presents a thorough analysis of the pellet

ablation in this region and shows that an extended shearless zone around q=1 is necessary to

reproduce the experimental signal. Such a feature is likely to be an essential ingredient in the

understanding of internal disruptions.

2 - DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL:
The basic idea is that dark striations correspond to locations where ablation is lower than

average, i.e. that the available electron energy is lower there than at other radii. This can be

understood as follows for electrons of parallel velocity V//: the pellet, surrounded by its neutral

cloud (of effective diameter $1,), moves across the discharge with a velocity vp. It interacts

during 5t=¢plvp with every toroidal shell of infinitesimal thickness. Therefore, all the electrons

located at a distance smaller than 5t v” from the pellet (following the field line) are intercepted

by the neutral cloud.If the pellet is on a resonant magnetic surface, (corresponding to a rational
q value qR=m/n), the field line has a finite length L(qR). If L(qR) < 5t v” , the energy flux on

the neutral cloud vanishes after 5t ' = L(qR) / V”, leading to the following reduction of the local

ablation rate:

aR=—L(QR)VP (1)
vl/(Ilp
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The influence of a rational surface extends until the difference of poloidal rotation (after in

toroidal turns) reaches the angular sector sustained by the neutral cloud. Inside this region, the

shape of the striation is linked to the q profile by the relation:
1/3

2 '_ .1‘3“- (qR‘-q 1)) (2)
.(Dp

.1
0t=otR1+(aR-1)

provided the width of the striation is larger than (I)p_

Inside Ar ,the observed Ha signal is assumed to be proportional to the matter deposition profile:

AM = 4r: rp2r'pn Ar/vp (3)
where rp is the pellet radius and n the ice density. The expression of rp given in [3] can be

revised to take into account the shape of the striation 0t and the maxwellian distribution of the

electrons f(E); leading to:
1/3

00

. _ . 3

rp:5.14109rP2/3n:/3f EA'gzrem dB (4)
0

where he is the local electron density.

This model can be used to determine the details of the q profile around a resonant surface

displaying a striation at this location, provided qR is known. Indeed, (DP (the only free

parameter of the model) can be determined from the experimental value of “R by equations (1),

(3) and (4); and then the q profile computed from the experimental shape factor at by equations

(2), (3) and (4).

3- THE q PROFILE AROUND q=1 IN JET:

An exemple is given for JET shot 9228 the main parameters of which are: ne(0) =3.7 10 19 m'3,

Te(0) = 3.6 keV, qW (a) = 4.8, and q=1 at r z 51 cm in the equatorial plane. The pellet has an

initial radius rpo = 2.2 mm and is injected with a velocity vp = 103 mS'l.
On figures 1a to d, comparisons between model and experiment are shown for different q

profiles around q=1: for a smooth q profile (Vq = 0.25 ml, fig.la), the computed striation is

too shallow and considerably narrower than the observed one. The large dip of about 14 cm

wide exhibited by the experimental signal implies the presence of a flattening of roughly the

same extent on the q profile [4]. This flattening is modelled with a constant q gradient: Vq

20.03 m'1 (figlb, and curve labelled b on fig.2) and a zero q gradient (fig.lc and 2, curve c).

These two cases emphasize the extreme sensitivity of at to the details of the q profile. Finally,

the best fit ofthe experimental data is displayed on figure 1d and the corresponding q profile on

--
--

w
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figure 2, curve d.The diameter of the neutral cloud deduced from the maximum depth of the
striation (IR is (DD = 0.7 cm. Outside the striation, the residual discrepancy between the

computation and the experimental signal is 320% and local variations of the latter do not exceed
this value. Expecting a similar accuracy inside the stn'ation leads to Bq/q S 2.5 10". Therefore,

the extremely flat region (Vq =0.003 m‘l) of about 8 cm wide around q=l is not an artifact of

the computation.

4- DISCUSSION:
Two effects are neglected in this model: the radial heat and matter transport and the density

structure of the neutral cloud which is not - stricto sensu - a perfectly absorbing sphere.

However, for a given q profile, they both tend to smooth the resultant suiation. Therefore. to

take them into account will strengthen further the strong q flattening at the center of the striation,

which gives yet more confidence in the reality of this feature.

The existence and persistence of an extended shearless annular region in the vicinity of the q:1

surface should be taken into account in any theory of the internal disruption. It is likely that this

zone acts as a control to release the energy accumulated at the center of the discharge. The

precise mechanism can be studied using pellet ablation as a shear diagnostic since an

hypothetical q=1 island would be distinguishable by this method, even if local temperature

gradients are very low. A first step is to study this shoulder on the q profile at several times in

the sawtooth period, to check if its evolution is consistent with normal resistive diffusion.
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ALPHA PARTICLE LOSSES DURING SAWTOOTH ACTIVITY IN TOKAMAS

D. Anderson and M. Lisak

Institute for Electromagnetic Field Theory
Chalmers University of Technology
8—412 96 GfiTEBORG, Sweden

The time evolution of the prompt losses of fusion produced alpha parti-
cles in Tokamak plasmas characterized by sawtooth activity is investigated.
The variation of the alpha particle loss rate during a sawtooth period is
shown to contain a characteristic high intensity burst during the magnetic
reconnection stage following the sawtooth crash. The spectrum of the lost

alpha particles is composed of two parts: (i) directly lost particles giv—
ing rise to a peak at the particle birth energy and Qii) accumulated parti-
cles, which have suffered significant slowing down and are lost during the
reconnection stage. These latter particles give rise to a broad spectrum
slightly down-shifted due to additional slowing down during the reconnec—
tion stage.

Significant sawtooth activity seems to be an inherent part of present
day Tokamak plasma behaviour. Although a strong effort is being made to con—
ceive methods for sawtooth suppression, it seems likely that sawtooth oscil-
lations will be present also in Tokamak operation near ignition conditions.

The emission and loss rate of high energy fusion products are strongly
affected by sawtooth oscillations. The sawtooth induced variation of fusion
neutron emission has recently attracted considerable attention and it has
been shown that profile effects play an important role for the prediction
and interpretation of neutron emission measurements.

The purpose of the present work is to investigate the effect of saw-
tooth activity on the loss rate of fusion produced alpha particles. In par—
ticular it is shown that, in additionto a slowly varying background loss,
bursts of unconfined alpha particles should appear at the sawtooth crash.
The bursts are caused by particles which have been accumulating during the
sawtooth rise, but which are lost due to increased velocity space loss re—
gions and/or redistributed density profiles during the magnetic reconnection
stage of the sawtooth crash.

The emission rate, N, of fusion products can be written

N = J nAnB ov £ dv (1)

where n and nB denote the densities of the reacting species, 6? the reac—
tion rate, Q the local loss fraction and V the plasma volume. Assuming
8V ~TY where T is the plasma temperature and radial profiles according to
(l—rZ/a2)m, eq. (1) can be rewritten in terms of on axis values
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, 1
& ~ nA(O) nB(O) TY(O) I (1—x2)q2(x) x dx (2)

o
where q = mA+mB+YmT.

Consider the case of neutron emission from thermal D—D reactions. In
this case Yi=2, £(x) =1 and eq. (2) implies the following result for the
change in the neutron emission as caused by sawtooth induced changes in
plasma parameters:

2AnD(O) + , AT(O) + ZAmD + yAmT
nD(O) ‘ T(O) ZmD + YmT

A.
_ 2 (3)

N

The last part involving profile changes plays an important role for the

interpretation of neutron yield variation during sawtooth oscillations.

In the case of charged fusion products, £(x)< l, which gives rise

to a new effect, a loss burst during the reconnection stage of the saw-
tooth crash, when the plasmaprofiles adjust to the new conditions. The
physical explanation of the burst is that confined particles accumulated
during the sawtooth build up phase have a radial profile which broadens
and/or have a loss factor, £(x), which increases. Present dayexperimental

evidence suggest that both mechanisms are operative. However, in both cases
particles generated during a sawtooth period, ts, are lost during a re-
connection time, tr, cf. [2]. This implies an amplification factor
tS/tr>> l for the loss intensity, thus generating a burst.

This scenario can be made more quantitative as follows:
For moderate direct particle losses, the local loss fraction £(x) can be
approximated as, [1}

7% (1—KS+x+KSx2) XS< x< 1
»

£(x) =
0 O< x< XS (4)

where A is the aspect ratio and Xs=l — l/KS with

1/2
, A 22I(MA)F(1)x : ( ) (5)

S ”Ebme") 1+[3(1+1/A)]1/2
In eq. (5), M and Z denote the mass and charge numbers of the particle,
E its birth energy and F(x) the normalized flux function which is deter—
mlned by the current profile (total current I).

As an illustration, the present analysis is applied to the INTOR
Benchmark experiment, cf. [2]. For the loss rates before (0) and after

(1) the sawtooth crash we obtain
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N 1

No

The burst intensity, Nb , can be estimated for the two cases:
(i) no spatial or veloc1fy space redistribution occurs during reconnection
but the current profile changes from parabolic to flat. This implies

z.

burst 1

121 o
20 (7)

(ii) full spatial and velocity space redistribution during reconnection
plus a flattening of the current profile. This increases the burst inten—
sity to

burst : 35 (8)
N

o

Collisional slowing down effects can be discussed as follows: The time
evolution of the alpha particle distribution function, fa, is (neglecting
energy diffusion)

1 _t/Tsfa(v) ~';? [H(v-vae ) - H(v-va)] ' (9)

where T is the collision time and H(v) denotes the Heaviside step function.
Eq. (9) pictures a slowing down front at v=v0L exp(- t/Ts) sliding along the
steady state distribution fa (v)~l/v3 towards thermal energies. The confine-
ment properties of an alphaaparticle depends on its energy, E, through
Ksrvl/ El/Z, which determines the radius of confinement, x5 , cf. eqs. (4)
and (5). Thus, as E decreases the loss rate is reduced. A rough estimate of
the effect of slowing down on the loss rate of the burst is obtained by eva—
luating the losses for the average energy of the time dependent distribution
over a sawtooth period. The average energy, E, is

Is
E = Ea TS [l—exp(--2t S/T 5)] (10)

s

This reduces the losses as obtained in eqs. (7) and (8), e.g. in case (i)
we now obtain Nb/N057. Significant slowing down during the sawtooth build
up phase implies that the spectrum should be very broad. Furthermore, the
spectrum of the accumulated particles can be expected to be slightly down-
shifted due to additional slowing down during the reconnection time, tr'
This energy shift, AE, is determined by

T
AB = Ea EEEfl-exp(—2tr/TS)] (11)
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The present theory is qualitative on several points. Nevertheless, seve—
ral features of the recently observed losses of 15 MeV protons in JET,
[2], seem to be consistent with the present model, in particular the
characteristic burst feature as well as the broad and downshifted spectrum
of the burst.
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FEEDBACK STABILISATION OF DISRUPTI-ON
PRECURSOR OSCILLATIONS
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Introduction
The major disruption has been one of the failings of the tokamak since its inception,

and despite the improvements in the operating systems of modern large tokamaks, it
is still not possible to run a tokamak with no disruptions in a regime that is reactor-
relevant. This is reflected in the designs of “next step” devices such as ITER [1] where
the design has to withstand the large electromechanical and thermal stresses of disrup-
tions. A new experiment has been started on the DITE tokamak to study further the
problem of using magnetic feedback to stabilise the MHD instabilities seen as precur~
sors to major disruptions — similar experiments have been performed in the past [2,3]
demonstrating some instability control, but without successful prevention of the disrup—
tion itself. This report describes preliminary measurements of the plasma response to
applied helical fields as a function of plasma parameters, which reveal properties of the
equilibrium and dictate the transfer function of the remainder of the feedback loop.

Experimental Configuration
As in earlier experiments the mode is detected by Mirnov coils and the feedback

applied by a helical magnetic field. The DITE system is designed to minimise phase
lags in the system, so both detectors and driving coils are placed inside the vacuum
vessel, which consists of 12—25mm thick stainless steel sectors separated by 0.5mm
thick bellows. Figure 1 shows the layout of the detector and saddle coils. The detectors
consist of 4 arrays of 8 large B, and Bo coils (m4 = 0.49,0.091m2, respectively). The
detector arrays are positioned in the bellows sectors on R = 1.17m, a : 0.28m at
qt 2 22.5°,90°,202.5°,270° and are spaced with A6 = 45°, except at the outboard
midplane where there are 39 coils at i6.5° to simulate the proposed JET arrangement.

The feedback magnetic field is provided by 8 saddle coils on R : 1.19m, a 2 0.26m
centred in the thick sectors at (35 = 0°,112.5°,180°,292.5°, with toroidal extent 20° and
at 0 = i45°,:l:135°. The coils are formed from bare stainless steel plate. They are
connected to form quadrupole fields at each toroidal location, and opposite saddles are
connected to form two independent m = i2,n = l windings. These are powered by
two 5kA, 60V transistor amplifiers, which can drive 500A in each coil at 10kHz or 1kA
at 5kHz, corresponding to B,(m : 2,n = 1) ~ 1G at r = 20cm. The amplifiers will be
converted to current mode when the feedback loop is closed.

1University College. University of Oxford, U.K.
2Imperial College of Science 8: Technology, University of London, U.K.
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(a) (b)

Figure 1: Schematic layout of DITE feedback windings and detectors ((1) plan, (b)

palaidal section

To create the input signal for feedback, opposite pairs of detector arrays are combined

to form two m,n = 2,1 sensors: V; = Z,A;[Eg(0,,¢: : 225°) ~ 3909,,425 : 202.5“)] and

a similar expression for the other pair of detector arrays, where the weights A, are set

by multiplying DACs. This allows any combination of the signals to be formed, thus

enabling the mutual inductance,including the plasma-induced coupling, of the detectors

and the driving saddles to be nulled. The phase of the feedback loop is adjusted by

mixing the two signals with different amplitudes: this adjusts the phase in the spatial

domain, not the temporal domain, and allows optimum frequency response. The phase

and gain of the feedback loop can be functions of 3 parameters: time, mode frequency

and mode amplitude — these parameters are to be used as real-time addresses of a

3—dimensional pre-programmed look-up table. This approach should allow for compen-

sation of any phase errors in the electronics and for effects of the resistive liner.

Initial results — measurements of the plasma response

Previous experiments [2,3] and theory [4,5] show that an applied helical field is mod

ified by the plasma. The reSponse is different for resonant and non-resonant helicities

of the applied field. The saddle coils on DITE are configured to produce no net helicity

(i.e. Bm=zm=1 : Bm=_2,,,:1] and so, in the absence of plasma, there should be no signal

on coils displaced toroidally by 90° from the saddle loops. This is observed when one

m = 2,n : 1 winding is driven at fixed frequency. In the presence of plasma, however, a.

signal is expected since the two opposite helicities no longer cancel. A substantial signal

is indeed observed on these detectors, providing clear evidence of plasma response.

Figure 2 shows how the spatial structure of this signal varies with (1(a) for sawtoothing

discharges with I,p : IOOkA, R : 1.19m, a : 0.23m and fig ~ 3 X 10mm“3 when
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the driving frequency is 7.5kHz. The response is deduced from the cross-spectrum ofB9(Tl = odd, q5 = 90°) and Law: at the drive frequency. It is seen that the basic structureis an m = 2 standing mode as expected (there is a 1r phase change at each minimum),but there are substantial m : 1,3 toroidal sidebands. A comparison with theory isgiven in ref [5]. The majority (z 75%) of the response varies as sin(m0+ qS) as expected,but a small cos(m9 + (15) or sin(m€ + 3gb) component may also be present. The rapidappearance of the standing wave (5 100ns)suggests that it is indeed due to an idealMHDeffect rather than resistive penetration, at least initially. Further the response is onlya weak function of frequency (3.5—17.5kHz). The amplitude of the reSponse is typically~ 0.2 — 0.6G for 300-500A in the saddle coils, and is approximately in agreement withtheoretical predictions [5]. There is a small background MHD mode at ~ 10kHz in thesedischarges at a level of ~ 0.1 — 0.3G, with m : 2 and toroidal sidebands. It is notablethat this mode apparently does not lock to the applied perturbation at the current levelsused, but co-exists at a different frequency, even when the driving frequency is withinthe ~ lkHz linewidth of the background mode. The phase relative to the driving fieldis the same for all shots examined, indicating that the A’ : 0 boundary is not crossed[4], as expected given the background MHD activity.

The plasma response is calculated to be a function of A’ and so the response isexpected to change as the plasma becomes more unstable. This is indicated in Figure2, as the background MHD activity increases by a factor of ~ 5 as q(a) falls over thisrange. Figure 3 shows the change in the response amplitude as the density is increasedat constant q(a), when again the natural mode amplitude increases. Some asymmetryis apparent in the spatial structure of the response close to the disruption boundaries.
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Conclusions
A flexible configuration of detectors and saddle coils has been installed in DITE

for experiments on magnetic feedback control of disruption precursors. Initial Open
loop experiments demonstrate the existence of a standing wave driven by the applied

helical field, approximately consistent in many cases with theoretical predictions. The

magnitude and spatial structure of this plasma response are relatively weak functions of
plasma parameters except close to the disruption limit, and it is likely that the standing

wave can be adequately eliminated from the m : 2,71 : 1 feedback signal.
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Introduction

A set of saddle coils and mode detector coils have been installed within the vacuumvessel on DITE, to allow active magnetic feedback of the (2,1) mode; a fuller descriptionof this system is given in Ref [1]. In this paper we describe the theoretically predictedresponse of the plasma to the applied fields and compare the results with experimentalobservations.

Plasma Response Theory
For resonant harmonics the requirement that the applied magnetic fields satisfy per-turbed force balance (V13 = J7B), will give rise to strong deviations from the vacuumfield structure. To study this problem in toroidal geometry we consider the case q > 1,so that we need only retain the resonant surfaces of the m = 2. n = 1 mode and itsside—band m = 3, n = 1 in an inverse aspect ratio (5) expansion (although the modesm = 1 to 3, n = 1 are retained in the expansion). In an analogous fashion to Ref [2],we find the relation between Bf, the radial field at q = i, A; = swamp/3:133 atr, where q = i (2' : 2,3), and the n = 1 poloidal Fourier components of the appliedfeedback currents I; (i=1,2,3):-

C 0A12 0 I F11 F12 B; = :11 :13 fl (1)

0 A; T F21 F22 B; - ‘ 2031 . . . 033 I3

where the E,- and 0;,- are equilibrium dependent constants which may be calculatedusing a version of the code described in Ref [3], modified to incorporate the feedbackcurrent terms. In the limit of infinite aspect ratio Eq(1) reduces to

(A; + F11)B; : 02212 (2)

1University of Oxford.
2Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton. USA.
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with F11 E #:36, the value of A’ in the absence of the feedback current. By solving

equation (1) numerically or by directly integrating the force balance relation in cylin-

drical geometry we can predict the expected response of the plasma to the feedback

fields; these results are described in the next section.

Comparison with Experiment

The saddle coils on DITE have no net twist and thus generate equal and opposite

amounts of (imm) components. However only one of these components (+m or —m)

is resonant and subject to significant changes due to the plasma response. Figure 1

shows the theoretically predicted radial variation of B, in steady state (A’2 : O), for the

components m = :2, n = 1 With qa : 4.4, B : 0% and an applied saddle coil current

of 280 A. It can be seen that the resonant mode (m = +2) is significantly modified

from the vacuum field. The deviation between the m : i2 components should give
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Figure 2: Comparison of measured (X) and theoretically predicted B9 {solid line).

rise to an eiTect most easily detected in the experiment by measuring the magneticoscillations at 90° toroidally from a driven set of saddle coils; in vacuum the saddlecoils produce §(¢ = 90°) E 0 and thus any measured oscillations are due to the plasmaresponse (or a natural mode). Figure 2 shows the poloidal variation of the measuredBa amplitude at (it : 90° and f = 7.5 kHz for an applied saddle coil current of 280 A at7.5 kHz. It should be noted that the natural mode frequency in this case ~ 105 kHzand thus the response measured at 7.5 kHz (in Fig 2) is driven directly by the saddlecoils. Examination of the phase of the fluctuations described in Fig 2 indicates thatthey are probably due to a standing wave [1]; which is as expected, since oscillating asingle n = 1 set of saddle coils drives a standing wave directly.
From Fig l we see that there is ~ 10% reduction of the m = +2 component relativeto the m = —2 component. This plasma response corresponds to a Bg(¢ : 90°) ~0.15 G (for a saddle coil current of 280 A); this is in reasonable agreement with theexperimentally measured Ba value (~ 0.2 G of m = 2, n = 1).
For Figure 1 we have assumed that the steady state has been achieved and thatthere has been sufl‘icient time for tearing to occur at q = 2. In the opposite limit,B,(q : 2) = 0, we find very similar results for the response amplitude.The peak Ba values in Fig 2 show a strong ballooning characteristic with the Bypeaks being far larger on the outboard (0 = 0°) than on the inboard side (6 = $180“)
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This is partly due to a geometric effect, since the plasma is centred 2 cm farther out
than the detector coils. The ballooning effect is however, mainly due to constructive at
(0 = 0°) and destructive (at 9 : i180”) interference between the m : +2 mode and its
side-bands m = 1 and 3. A toroidal calculation solving Eq(1) for the DITE coil current
distribution (I1 : I2 : I3 = —0.13 : 1.0 : 0.048) assuming q = 1.1(1+ 3.0r2) gives the
magnitude of these side-bands and gives reasonable agreement with the experimentally
measured 39 (see solid line in Fig 2).

Conclusions and Discussion

It has been shown that the plasma reSponse causes resonant harmonics (in particular
m = 2, n = 1) to deviate significantly from ‘heir vacuum values. The theoretically
calculated response, including toroidal effects, appear-:4. to he in reasonable agreement
with the DITE experimental results. It should be noted h0wever that the poloidal
variation and magnitude of the plasma response are strong functions of the current
profile for fixed q,J (and may also be functions of H particularly near the {3 limit). Thus
care must be exercised in drawing conclusions from comparisons with the experiment.

Since the plasma response is a function of the stability parameter Ag (cf Eq(2)),
its measurement should allow the onset of instability to be detected and may provide
information about the current profile. Understanding of the plasma response is also
an important prerequisite to the active feedback experiments.
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Introduction
Previous investigations in ASDEX have revealed that sawteeth instabilities not onlyresult in a flattening of density and temperature in the plasma center but lead also to areduction of impurity concentration in this region /1/. This counteracting mechanismis most important in regimes with peaked density profiles (e.g. pellet injection, IOC,Counter-NBI), because here the dominating neoclasssical effects induce a strong inwarddrift of impurities. In ASDEX—discharges with peaked density profiles we generallyobserve an increase of the sawtooth repetition time ending with complete suppressionof sawteeth. The subsequent accumulation of impurities then leads to a central radiationcollapse.
Invoking the Kadomtsev model of the sawtooth relaxation /2/ this behaviour maybe explained by the influence of impurities on the evolution of the conductivity profileduring the sawtooth rise. If a rapid influx of impurities keeps the conductivity profileflat after the sawtooth crash, the current profile will not be able to peak again to bring:1 below the critical threshold gen-g < 1 for sawtooth initiation. In this picture thesawtooth repetition time should be related to the resistive time scale 7', = ,uorfa/15,where a and r1 2 (1/3 denote the conductivity and radius of the sawtoothing regionrespectively.
In a similar way, it has recently been demonstrated that peaking of the Zen-profilecan explain the suppression of sawteeth during pellet refuelled discharges in ALCATORC /3/.
In this paper we present a detailed study on the behaviour ofsawteeth during Counter—NBI discharges with additional ICRH, which showed density peaking and a remarkablecontent of light impurities after the onset of ICRH. By investigating the temporal changeof Zeffp and Tgyo it is possible to get information about the influence of the centralconcentration of impurities on the quenching of sawteeth activity.

1. Sawteeth activity in discharges with Counter-NBI and ICRH
In ASDEX density peaking was observed for Counter—NBI discharges (PNHI =1.05MW) with additional ICRH at plasma currents of 380kA /4/ (:7,1 = 3.0, nopeaking found for slightly higher currents). Although the discharges were differentin ICRH-power (PICRH = 0.65 — 1.95MW), peaking factor, impuritiy concentration(Zeff = 3.5 — 4.0), total radiated power Fwd and SX-radiation, they all showed greattemporal coherence in the evolution of the sawtooth oscillations. This is depicted in Fig.1, where SX-traces of discharges with different ICRH-powers are reproduced. Before1 = 1.255 there is only very little phase difference between the sawteeth of different dis-charges. After this time the discharges evolve differently, ultimately showing sawtoothquenching succeded by a. disruption within less than 0.2s.
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The discharges with Pic“; 5 1.0MW behave almost like discharges without ICRH.
The sawtooth repetition time 7'}; increases from about 8m to roughly 15ms before
the sawteeth are suppressed completely. At higher ICRH-powers strong modification
of the sawtooth are to be seen. Actually a. rapid rise phase at the beginning can be
distinguished from a slow slope phase extending until sawtooth crash.

2. The influence of impurities on sawtooth suppression
The following discussion is based on the assumption that after the sawtooth crash

flat q- and Teeprofiles are established within a core region r < r1 : a/3. The related
profiles of current density j and conductivity 0 are also essentially flat at this time, but
central heating tends to restore a peaked TE-profile on a short time scale TT. ~ rg/Sx
with a thermal conductivity of orders of lmz/s. The j-profile develops towards the
peaked conductivity profile :7 ~ Te1'5/ZCH but is largely delayed because of the very
long diffusive time scale 1'" ~ rffloU/15 (0400)” : 0.015m2/s). After the repetition
time T3 a sufficient large increase of Ajo on axis (Le. a decrease of Ago) is reached by
which the next sawtooth is triggered. Impurities can change the outlined procedure by
changing the conductivity via radiation losses (T, < O) as well as by central accumulation
(2.]; > 0). The total change of the conductivity on axis,

(’70) 2 § E _ fins)
00 2 Te,0 Zeffp

averaged over a sawtooth period is therefore an important quantity. As soon as (60/00)
is approaching negative values sawtooth quenching is expected because no peaked 1'-
profile will be restored under this conditions. _

In fig. 2 the central values of the two contributions 3/2(T¢/T¢) and (Zen/Zen) are
compared for the discharge with PIC-RH : 0.65MW and the upper of the two discharges
in fig. 1 with 1.70MW. The temperature change was taken from the EOE-diagnostic.
Z,” was derived from data of the visible Bremsstrahlung diagnostic /5/. To provide
sufficient time resolution the density from the HON interferometer was taken to correct
Z,” ~ Pyrem,\/CI_'5/n: which normally is evaluated with Thomson scattering data
(sampled every 15ms).

We notice that in both cases a crossing occurs at times t‘ = 1.2s and 2‘ = 1.4s after
which ((70/00) < 0. This behaviour reflects qualitatively the observation presented in
fig. 1. In reality. however, the true quenching time is delayed about 60m and 200ms
respectively. As to be seen in fig. 2 the transition to ((70/00) < 0 is caused by both, a
decrease of the central Te-variation and an increase of the Zen-variation. In contrast to
the large decrease of the central Te-variation the corresponding variation at larger radii
stays about constant. This observation may be explained by assuming a non-central
triggering event during the late sawtooth phase t > t‘.

3. The dependence of the repetition time TR on 0
From our picture ascaling of the sawtooth repetition time TR with 1']- is to be expected.

To check such a dependence we plot in fig. 4 TR as a function of the conductivity an on
axis for the lower of the two discharges in fig. 1 1°1a : 1.7MW. 1. The approximate
scaling of TR with a for most of the sawteeth is obvious. Deviating points are those
of the last two sawteeth before suppression. This finding is contrary to the results
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reported in /6/ where a. scaling of T3 with the timescale of heat transport Tr. = r'f/Sx
is predicted.

4. Analysis of the current profile during sawteeth
To get more insight into the sawtooth mechanism we have started to analyze the

sawtooth behaviour using measured 71,-, Tr, Prod-profiles, the sawtooth event times
and a current profile mixing as in the Kadomtsev model using the TRANSP-code. Fig.
4 shows the resulting time behaviour of q(O) with and without full current mixing for
a Counter-NBI discharge with q(a) = 2.5. The measured sawtooth inversion radius
can only be recovered with a weaker current mixing than predicted by the Kadomtsev
model. This is in line with the results of section 2 suggesting a non-central mechanism
for the sawtooth trigger. During the last large sawteeth in the beam-heated phase the
influence of the j-mixing model on rq=1 is reduced. TE- and rte-data show in all cases
a much broader region of inverted sawteeth than can be generated by the Kadomtsev
formulation. After the last sawtooth the decreasing T, and increasing Zeff (due to
impurity accumulation) result in an increasing q(O) i.e. decreasing j(0) and the critical
q-profile for the triggering of a sawtooth may not be reached again.

Summary
We find strong indications that quenching of sawteeth, which is preferentially observed

in discharges showing peaked density profiles, can be explained by impurity accumula-tion. The reason is due to enhanced central radiation on account of metallic impurities
(Fe, Cu) that lower T, and in addition to the influence of low-Z impuritia (C, O) in-
creasing 22!! after each sawtooth crash. Both effects finally prevent a peaking of theconductivity profile. A further support for this interpretation and the underlying phys-
ical picture is obtained from the sawtooth repetition time which scales approximately
proportional to the central conductivity.
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Fig‘2: Contribution of the variation of
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text).

Fig.4: Time evolution of q((]) with
(solid line) and without (dashed line)
lull current mixing for a Counter-
NBl discharge calculated using the
TRANSP-code.
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INVESTIGATION OF AXISYMMETRIC SPLITTING INSTABILITIES
OF A TOKAMAK PLASMA

R.Weiner, S.C.Jardin‘, N.Pomphrey"

MPI ffir Plasmaphysik> Boltzmannstr. 2, D-8046 Garching

*) Princeton University, PPPL, P.O.Box 451, Princeton, NJ 08543

Abstract
A recently published study, [1], suggests that elongated tokamak plasmas with suf-
ficiently large pressure are susceptible to an ideal axisymmetric splitting instability

(n20, 111:2). We find, using the Princeton Tokamak Simulation Code (TSC) [2], that
these configurations are stable to all even poloidal mode number deformations. We
extended our investigation of splitting modes by considering the deformation of an

elliptic plasma to a doublet. Here we determined the critical coil currents in a set of

pinching coils needed to split the plasma apart.

Introduction
Advanced tokamaks such as CIT or ITER will operate with highly shaped plasma cross

sections, with elongations of K, = 2 or more. It is well known that these configurations

are susceptible to an ideal MHD antisymmetric vertical displacement instability (n20,

11121) which has to be stabilized by passive wall structures and active feedback sy-

stems. Here we consider the stability of these configurations to an even mode number
symmetric splitting instability (n20, m=2). Previous analytic calculations, [3], have
shown these modes to be stable. However, in a recent numerical study, [1], the authors

conclude that elongated cross section tokamak plasmas are unstable with respect to an
ideal MHD splitting instability [n=0, m=2] if the plasma beta exceeds a critical value,
depending on the elongation. They maintain that elliptical cross section tokamaks with

R/a = 3.2 and with K: = 2.6 are unstable to splitting for ,6; > 5%, and that K: : 4.0

plasmas are unstable to splitting for ,6: 2 1.0%. We have investigated the splitting
behaviour of highly shaped TCV [4] tokamak plasmas by performing simulations using

TSC [2] and found no indication of these symmetric splitting instabilities even for high

elongations of K. = 3.7 and high toroidal beta of fl; = 25%. To force splitting and

to produce indented plasma shapes, we introduced additional coils (”pinching coils”)
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on both sides of the plasma midplane waist. By ramping the currents in these coils

we found stable doublets with bifurcated magnetic axes even at high pressure (e.g.

fig :2 26%). If the current in the pinching coils exceeded a critical value, we were able

to split the plasma apart. The critical current is a decreasing function of the plasma

fl.

Numerical Simulation
We have carried out a series of TSC simulations to investigate splitting modes in the

absence of the vertical instability by considering a TCV plasma with a plasma current

of Ip : 1.2 MA and enforcing up/down symmetry. An input dataset for the TCV

tokamak was provided by F.B.Marcus [4]. Here the vacuum vessel and the external _

coils of the TCV tokamalr are modelled by single grid conductors as illustrated in

the figures. Additional divertor coils and pinching coils on both sides of the plasma

have been introduced to allow the investigation of divertor plasmas and to squeeze the

plasma in order to produce doublets. We studied limiter and divertor plasmas with

elongations between re = 3 and K. = 3.7 and a toroidal beta lying between fit 2 6%

and fig 2 32%. The current in each pinching coil ranged from O kA to 200 kA. Starting

the simulation with a. divertor plasma (K, = 3, [3: = 11%) as illustrated in Fig.2, the

current in the pinching coil was ramped to a certain value and then kept constant. For

pinching coil currents of |Ip,-,,ch| Z 17519.4 per coil, the plasma always split into droplet

pairs. Snapshots of equilibria during the splitting phase are shown in Fig.4a, b, and c.

Pinching coil currents of llpgmhl S 175kA, however, allow stable single magnetic axis

or doublet equilibria. The flux and current density contours of a stable equilibrium

with 3; z 26% and |nnchl = 100kA is shown in Fig.3, with a bifurcated magnetic

axis at R = 0.92m and z = i0.18m. Having found a stable solution, the pressure was

increased in time until the plasma split. In this manner we determined the critical

pinching coil currents as a function of the toroidal beta. The results of the simulations

are summarized in Fig.1, where the critical pinching coil current |nmh| is plotted

versus the toroidal beta. If the pinching coil currents are below the critical value the

plasma is stable to the splitting instability. In particular, for all cases studied, the

plasma was found to be stable to splitting for |nnch| = 0, which corresponds to an

elliptical shape.
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Conclusion
The splitting of tokamak plasmas has been studied in case of the TCV tokamak. For
highly elongated equilibria with elliptical cross sections we found no indication for
the symmetric splitting instability (n20, m=2). To split the plasma apart additional
pinching coils were necessary. Here we determined the corresponding critical pinching

coil currents as a function of the critical toroidal beta. Below the critical values we
found a broad range of stable single magnetic axis configurations and doublets with
a bifurcated magnetic axis, even at high pressure. We conclude that the splitting

instabilities are of no concern for present envisaged advanced tokamaks.
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SIMULATION OF ASDEX UPGRADE SHOT SCENARIOS

WITH POWER SUPPLY CONSTRAINTS

R.Weiner, H.Bruhns, S.Cha, O.Gruber, K.Lackner, U.Seidel

MPI ffir Plasmaphysik, Boltzmannstr.2, D-8046 Garching

1. Introduction

ASDEX Upgrade, presently under construction at IPP Garching, is a divertor tokamak

allowing experiments with elongated plasmas of Single and Double Null shapes. For

this tokamak, we have performed a series of dynamical simulations during the start up,

the flat top and the shut down phase, using the Princeton Tokamak Simulation Code

(TSC) [1]. In the simulations, we have included all coil groups, i.e. the ohmic heating

system, the poloidal field coils external to the TF magnets, the inner control coils as well

as passive structures such as passive conductors and the vacuum vessel. The feedback

control of the plasma position by the inner control coils and the external poloidal field

coils, both during regular shot scenerios and for disruption simulations under realistic

power supply constraints, is studied. In the following we describe in somewhat more

detail two applications, the simulation of a complete discharge including the start

up phase and a plasma disruption. Although in both cases of the simulation, model

assumption are required for the thermal energy transport, the emphasis is here on the

aspects of plasma position and shape control and the electrodynamics of the poloidal

field circuits.

2. Complete Discharge Simulations

Numerical simulations of complete Single Null discharges including start up, flat top

and shut down phase during 10 sec have been performed. The interaction of the

plasma with the poloidal field coil system and passive wall structures have been taken

into account by modelling the vacuum vessel, the top - bottom unsymmetric passive

conductors and the poloidal field coils as illustrated in Fig.1. In the simulations plasma“

current and poloidal field coil currents as determined from the Garching equilibrium

code, have been preprogrammed and correction currents have been determined by

position and plasma current feedback systems. The desired currents consist of pre—
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programmed and feedback currents. By comparing desired and actual currents the
feedback voltages have been determined. For energy transport, a model by Coppi and
Tang [2] was taken which describes the L-mode scaling and consequently underestima-
tes the expected 5 and 1' values during additional heating by a factor of order 2.

In an example. the simulation of a Single null shot is started with a plasma current
of 100 kA. Due to power supply limitations, the current ramp rates in the poloidal

field coils are not sufficient during the initial plasma current rise for obtaining divertor
configurations. Therefore the discharge is started as a. limiter plasma at the torus
inner wall needing less PF currents compared to those of divertor plasmas. Additional
precharging of PF coils is necessary and the resulting stray field is compensated by
the inner control coils. After break down a divertor equilibrium is provided as soon as
possible, in our example at time t z 80 msec. During the expansion phase the major

radius increases to about 1.65 m and the plasma. is displaced vertically by z 15 cm.

The evolution of the 99% surfaces of equilibria from the inboard limiter to a divertor

plasma during 80 msec is shown in Fig.1. The final cross sectional shape is obtained
after z 200 msec. During the pure ohmic heating phase up to 1.5 sec, the plasma
current is raised to 1.2 MA as shown in Fig.2a and the poloidal beta. evolves to about
[3P z 0.2 (Fig.2b). The auxiliary heating of w 10 MW is started during the plasma

current ramp up phase as the necessary changes in the PF currents going from low to
high [3,, help to save Vsec. The flat top is reached after 2.5 sec with a plasma current

of 1.6 MA, at poloidal beta of z 0.7 and a density of x 1.5 - 1020 m‘a. At the end of
the flat top and auxiliary heating phase [ t = 7 sec) the plasma current is ramped to
the initial value within 3 sec and the plasma is moved to the inside limiter again.

Presently we are optimizing the Single Null shot scenarios by readjusting the prepro-
grammed quantities especially the plasma position, the currents of the external shaping
coils and of the OH coils, where we take into account also the actual voltage supply

restrictions. We are trying to optimize also the feedback coefficients for the plasma

current control and the control of the radial plasma position in order to avoid radial
overshoots which would cause the plasma to touch the outboard limiter (the ICRH
antenna) during the start up phase.



3. Simulation of Single Null Plasma Disruptions

Several scenarios for plasma disuptions in ASDEX Upgrade have been simulated to

assess the limits up to which - with the foreseen power supplies — discharges can be

sufficiently controlled to avoid strong wall contact and terminal current quench after

a partial disruption. As one result of such simulations we show the time trajectory of

the magnetic axis position in the R - z plane for the case of a high — fip Single Null

disruption in ASDEX Upgrade (Fig.3). For such a simulation we distinguished three

phases:

— A short stable discharge phase which serves to produce reasonable initial condi—

tions for the plasma configuration. During this period (which corresponds to the

first 4 msec in Fig.3) the plasma position is controlled by the feedback system

acting on the interior control coils. With proper choice of initial parameters, hea—

ting power and energy transport model, the radial and vertical plasma excursion

during this phase are kept to less than 3 mm.

- Plasma disruption phase (from 4 msec to 5 msec). We simulate the consequences

of the thermal quench phase of a minor disruption by transiently increasing the

factor in front of our heat conductivity expression from 1 to 500. The plasma loses

its equilibrium position, the plasma current decreases from 1.6 MA to 1.58 MA

and the [3,. value reduces from 1.6 to 0.7.

Recovery phase (from 5 msec to 30 msec). After the thermal quench phase the

heat conductivity enhancement factor is reset to the original value. Due to the

action of the feedback systems, the plasma position and the current converge back

to their original values.
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MHD Activity in PBX-M

WS. Preische, N. Asakura, R. Bell. R. Fonck, A. Holland, H. Kugel, B. LeBlanc. M. Okabayashi,
S. Paul, M. Reusch, N. Sauthoff, S.Sesnic, H. Takahashi

Princeton Plasma Physics laboratory, Princeton University, Princeton, NJ. 08543, U.S.A

Introduction

Magnetic activity leading to disruptions was found to be the [Himiting mechanism in low-q (28134.5)
discharges in the PBX tokamak [1]. This activity was characterized by low frequency (few to 25 kHz)
m=3/n=l oscillations growing over the course of tens of usec to two msec, and culminating in a plasma
disruption or a large sawtooth—like event followed several msec later by a disruption. Both theoretical analyses
and experimental data indicated that the observed growing mode could be explained to zeroth order by
destabilization of the ideal n=l external kink mode [2.3]. Theory further showed that a conducting wall in
close proximity (a few cm) to the plasma could effectively stabilize these external kinks for higher-<8?
operation. 1.0

In recognition of these results, the PBX tokamak :i
was modified by installing close fitting conducting 0.8
plates to stabilize the ideal surface kinks, and by
allowing plasma operation at larger major radius for 0.5
increased indentation (to date, indentations of up to
24% have been achieved, in comparison to the PBX 0-4
maximum of 20%). A cross-section of the PBX»M
device is shown in Fig. 1. Also shown in the figure “‘3
are the equilibrium flux surfaces for an Ip=590 kA‘

l
41

Z
(m

et
er

s)

H

B[=1.2 T, indentation=24%, and qedge=35 plasma.
The inboard and upper passive plates are for stabilizing ~02
the n=0 vertical instability, while the outer sets of
plates are meant to stabilize the n=l ideal surface kink. ~04
The passive plates are 1.25" thick aluminum plates
bonded to a thin stainless steel sheet, with an L/R time '°'°
of 20 msec. The plates are electrically connected J3
toroidally and vertically, except for one toroidal gap, "0'3
and Rogowski coils are situated at various toroidal _‘ 0:} . . . ,
locations on legs connecting the top and bottom 'o.e o.a 1,0 1.2 1.4 1.8 1.8 2.0 2.2
outermost plates in order to monitor the induced x (meters)
currents in these plates. Once the problem of external
kinks is eliminated by the plates. PBX-M will pursue Fig. l Equilibrium flux plot ofa 24% indentedits primary goal of probin the second stability regime
to ballooning modes utilizging indentation and current PBX—M plasma
and pressure profile control.

This paper will focus on preliminary observations of magnetic activity associated with disruptions and
the change in broadband magnetic activity across H—mode transitions. The magnetic activity in PBX‘M is
measured by a toroidal array of six Mimov coils situated on the outer midplane approximately 20 cm from the
plasma edge. and a poloidal array of 20 coils with plasma/coil separations varying from several to 230 cm,
depending on the locations of the coils. All coils are calibrated up to approximately 250 kHz.

Low-q Operation

One of the distinct differences between PBX and PBX-M to date has been the facility with which PBX-
M is able to operate at qS3. Here, q is taken to be the MHD q at the 95% flux surface. As was seen in PBX,
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the ability to operate at qs3.5 was limited by poor discharge survivability [1]. All plasmas with (1335 would
disrupt, and it was difficult to achieve qSI-lj under any circumstances, with the occurrence frequency of the
low-q discharges being only about 1/5 of that for q>4. Additionally, discharges with qs3.5 could be achieved
only with large current ramps (>1.5 MA/sec).

In contrast. PBX—M plasmas have routinely 40 mxouto
operatedatq<3,anddowntoapproximately2withno "'_"j_r' ' 7 ‘ ‘ T ' ' ' l "
perceptible decrease of discharge survivability in the
q=2 to 3 range. This is shown in Fig. 2, where the
number of shots in each q~bin is plotted in histogram
form. The data contained in the figure are
approximately evenly divided between OH and NB]
(Pm-$2.5 MW) discharges. The data shown are taken

from discharges with indentations >5%. and those
discharges with q53 are limited to indentations 317%.
The low—q discharges in PBX-M could be achieved with
little or no current ramping ($0.5 MA/sec). Although
the data in Fig. 2 are only a preliminary statistical td
evaluation of discharge survivability. the ability to
operate at q<3 in PBX-M utilizing little current Fig. 2 Distribution of accessible q in PBX-M for
ramping may indicate the beneficial effects of both indentations >5%. Both OH and NBI were
increased indentation and the stabilizing effects of the 11$d
passive plates.
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Disruption Scenarios

Approximately 80% of the discharges used for constructing Fig. 2 disrupted. The reasons for this are
twofold, but both are related to the, as yet. non»opumal plasma control system because of the limited
operational lifetime of PBX—M. The first reason for disruption is due to the loss of vertical control of the
plasma. and the second is due to the loose coupling between the plates and the plasma edge. Typical plasmas
have an edge-to—plate separation of 210 cm near the outer midplane, and, therefore, the full stabilizing effect of
these plates may not yet be realized. This is especially true if either the plates are not perfectly conducting and
the mode is not purely ideal. Nevertheless, studies of the disruption characteristics of PBX-M plasmas have
hinted at the beneficial effect that the plates have on the MHD modes leading up to the disruption.

Unlike the PBX plasmas. however, the disruptions in PBX-M have no typical single type of precursor
activity. The disruption precursors are seen to be either at high (50 to 70 kHz with short toroidal coherence
lengths) or low (few kHz) frequency. The low frequency activity is sometimes seen to grow as the mode
locks, and the high frequency activity appears to be locali7ed on the inboard side of the plasma. In some cases,
only a growing, locked, n=l mode is seen prior to the disruption.

One interesting sequence of events leading to a dismption is seen in Fig. 3. The figure is a composite of
(from the top) edge and central chord integrated soft X-ray emissivity, outer midplane Mirnov coil, plasma
current, currents measured on two hockey stick passive stabilizer plates approximately 180' apart toroidally,
midplane HQ. and a flux difference measurement indicating n=0 vertical motion. In this example, a low

frequency (2 to 3 kHz) n=1 oscillation was seen to grow at 525 msec. The oscillation was seen on the soft X-
rays. Mimov, and passive plates. The “or trace shows an increase. indicating enhanced interaction with the

wall during the time of the n=1 mode. The mode appeared to begin to lock near 530 msec, and then grew,
resulting in another n=1 helical perturbation, as seen on the plate currents. and a rapid decrease in soft X-ray
emissivity and further increase in the plasma/wall interaction. Some fluctuations were seen on the plasma
current trace, although the current did not start to decrease until about one to two msec later, when the plasma
exhibited n=0 vertical motion. The vertical motion was most probably due to rapid inward motion of the
plasma caused by the loss of energy at 531 msec, and it sometimes occurred simultaneously with the n=l
helical perturbation.

While the discharge in Fig. 3 is meant to display some of the qualitative features of the PBX—M
disruptions. there are certain reproducible features that indicate the stabilizing effect of the plates for a rango of
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discharge characteristics and heating powers.These o 1include 1)the observation that n=l plate currents are
induced in response to the n=l fluctuations in the
plasma, 2) the fact that the growth time of the mode
can be longer than those in PBX discharges with.
similar discharge conditions, and 3) mode amplitudes at
the coil which are comparable for similar discharge '
conditions in PBX and PBX-M even though the ,
observation point in PBX is at a 50% greater distance
than that in PBXvM. perhaps indicating a smaller
amplitude at the source. It is unlikely that the source
region for these fluctuations is drastically different in
PBX and PBX-M for similar discharges.
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Fig. 3 Sequence of events leading up to one type ofH-Mode Plasmas disruption on PBX-M.

H-mode transitions, with concommitant drops in the Hot emission and rises in plasma density. have
been routinely observed in separatrix-limited PBX-M plasmas. The transitions were observed with only~lMW of neutral beam heating power. less than the ~2.5 MW power threshold required for PBX H-modcs. Ithas been reported elsewhere that the H-mode transition is accompanied by a drop in broadband magneticactivity near the x-point [4]. indicative of stabilization of microtearing modes [5]. The 20 coil poloidalMimov array in PBX-M enables us to study the full poloidal dependence of the change in magnetic activityacross the transition.

Fig. 4a shows the time traces of the raw Mirnov signal measured at a coil situated near the top of theplasma and one at the midplane on the inboard side. The H-mode transition in this shot occurs at 554 msec.At this time. the broadband activity near the top of the plasma decreases, in accord with the previouslyreported observations. However, the new feature reported here is the observed increase of the signal level onthe midplane. The full poloidal dependence of the change in MHD signal level is shown in Fig. 4b. Plotted inthis figure is the activity enhancement across the transition at each coil for two frequency ranges. 30 to 50kHz, and 70 to 100 kHz. Die activity enhancement is defined to be the ratio of signal level after to that beforethe transition. and was calculated from the Fourier transforms of the signals of length 5 msec both before andafter the transition. The activity enhancement peaks and is 2] (increase of signal level) at the midplane,especially in the higher frequency range. Off the midplane. the activity enhancement is 51 (decrease in signalacross the transition). with the largest decrease in signal near the top and bottom of the plasma (near the x-point). Little correlation between signals at different poloidal locations was observed.An examination of the signals from flux loops and Mirn0v coils was made to see if the MHD behaviornoted in Fig. 4 could be ascribed to sudden changes in the plasma boundary position or shape at the time ofthe transition. No such sudden change was apparent. We. therefore. conclude that the observed behavior is dueto changes in the amplitude and/or configuration of the source of these fluctuations.

Conclusions

The primary aim of this report is to present preliminary magnetic fluctuation data from the PBX-Mtokamak in an attempt to find some indication of the beneficial effects of the close fitting conducting platesfor plasma edge stability. While PBX-M plasmas are observed to disrupt. it is believed that the underlyingcause of the disruptions is the non-optimal use of the plasma control system leading. in part. to a loosecoupling between the plasma edge and the conducting plates. If both the plates and the plasma were ideallyconducting. a separation of ~l0 cm would be sufficient for stabilization. Any resistivity of the plates orplasma leads to less plate stabilization. and the plate-to—plasma separation would have to be further reduced toenhance the stabilizing effect The plasmas reported here had a maximum power injected of 2.5 MW; it is
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consequently believed that the electron temperature was not very high. A study to detail the stabilizing effects

of a resistive plate is presently underway. ,
Despite the non»idea1 characteristics of the plasma and plate, there are indications of a beneficial effect

due to the presence of the plates. These are 1) the ability to operate routinely at q<3 with no perceptible

decrease in discharge survivability down to q=2, 2) the sometimes slower growth rate and 3) the smaller

amplitudes of the low frequency disruption precursor activity, and 4) the fact that n=1 plate currents are

induced in response to n=1 fluctuations in the plasma. We, additionally, report on the observations of the

change in broadband activity across the H—mode transition, showing that while the signal level is seen to

decrease across the transition off the midplane. a dramatic increase in signal level is seen at coils situated on

the midplane.

The PBX-M project is supported by 1.1.5. Dept. of Energy Contract #DE—AC02-76-CHO-3073
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EXPERIMENTAL INVIZS'I‘IGA'I'IONS OI: TIIF. INTRINSIC PROFILE FORMATION
NIEAR RATIONAI. SURFACES IN TOKAMAKS

J. Schliiter, II. Soltwisch

Insu'lulfil'r Plasmaphysik, Kernforschimgsanlage Jiilr'ch Gt,
Association EUR/l TOM/K154, P.0. a [9/3, D-5/70Ji'1'1ich, FRG

During regular sawtooth activity in Ohmically heated Tokamaks the amplitude ofthe
precursor oscillations caused by an m: l, n: l tearing mode passes the detection limit
only a short time before the sawtooth crash. The mode is expected to be stable or stay at
an undetectable, nonlinearly saturated level only if the slopes of the current density and
pressure profiles are reduced near the q= l magnetic surface. With the TEXTOR tokamak
operating at (122.1 at the limiter, such a plateau in the current density distribution could
be resolved recently /1/. Up to now, however, corresponding deformations of n, and T,
profiles have not been observed, presumably because of the limited resolving power of the
diagnostics.

This paper presents high resolution measurements of n, and T, profiles during the
quasi—stationary phase of Ohmically heated sawtoothing TEXTOR discharges obtained by
a nine-channel IICN laser interferometer and a 40 channel mode analyzer (Fig. l). 'I‘, is
derived from the soft x-ray (SX R) continuum by the application ofa modified absorber foil
method. Signals from highly reproducible plasmas positioned at slightly different major radii
are combined to increase the virtual number of diagnostic chords (and thus the spatial re-
solution) by a factor of five. In addition, a relative calibration ofthc SXR detector channels
is enabled by the horiZontal displacement of the plasma column. Signal components that
are not correlated with the sawtooth phase are eliminated by forming a coherent average
ofa large number (~I00) of sawteeth measured in 3-4 consecutive discharges /2/. The high
shot-to-shot reproducibility needed has been achieved by conditioning and carbonizing the
walls very carefully /3/ and by controlling many parameters during a discharge. The soft
x-ray spectrum is found to be free of metal lines (which is important for the application of
the absorber foil method), and from the enhancement of the continuum by a factor of}
over pure deuterium bremsstrahlung a 7,,rvalue of about [.3 is deduced. In order to ac-
count for residual shot-to-shot variations, the signals are normalized to the total number
of electrons and the total radiation, respectively, obtained by integrating the output of all
chords. The corrections are less than l% for the line densities and smaller than 10% for the
continuum intensities.

As a result of this signal generation and processing, the sawteeth in TEXTOR are re-
presented by two sets of almost noise-free profiles for the interferometric phase shifts
A(p(R) and the emitted soft x-ray intensities [5”(R) which are equidistantly separated in
time by intervals of 1/100 (with R being the major radius and r220 msec the mean
sawtooth period). From these profiles local values of the electron density n, and the
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emissivity n as well as their variation during a sawtooth cycle can be deduced under the as-

sumptions of eccentric fiux surfaces and constant n, and r. on a given surface. The inversion
procedure performed on Aqi(R) and. for more detailed information, also on Arp # Kl; results

in n,(p,I) and An,(p,l) = n,(p,t) — Mp) (see Figs. 5b and 4b; the bar indicates the average over

a sawtooth period and ,1 denotes the surface radius). The eccentricity 6(p) ofthe flux stir-

faces required to match the asymmetry of the phase shift profile follows fairly exactly a

smooth parabolic dependence (5(p) = 6n“ — (play) with an axis shift (3“ of about 4 cm.

For the inversion of (WAR) a method proposed by (iottardi /4/ is applied which yields

also the shift 5 of the flux surfaces. Figure 2 shows that 6(1)) has the same parabolic de—

pendence except for the region 5 cm < p < l0 cm inside the q= | radius p., where the sur-

faces appear to be shifted much stronger. To resolve this discrepancy, both sides of the

ld)‘ distribution are inverted independently for R < Rn and R > Rn under the assumption

of an undisturbed parabolic shift (Fig 3). The condition of constant emission on a given

surface is surprisingly well satisfied for p > m, but again strong deviations from symmetry

are observed for p -/ 1),. However, ifwe invert In” ~ 7”,. to obtain the differential emissivity

n —- E, this loss of symmetry disappears (see Fig. 4a), indicating that the sawtooth process

takes place on the unperturbed surface structure.
These observations may readily be explained by postulating a small run—away current

of less than 1 RA flowing solely inside the q= 1 surface with the drift surfaces ofthe ener-
getic particles displaced outward with respect to the flux surface pattern. lfthese run-away

electrons touch the q= | surface at R = Ru + p,, they will be lost from the plasma since this

point acts as a virtual scrape~offlimiter. Tints the bremsstrahlung ofthe run‘away electrons

adds to the thermal continuum radiation inside the q: l surface preferentially towards the
outboard side and with the exception of a small region Rn— p. < R < Rn —/i, + Ap with

Ap 2 2 - 4 cm. Therefore the branch ofc(p) obtained by inverting [WAR < R") may be used

to study the flattening ofthe profile also somewhat inside of 1)..
Dividing c(p) by [13(p). we obtain a profile which is merely a monotonic function of 7;.

By calibration at two radial positions with T,-valucs measured by standard techniques. we

finally get 'IL-profiles of very high spatial resolution without destroying localized structures

in the corresponding n/nf-distrilnttion. Figure 5a clearly shows stationary indentations in the

wings ofthe 'I',»profi|es which are most likely related to the vicinity ofa rational q surface.

At the inversion radius p” where both n, and 'I', stay constant throughout a sawtooth

period and which is located somewhat inside the q= I surface (p, = |2.5 cm < 1).: lficm

as determined from Faraday rotation measurements), the density gradient varies during the

sawtooth rise from 5 x l0" cm ‘ to -— 2 X It)" cm ‘. lmtnediately before the sawtooth crash

this value is still a factor of4 smaller than the corresponding value provided by a parabolic

profile 11,,(l 7(p/(l)1). A shoulder in the density distribution is present for all times. For the

'l',-profilc the gradient at p, varies from -lO eV/cm to JO eV/cm, but shoulder formation is

observed only towards the end ofthe sawtooth rise (note that the strong structurization on

c — E for p < p‘ . which is similar to the one on n, — 71,, is strongly diminished by the division

by n3). After the sawtooth crash the positive density gradient balances the negative tem-

perature gradient to result approximately in a zero pressure gradient.
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Figure Captions

FIG. I: Plasma cross—section shifted to 3 of 5 different positions together with the chord
systems for interferometry/polarimctry and SXR mode analysis (Ru: I.75 m, (I: 0.42 m.
B, = 2.26 'I', I, = 380 RA).

FIG. 2: Surface shift 6 versus surface radius ,1 as derived by Gottardi's inversion method /4/;
dotted line: (5 [em] = 4.4 x (I — (ii/(1)1).

FIG. 3: 'I'imc~averaged local emissivity E by independent inversion of iukm) for R < Rn and
R > I?" under the assumption ofa parabolic surface shift (dotted line in Fig. 2).

FIG. 4: Modulations of(a) the local continuum emissivity n(p, t) — E(p) and (h) the electron
density n,(p, I) — fi,(p) at I0 equidistant times during a sawtooth period.

FIG. 5: (a) electron temperature 'I',(p. I) and (h) electron density n,(p, I) at [0 equidistant
times during a sawtooth period.
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ECRH AND ICRF HEATING EXPERIMENTS IN CHS
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Institute of Plasma Physics, Nagoya University, Japan
*) Southwestern Institute of Physics, Leshan, China
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1. Introduction
CHS (Compact Helical System) is a torsatron-type device which has an

l=2lm=8 helical structure. Its major radius is 1 m and minor radius is 0.2 m
with helical pitch modulation o*= 0.3. Maximum toroidal magnetic field at
the helical winding center (Bo) is 1.5 1‘. The main purpose of this experi-
ment is to investigate the plasma confinement and MHD characteristics in

Three heating systems (ECH, N31
and ICRl-l) have been developed for the plasma production and heating. In
this paper we report the initial experimental results on the confinement of

low aspect ratio (A,= 5) helical systems.

ECH plasma and ICRF plasma production.

2. Magnetic Field Configuration
Although the magnetic field con-

figuration is primarily determined by
the design of helical coils, there is
still possibilities of varying the
configuration with different settings
of axisymmetric poloidal coils. CHS
has four pairs of poloidal coils, three
of which (TVF, SF, IVF) are independ-
ently excited while OVF coils are
excited by the same power supply as
the helical coils. Therefore we can
select three free parameters to char-
acterize the poloidal field. Decom-
posing the poloid’al field structure
into multipole components, we selected
the dipole (vertical) and quadrupole
components as two free parameters and
set the condition of the minimum
stray field around the machine as the
third free parameter.

Variation of vertical field de-
termines the horizontal position of
the magnetic surface. Figure 1 shows
important parameters characterizing
the magnetic field configuration as a
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function of the magnetic axis position, when the vertical field is varied

under the condition of minimum stray field. The quadrupole component is

fixed so that the toroidally averaged quadrupole component generated by the

helical coils should be reduced by 50 7. with the additional quadrupole field

generated by the poloidal coils. '

The plasma size is largest when the magnetic axis position is shifted

inward by about 2 cm from the center of the helical coils. At the same

position, the outermost magnetic surface determined by the magnetic field

ergodicity touches the inner wall of the vacuum chamber. When the magnetic

axis is shifted outward, the ergodic region exists between the outermost

magnetic surface and the chamber wall. The magnetic well region is defined

as the region where the specific volume of. the magnetic surface is radially

decreasing ( dZV/dwz< 0 ). When the magnetic axis is shifted inward, the

magnetic field ripple along the axis is reduced.

3. ECH Experiments
{

The main purpose of ECH experiments in 1988 was to study the basic

confinement characteristics of OHS plasma. A 28 GHz gyrotron was used for

the plasma production and heating. The magnetic field is set around 1 T in

order to locate the fundamental resonance layer near the magnetic axis.

The microwave is launched through the port located at the inside of the

torus. With this setting, it is possible to have the microwave reach the
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fundamental resonance layer from the high field side, which should give a

higher heating efficiency for a high density plasma. However we have not

observed such effects mainly because the heating power (typically 100 H!) is

not enough to heat the high density plasma. The electron temperature
measured by the Thomson scattering system was 200 — 900 eV at the plasma
center which depends on the density ( 2 - 6 X1011 cm'3 ). The electron

energy decay time was in the range of l — 6 mace."
In order to study the difference of plasma transport in various

magnetic field configurations, we measured the electron temperature and
density profiles with the Thomson scattering system for several different

cases. We selected following positions of magnetic axis for three typical
configurations in Fig. 1.

Case 1 : R“ = 914.9 cm, no field ripple on the magnetic axis.
Case 2 = R“ = 97.4 cm, largest plasma size.
Case 3 = R“ =101.6 cm, sufficient spacing between the outermost magnetic

surface and the vacuum chamber wall.
Figure 2 shows the electron temperature and density profiles of

hydrogen discharges for two of these cases. Gas fueling rate is controlled
to keep the line averaged density roughly constant for these discharges.

The magnetic field strength was adjusted to place the ECH fundamental

resonance layer at the magnetic axis position. The profiles are plotted as

a function of the averaged minor radius. The position of the calculated

outermost magnetic surface for each configuration is indicated by an arrow.

For the Case 3, the measurements were made for both sides of the profile
and double circles are for the measurements on a different side from others.
The fitting curves are drawn by hand.

The biggest difference between
these profiles is the central tempera-
ture (the scales for temperature are
two times different for two figures).
The launched microwave power is about
the same (Pm, a 100 RH) for these cases.
The radiation power monitor (pyroelec-
tric detector) showed a much smaller
signal for the Case 3 which is the
indication of reduced plasma interac- C v -

tion with the wall. The shapes of the
profiles are also different for these 100~ ° En -
two cases. The Case 1 gives more
peaked temperature profile which
corresponds to the narrower central
hollow in the density profile.

The profiles for the Case 2 is
intermediate for the shape and the
peak value between the Case 1 and 3.
Figure 3 shows the dependence of
plasma energy on the magnetic axis
position. The total electron energy is
calculated by integrating over the
temperature and density profiles. The Fig. 3 Dependence of energy on

diamagnetic signal gives the total magnetic axis position
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energy including the ion contribution. The dependence of total energy on

the magnetic axis position was obtained in the different series of the

experiments. All these measurements show the better plasma parameters for

the inwardly shifted magnetic configuration.

The possible mechanisms for such dependences are the difference of

heat deposition profiles and the confinement of high energy electrons. The

low ripple magnetic field enhances the power deposition of cyclotron damp-

ing at the center of the plasma which raises the central temperature.

Inwardly shifted configuration is also better from the aspect of high energy

electron‘s orbit loss. Because the density was low for these experiments,

the drift frequency for the high energy electrons ( 2 1 keV) becomes

comparable to the collision frequency. In such situation, the confinement of

high energy electrons affects the bulk confinement.

6. ICRP Plasma Production Experiments
The ICRF plasma production experiments in CHS have an objective of

supplying the currentless plasma for the continuous setting of magnetic

field strength. Two types of antennas are installed. The Nagoya Type—III

antenna has a carefully designed conductor (10 cm wide and 50 cm long)

which fits the magnetic field lines in parallel. This antenna is designed to

excite the ion Bernstein wave or Alfven wave depending on the magnetic

field setting. The poloidal antenna consists of a pair of quarter-turn

conductors located at the outer side of the»torus. It is designed to excite

the whistler wave. Each antenna has a Faraday shield.

Figure 1; shows the line averaged densities of the hydrogen plasma

produced by ICRF heating only for the magnetic axis position R“ = 97.14 cm.

The plasma is produced over the all range of magnetic field setting of CHS

device (from 0.15 T to 1.5 T) with either antenna system. In the experiments

with the Type—III antenna,

ion heating was also observed.

The ion temperature measured | | I

by the time-of-flight type Type-l mun“

neutral particle energy 6 — r... = 13 MHz 3

analyzer was 130 eV. The P., ~ 370 kw o

electron temperature measured '7‘
by the Thomson scattering was 5 4
120 eV for the discharges at so Poloidal antenna

BO = 1.1 T. -; I... = 40 MHz

The possible mechanisms V 13"“ “0 “W
of electron heating are, for '5 2 _ \ __--.:--

the Type-III antenna, the era/1 2 A

Alfven resonance of the shear 4’: ‘

Alfven wave, and for the

poloidal antenna, the electron 00 DJ?” 10 1‘5

Landau damping of the Be ( T )

whistler wave.
Fig. 4 Line averaged density of ICRF

plasma vs. magnetic field
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SECOND STABILITY STUDIES IN THE ATF TORSATRON
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INTRODUCTION
The Advanced Toroidal Facility (ATP) is a stellarator designed to have direct access to the second

stability ([3 Self-stabilization) regime [1]. This regime should be reached When deepening of the magnetic
well. caused by increased Shafranov shift with increasing beta. stabilizes pressure-driven (interchange)
instabilities. 1n the initial operating phase. ATF was operated with magnetic islands due to field errors
[2.3] (now being corrected). The resulting reduction in effective plasma radius and edge transform caused
larger Shafranov shift and improved stability properties for a given value of I3. Thus. field errors may
actually have facilitated access to the second stability regime. We discuss (1) experimental conditions for
these studies. (2) the theoretical threshold for the second stability regime. (3) magnetic fluctuation mea
surements and predicted B self-stabilization. and (4) confinement behavior.

EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS
ATF is a continuous-coil. i=2. IZ—field-pcriod lorsatron with major radius R0 = 2.10 in. average

minor radius a = 0.27 to. magnetic field on axis Bo 5 2 T. and rotational transform 0.3 < {(r) < 1.0. It
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4Kyolo University. Uji. Kyoto. Japan
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has a 0.2 MW, 53 GHZ ECH system for currentless target plasma production and a 2 MW, 40 keV. 0.3 s

co-plusrcounter tangential neutral beam injection system for high~power bulk heating. Experiments began

in January 1988. Field mapping [3] in May 1988 with an elcctron-beam/fluorescent screen technique

revealed Gem~wide magnetic islands at the 1': = 1/2 surface and smaller ones at other rational surfaces.

These islands were later found to result from the design of the current feeds to the helical and outer vertical

field coils. Corrective measures were taken, and e-bearn experiments to confirm the correction are now in

progress.
Wall conditioning [4] (with electron cyclotron resonance and glow discharge cleaning combined with

baking the vessel tip to 150°C) was effective in producing ECH plasmas lasting for up to l s with no

radiative collapse. However. neutral beam heated discharges were more sensitive to low-Z impurity

radiation (particularly oxygen and carbon) [5] and thermally collapsed before the beam pulse ended[6].

Partial coverage ((30%) chromium gettering proved beneficial in extending the duration of the neutral

beam pulse and substantially increased the achievable plasma density and stored energy.

Figure 1 shows the time evolution of several parameters for a typical H+ discharge with balanced beam

injection of 1,4 MW total H0 power into the gettered toms. The stored energy, measured with a

diamagnctic loop. reached Wdi‘a = 7 k] with ns = 2.5 x 1019 m'3, n30 2 5 x 1019 m3. Tea 2 0.6 keV. Tm a

0.26 keV at t = 0.265 s. This value odia at 30 = 0.95 T corresponds to volumeaaverage B (B) 2 0.5%,

For this case. the central [3 is [30 = 28—32%. depending on diamagnetic or equilibrium weighting of

small anisotropic beam contributions. Figure 2(a) shows the electron temperature profile measured with

Thomson scattering at R0 : 2.10 m and then mapped into the radial

flux coordinate p in the finite?) equilibrium geometry. The

equilibrium was calculated by the VMEC code with the self«

consistent pressure profile shown in Fig, 2(b). Such narrow Tc

profiles were observed in both ECH and N81 phases and are

probably due to the islands at the t = 10. Surface. which effectively

reduce the plasma radius to rp a 0.6 a. The narrow pressure profile

resulted in a large outward Shafranov shift (5 = 0.11 m s 0.4 a).

The field errors may also affect the sensitivity of global

confinement parameters (Wd;a and fig) to the vacuum axis shift [2].

The optimal position (at least at low [3) was found to be with the

vacuum magnetic axis shifted in ~5 cm from the standard

%2 0'4 05 0.8 1.0 configuration, and all ofthe experiments discussed here were

p conducted with this inward shift. so that R0 = 2.05 m. The inward

Fig. 3. Calculated ideal stability shift minimi7ed the t = 1/2 island width in the vacuum field;

boundaries and rotational transform significantly larger inward shifts spoiled vacuum stability properties

contour. The shaded area is the by increasing the destabilizing magnetic hill. As discussed below.

“"5”“? region. the vacuum configuration with a slight magnetic hill at R0 : 2.05 m,

2 IbEAL' tSEcD t I combined with large Shafranov shift, made it possible to pass

UNSTABLE STABILITY through a narrow. weakly unstable regime as [3 increased.

MIID STABILITY ANALYSIS
ideal MHD stability was examined [7] using the Mercier stability

criterion (Dm > 0) for the equilibrium sequence with the "experi-

mental" pressure profiles. Although the criterion is an asymptotic

limit for high«n modes. the stability boundaries for low-n modes

generally agree well with those for the Mercier modes. At a given

radius (e.g.. p = 0.52. where a large Vp exists). Dm shows weak

EIB
O

(x1
0'5

)

Ba (7°) ' instability in the unstable regime. The Lransition to second stability

Fig.4. Theoretically predicted occurs at relatively low [30 (= l,3%) above which Drn increases

levels or magnetic fluctuations sharply. reflecting a strong [3 self-stabilization effect. Complete
versus central beta.
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Fig. 5. Observed n=1 magnetic fluctuation amplitudes Fig. 6. Pressure "broadness" pararneter( cc (pypo) versus
versus volume-average beta. volume~avenige beta.

stability at all radii is attained at [30 > 1.3% for zero-current cquilibria (as shown in Fig. 3) and at [50 >
1.6% for flux~conscrving equilibria. The values achieved in the experiment ([30 up to 3%) are well above
these theoretically predicted thresholds.

Finite-resistivity plasmas exhibit fluctuations even in the second stability regime. which is an ideal
MHD concept. The relevant instabilities are resistive interchange (VP-driven) modes. Theoretically, [5
self-stabilization. which stabilizes the ideal modes, also reduces the saturation amplitude of the resistive
modes as [5 increases [8]. In this sense, the resistive modes serve a probe to detect access to the second
stability regime. These modes are primarily electrostatic (E and 115). and thus magnetic components (fi) are
expected to be small. The dependence of magnetic fluctuation on [50' calculated from the saturation level of
ii. is shown in Fig. 4. Fluctuations caused by resistive interchange modes do not disappear in the second
stability regime (particularly near the plasma edge), but show the effect ofB self~stabilization in the region
where Vp is large (p=0.6) as shown in Fig. 4.

FLUCTUATION MEASUREMENTS
Initial fluctuation measurements [9] on ATF were made with a soft X—ray diode array (on loan from

the Heliotron-E group) viewing the central portion of the plasma (p S 0.5) and Mimov coils (133) located
~30 cm outside the plasma. The soft X—ray signals show no evidence of gross instabilities such as
sawteeth or disruptions.

Spectral analysis of fig data from Mimov coils separated in toroidal angle by M) = 30°. 150°, and
180° reveals coherent fluctuations (frequency-resolved coherence function y> 0.7) in'the frequency range
8—40 kHz with amplitudes ~ 10‘3 G. The relative phase shifts of the signals are predominantly consistent
with n=l toroidal mode symmcuy, but some evidence of n=3 components is seen for Ad) = 30°. No
corresponding coherent activity is seen on the soft X-ray signals. it is difficult to determine the poloidal
mode (m) number spectrum at present, because only two poloidally spaced Mimov coils (A9 = 150°) were
available for these experiments; the non—circular flux surface geometry of ATP further complicates the
determination of mode numbers. The available spectral data indicate that the fluctuations contain at least
two poloidal harmonics, one of which can most simply be interpreted as m=2.

The dependence of the Be amplitudes of the n=1 mode (integrated over 8—40 kHz) on plasma pressure
shown in Fig 5 suggests (1) a pressure threshold for the fluctuations at [30 < 1% and (2) saturation and
possible reduction of B9(n=1) as Bo exceeds 1.5%. Additional trend analysis shows no obvious
correlation with beam configuration or plasma current. The amplitude and overall behavior of the
fluctuations are strongly reminiscent of the theoretical predictions for pressure—driven instabilities in AT F.
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Fig. 7. Global energy confinement time versus Fig. 8. Volume-average beta versus line-average
electron density.

volume~average beta

EFFECTS ON CONFINEMENT
Figure 6 shows a profile “broadness” parameter (and corresponding approximate (lb/I30 based on a

few profile-analyzed cases) as a function of ([3) for the fluctuation shot database. The pressure profiles

broaden rapidly as [5 increases; this effect saturates for Bo 2 1.5 %. Although many mechanisms could be

responsible for such broadening (e.g.. change of heating deposition profile). this behavior is consistent

with growth of the plasma volume and reduced fluctuations (or anomalous transport losses) as the region

of magnetic well expands with increasing |3 Figure 7 shows global energy confinement time (1:3)versus

((3) for data taken at maximum wdia (i.e.. not including data at beam turnon) in the fluctuation database.

overlaid with data from a wider "sequencc"(averaged over a large number of shots) database. The im—

provement at high [3 is due to increasing fie. Figure 8 shows the dependence of (B) on density for the

For a given injection power and state ofcleanliness, ([l) increases roughly linearly
sequence database.

with fie. then saturates and decreases. The saturation threshold increases with increasing heating power
065- +0.57I implying

and improving cleanliness. This translates into an empirical sealing law. I‘Eoc Pgms nc

that confinement deterioration is offset by the favorable fic (or [3) dependence.

More comprehensive studies in the future will be aimed at correlations of transport. [5. and fluc-

tuations. These studies will use con

intentional field errors. and pellet injection). and internal fluctuation diagnostics (reciprocating Langmuir

probe. microwave reflectometer, and heavy ion beam probe).
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ANALYTICAL FIELD RESULTS FOR LOW ASPECT RATIO
STELLARATOR CONFIGURATIONS

F. Alladio, F. Crisanti, F. De Marco, S. Mancuso

Associazione EURATOM-ENEA sulla Fusione, C. R. E. Frascati,
C.P. 65 — 00044 - Frascati, Rome, Italy

One of the ways of exploring the existence of nonergodic vacuum magnetic
configurations in nonaxisymmetric toroidal confinement systems has been through the
use of the magnetic scalar potential Chm [1,2]. In the absence of a macroscopic current
density in a region of space, the magnetic field can be described as H=-V¢M,
B=u0(H + M) where M is the magnetization density.

Considering the case of the volume enclosed in a torus with surface current
densities flowing on its boundary, we can reproduce the magnetic field inside the
domain in the following way: i) given the current j flowing on the surface we can
replace it by an equivalent magnetization density M outside the torus so that VAM =j; ii)
we then evaluate V-M outside the torus; iii) we finally solve the Laplace-Poisson scalar
problem V2¢M=V-M.

The Laplace equation, in the toroidal coordinates (8,654)) with the concentration
locus at R=Ro [3], admits the well-known quasi-separable solution [4]:

a, m m
: e.qc we em MS an: en: es! amazzmewwpccwmn

q=0 p=0

C

where LEM“ are the scalar external multipolar moments and
C

M:

“If __ cos we _ (2)4; c“ = VchB — oosa') Q:_m(ch8)[ (pm) [ (11¢)
“a sin sin

are the toroidal multipolar harmonics and Q‘ip_m(ch6) is the second-kind Legendre
function [4].

Among the various winding laws that we can try for a helicoidal surface current
flowing on a circular cross section torus B=8., a simple choice is the one of constant
pitch in the toroidal coordinates, i.e.,

_mIj¢ 2R2(exec—waxo)25(eo—e,)ms(mzo+mp0)
0 (3)

n1
=fl (chBO— com-5'0)2 6(60— 8.) cos(mi‘50+ who)

0 o
11:
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where I is the modulus of the total current flowing between two lines of null current

(ma0+n¢0=n/2, 31112,...) In is the poloidal winding number and n the toroidal one. This

surface current allows a fully analytical treatment when steps (i) to (iii) are followed

and produces scalar external multipolar moments with only a q=n toroidal number, but

with all the p poloidal numbers. In particular, we find

Le'“: _ (2—8 )(—i)"
W

PC ZVZrI

F(p—n+ 1/2)~— pn (che,) iglmm
I‘(p+n+1/2) _ P—W (Che'HgIm-plid‘9°)i

+ ll
n n 0 0

(p+n- 1/2) PW _m(ch6,)—ch9_(p—1/2ll’p_m(ch9_)‘ ll+pI_m(ch9,)+l_p|'1/2(chfl.)]1

Lem l (2 5 )( ')“ l'lp—n+1/2){ “ «he )l (he) (he )l= _ _ _, ____ _ c
”8 2V2 n W r(p+n+1/2) p—W ' glmwc - glut—pi ~

n n 0 0

_l(p+n—1/2)P|p_“_m(ch8.)—ch0.(P-1/2)Ppflm(chG.)\laHpFW(ch8,)—Q|m_phm(che_)H
(4)

where q (she) is the first-kind Legendre function and fm(ch6), gm(ch6) are the first

and secon [itind Fock functions [3]. However, when m=1,2 or 3 configurations are

considered (i.e., the ones of practical interest for stellarator designs), a truncation of

the expansion to p=12 is beyond any useful numerical accuracy. From the scalar

potential derived from (Z) and (4), the total field can be estimated Bz—poV¢M+BT°[(ch9-

coséllsh01é¢ (5) where the second term represents a superposed toroidal field with value

B}.0 at the concentration locus of the toroidal coordinates. An additional vertical field

can be added that is derived as the null toroidal winding number limit of the same

winding law (3) and would thus be produced by an axisymmetric surface current flowing

on the same torus 0:6. with distribution

TB0 rn

j=f——
¢ v Rollo nsh26.\/m25l128.+n2

-v 2 (5)
($90—005m0) 8(60“ 9.)

where fV is a constant of order unity that has to be chosen by an optimization criterion

(e.g., by maximization of the rotational transform at the edge of the configuration ted“).

The scalar multipolar moments generated by (5) are

_ T

L“ 2V2<2 8 )r LOB” m (l6 he (2" (he)P° (he )dG
':“ ’ p 5o —u'zco —u-2co 0

FE n pa V }“0 n shze, \/ m25h29.+ n2 ' 0 p p
{6)

A field line tracing is simple to calculate on the field expression (5) with the

moments (4) describing the helicoidal field and (6) the vertical field and reduces simply

to the system dB/d¢:sh8 139/134,; dob/dozshe 815/84,.

The main interesting characteristic of the vacuum configurations produced is that they

are able to provide extremely low aspect ratios A=<R>/<a> with a value of rotational
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transform that exceeds unity when the aspect ratio is greater than 3.5. Even at A=Z.7
like the case shown in Fig. l, we can achieve ledge:2/3 (see Fig. 4) and separatrix~like
features at the edge of the configuration. The main parameters of the configuration of
Fig. l are as follows: the surface current is distributed on a torus with R2226 In, 32 1.05
In (so that 0.21.4) with m22. n26 winding numbers, I24.l7 MA for the helicoidal field,
81.”: ST at R022 m for the toroidal field and fV=1.5 which means a total net current of
0.97 MA for the vertical field. A more machine oriented configuration is the torsatron
shown in Fig. 2 that is produced by Z helical coils discretized by three filaments each
and four axisymmetric return coils (see Fig. 3). This configuration has been designed to
be as similar as possible as the ideal configuration of Fig. 1. Its main features are
l=8r33 MA for each of the two helical coils and return currents, IV12-2.37 MA for the
inner vertical coils and [”2449 MA for the outer coils. The main difference is that the
volume of the configuration becomes even larger (A223) keeping the same value of
rotational transform at the edge (see Fig. 4), but the sharp separatrix-like features of
the more idealized configuration are lost. The obvious advantages of a compact
torsatron configuration, which are examined in detail in [5], are briefly the lower cost
of small aspect ratio machines and the high equilibrium and stability B limit, whereas

Ziml
1

l

Rim) Riml Rim)

Fig. 1 - ldealized surface current stellarator configuration with m 2 2 poloidal and n = 6
toroidal winding number with aspect ratio A = 2.7 at d) = 0, -2rz/4n and -2rt/2n

Ziml 2) °L ._ .
>- . _ _ . .

1)-
c

0)‘

-1.
.. . _ . .

-2. I. ul‘ -1 J i i . . . . . . . . ..o 1 2 a o 1 2, 3 o 1 2 a 4
Rim) Rim) Rim)

Fig. 2 - Torsatron configuration with same winding numbers and aspect ratio A223 at
¢=0. -2n/4n and -2n/2n
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top VIEW

Fig. 3 - Top View of helical and vertical field coils filaments for the torsatron configuration
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Fig. 4 - Comparison between the idealized stellarator and the torsatron configurations.
a) Rotational transform 1. vs average minor radius <a>; b) Magnetic well depth vs < a>

the two main troublesome points, i.e., the u-particle containment capabilities of such
configurations and their resilience to flux surface breaking due to field errors and beta
effect are presently under investigation. Two degrees of freedom seem, moreover, to be
available to deal with these two difficulties, i.e., the vertical field strength and its
multipolar expansion and the unbalancing of the two helical coil currents which can
change the nonplanarity of the magnetic axis.

The authors of this paper would like to express their gratitude to the ORNL Group
(in particular B. Carreras, S. Hirshman, N. Dominguez and V. Lynch) for helpful
suggestions and discussions and for allowing an extensive comparison with their
computational codes.
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APPROXIMATE CONSTRUCTION OF RATIONAL MAGNETIC
SURFACES IN ANALYTIC VACUUM STELLARATOR FIELDS

W. DOMMASCHK, F. HERRNEGGER, A. SCHLfiTER
Maz-Planck-Institut fti'r Plasmaphysik

IPP-EURATOM Association
D-8046 Garching bci Mdnchen

l.Introduction. A systematic method is applied to reduce the size of magnetic islands
in analytic vacuum field configurations where, because of technical reasons, the magnetic
fields should be described by a set of Dommaschk potentials” of low order. In typical
cases, fields with 5 or 6 toroidal periods of length Lp and poloidal mode numbers up to
4 (including axisymmetric fields) define a last closed magnetic surface with aspect ratio
A z 11 to 13 and a value of the twist c (i.e. angle of rotational transform divided by
27r) of ab = 5/7 near the boundary.
The method of measure-preserving tangential mapping 2'3) is used to analyse the vicinity
of the fixed points of the mapping. In case of 5 field periods and c = 5/7, the field line
is closed while making 7 toroidal and 5 poloidal revolutions. The mapping of the plane
45 = 0 onto itself takes seven field periods (R,¢>,Z are ordinary polar coordinates).
Because of the stellarator symmetry, the matrix of the mapping can be obtained by
integrating the field lines over just the half of that number, namely 7/2 periods. The
residue 12‘ of the fixed points of the mapping” and its internal twist c“ are computed
from the trace of that matrix: the fixed point is of the O-type if R‘ > 0, and is of the X-
type if R‘ < 0. Because of the stellarator symmetry, one fixed point (to be determined)
of the mapping of the plane (b = 0 lies inboard at Z = 0, and another distinct fixed point
at Z : 0 inboard at <15 2 Lp/2RT (the torus radius ET is the reference length). The
residues of these two fixed points are intended to get at small values by varying some
values of the field potentials. In addition, the normalized magnetic flux F = f A - dx
between these two closed field lines is computed and, in some cases, iterated to zero
by varying another partial field (A is the vector potential of the magnetic field, x the
radius vector, the line integral is performed over both closed field lines).

2.Results. For demonstration, essentially one nonresonant axisymmetric field5) is va-
ried to make the absolute values of the two residues sufficiently small for both closed
field lines of the connectivity fitting c = 5/7. The aspect ratio is nearly kept fixed.
Fig. 1 shows an example of a configuration with 7 intersections of one closed field line
of the O-point type (left column: aspect ratio A z 13, a” = 0.73) and a configura-
tion where these islands have been removed as observed from the figure (right column:
c“ = 0.77). Figure 2 shows a configuration with 6 field periods, small Pfirsch-Schlfiter
currents (measured by (jH/ji) = 0.91), e” : 0.65, ch = 0.96, and without visible
islands.
In a case where the islands are close to the boundary, the island structure was investi—
gated in some detail as shown in the Figs. 3 to 6; Figure 3 shows the island structure
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of three different field configurations with decreasing size of the islands. The islands
of the configuration WAD321 (R‘ = 0.37 - 10—5 ) are surrounded by an ergodic region
whereas the islands of the configuration WAD042 [R‘ : 33.95 - 10-5) are very thin and
are surrounded by smooth magnetic surfaces; the configuration WAD847 shows two
systems of islands not conneted to each other (3‘ = —1.44 - 10“5). Fig. 4 shows the
internal twist cg, (over seven field periods) of the configuration WAD321 as function
of the major half-axis of the magnetic surfaces within the island. The internal twist
number is almost zero at the fixed point corresponding to the fact that the residue R‘
is very small. Nevertheless the islands are still of finite size (left graph of Fig. 3).
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Fig.1. Reduction of island size by additional axisymmetric field components.

If, in addition, the constraint of vanishing flux between the two closed field lines is used
to determine a further field and keeping both residues sufficiently small, the resulting
field configuration WADO42 (right graph of Fig. 3) shows the desired property that the
island size is negligibly small. One observes that the flux F decreases by three orders
of magnitude simultaneously as the island size decreases.
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Fig.2. Field configuration with 6 field periods. The Dommaschk potentials are given in
the Table where the notation of Ref.5 is used.
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Fig.3. Island structure in the boundary region and residual flux in various configurations
with 5 field periods.The boundary region of Helias configurations is discussed in Ref.6.
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This algorithm is being used in an optimization procedure to approach analytically
vacuum magnetic fields with the desired field qualities of, e.g., magnetic well, small
secondary currents at ‘15 around 0.8, and
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STUDIES OF ISLANDS IN STELLARATOR VACUUM

FIELDS BY SOLVING A NEUMANN PROBLEM

P . MERKEL
Maz-Planck—Institut fir Plasmaphysik

IPP-EURATOM Association
D-8046 Garching bel' Mdnchen
Federal Republic of Germany

1. Introduction

Stellarator vacuum fields can be obtained by solving the Neumann problem for Laplace’s
equation inside the boundary of a. toroidal domain. By this method a vacuum field
with vanishing normal component at the boundary is computed, so that the prescribed
boundary of the domain becomes a magnetic surface. For appropriately chosen param-
eters one finds solutions where also the magnetic field in the interior consists of a set
of “good” nested surfacescjl], as shown in Fig. 1. Of course, a finer resolution of the
solutions shows that islan s are still present and that the field structure is in general
complicated. However, one can conclude from these studies that in general the ana—
lyticity of the boundary benignly influences the regularity of the surfaces; for example,
finding low aspect ratio solutions with good surfaces is easy. In the present paper the
question of the regularising effect of the solution method on the structure of islands is
considered. A numerical study of a class of toroidal Heliac vacuum fields was performed.
A configuration with up = 4 periods, small shear and a rotational transform per period
of L x 1/3 has been chosen, so that sizeable islands are found, although a boundary
value problem is solved for a smooth boundary.
The Heliac fields are com uted with the
NESCOIL code. In [1], 2] one finds a.
detailed description: on a closed surface
surrounding the Heliac boundary a sur—
face current distribution is, determined in
such a way that the field B approximates
the true solution of the Neumann prob-
lem. This is achieved by requiring that
the normal component of B be minimized
on the Heliac surface

F=/6R(§-a)2df=min!

This method solves the boundary value
problem approximately, but with arbi-
trarily high accuracy. One period of the
outer current carrying surface and the
Heliac surface are given by a parameter
representation r(u,v), z(u,v), v = %w,
where v is proportional to the toroidal
angle, u is a poloidal angle-like variable,
(r,¢p,z are cylindrical coordinates, and
71.1, is t e number of periods.

Fig.1 Poincaré plot of a Helias [3] vac-
uum field with “good" magnetic
surfaces
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Fig.2d
Fig.2a.—2d Poincaré plots of the islands at L = 1/3 are shown for different radial

positions. Values of the parameter p are p = 0.3113, 0.313, 0.32 and
0.33. The dashed line is the Heliac boundary.
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The surface current density with the same periodicity is expressed by a potential ‘Il(u, 0)
defined on the surface: j = 17 x Grad ‘Il(u,.v).

2. Results

The Heliac boundary is defined by the Fourier harmonics of r(u, u) and 2(u, v) in (u,v)-
space: r010 = 10., 7'01 = £01 = 0.96, r11 = 211 = 1., T21 = 221 = 0.38, 72_1 = —zg_1 =
0.11 and —r1_1 = 21_1 = p for notation see [212. The class of Heliac configurations
presented in Fig. 2 is obtaine by varying the va ue of p between 0.3113 < p < 0.334.
In this way the position of the b : 1/3 resonance is shifted from the boundary to the
magnetic axis.
Figures 2a—2d show Poincaré plots of the L = 1/3 islands for different positions. The
Poincaré plot in Fig. 2c shows that apart from the L = 1/3 islands solutions with “good”
nested surfaces are found. The boundary value problem is solved with high accuracy:
For a number Nu = 128 and Nu = 256 mesh points in real space and a number of m = 32
poloidal and |n| S 6 toroidal Fourier modes for the potential \Il(u, u) the maximal local
error on the boundary 6 = (Elm/IE is 10—6 (ii = normal unit vector on the boundary).

3; i . . . . . 9 . . . . . .
O O

L- - 6
('1
02.. _
O

‘ '- +

a O +
_ _ +

— §
0L ..u +
O

8. 3»O O. . . . . . . . . . r .lo.e 11.0 ll.2r 10.8 11.0 ”.2 r ”.4
Fig.3 Fig.4

Fig.3 Profile of the rotational transform for the case shown in Fig.2c.
Fig.4 The relative island thickness 6 versus its radial position with the Heliac boundary

at r = 10.76 and the magnetic axis at r = 11.4.

The island thickness 5 versus its radial position is plotted in Fig. 4. At the Heliac
boundary the condition 3 - ii = O forces the island thickness to 6 = 0. Close to the
magnetic axis and close to the boundary the island thickness is in accordance with
analytical arguments.
References
[1] P. Merkel, In: Theory of Fusion Plasmas, Eds. A. Bondeson E. Sindoni, and

F. Troyon, Varenna, Italy, EUR 11336 EN, 25-46.
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RESISTIVE BALLOONING STABILITY
OF ADVANCED STELLARATORS

H.P. Zehrfeld, J. Kisslinger, H. Wobig

Max-Planck-Institut ffir Plasmaphysik
EURATOM Association, D—8046 Garching, Federal Republic of Germany

Abstract

Recently it has been shown that the problem of resistive ballooning stability of

plasmas in axisymmetric toroidal magnetic field configurations can be treated

and solved applying a variational approach [1]. The method was suggested by
the observation that resistive ballooning modes, in the framework of single-fluid
MHD theory, can be conceived as Euler—Lagrange equations of an appropriately

constructed Lagrangian. In the present paper we extend this method to three-
dimensional configurations. A unique treatment for both stellarators and tokamaks
becomes possible by specifying the MHD equilibria assigned for ballooning stability
analysis in terms of suitable flux coordinates.

This approach and a stability investigation for the advanced stellarator Helias will

be presented.

Using particular field line coordinates in the covering space the equations describ-

ing resistive ballooning modes [2] in a three—dimensional equilibrium configuration
can be written in the form

1 k2 dp perzk2 dp
IL—o—B.V{fiB-Vu}+{Kfi— B2 }u+KWv—0 (1)

B-VV dp r, P72
B-V —— — —- .— —___._._

{ B2 } dV{'1‘+ I-lo((Vp-(k>(Va)]2}u

’ 1 LP 91s nom21+fl} _
{1(Kdv+ 32 ) 32 fl V"0 (2)

Here 72k2
KEZn-(kaxVayVV D51+fi (3)

0

WW)
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with k being the wave vector, K the curvature vector, V the volume enclosed by
a. magnetic surface and ‘1! being the poloidal magnetic flux; all other quantities
have their usual meaning. (V,T,a) are right-handed flux coordinates in the cov-
ering space [3] of a magnetic surfaces resulting from the Clebsch representation
B = VV x VT. 0 is related to the arc length s along a field line by do = ds/B.
After an appropriate transformation of the equations (1) and (2) the problem to
be solved can be seen to be equivalent to the stationarity conditions with respect
to u of the quadratic functional

+00

L(7,V,ao) = / L'('1,V,cr, 00,u(a),1'1(0))da (5)
‘W

with the Lagrange density

c=%(uT-P.a~uT.Q-u) (6)
u = (u‘,u2,u3,u‘) comprises real and imaginary parts of u and v in equations
(1) and (2) and 1'1 = du/da the components duk/da, k = 1,..,4 . Q and P are
equilibrium determined symmetric matrices with nonlinear dependence on the the
complex growth rate '1. Thus unstable resistive ballooning modes [I are those
stationary points of L with Real{'1} > 0. P and Q are equilibrium determined
real symmetric matrices with nonlinear dependence on the the complex growth
rate '1. They have. the structure

P11 P12 0 0 Q11 Q12 Q13 0
P12 —P11 0 0 Q12 -Q11 0 —Q13P = , = 70 0 P33 P34 Q Q13 0 Q33 Q34 ( )

0 0 P34 —P33 0 —Q13 Q34 —Q33

where the matrix elements are determined by equilibrium quantities.
The field line coordinates (V, 7,0) can be easily related to Boozer’s coordinates [4]
which were used to investigate ideal ballooning modes for stellarator configurations
H
In the present paper, for the case of resistive ballooning modes, we apply a vari-
ational approach which already turned out to be successful in the case of axially
symmetric equilibrium configurations [1].
The computational procedure will be applied to a Helias configuration which orig-
inally is described in Boozer’s coordinates (V,u,v). Fig. 1. shows a poloidal cut of
magnetic surfaces reconstructed from data in the straight-field line flux coordinates
(V, u,v).
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Fig. 1: Polm'dal cut of magnetic surfaces of the Helios configuration
reconstructed from data in straight-field line fiuz coordinates.
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VACUUM FIELDS AND PARAMETER RANGE
OF A MODULAR HELIAS CONFIGURATION

C. Beidler, E. Harmeyer, F. Herrnegger, J. Kifilin er , P. Merkel, A. Montvai‘,
F. Rau, R. Scardovelli, and H. Wobig
Max—Planck Institut fiir Plasmaphysik, D—8046 Catching, FRG,
EURATOM—Association.
‘ Guest from: Central Res. Inst. for Physics, H—1525 Budapest, Hungary.

INTRODUCTION . At IPP Garching, the stellarator experiment WENDEL—
STEIN VII-X is being developed. Among stellarators Helias configurations ( filial
Advanced fitellarator ) offer the prospects of stable plasma operation at (B) x 5%
because of the optimization of confinement, MHD-equilibrium and stability [1]. Con-
sidering ballooning modes and resistive interchange instability, Helias configurations
with five field periods are preferred [2] In the present paper the development of a
modular coil system for W VII—X is described briefly, and details of the magnetic vac-
uum fields and the accessible parameter range are given. We concentrate on a data
set named HS 5—8 with a major radius of 6.5 m and a coil aspect ratio of 5.4. Each of
the 60 coils, considered to be superconducting, carries 1.75 MA at a current density of
about 50 MA/mz. The magnetic field on axis is 3 T and the maximum induction at
the coil is 5.8 T , The coil set and an outer flux surface are shown in Fig. 1 .

Fig. 1 : Coil set for HS 5—8 (4 of the 5 field periods), and an outer flux surface. The
coils have dimensions of lateral 0.18 m and radial 0.20 m.
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COIL SYSTEM . Using the NESCOIL code, [3], a system of current filaments
is computed on a toroidal surface 52, which encloses an outer magnetic surface SI
of a given Helias configuration. Both surfaces are described in Fourier series of two
angular co—ordinates. These current filaments are taken as the center lines of finite
size coils which are optimized with respect to curvature, maximum distance between
coils and between plasma and coils. The number of coils per field period is 12, which
minimizes the modular field ripple to about 0.7% at the edge and leaves sufficient space
between the coils for access to the plasma. To achieve optimum conditions the Fourier
coefficients of S; and .91 are modified, those of 31 only slightly. At critical positions
the coils are smoothed afterwards. This leads to a small deviation from the original
Helias configuration which, after comparing it with the vacuum field of the finite coils,
is acceptable in the present case. In HS 5—8 three important quantities could be made
as large as possible: minimum coil curvature radius 30 cm, minimum lateral distance
between coil centers 22 cm, and minimum radial distance of 36 cm between the current
surface (coil center) and a flux surface with an aspect ratio of 9 .

VACUUM FIELD PROPERTIES . Up to 5 filaments per coil are used for
calculating the vacuum magnetic fields; in most of the cases one or two filaments per
coil have be found as sufficient. Fig. 2 shows the Poincaré plots of the vacuum magnetic
field for three toroidal positions. The rotational transform is co = 1.02 along the helical
magnetic axis, it increases monotonically to a value of 1.2 at the edge, see Fig. 3 . This
figure also shows the value of V’ : fall/B as function of the averaged radius 1“, from
which a magnetic well (170' — V’)/V0' = -1.5% is calculated. A low neoclassical transport
in the plateau regime, small Shafranov-shift and small change of c and shear with L?
are expected from the low value of (UH/Jill = 0.63 . A proper combination and low
number of the Fourier components , determining the magnetic field in magnetic co—
ordinates, guarantees a small value for the equivalent ripple, which characterizes the
neoclassical transport in the l/u-regime. The equivalent ripple amounts to less than
1% for a similar configuration, HS 5—7, which has a 20% lower value of the rotational

Fig. 2 : Poincaré plots of vacuum magnetic field of HS 5-8 for three toroidal plane
with contours of the inner and outer boundaries of the modular coils (solid lines). The
dashed line indicates the position of a tentative first wall.
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the value of V’ : fall/B as function nents of the field strength lB|. Coefii—

cients with an edge~value below 1.5%
and 00,0 ~ 1 are omitted.

of the averaged radius F.

transform. Fig. 4 shows the normalized Fourier components of the field strength

|B|= IBOI(Z C,1 mcos(n¢)cos(m0)++Sn'm3in(n¢)sin(m6)) ,

where 43 and 0 are toroidal (index n) and poloidal (index m) magnetic variables [4],
respectively, BO 2 3 T is the average field, and 00,0 ~ 1 . Adjusting in HS 5~8 the
helical field components 01 1 and S1 1 with respect to the coefi‘icients Co 1 and C1 0
yields a geometrical factor for the bootstrap current, as discussed in [5], of less then
10% of the equivalent tokamak value in the lmfp regime.

At low order rational values of the rotational transform, e. g. c = 5/5, ’natural’
magnetic islands usually exist in the system of magnetic surfaces. The position and
size of these islands is influenced by the choice of the initial flux surface and of the
outer surface used for the NESCOIL input, and by the admitted number of Fourier
harmonics determining the current lines. It is also sensitively affected by the smoothing
procedure. In HS 5—8 the lowest order rational values of c — 5/5 and 5/4 are avoided.
A method to obtain a small island size, described in [6], is not yet applied. The
neighbouring rational values of higher order c -—10/9 and c =15/13 produce small
islands with averaged radial dimensions of 1.5 2 cm. Their average radial positions
are 51 and 62 cm, respectively, inside an effective minor radius of about 70 cm.

PARAMETER VARIATION . A necessary prerequisite for an experimental
device is a sufficiently broad range of variable magnetic field parameters like rotational
transform and axis position. This can be achieved by a set of 4 planar external coils
per field period in a. helical arrangement as shown in Fig. 5 . Considering individually
adjustable currents in the coils A and B allows to introduce toroidal and vertical fields
as well. In Fig. 6 the dependences of to on axis, an at the edge, and of the magnetic
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well V" are plotted as a function of the current in the planar coils. A current of
i0.5 MA per planar coil and of 1.75 MA in each modular coil changes the rotational
transform by about 20%. In this way configurations with rational values of e = 5/5 or
e = 5/4 at the boundary are obtained. One can anticipate to use the corresponding
island chain for plasma edge control.
Vertical field components, generated by
opposite currents of 0.5 MA in the pla-
nar coils A and B of Fig. 5 shift the mag—
netic axis by about 1% of the major ra-
dius. The toroidal modulation of the field
strength, introduced in this case, can be
reduced considerably by using different
currents in the modular coils.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
The configuration HS 5—8 with 5 field

periods, a major radius of 6.5 m, an av-
eraged field of 3 T, an iota-value between
1.02 and 1.2, is generated by 60 modu-
lar coils. The coils are optimized accord-
ing to technical constraints and appear
to be feasible; they leave sufficient access
to the plasma and offer space between
plasma and wall. The vacuum field prop-
erties e. g. low Pfirsch-Schlfiter currents,
magnetic well, low equivalent ripple, high
quality of flux surfaces, are the basis for
good plasma confinement and sufficient
high stability—fl. The adjusted combina-
tion of the field components reduces the
bootstrap current to a tolerable value. A
set of external planar coils allows both,
a variation of the rotational transform of
10%, and also a shift of the magnetic axis
of 1% of the major radius.

REFERENCES

Fig. 5 : One period of HS 5—8 show-
ing the modular coils and the external
planar coils A and B for varying the
rotational transform and axis position.
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INVESTIGATION OF PLASMA EQUILIBRIUM CURRENTS
IN A DRAKON-TYPE TRAP

V.V.Nemov

Institute of Physics and Technology, the Ukrainian SSR
Academy of Sciences, 310108 Kharkov, USSR

Pfirsch—Schlfiter currents are investigated in a closed
magnetic trap DRAKON described in detail elsewhere /1—3/.
The magnetic system in the trap contains long rectilinear
sections with a longitudinal magnetic field. The sections
are connected with curvilinear equilibrium elements (known
as CREL) whose parameters are chosen such as to keep the
Pfirsch-Schlfiter currents within the CREL and prevent them
from penetrating into the rectilinear sections. In this paper
the plasma equilibrium currents are calculated involving
numerical methods for the magnetic system formed by a solen—
oid with a finite number of current-carrying rings. The CREL
consisting of three semitori whose planes make angles of 1200
with one another /1,2/ is considered.

The principal parameters of the system under study are:
R=1OO cm, 0 =20 cm, W = 100, d =!tR/10, l = 29tR, (1)
l1=0°7l’RM=3

where R is the semitorus radius, a.is the radius of the
current-carrying ring, W is the total number of these rings
in both the rectilinear sections and CREL, d is the distance
between the ring centers along the solenoid axis, 1 is the
rectilinear section length, 11 is the length of the part of
the rectilinear section where the magnetic field is reduced,
RM = 1/11 is the mirror ratio, I1 is the current in the rings
in the section of length 11, and I is the current in the
other rings. Fig. 1a shows a schematic diagram of the system
in question and Fig. 1b some relative dimensions.

To calculate the equilibrium currents, we used the fol—
lowing set of differential equations derived from the ones
of Ref. /4/ in the Cartesian coordinates X, y, 2 (see Fig.1a):

£119.91 flzfl' 3/2: .5} (2)
dS'B ,c/3 .5 , 69’s 5
JP_ 1 65x a? Q5;ot-‘5(sp+ax’9+ex9), ‘”
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c162 f géx Slay gigsa?=—B— (3y P+ ay (2+ By G),

C!G'_ / §J§¥ gééy éflfii
25—“-E <32P+az 0+ 32 G),

&__ ZZ-EVBJVVJ (4)

0/5 — 5"
Here BX, , BZ are the magnetic field B components; P, Q and
G are the derivatives of the magnetic surface function \y(BW/ax,aV/6y,al/I/32, respectively), and s is the arc length
of the magnetic field line. The quantity hbis related to the
longitudinal equilibrium current density j” by

4' egg/L5) (5)
where p = poy) is the plasma pressure. l,

The above set of equations describes the VV/ and $,
distributions along the magnetic field line, and hence, on
the magnetic surface formed by this line. We solved this setof equations on a computer for the case of small P QB=8xp/B2)
where one can make use of the vacuum magnetic field. The mag~
netic field and its space derivatives were calculated on the
basis of well—known formulas for the magnetic field of a cir—
cular current~carrying conductor. The initial integration
points were chosen on the x—axis in the 2:0 plane through
the centers of the rectilinear sections. At these points weassumed that IVWI= 1 and the VV/ direct'on w §_the diregjion
of the normal to the magnetic surface, =[TfBJ, where L is
the vector tangential to the magnetic surface cross section
at the initial point. With such a choice of the initial
_Rpints it is easier to set initial P, Q and G values as the
L vector is parallel to the y—axis due to the symmetry of
the magnetic surface cross section in the 2:0 plane with
respect to the x-axis.

Figure 2 shows the cross sections of the magnetic sur-
face with the initial integration point x0 = x0 + 10 cm
(y=z=0, x c is the coordinate of the solenoid axis in the
initial pgane) in the 2:0 plane and in the plane of joint of
the rectilinear section with the CREL. The vdF projections
onto these planes are shown by arrows. Fig. 3a,b shows the
distribution of g versus cu = 0/(2gfi over the magnetic sur-
face cross section; g is related to j“ and h by

- 2 JP _”13:n 3—0-“505/v ’ (ford=1200 E=O.88) (6)

(3)
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where t is the rotational transform over the solenoid
length (in units of an), BO=4fifI1/(cd), dp/dw coincides
with [i at the initial point, Otis the angle round the
spatial solenoid axis measured from the normal to this axis
(in the rectilinear sections this normal is in the y=O plane).
We assumed the initial h to be ho = O. The plots presented
correspond to different cross sections of the rectilinear
section. It can be seen that in the middle of the recti—
linear section (z=0) the g distribution includes a variable
ill 9 component of type cosO with the amplitude gmsz 0.025.
It is about a factor of 40 smaller than for the t pical
Pfirsch—Schluter current in toroidal traps (gm:=1 . The g
distribution varies along the length 11 so that along the
field line g varies almost linearly (see Fig. 3c). The am—
litude gm increases at the periphery of these sections

t l = t l /2) and the g distribution becomes roughly sinus—
oidal (with opposite phases on the Opposite sides of the 11
section). The g distribution also includes the component
constant in 6) , which is due to the choice of h = o. In
the center of the CREL the 0 dependence of g approaches
a cosinusoid with gm::1.75 (the corresponding curve is not
given).

From further calculations (the corresponding graphs are
not shown here) it follows that the constant component of 3
can be reduced to zero by a proper choice of ho fi 0. As the
length of the rectilinear sections 1 is increased by a factor
of 2 or 3 (provided d and difference 1—11 are preserved and
W >100), the g amplitudes in the 1 section also increase
by about a factor of 2 or 3. For R = 1 the O dependence of
g does not actually change over al%ost the entire length 1.
With the magnetic surface radius increase, as the magnetic
field rippling along the magnetic line of force becomes
greater, the dependence of g is more complicated due to
appearance of the cos 36 harmonic.

The increase in the j" amplitude in the rectilinear
sections as their length is increased is a disadvantage to
this type of trap. For more complex CRELs /3/ this disadvan—
tage might be less pronounced.
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STABILITY OF SMALL—SCALE MED MODES OF THE FINITE—PRESSURE
PLASMA IN STELLARATOR—TYPE TRAPS

Yu.A.Zhdanov, A.Ya.0mel'chenko

Institute of Physics and Technology, the Ukrainian SSR
Academy of Sciences, 310108 Kharkov, USSR

P.V.Demchenko

Kharkov State University, Kharkov, USSR

Abstract. Stability of ideal and resistive ballooning
modes of the finite pressure plasma is investigated. Stability
criteria of the modes mentioned are established accounting for
fourth power effects in the plasma pressure.

Consider magnetic systems of the stellarator type with
a spatial magnetic axis the curvature K and the torsionzq
of which are constant. The vacuum helical magnetic field po—
tentiaJEof such syste s is determined by the relation W”;
Bait; Q ImSIqMSmCEB-n‘g) where £9, is the relative am—
plitu e of the helical magnetic field. As is known [1] , in
magnetic traps mentioned the value of the shear 5 may be
considerably reduced with the plasma pressure increasing or
even it may change the sign what will lead to the additional
destabilization of local modes. Therefore it seams reasonable
to investigate the plasma stability in stellarator—type traps
accounting not only for the second but for the fourth order
terms in plasma pressure.

Stability of ideal ballooning modes. In the frame of
ideal magnetic hydrodynamics the baflooning mode stability may
be described in CHT representation [2] with the second order
differential equation relative to the amplitude of radial
plasma displacement. Using the technique of averaging over
fast oscillations of metrics [3] the small oscillation equa—
tion give? may belSt in the germ:

2—[+2J]—[ + ‘1--— (1‘3‘st UH” Mo to. )biz
where I H

- 3 0 . 2 h ‘1“5H (€13:p [WW-_ mucky-6&3?“ 3’5 -R%Vm]+fitko\ (5:,
.=- tscmfilggs WA We; , 3=< {>95
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H“. and Vvac, are the vacuum rotational transform and the
magnetic "hill" respectively.

To the small oscillation equation (1) there corresponds
the potential energy funcztional—LLLof the form

WNSétl'SZQFtafid-E‘ tkutfi' fifty: 1
Substituting the test unction 'i:(‘4+£1‘)1/25.nto the said func—
tional we find the stability cri eriumafor the ideal balloon—
ing modes in the finite pressure plasm
192+h02pep’s MQXoB-flu. —CH+&R\1-QZK3—B———“;fflh E_nvv‘cllc](2)

-1>(K0\‘jb§S+l%(Ka\“p‘g > o.
The validity domain of the stability criterium obtained (2)
with respect to the parameter g values is determined by the
requirement that oscillating par 3 o_:§ the ampl'tude 5; be
small as compared with the averaged “St? (5‘2. [ha
and by the assumption about the linear character of the dis—
placement of the magnetic surface centre versus plas1 a cfi,
pressure lMeémviour. The latter condition is valid iffie<§ie <§39
Forp9- the sharp increase of the displacement
values ccurs what corresponds to he loss of equilibrium in
the system. In particular in the =2 torsatron in a current—
less regime the magnitude gut 2822/ . As the parameters
of the "U—2M" torsatron u der design [:1] are: A =170/30 and

<52 =0. 37 the relations for e ment10ned above are valid
up to {>935 1.4, we use the riterium (2) to analyze the
stabili y of ideal ballooning modes in this device. In Figs.
1—2 there are shown *55 diagrams of plasma stability
with respect to the excitation of ideal ballooning modes and
Mercier modes at the plasma periphery accounting for P6—
terms (Fig.1) and for fire —terms (Fig.2).

3 ‘ S 1
{.

Fig.1 Fig.2
Curve 1 is the stability boundary of ideal ballooning
modes“; is the stability boundary of Mercier modes,
3 is shear .
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From the diagrams presented it followa that the influenceof finite pressure effects leads to noticeable narrowing ofthe ideal ballooning mode stability region limited by(1.1 and it points to the possibility of stabilizationof Mélcier modes on increasing the plasma pressure.Stability of resistive ballooning modes. Three—dimen—sional problem about the resistive ballooning mode stability,as shown in [5] , may be reduced to a two-dimensional onewith respect to angular variables and in a CHT—representationit is described by a system of second order differentialequations for the amplitude of the radial displacement ofplasma § and the plasma pressure perturbation P
A A n k 1 1A
L\|(L:M Ll\§)+£[w0+l-HAM]‘flfl9fa—XLLM 1; =0. (3)a C9

A A- A ‘2 o 2 2 "
[$Li‘XQT3‘, $52: 2[[’:"2_AL"?‘LH1;S+:)%2X_ m \IAM'SJ (4)“QPIZ WA 0I "* ~ .4 _ h ’1! a h m 2 2Here P:%P‘§P¢LLM:L1M% 5%“??? LL - 3 9 [15% .

o is the adiabatic power,G , 20 ‘rgndPo are) °the con—ductivity, the density and the equilibrium pressure of theplasma, is the growth rate of unstable perturbations.By versging over fast oscillations of the metrics thesystem of equations (3)—(4) is reduced to a one-dimensionalequation with respect to the variable t=S\&(Q-> %\ whichin the threshold vicinity ( ‘6—1-0 ) in the resistive limit>> 1) assumes the form
«J9 Lu '

where r S2fié-[V+ “0+ 1*£2]%:O 9

V=firEQ+t2w+2QQK1q23
(5)

I_ 02 2 7— .H-flXoR _ 9‘ JEEHN ‘_ 3, 3.

‘2 3‘“ ”LN" 3'5: Q1“ “\I

R KmE‘%“Vmc]-B(Ka\ 98

u‘Hgo‘lbaeg *ho don“t: s
c- (-r: X—‘Lg " :QQG' :i .— (“- = 22“2(‘2‘ Lg ’ NS (t9 “1%). " L9 DA V

CA is the Alfven velocity.
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. The analysis of the eq.(5) for the slow resistive mode
( i << 1) shows that the mode mentioned will be unstable if
two unequalities “(<0 and * H.+LL44 O are fulfilled sim-
ultaneously. Using of the unequa ities obtained for the sta—
bility calculations of slow modes in "U—2M" torsatron shows
that in the region j5 5 1.4 the excitation of the mode
noted does not occur. Tfie excitation of the slow mode is
possible with plasma pressure increasing when the shear S
and, respectively, the magnitude UL change their signs.

The excitation of the less localized ( t>> 1) fast
resistive mode ( % ~mode), as the analysis of eq.(5) shows,
occur if z | \

L ‘2 '21. fi-fi-XDR QK J4 +yu.gl_— sewn—m 4——: u ”3‘31“:o 39.1411?o (6)411K ‘9“-*°“H~.E-~_%2 " -3 K '1 e
2(fl1*}‘urxop~m 2 ooc. at (A 559‘0'

In the region where the unequality (6) holds the growth rate
of unstable perturbations of a % —mode is determined by
a relationx- mofil‘b knc‘n'lf'b

‘ (tétfi'5w2fi‘x‘q91312'5
The numerical analysis of finite pressure plasma sta—

bility in "U-2M" device shows that for arbitrary values of
the parameter 559the fast resistive mode on the plasma
column periphery is unstable.

(7)
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IDEAL MERCIER STABILITY FOR THE TJ-II'

A. Varias, A.L. Fraguas and L. Garcia
CIEMAT—EURATOM Association

E-28040 Madrid, Spain

B.A. Carreras. N. Dominguez and V.E. Lynch
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introduction
The hardcore winding of the four period heliac TJ-ll is composed of a circular
coil and a helical winding with separately controllable currents. This makes the
TJ~II a very atractive flexible heliac with a broad range of controllable
rotational transform and magnetic well [1]. The configurations obtained by
varying the rotational transform L and the magnetic well have different MHD
properties. The standard configuration (Configuration A), with l, = 1.44, has an
average stability beta limit of <B> = 2 %, as shown in Ref. 2. Howewer. by
varying the magnetic well at constant transform, a more stable configuration
(Configuration B) can be found with higher beta limits.

Vacuum Configurations
Vacuum field configurations are determined with fixed TF coil line currents,
fixed VF coil line currents, and various circular coil (ICC) and helical coil
(/hc) line currents. The parameters that characterize the two considered
configurations are:

lo/N [cc ’hc Well

Config. A 0.36 219 95 3%

Config. B 0.36 105 82.5 4%

The boundary of the confinement region is Fourier analyzed in a form suitable as
input for the VMEC equilibrium code [3]. The selected modes are distributed in a
rectangle in an (m,n) mesh. The analysis [4] of a sequence of fittings using
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different numbers of modes shows that more than 100 Fourier amplitudes are
needed to reproduce with VMEC the vacuum results (rotational transform profile
and magnetic well). In the two configurations considered in this work, the
poloidal number m takes values from 0 to 7 and the toroidal number n
ranges from -12 to 12.

Equilibrium Calculations
The fixed boundary equilibria for the two configurations under study were
obtained from VMEC using a mesh of 31 points in the radial coordinate. The
number of modes for the calculation of the finite beta equilibria was equal to that
needed to specify the boundary; that is, 138 for both configurations. The total
average force for the equilibrium configurations was less than 10'9 .
We considered a sequence of zero current equilibria with the pressure prof p a
(1- (3)2 where 4: is the normalized toroidal flux. Figure 1 shows the flux
surfaces at B: 0 for the two configurations.

Mercier Stability
The stability analysis shows that a beta stability limit exists for the standard
configuration (Configuration A) around < B > = 2.5%. Howewer, the
configuration with a deeper magnetic well (Configuration B) is stable for this
value of beta. In fact, this configuration is stable up to < B > z 3%. These results
show that the stability limit of the TJ-ll heliac device is higher than the
threshold of the average beta (2%) calculated for the standard configuration.
They also suggest the possibility of finding configurations stable to average beta
values higher than 3%. Figure 2 shows the results of the Mercier criterion for
these critical beta values. Work is under way to study the stability of other
accesible configurations with deeper magnetic wells.

References
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Configuration A

Configuration B

Fig. 1 Flux surfaces of the two considered configurations at
different toroidal angles with < B > = 0.
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STABILITY OF LOCAL MODES IN LOW-ASPECT-RATIO STELLARATORS

L, giggia
Universidad Complutense and Association ClEMAT—EURATOM. 28040 Madrid, SPAIN

B.A. Carreras, N. Dominguez
Oak Ridge National Laboratory.* Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831, USA,

The studies of MHD stability properties of stellarator-type configurations are complicated
by the three-dimensional (3-D) nature of the equilibrium of these configurations. Usually, the
unstable modes are pressure-driven and very localized around the rational surface. The 3-D
Mercier stability criterion for local instabilities [1] is therefore adequate for most of the stability
studies. The method has been implemented in different 3-D equilibrium codes and is widely
employed in stability calculations for stellarators.

We use an average method based on vacuum flux coordinates [2] to study the equilibrium
of low-aspect—ratio configurations. The specific vacuum flux coordinates (p, 0, (p) are those
described by Boozer [3]. The radial variable is p, while 6 and (p are, respectively, poloidal and

toroidal—like angles. The Jacobian is D: BVZ/pBogB. The only vacuum magnetic field
covariant component different from zero is B“): gB, while Borrp2 is the toroidal flux.

At finite beta, to leading order, B¢=F and the averaged pressure p are functions of the
averaged poloidal flux it! only [2]. We have developed a computer code to invert the Grad-
Shafranov-type equation for qr, that results at lowest order [4]. The equilibria obtained are
used to evaluate the 3-D Mercier criterion for local instabilities:

DM=DS+Dw+DI+DG 20
This form of the Mercier criterion utilizes the same conventions as that given in Reference

[5]. 135 gives the stabilizing contribution of the shear, Dw is the contribution of the magnetic
well, D1 is the contribution of net currents. and DG gives the contribution due to the geodesic
curvature. To calculate the integrals involved, we expand all the quantities in averaged and
varying components up to a given order. At lowest order, the different terms can be written as

follows:

* Operated by Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc., under contract DE-AC05-84OR214OO
with the U.S. Department of Energy.
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where the integrals are calculated over contours of constant w, s = (D/tbe, being (D the toroidal

flux, and (De its'value at the edge. V is the volume enclosed by each flux surface, a: is the

rotational transform, J is the current density, I is the toroidal current on each flux surface, B

and B,, are, respectively, the finite beta and vacuum magnetic fields, and the angle brackets( )

denote average over the toroidal angle (9.

At lowest order, B2 / B3 and 3- l3 / BE are independent of the toroidal angle (p, so we
can write:

, 1 -1 had” /<«B'>Z>_ Q<i>
iBZBa>'<Be>\Bz/ ’ \Bw ‘BH 3%
All the terms involved in the two—dimensional (2—D) integrals can be calculated from the

averaged equilibrium quantities \iI, F and p, the vacuum magnetic field and the averaged metric

elements.

We compare the results obtained using this 2—D method with 3-D calculations made with

the VMEC code [6]. First, we present results for the CT6 configuration [5], a 6-f1eld-period

l=2 torsatron with a plasma aspect ratio of 3.8, and t ranging from 0.32 at the magnetic axis to

0.95 at the edge. The pressure is proportional to 11/2 in these calculations, and they assume zero

net current within each flux surface. The 3—D Mercier criterion for this profile gives stability for
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the full beta range; this is also the case for the 2—D Mercier criterion using CHAV, and the
values for DM given by both codes are very close. The main difference comes from the term
due to the geodesic curvature, which is more destabilizing in the full 3—D calculations. For this
sequence, the equilibrium shift and well depth results of both codes are almost the same.
Figure 1 shows the results for an equilibrium with [30: 11.7%. The values for the different
components using both codes are very close.

Second, we present results for the 4-fteld-period flexible heliac TJ-II [7]. The particular
case considered has an t profile ranging from 1.46 at the magnetic axis to 1.48 at the edge, and
the well depth is 2.3%. As in the previous case, the pressure is proportional to “12, and we
impose zero net current within each flux surface. The equilibrium shift and well depth results
are very similar. The calculations of the Mercier criterion using VMEC show that the
configuration is unstable for this pressure profile. However, with CHAV, it appears to be
stable. As in the case of CT6, the difference comes from the geodesic curvature term, but now
is much marked. The helical terms are more important in this case, and higher order terms
must be introduced in the expansion to obtain a more realistic result for the local stability
calculations.

In conclusion, the 2D Mercier criterion calculated using this average method gives
slightly more optimistic results than the 3D calculations, due to the geodesic curvature term.
These differences are stronger for helical axis configurations, probably because of the helical
shift.
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CORRECTION OF FIELD ERRORS IN THE ATF TORSATRON’

R. J. Colchin, .l. H. Harris, F. S. B. Anderson“, A. C. England, R. F. Gandyb,
J. D. Hanson, M. A. Hendersonb, D. L. Hillis, T. C. Jernigan, D. K. Lecc,

V. E. Lynch‘, M. Murakami, G. H. Neilson, J. A. Rome,
M. J. Saltmarsh, C. M. Simpsond

Fusion Energy Division, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee, U.S.A.

ABSTRACT An electron beam has been used to trace the flux surfaces in the ATF
torsatron. The flux surfaces were found to have islands at the location of low—order
resonances, signifying the existence of field errors. Careful measurement of the mag
netic fields from individual coil sets ruled out misalignments as the cause of the errors.
Subsequently, the field errors were identified as magnetic dipoles arising from uncom—
pensated current feeds to both the helical and vertical field coils. Extensive modeling
calculations were carried out to find ways to minimize the errors, and the bus work
was modified. Preliminary flux surface scans indicate a large reduction in the size of
previously existing islands.

FLUX SURFACE MAPPINQ A beam of electrons was used to map out flux surfaces in
the ATFl torsatron. The beam was detected when electrons impinged on a phosphora
coated screen located ~180° toroidally away from the gun. The electron gun was
mounted on a probe drive that could scan the entire cross section within the last closed
flux surface in ATF. Light from the phosphor-coated screen2 was detected by an image-
intensified CCD television camera that viewed the screen at an angle through a nearby
port. All experiments were conducted with a steady-state magnetic field of 30.1 T.
First the magnetic axis was located by moving the electron gun in increments until a
single spot was obtained. The gun was then translated at the rate of ] mm/s along a
vertical or horizontal chord, allowing for a complete scan of the flux surfaces within a
few minutes. Data were viewed directly on a TV monitor and stored on video tape.
Data were analysed by transferring frames from video tape to a computer, where the
image was enhanced and transformed to remove spatial distortions due to the viewing
angle of the camera.

Flux surface scans revealed the existence of a number of low—order rational surfaces.
With the position of the gun known from the scan rate, it was possible to determine the
rotational transform r as a function of distance from the magnetic axis. Figure 1

*Research sponsored by the Office of Fusion Energy, U.S. Department of Energy, under
contract DE-ACU5-84OR21400 with Martin Marietta. Energy Systems, Inc.

“Torsatron/Stellarator Laboratory, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin.

bAuburn University, Auburn, Alabama.
CComputing and Telecommunications Division, Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.
dUniversity of Maryland, College Park, Maryland.
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shows 4: versus distance for the “standard” field configuration in ATF. The experimen-
tally determined values of r compare well with calculated values, except where islands
were observed at low-order resonant surfaces. The largest islands were detected at the
t : 1/2, 2/3, and 1 resonant surfaces, as can be seen in Fig. 1. The extent of the t : 1
island could not be determined since it intercepted the screen holder at the edge of the
viewing surfaces. The islands observed at the r : 1/3, 1/2, and 2/3 resonant surfaces
are shown in Figs. 2(b)r>2(d). The largest island, at r ; 1/2, has a maximum width of
5 cm.

An island N273 cm wide at t 3 1/2 had been expected owing to the perturbing influence
of the earth’s field. The fact that the island was twice that size signaled the presence of
field errors. When the magnetic field was scanned between 0.1 T and 0.02 '1‘, the island
size did not change appreciably, indicating that the field errors were either intrinsic
to the coils and feeds or due to linearly induced fields. Configurations other than
the “standard" magnetic field configuration were also run. These measurements made
it possible to eliminate the inner vertical field coils as the field error source. The
possible sources of error fields were coil misalignments, perturbations from ferromagnetic
materials, or fields from uncompensated currents in coil leads.

MAGNETIC FIELD COIL ALIGNMENT MEASUREMENTS A slight (~1 cm) tilt
or shift of one coil was regarded as a likely source for the field error. A search for such
errors was made by measuring the radial field B, of individual coil pairs and using this
information to determine their axes.3 These measurements were made using a precision
positioning apparatus located near the centerline of ATF to locate a Hall-effect probe.
From these measurements the two helical field coils were found to be aligned to within
33 mm. The inner and mid-vertical fields were also found to be well aligned. Data for
the trim vertical field coils (which are in the same coil bundle as the outer vertical field
coils) were somewhat confused by ferromagnetic objects located just outside these coils.
However, the perturbations were too small to have caused the observed islands.

MODELING TO DETERMINfiEjIlE FIELD ERRQRiSOURCE AND ('QRREC'
TION A careful review of the coil feeds and bus work revealed four locations where
~600 cm2 dipole loops were created. These occurred at the. four helical coil current
feeds, where it was not possible to have closely spaced parallel leads. Smaller uncom~
pensated current dipoles were also found in the current leads feeding the outer vertical
field coils. Model computations were performed to determine the effect of these per-
turbations, and the result is shown m Fig. 2(a2‘; the errors in the current feeds give a
good match in both island size and phase to t ose measured using the electron beam
Figs 2(b)—2(d)l.

The four helical coil current feed errors could not be eliminated without modifications
to the structural support of ATF. Modeling calculations showed that symmetrization
of these errors by the addition of eight more dipole error fields, equally spaced around
ATF, would eliminate the islands. This solution was adopted, and the vertical field bus
work was redesigned to decrease the area of uncompensated current feeds near the coils.

ELUX SURFACE MAPPING RESU uTS AFTER E RROR FIELD CORRECTIONS
Preliminary results of the flux surface structure have been obtained after modifications
to the bus work. The same electron beam technique was used as has been previously
described. A plot of t versus vertical distance is shown in Fig. 3. The islands which
previously existed 1n the outer half of the c profile (i. e., r 7 1/2, 2/11) were greatly re
duced 1n size. In particular, the r 7 1/2 island width was reduced to ~ 2 5 cm. How.ever
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islands in the inner halfof the s profile now exist which had previously been either small
or nonexistent. The. largest of these islands occurs at c : 1/3. Efforts are presently
under way to understand the remaining perturbations causing these inner islands and
to minimize them.

SUMMARY Data obtained from flux surface mapping showed the existence of intrinsic
islands, indicating the presence of field errors. The use of a fluorescent screen as a
detector for an electron beam proved to he a very efficient and graphically descriptive
method of mapping torsatron flux surfaces. Data from the magnetic field alignment
probe ruled out coil misalignments as the principal cause of the islands. Modeling
studies showed that the likely source of the field errors was uncompensated currents in
coil feeds. These coil feeds were modified, and scans of the flux surfaces show that the
size of the c : 1/2 and 2/3 islands has been greatly reduced.
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Impurities have played an important role in the initial stages of operation of the
Advanced Toroidal Facility (ATF).1 Cleanup practices have been adequate enough that
plasmas heated by ECH only can be operated in a. quasi»steady state; however, neutral-
beam injected plasmas always collapse to a low temperature. It is not clear whether
impurity radiation is actually responsible for initiating the collapse, but at the time
the stored energy reaches a maximum, there are indications of poloidal asymmetries in
radiation from low ionization stages, such as observed in marfes, which could play a
dominant role in the plasma evolution.

ECH plasmas and cleanup

The earliest ATF plasmas were heated with only 200 kW of 53 GHz, second har~
monic gyrotron power. Discharge cleaning in this period was accomplished using a
2.45 GHz, 4 kW, ECH source. The discharges exhibited uncontrollable rises in elec—
tron density and spectral line radiation because of impurity influxes, and they always
collapsed to low temperature plasmas before the end of the ECH pulse. This behavior
is illustrated by the O V emission from shot 679 (100 ms ECH pulse) shown in Fig. 1
where arrows indicate the time of collapse. Following a rapid increase in radiation from
intermediate stages of ionization, such as O V and 0 VI, a precipitous temperature
drop occurs at 50 ms leaving 0 II and 0 III as the dominant oxygen ions. The electron
density falls along with the temperature because of recombination. The addition of glow
discharge cleaning together with baking the vacuum vessel reduced the impurity content
significantly. Within 10 days of this type of cleaning, discharges could be operated up
to 280 ms shot 1080), and within two weeks, collapses could be avoided completely as
illustrated y the O V signal from shot 1156 which decays only when the ECH is turned
OH at 450 ms. Discharges up to 15 long have been operated with no observable buildup
of contaminants.

n

NBI plasmas

Quasisteady operation has not been achieved with neutral beam injection. Followe
ing the onset of injection, the electron density and stored energy both rise briefly, but in
typical non-gettered operation they start to decrease at 50-70 ms after injection starts.
Figure 2 shows the behavior of the central electron and ion temperatures during 100
ms of 750 kW N81. The 200 kW ECH heating is operated from (L400 ms. The electron
temperatures are measured continuously from electron cyclotron emission and the ion

llnstitute of General Physics, Moscow.
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temperatures are obtained from the Doppler widths of the O Vll line at 1623 it averaged
over 16 ms intervals. The neutral beam pulse clearly heats the ions initially. but similar
heating is not observed in the electrons. Both temperatures fall after 260 ms. It is still
an open question whether impurity radiation alone is responsible for the inability to
maintain the electron temperature at a high level during NBI.

Detailed interpretation ofirnpurity behavior is complicated by the rapidly changing
temperature and density, but certain general aspects are readily deduced. Characteristic
carbon signals are shown in Figs 3 and 4 for a discharge in which injection lasts from
100300 ms. It is noteworthy that the C Ill radiation, one ofthe most intense transitions,
is relatively weak in the target plasma, 7 GR, and that after injection it increases by a
factor of 10 up to the peak of the stored energy at 150 ms. Even so, it radiates only
13 kW out of 400 kW of absorbed power, Typically, the radiated power at the time
of the peak in the. stored energy is only 30—40% of the absorbed power. The intense
peak in the C III emission that develops after 170 ms is the result, not the cause, of the
severe drop in Te; it appears only when the temperature is low enough for C III to he
a dominant ion.

Radiation from C V and C VI are used to determine the carbon density dun
ing injection. The C VI signal comes overwhelmingly from chargeiexchange excitation
(CXE)2, and is proportional to the C3 " density in the interior of the plasmas. Emisi
sion from the 2271A line of C V (Fig. 4) indicates a substantial fraction of C5+ is also
present in the center. This conclusion is drawn from the difference between the radiai
tion when injection from the two beams is alternated from shot to shot. The. grazing
incidence spectrometer on ATP has a field of view that encompasses only beam # l.
The trace in Fig. 4a is taken with beam #1 operating and is the. sum of electron excited
and charge—exchange excited emission, whereas Fig. 4b is recorded with only beam #2
operating and, hence represents only electron excitation, i.e., the signal is related only
to the density of C“ and not to C“. The difference of the two signals. which depends
only on the (‘5‘ density, is shown in Fig. 4c. The fact that the carbon is not burned
out in the center implies that the ditl'usion coefficients are rather high, 12 X 10" cmz/s.
The rapid rise of the CXE signals when the beam is turned on provides a measure of
the carbon content before. its concentration changes substantially from that of the EC”
target plasma. Subsequent evolution is representative of the change in the impurity
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level as the discharge progresses. For a wide variety of conditions, analysis shows that
the central densities of oxygen, carbon, and nitrogen all increase by factors of 1.5-
3. The increase appears to result from a greater influx during injection; there is no

strong evidence that injection engenders accumulations Because the electron density
also rises, Z,” does not increase very much; it remains in the range. 1.5-2.0. Gettering

approximately 30% of the vacuum vessel with chromium reduces the edge radiation by
factors of 3-4 in ECH plasmas, although the central densities change by only about 30%.
Higher electron densities can be achieved by gettering, but. the discharges still terminate
similarly to ones where gettering is not employed.

The relatively low impurity content. and low traction of radiated power at the time of
the peak in the stored energy would make it seem unlikely that impurities alone are re-
sponsible for the collapse, but modelling studies using the PROCTR code indicate that
this may indeed be the case for the plasmas described here which have substantially
reduced volumes because of the presence of large magnetic islands. Also, there are some
indications that rnarfe-like structures, which could drive the collapse, may develop just

prior to the time the stored energy peaks. Fig. 5 shows the chordal signals from C IV
and their Abel inversions as a function of vertical position for several times. Up to
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Fig. 5. Chordal signals (solid lines) and Abel inversions (dashed lines)
for the 1548 A line of C IV. Neutral beam injection lasts from 200-300 ms.

50 ms after injection the signal is peaked in the periphery as expected. At 267 ms,
17 ms after the start of the collapse, a second peak ostensibly appears in the center of
the plasma. No tenable physical explanation for such a central peak has been found,
however. It is believed that a strongly radiating, poloidally localized source located in
the midplane may be giving a false impression of the radial distribution.

Summary

Vessel cleaning techniques have reduced the low~Z content. to about 0.0211,, and
allowed quasi»steady operation of ECH plasmas. Impurities still present a problem in
NBl plasmas which eventually collapse to a low temperature where 100% of the input
power is radiated. It is still uncertain whether the impurity radiation can initiate the
collapse. Reduction of island widths by correcting field errors should provide more
insight into this problem.
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1. Introduction
During the first Operating period of the Advanced Toroidal Facility (ATP), currentless

plasmas have been generated and heated with up to 0.2 MW of electron-cyclotron power
(ECH) and up to 1.5 MW of neutral beam injection (N81) [1]. ATF is an I: 2. 12-field-period
torsatron with a major radius R0 = 2.1 m. an average plasma radius a = 0,27 m, and a mean
field of BO 5 2 T. The ECH system consists of one 53.2 GHz, 200 kW, CW gyrotron which
provides fundamental heating at BO = 1.9 T and second harmonic heating at BO = 0.95 T. Two
neutral injectors are installed, aligned for tangential injection in opposing directions (00- and
counter—injection). Each beam can inject up to 1 MW into the torus at energies up to 40 keV.
with pulse lengths up to 0.3 s. For future long pulse or steady state operation, we are
investigating options for continuous particle control and edge modifications with a divertor.

2. Experimental Arrangement

The poloidal cross—section of the plasma is a function of the toroidal angle. At 4: = 00 and
300 the plasma is vertically elongated, while halfway in between, at o = 150, it is horizontally
elongatedToroidal cuts through the vacuum vessel at 4’ = 00 and 150 and the corresponding
poloidal cross—sections are shown in Fig. 1. The figure shows the main plasma, limited by the
last closed flux surface (LCFS), and the plasma edge. It has been observed in Heliotron-E that

TOP L'MlTER (4’ = 0 °) FIG.1 Poloidal cross-
section of the plasma at
toroidal angles of 4’: D 0
and 15° , showing
the plasma edge and the
arrangement of limiters
and the graphite plate.

lR-CAMERA GFtAi’HlTE
COD-CAMERA DNERTOR
SPECTROMETEF! PLATE BOTTOM LIMITER ( t = 30°)

*Research sponsored by the Office of Fusion Energy, US. Department of Energy, under
contract DE-AC84OR21400 with Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.
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the plasma leaves the confinement zone in distinct flux bundles intercepting the wall as
“divertor stripes" [2]. As indicated schematically in Fig. 1, two stripes leave the confinement
zone towards the outboard wall and one towards the inboard wall. Because of the complicated
structure of the plasma edge, the diagnostics system was designed to determine a) the global
configuration, i.e. the location and extent of the stripes, and b) the local plasma parameters
within the stripes. The main edge diagnostics that have been used so far are the instrumented
limiters, the instrumented divertor plate, and an array of H“ -monitors.

The instrumented limiter system is comprised of one moveable top and bottom module,
each with a vertical stroke of 25 cm and a toroidal separation between the two units of one field
period. Each module consists of 11 individual graphite tiles, mounted on a water-cooled
stainless steel base plate. The tiles form calorimeter arrays for measurements of the energy
deposition profile and the total deposited energy. The central tile incorporates Langmuir probes
and a gas puff nozzle. The drawing in Fig. 2 shows the schematic arrangement of the tOp
limiter and the central tile.

H GRAPHITE TILESWtTH manuoccuatss O E-

ltc
m

l

.252 .15 .13 .5 o E. to 13 2‘5 25
TlLEPOSlTlON(CMl

FIG. 2 Location of the top rail limiter in the ATF FIG. 3 Energy deposition profile on the
vessel.The inset shows the central tile. top limiter located at z = 39 cm

A system consisting of a graphite divertor plate and an infra-red (TR) or charge-coupled
device (CCD) camera is used to study the divertor configuration. Figure 1 indicates the location
of the divertor plate; it has a diameter of 50 cm and can be positioned between the wall and the
LCFS. The pattern of particle and heat fluxes on the divertor plate can be observed with CCD
or IR-camera repectively. A multi-purpose image processing system has been developed for
fast aquisition, display and analysis of these 2-dimensional patterns. For measurements of local
plasma parameters, Langmuir probes are imbedded in the graphite plate at three locations.
Observing particle fluxes to the divertor plate while scraping off the edge plasma with top and
bottom limiters, will allow us to determine the connection lengths in the plasma edge as a
function of radial position.

The Trim-monitors view the wall, the gas puff location, the location of neutral beam
injection, and the limiter. The observed signals serve as a relative measure of particle fluxes.
Because of the complicated structure of the plasma edge, the determination of the integrated
global particle flux requires detailed transport modeling of the neutral hydrogen and is in
progress.



3. Modeling of the Plasma Edge

Particle flow from the confined plasma to the vacuum vessel wall has been studied by
following field lines and single particle orbits. A realistic multifilament model for the vacuum
magnetic field was combined with a detailed computer model of the ATF vacuum vessel to
determine the interception of the field lines with the vacuum vessel. Magnetic field lines as well
as l~keV particles were launched randomly from locations 1 to 3 cm outside the LCFS. The
result showed both field lines and particles being funneled to form narrow stripes at the wall.
The stripes were similar for the field lines and the l-keV particles. Modeling the interception of
the field lines with the outboard divenor plate showed two distinct stripes with the location
depending on the radial position.

4. Results

A typical limiter energy profile of a 0.25 s discharge is shown in Fig. 3. The plasma was
sustained by 170 kW of ECH with an additional 600 kW of NB] from 0.15 s to 0.25 s: the
maximum line-averaged density was 1.5 x 1019 m‘3. The vertical position of the limiter was at
39 cm which corresponds approximately to the LCFS. The central tile received an energy of
860 J, the total energy deposited on one limiter was 4 1;]. From the width of the energy
deposition profile, the scrapeff length of the heat flux was determined to be A“ = 2.3 cm.
similar to values obtained in tokamaks. To determine the average power flux as well as the
contributions from ECH and N81. limiter position scans were performed for ECHvonly as well
as for (ECH+NBI) discharges. The total deposited energy at the top limiter as a function of
position is shown in Fig. 4.

7 1.4‘
5 ._ ECH+NB| 5 12-5 during ECH+NBl

A - V 1.0: W

‘2’ 5— (T: 0.8—“

L” 4- i 0.6-:
. ECHonly €- 04:

3‘ a ‘ : during ECH

l i WM2 r r r r r . I . 0.0—
30 32 34 36 38 4o 32 34 36 38 4o 42 44

Lim Pos (cm) Lim Pos (cm)

FIG. 4 Total energy deposited on top limiter FIG. 5 Fla-radiation from the wall at 70 ms
during 0.25 s discharge as a fttnction (ECH) and 150 ms (ECH+NBI) inv
of limiter position to the discharge

The ECH-only discharges are suitable for estimating the power flux. The average ECH
input was 170 kW for a duration of (1.25 s. The energy deposition at the LCFS (39 cm) was
3.5 kl, corresponding to an average limiter power flux of 14 kW. Hence. the total power flux
to both limiters was 16.5 % 0f the input power. Knowing the power to the central tile as well
as the e-folding length of the power flux, the power flux density at the LCFS could be
calculated and was approximately 270 W/cmz. This is consistent with Langmuir probe
measurements which indicate temperatures and densities at the LCFS of 12 eV an(13x 1018 m3
respectively.
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The (ECH+NBI) discharges were sustained for 0.25 s by 170 kW of ECH, with an
additional 740 kW of NBI for 0.1 s. The total input energy increased by a factor of 2.75. As
Fig. 4 shows, the energy on the limiter increased only by a factor of 1.3 at the LCFS and by
l.6 at 33 cm. At the LCFS, an incremental energy of 1 k] was deposited by NB], corre-
sponding to a power flux of 10 kW. Accounting for both limiters, the fraction of N81 power
that is transported to the limiters, is only about 3 %. Since, on the other hand. the stored
energy in the bulk plasma increased typically by a factor of 2.5 with NBI, we conclude that
energy transport from the center does not occur by conduction and convection to the plasma
edge, but by mechanisms that transport energy directly to the wall such as radiation and
charge-exchange processes. This is consistent with measurements of the Ha radiation at the
vessel wall When the limiters were inserted well into the confined plasma, most of the plasma
should have been scraped off, causing the particle flux to the wall to vanish. As Fig. 5 shows,
this is actually the case for the ECH phase of the discharge while during the N131 phase the
particle flux to the wall is hardly influenced by the limiter position. Whether or not these
observations can be explained eg. by charge~exchange processes or by other mechanisms such
as orbit losses, will be studied further.

Some initial experiments with the divertor plate have confirmed modeling results on the
"divertor stripes". A position scan of the divertor plate has provided first information on the
stripes. The Langmuir probes on the plate were used to measure the ion saturation current as a
function of plate position. As a result, three curves were obtained which represent the particle
flux in the stripe, each at a different position. Figure 6 shows one example (the zero position
corresponds to the plate located at the wall). The figure shows that the stripes were very
narrow with only 2 cm half—width and particle fluxes of several times 10‘7 cm'2 s". Stripe
position and half—width did not change with NBI. The particle flux was three times higher
during NBI than during ECH—only which is consistent with the change in line-average density.
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5. Summary POStON (CM)

First plasma edge data have been obtained during the initial operating period of ATP. For
discharges with 170 kW of ECH power, 600 kW of NBI power, and line—average densities of
1.5 x 1019 m3, the plasma parameters at the LCFS were: nc = 3 x 1013 m3, Te = 12 eV; heat
flux 150 - 300 W/cm'z, decay length A = 2 cm. The fraction of the input power that was
deposited on the limiters was 16 % in ECqH discharges and 3 % in NBI discharges. The particle
flux in the divertor stripes was several 1017 cm”2 5‘1 with a half-width of 2 cm. Location and
width of the stripes did not change when the neutral beam was injected into the ECH plasma.
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Before starting plasma experiments in the new modular stellarator

w VII-AS the magnetic surfaces have been studied in detail. N VII-AS has

small shear, and by means of a superimposed toroidal field the rotational

transform { can be varied between about 0.25 and 0.70. Further details of

the different coil systems. the expected shape of the vacuum magnetic

surfaces etc. can be found in Ref. [1]. Two different methods have been
applied to map the vacuum magnetic surfaces. Both methods use a directed

electron beam source that can be positioned on an arbitrary magnetic

surface in the poloidal cross section. At magnetic fields BO > 0.2 T and

electron energies < 150 eV used in the experiments single electrons emitted

parallel to the magnetic field follow almost exactly the magnetic field

lines.
The first or standard technique uses a capacitive point probe which is

scanned across the poloidal cross section to detect the positions of the

electron beam transits [2]. The electron gun is pulsed in this case so

that the number of toroidal revolutions can be derived from a time-of-

flight measurement. In this way the rotational transform can be calculated

from the definition { = (n + An)/m where n and m are the numbers of the
poloidal and toroidal transits, respectively. The deviation An from a

rational value x = n/m can be determined rather accurately for An << 1 by

comparing the measured transit positions with the prediction from a field

line tracing code. _
_ Fig. 6 shows an example of a measured {(r) profile. The average radius

r of the cross section of the magnetic surface is used as a radial magnetic

field coordinate. The measured-e-values are compared with values calculated

from two versions of the w VII-AS field line tracing code. The first one

(Code, old) is the original version of this code used to design the
w VII-AS modular field (MF) coils [1]. It predicts t-values which are

typically only 1.5 1 smaller than the actual values. By decreasing the MF-

coil radius by about 1 mm (compared to an average coil radius of about 50

cm) the agreement can still be improved (Code, new).

A much faster detection of the electron beam is achieved with the

second method. It uses a fluorescent rod to record the positions of the

electron beam transits and has been applied for the first time at the

Stellarator WEGA at IPF, University of Stuttgart [3]. The rod coated with
a fluorescent powder (ZnO2 : Zn) emits light usually at both intersection

points with the magnetic surface under consideration when it is struck by a
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continuous electron beam. To gain a complete surface picture the rod has to
be swept over a poloidal Cross section. Recording was done with a CCD
TV-camera together with an image processing system which adds together at
first the individual light points to a complete surface picture and then
also several surfaces with different radii r of a given magnetic field
configuration. With this technique up to a few hundred toroidal transits
can be detected with a spatial resolution of a few mm. Therefore, it is
suited to investigate magnetic surface structures up to rather tiny
details.

Sometimes also toroidal transit numbers can be deduced from the
fluorescent rod pictures, especially in cases with small shear and when at
least one surface with a rational t-value happened to be found resulting in
a discrete number of light points. Such an example is shown in Fig. 5, and
the {—values calculated from these surface pictures have also been included
in Fig. 6.

In addition, the fluorescent rod pictures can be used to compare the
measured shape and spatial position of magnetic surfaces to numerical pre-
dictions. Examples for a ma netic surface with an extreme triangular and an
extreme elliptical shape [1 are given in Figs. 1 to U. Again, very good
agreement is found. Only in the case of Figs. 3 and U a systematic radial
shift of < 1 cm can be seen which seems to be larger than the experimental
error.

Summarizing the results of all the surface mapping experiments we can
state that it has been demonstrated in the Stellarator w VII-AS that it is
possible to produce excellent magnetic surfaces in good agreement with the
numerical predictions by means of modular field coils [1]. Fig. 5 shows an
example typical for the situation at low {-values where closed magnetic
surfaces extend even beyond the limiter (r g 18.5 cm). At high t-values the
last closed magnetic surface is given by a magnetic separatrix (Fig. 8).
This separatrix is usually determined by one of the S/m resonances which
are a consequence of the five toroidal field periods and the pentagonal
shape of the magnetic axis [1]. An example of a higher order 5/m resonance
with m = 11 is presented in Fig. 7. Imperfections e.g. in the coil shapes
and/or alignment which are not included in the code lead to additional
perturbation fields. They produce large magnetic islands especially at
major resonances like t = 1/2 and 1/3, but smaller islands have also been
found at higher order resonances. An example is shown in Figs. 1 and 3
where close to the boundary the resonance t = 2/5 results in islands which
are not predicted by the field line tracing code (Figs. 2 and U).
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INTRODUCTION - The nearly shearless modular stellarator Wendelstein VII-AS (major

radius R = 2 m, averaged minor radius < a. > = 0,2 m) started plasma operation in October

’88. As in W VII-A, also in W VII-AS a strong correlation between the global confinement

properties and the value of the rotational transform a has been observed in “net—current-

free” plasmas. Apart from the confinement degradation at values of 5 corresponding to

low order rational values, already observed in W VII-A, broader intervals of degraded

confinement are also found at values of r = i (m integer) where, due to the five field

period structure of the machine, the vacuum field configuration presents natural magnetic

islands /1/. In the first months of operation particular attention has been paid to the

investigation of 2"d harmonic Electron Cyclotron Resonance Heating (ECRH) in the m

region % S :5 g. The vacuum c-profile can be affected by toroidal currents. At Bo 2 1.25 T

( 2"d harmonic heating) a current Ip causes a change Ac“ : 0.014-1p(c) at the boundary

value ca or the rotational transform ( Ara o< 1’31;— ). For the ranges of Hg and c currently under

examination, the maximum tolerable IF for operation in the good confinement z-interval is

about 1 kA. Within neoclassical theory radial diffusion drives a net current (“bootstrap-

current”) peaked in the pressure gradient region. The existence of this current component

is experimentally supported. Since the magnitude of this current is related to plasma

energy, the existence of a critical current Ip can influence the maximum achievable energy.

Operation at values of r corresponding to good confinement properties during the whole

duration of the discharge could require an external z-profile control acting on the current

profile itself and not merely obtained by having two channels of current of difi‘erent sign at

different radii. Due to the possibility of controlling the profiles of the absorbed power and

of the driven current, electron cyclotron waves are a natural candidate for current profile

control. The strong dependence of global confinement properties on the L-profile puts a

particular interest in the investigation of the toroidal current sources. Furthermore, the

“net-current-free” regime of operation of most Stellarator-devices gives the opportunity

of observing and studying non inductive currents without the presence of an “obscuring”

Ohmic current. The results of the analysis of the toroidal current in W VII-A /2/ are

reconfirmed.

AUXILIARY HEATING SOURCES - Three different auxiliary heating systems will be

used in W VII-AS: Neutral Beams Injection ( H°,1.5 MW, tangential injection) Electron

Cyclotron Resonance Heating ( 70 GHz, 1.0 MW ), and Ion Cyclotron Resonance Heating

' E. Anabitarte, S. Besshou, R. Brakel, R, Burhenn, G. Cattanei, A. Dodhy, D. Dorst, A. Elsner, K.
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1.0 MW ). So far, the neutral beam lines have only been tested, while ECRH has routinely
been used (up to three gyrotrons). During the neutral beam lines testing discharges (un-
balanced injection) some beam induced current has been observed. The W VII—AS ECRH
system consists of four 200 kW , 70 GHz , 3 s pulse-length gyrotrons, highly oversized cir-
cular waveguide transmission lines and quasi-optical wave launch antenna. Before reaching
the plasma the Gaussian beam is reflected by focusing movable mirrors. After reflection a
microwave beam of parallel plane phase-fronts (bringing to a lower beam divergence in a
refractive plasma) with an half width radius 2 1,5 cm is obtained. The plasma column is not
axisymmetric with respect to the injection plane also for exactly perpendicular injection
the toroidal angle of the ray will be afl‘ected, in a finite density plasma, by refractive efi‘ects.
The mirrors can be tilted in both toroidal and poloidal direction, so that the sign and the
magnitude of the toroidal angle of injection, as well as the vertical position at which the
beam reaches the resonant layer, can be choosen. After a description of the theoretical mo-
del, results obtained in a single shot analysis and by scanning the toroidal ECRH injection
angle will be presented.

THEORETICAL MODEL - Within neoclassical theory, electron transport is related to the
deviation of the electron distribution function from the Maxwellian, a theoretically consi-
stent description of transport (including the influence of auxiliary heating) would require
the solution of the related Fokker-Planck equation in full phase space. This is not possible
at present time. With respect to the toroidal current the problem can be simplified if the
bootstrap current and the auxiliary heating driven current are described as independent
processes. Through the comparison of a set of discharges it will be also experimentally
possible to distinguish between the two sources (while on a single shot data analysis only
the total contribution can be measured).
Neoclassical transport in the non-axisymmetrical geometry of W VII-AS has been inve-
stigated by means of the DKES-code /3/. The induced bootstrap current as well as the
radial transport has been obtained as a function of the local plasma parameters for several
magnetic surfaces.
The Electron Cyclotron Current Drive efliciency is estimated by means of a Hamiltonian
3-D ray tracing code based on the cold plasma dispersion relation and an absorption coefii-
cient for general angle of propagation (relativistic Doppler shifted resonance relation) based
on a Maxwellian distribution function. The self-adjoint approach is used. It is to be noticed
that the angle of injection experimentally determined by the orientation of the reflecting
mirror, is usually slightly different from the angle formed by the rays and the magnetic field
at the resonant layer. This last angle is the physically important one and can only be theo-
retically evaluated by determining the ray trajectories under the hypothesis of geometrical
optics of the ray tracing. This causes an uncertainty in the evaluation of the current drive
eflflciency for small angles of injection, where the dependence of the efliciency on the angle
is very strong. With the increase of the injection angle this uncertainty becomes negligible.
Quasi-linear and trapped particle effects are outside the present description. Heating of
electrons trapped in the fields ripple of the 3-D magnetic field topology of W VII-AS /3/
and quasi-linear effects can contribute to a degradation of the current drive efficiency. The
linear model used in the ray-tracing is expected to give an upper limit for current drive
efliciency.

FREE CURRENT, SINGLE SHOT ANALYSIS - In some set of discharges the current was
left free to evolve, no loop voltage being externally applied. Under stationary condition
the loop voltage ( np ) would be zero and the total driven current value can be directly
measured removing the uncertainty coming from the evaluation of the plasma conductivity
(strongly dependent on temperature profile and Zel] ) generally required to determine the
current Ip from the measured ip. In the series #906 —:— 923 two gyrotrons were applied
(X-mode 2"" harmonic, total injected power Pm,- 2 350 kW ). The microwave radiation was
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launched nearly perpendicularly to the magnetic field, this should minimize its contribution
to the total current (see next paragraph). During the second gyrotron pulse (200 ms) the
toroidal current saturated at a value 1p = +1.5 [CA in the resistive time scale % 2' 100+ 150 ms.
This value is of the order of the electron bootstrap current I3 = +1.4+O.95 [wt (for Z,” 2 2+4,
respectively) theoretically calculated using the measured Thomson profiles (central density
”2.0 = 1.9- 1019 m‘3 , central temperature The = 0.8 keV ). The ion bootstrap current (ion
temperature Tm : 0.2 IccV ) and ECRH driven current (ray-tracing calculation evaluates
total absorption with an emciency of r] = +1 A/IcW , see next paragraph) are also expected
to give a smaller positive contribution to the measured current.

SCAN IN THE ECRH ANGLE OF INJECTION - Two gyrotrons (X-mode 2”‘1-harmonic,
Pm; = 180 kW each) were used in a set of discharges dedicated to the investigation of
electron cyclotron current drive. The first gyrotron (with an angle of injection nearly
perpendicular, with respect to the external magnetic field) produced and mantained a
target plasma over a pulse length of 500 ms. The second gyrotron with a pulse length
of 150 ms, long enough to reach a second stationary state, was switched on z 190 ms
later. The toroidal angle of injection of this second gyrotron was then scanned from a
value corresponding to nearly perpendicular propagation to an angle nearly 40" from the
perpendicular. To have similar plasma conditions during the angle scan the boundary value
”a was fixed by a feed-back current control (during the scan the net current is kept under
50 A). Line density (2 4 , 10” m‘z) is nearly stationary during the whole plasma discharge
and highly reproducible from shot to shot. The diamagnetic energy Wp increases during
the second pulse from 1.1 $0.1 kJ to 1.3:tO.1 c' no correlation with k“ being noticeable. The
measured loop voltage is clearly correlated with the angle of injection (see Fig. 1). This
correlation is pointed out in Fig 2 where the loop voltage at the time t = 300 ms is reported
as a function of the angle of injection (at the reflecting mirror) after having redefined as
zero the V100,, observed during the shot with minimal k”. The behaviour of the observed loop
voltage with the change of the injection angle is in very good agreement with the behaviour
of the current drive efficiency evaluated theoretically by means of the ray tracing code
(Fig. 3). The fact that the loop voltage remains clearly negative, also when the injection
angle of the second gyrotron corresponds to optimal current drive efiiciency, is an indirect
proof of the existence of a further predominant positive current source. This component is
theoretically identified with bootstrap current. Due to the observed very small dependence
of plasma energy and density on the injection angle of the second gyrotron, the loop voltage
relative to the boostrap current (and to the current driven by the first gyrotron, whose
injection angle remain fixed) will be nearly independent on the In“ of the second gyrotron
and would be responsible of a Amp contribution nearly constant for all the shots of the
[CH-scan. The diflerent behaviour of VIDOP at the change of the injection angle can be in
this way brought back to a direct current drive of the second gyrotron. For a quantitative
comparison with theoretical predictions the equivalent current must be determined from the
observed Avtaap. Thomson profiles are missing for this series. A temperature profile with a
central temperature Tu) a 1.2 IccV, supported by ECE and X—ray signals and in agreement
with the observed diamagnetic energy is assumed. The density dependence of the result is
much weaker than the temperature dependence and a density profile with central density of
rig.U : 1.4-1019m‘3 reproducing the observed line density, is assumed. With these profiles the
ray tracing evaluates strong absorption for injected X—mode polarized waves. but passing
from perpendicular to oblique injection the absorbtion coemcient as well as the percentage
of the injected X—mode polarized wave slightly decreases (10% effect). The maximal current
drive efiiciency is ”max = —23 A/kW (corresponding to an injection angle 2' 15°), as reported
in the ordinate of Fig. 3. A quantitative agreement with the observed loop voltage would
require, for the second gyrotron, an absorbed power Pub. = 150+ 180 kW assuming Zen = 3+4,
respectively.
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CONCLUSIONS — In the advanced stellarator Wendelstein VII-AS net toroidal currents
(of the order of few RA) are experimentally observed even in absence of externally driven
ohmic currents. These currents must be the sum of (at least) two components of difi‘e-
rent physical origins. A theoretical description based on neoclassical bootstrap current and
electron cyclotron driven current explains the observed behaviour. In particular, the theo—
retically predicted dependence of the ECRH driven current on the angle of injection has
been experimentally observed. Due to the experimental uncertainties (especially for the
strong dependence on Zeff of the quantitative results) the substantial quantitative agree—
ment found between theory and experiment should be judged with some care. More definite
results are expected to be achievable for the next future.
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Abstract
For the rather complex magnetic field topology of W Vll-AS stellarator, the full neoclassical transport

matrix with radial eleCtric field included in both the plateau and long mean free path regime is calculated

using the DKES code. The toroidal resonance for larger radial electric fields is found to be important for

the ion transport coefficients with up to seven roots of the ambipolarity condition in the LMFP regime.

Temperature and density profiles measured by Thomson scattering for the first ECF heated discharges

(at 2"‘1 harmonic) are analysed, the electron heat conduction coefficient is estimated and compared with

the neoclassical prediction.

Introduction
The new W VII-AS stellarator is characterized by a rather complex magnetic field topology /1/ The

representation of magnetic field strength on flux surfaces, which determines the neoclassical transport

properties, leads to a very large number of Fourier coefficients in magnetic flux coordinates. In Figure 1

the |B|-contours for approximately half minor radius are plotted. The particles trapped in the absolute

minimum, Bmm, contribute significantly to the neoclassical transport in long mean free path (LMFP)

regime, more than 20 Fourier coefficients in the IBI-representation are necessary [e.g., with only 7 Fourier

coefficients, the particle transport coefficient is decreased by a factor of about 2). Consequently, simple

analytic estimates of the neoclassical transport coefficients are unqualified and a full numerical solution

of the drift kinetic equation is used (DKES code /2/) to compute the full transport matrix.

After 2 months of plasma operation in the W VII-AS stellarator, the experimental database for analyzing

the energy transport is only small. Up to now, electron density and temperature profiles from the

Thomson scattering diagnostic are available for 2"d harmonic ECF‘ maintained discharges (Bu 9: 1.26

T) with heating power up to 500 kW (3 gyrotrons) mainly at rotational transforms r > 0.5. For these

conditions with moderate T5, the electron collisionality is typically close to the plateau regime. In the

LMFP-regime [l/V-regime), the neoclassical transport is expected to determine the experimental energy

balance analogous as in HELIOTRON-E (/3/). Modeling the energy source and loss terms with regard

to the experimental conditions, the energy balance equation is used to fit the electron temperature profile

yielding the experimental electron heat conduction coeflicient.

Neoclassical Transport Code

The DKES code [Drift Kinetic Equation Solver /2/) is based on the linearized monoenergetic drift kinetic

equation in magnetic flux coordinates for each particle species with radial electric field included. As the

poloidal component of the VB—drift is neglected, the solution depends only on the |B|~Fourier spectrum

independently for each magnetic surface. Typically, about 200 Fourier harmonics for both poloidal and

toroidal angle and up to 150 Legendere polynomials in pitch angle are used to represent the neoclassical

deviation of the distribution function from the Maxwellian. Especially in the LMFP with moderate radial

electric fields, this large number of basis functions is necessary for the estimation of the non—diagonal

term of the monoenergetic Onsager transport matrix. For each magnetic surface, the 3 monoenergetic

transport coefficients are computed for varying collisionality and radial electric field (more than 200

values with up to 10 min. CPU on the CRAY 1 for each run). On this grid of storaged monoenergetic

transport coefficients, the energy convolution is performed based on bi—cubic interpolation resulting in

' " l see paper of Gasparino, U. et 31., this conference
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the full transport. matrix Di, which is slightly different defined with respect to the Onsager form (but
more practical for an experimental environment):

n: (pl T:
F I 'n ' (01“: + (I?) +0125; + D13Ell}

nl qél T,

Q = —nT ’ {D21(: + T) + D22? + 023E“)

, n' (11' T’
j” : ~{D3;(: 'l" (I?) + D32? + DggEll}

where l" is the particle flux, Q the heat conduction, j” the toroidal net current density, (13’ = —E, the
radial electric field and ' denotes the radial derivative (flux coordinate). For a fixed magnetic configura-
tion (defined by rotational transform, L‘, vertical field, 3,, and pressure profile, Bfr)) the monoenergetic
transport coefficients are computed for different minor radii, cubic interpolation in r is applied in con-
nection with the energy convolution algorithm. For larger values of radial electric field, high resolution is
necessary close to the toroidal resonance, E, = eg/R, strongly affecting the ion transport coefficients
in both the plateau and the LMFP regime. Due to this toroidal resonance, several roots of the ambipo—
larity condition (up to 7 values for radial electric field) can exist in the LMFP regime. In Figure 2, the
electron and ion transport coefficients versus E, are shown with a 2nd maximum in the ion transport
coefficients at the toroidal resonance. This result is contrary to the simple picture of radial electric field
based on the Shaing-Houlberg transport model /4/ (only 2 stable and 1 instable root possible). In gen-
eral, however, with the condition of ambipolarity, the radial electric field, particle and energy flux and
the bootstrap current can be calculated for a given density and temperature profile. First calculations
indicate, that the neoclassical radial electric field is negative in the plateau regime (typical for NBI heated
discharges) and can become positive in the LMFP regime (ECF heated discharges). For an axisymmetric
field, DKES computations were compared with Monte Carlo simulations /5/, nearly identical particle
and energy transport coefficients were found, Furthermore, the bootstrap coefficient, D31, was tested
using the relation to particle transport /6/, reliable agreement was found.
The particle and energy transport coefficients in the plateau regime are comparable to those of an
equivalent axisymmetric case showing some improvement due to the advanced stellarator concept. In
the W VII—AS configuration, however, the strong localized minimum in [Bl (see Fig. 1) leads to a rather
large fraction of trapped particles contributing significantly to the transport. An additional Bzefield
affects this fraction of trapped particles and their radial drift. Calculations show, that an additional B,-
field of :t 300 G changes the neoclassical particle and energy transport coefficients by a. factor of 2; the
bootstrap current coefficients, however, are found to be nearly unaffected by the Bz-field. The electron
energy transport coefficient, D22 [called heat conduction coefficient X in the next section), is typically
by a factor of 3 larger than the coefficient D“. Furthermore, the density profiles are broader than the
electron temperature profile justifying the diffusive ansatz for the heat conduction coefficient fit.

let Estimates of Electron Heat Conduction
Electron density and temperature profiles are measured by the Thomson scattering diagnostic in a series
of discharges similar as in the old W VII-A stellarator (a new single shot system is under construction).
The quality and reliability of these profiles depends mainly on accurate control of all machine parameters
(e.g. gas feed), but also on the stability of the discharges, in some cases, current control by a small loop
voltage increases the reproducebility. Within a series, only discharges with nearly indentical values of
line density and energy content are used In future, also the ECE temperature measurements which are
absolutely calibrated should be used to confirm the Thomson profile data. For estimating the electron
heat conduction on the basis of the energy balance equation, the local power source and loss terms must
be known. For the low density (716 < 3 - 1013 cm”) discharges with 2"" harmonic ECF heating at
Bo as 1.26 T in the first 2 months of operation, the radiation losses and the collisional power transfer to
the ions are rather small: each of the order of less than 35 kW. The experimental estimation of absorbed
ECF power is deduced from ECE data after a gyrotron is switched off: the local power absorption is
given by the transient decay of electron temperature. However, at 2"“ harmonic heating, only 7 radial
ECE channels are available and the separation between ECF power deposition and the range with heat
transport is not very reliable. Simulations of the switch off phase indicate, that the power deposition
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range is limited to the inner ECE channels. However, the estimation of the total absorbed power (and
ECF heating efficiency) is rather inaccurate. Consequently, we assume about 75% of gyrotron power
being absorbed, this is consistent with single pass ray tracing calculations (nearly full absorption) and
the ECE data. The deposition profile is mainly determined by the broadness (half witdh diameter about
3 cm), the distance of the ECF beam from the magnetic axis and the resonant magnetic field value: the
power deposition profile is modeled by a shifted Gaussian (standard deviation 0 = 1.5 cm) centered at
at rah, depending on the value of magnetic field on axis. The fit of the heat conduction coefficient based
on energy balance depends only linear on the value of total absorbed power leading to an uncertainty of
less than a factor of 2 for r > rat“. The power loss terms are estimated by an average oxygen radiation
model renormalized to the bolometry data and by the usual collisional power transfer to the plasma ions.
Doing this, the power source model depends only slightly on the value of Zen which is rather unknown
for this type of discharges. With this source model, the electron energy balance equation is integrated
with the ansatz of a power series in normalised minor radius for the logarithm of the heat conduction
coefficient, the coefficients of the power series are calculated by weighted least square fit to the electron
temperature profile. For the electron density representation, a standard least square best fit is used.

The profiles (shots 185-206) in Figure 3 are the lst Thomson series of W VII—AS stellarator measured at
the let day of operation! The H; discharge heated with PM“ '2' 130 kW with 1 gyrotron was not stable:
the central density increases up to the cut-off limit. The time of the Thomson profile, however, was close
to the maximum of the energy content. In this series, the ECF power was deposited in the center, at
z z 0.53 the outer part of the plasma radius was destroyed by natural islands related to r = 5/9. The
profiles (He discarges in shots 906-923) shown in Figure 4 are more typical for the first two months:
much broader temperature and density profiles, the ECF power was absorbed (Pam 5: 300 kW with 2
gyrotrons) more outside. For both cases, the least square best fit of x has an accuracy of about 50%
within the gradient region of electron temperature mainly determined by the scattering of the Thomson
data and the uncertainty of absorbed power. In the central part as well as at outer radii, the error
is expected to be much larger. However, the best fit suppresses strong local changes in electron heat
conduction and in the central part, due to the relative large experimental error bars of Fig. 4 which are
used as weighting functions, x" is mainly influenced by larger radii. For comparison, the neoclassical
coefficients XDKES and xH-H based on the Hinton-Hazeltine model /7/ and the old W VII-A anomalous
coefficient x“ /8/ are also shown. In all analyzed profiles, x“ increases strongly at outer radii, but for
some profiles also in the central part for very flat Tfl profiles (tendency for even hollow Tc(r)). For most
of the analyzed profiles, the agreement of x“ and x“ is much better at outer radii than in the example
of Fig. 4, but the ratio of x“ to XDKES is much larger than in the central part of Fig. 3. Furthermore,
for the series in Fig. 4 a neoclassical bootstrap current of about 1 Hi is expected from DKES code (for
Z5" : 3), 1;, is in reasonable agreement /9/ with the measured toroidal current.

Conclusions
The neoclassical transport in W VII-AS with the complex field structure is described using the DKES
code, the full transport matrix is computed with radial electric fields included. For the discharges of
the 1st two months of plasma operation with 2"“ harmonic ECF heating, the experimental values of
the electron heat conduction coefficient are governed by anomalous transport. In this regime of plasma
parameters, the heat conduction is larger than the neoclassical prediction.
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Introduction

In the w VII-AS stellarator plasma particle and power balance will be

strongly affected by the distribution of the ion sources and charge

exchange losses (similar as in w VII-A [1]), which are poorly known from

experimental data. Furthermore, the control of the plasma density criti-

cally depends on the recycling processes in the plasma boundary region and

at the limiters and walls.

Results for a model plasma

Before the w VII-AS operation was started, model plasmas were used to

study the neutral gas transport behaviour with the 3D DEGAS code [2]. For
a neutral source due to limiter recycling a simulation was performed to

investigate to what extent the neutral density distribution is affected by

the asymmetries of the flux surfaces and wall structures. The Te, Ti and he
profiles were taken from model calculations with the TEMPL plasma transport

code (Te(0) = 1.9 keV, Ti(0) = 500 ev, ne(0) = 2 x 1013 cm‘3 for an ECF
input power of 720 kw) [3].

The typical cross section of the w VII—AS toroidal sector modelled for

the neutral transport calculations is shown in Fig. 1. The limiter. the

bulge for the N81 ports and the geometry of the magnetic surfaces (see Fig.

1) introduce asymmetries in the torus, which directly affect the neutral

density distribution. Figure 2 shows the radial profiles of the neutral

density at the poloidal angles 9 = 0°, 90°, 180°, 270°. As shown by the
B = 90° profile, the neutral density has a maximum at the limiter face and

drops by 2 orders of magnitude to the plasma centre. In the opposite

direction with respect to the limiter. e = 270°, the density is
significantly lower, reaching a maximum of 1/3 of the limiter value. Along

the horizontal chord, e = 0° and e = 180°, the neutral density profiles
are fairly symmetric up to a distance of :12 cm from the magnetic axis.

The relatively high gradients of these profiles reflect the smaller plasma

radius along this chord, associated with the asymmetry of the magnetic

surfaces (see Fig. 1). Due to this asymmetry, the central neutral density

is mainly determined by the neutrals penetrating the plasma in the

horizontal direction. At r > 15 cm, well inside the scrape—off region, the

profiles diverge from each other, reflecting the asymmetry introduced by

the bulge. Within the bulge, the neutral density is fairly constant and

amounts to roughly 1/” of the limiter value.
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In the following, results from neutral transport simulations are discussed

for a typical deuterium discharge from the first months of H VII-AS

operation.

Discharge parameters and Hc-monitoring system

The analysis is based on a ECF (70 GHz) heated deuterium discharge at

the 2nd harmonic, with 1.25 T at the plasma centre and the external

rotational transform # being 2 0.53 at the plasma edge. Electron density

and temperature profiles, measured by Thomson scattering, were available at

200 ms (Fig. 3). Stationary plasma conditions were maintained by one

gyrotron heating with 150 kw input power and by external gas input linked

to a feedback control of the plasma density. A plasma current induced

either by ECF and/or by plasma pressure [U] was controlled and kept below

= 500 A by the OH-transformer. The measured Te, he profiles covered a

plasma radius extending up to the separatrix, which was located at reff =

17.5 cm, about 2.5 cm outside the last flux surface not intersected by the

limiter. A clear—cut separation of the plasma from the scrape-off region is

not possible for this particular discharge type with edge t values close to

the 5/9 resonance, because of the strong poloidal deformation of the flux

surfaces crossing the limiter. A more effective limiting of the plasma is

provided in this case by the separatrix, outside of which the open field

lines lead to a flattening of the temperature and density profiles.

An absolutely calibrated Ha monitoring system [5] installed at

W VII-AS yields information about particle recycling at both limiters (two

toroidal positions for the bottom and one for the top limiter) and at two

"triangular" magnetic surface cross sections close to and far from a gas

feed inlet, respectively.

Results for first H VII-AS discharges

The DEGAS code simulation at the "triangular" cross section near the

gas inlet was used to find estimates for Te, ne between separatrix and

wall, which were consistent with both the measured gas input rate and Ha

signal close to the gas inlet. These estimates were then used in the

limiter and wall recycling simulations. The time histories of the measured

Hd-signals from the limiters and the "triangular" cross sections are shown

in Fig. Ma,b. The neutral fluxes and densities were estimated by scaling

the calculated Ha emission rates to agree with the measured ones.

The calculated total refuelling rate of the plasma inside the

separatrix due to limiter and wall recycling and to external gas feed

amounts to 2.5 x lO?° ions/s. 83 % of this ionization source are provided

by the limiter, 13 i by the wall and u 1 by the gas puffing. This

corresponds to a global recycling coefficient of 0.96. From the calculated

refuellihg rates and a plasma ion content of 8.9 x 1018 particles inside

the separatrix, as resulting from the measured electron densities (Fig. 3)

and an assumed Zeff of 3, a global particle confinement time of 36 ms is

estimated for this time of the discharge. The plasma refuelling

efficiencies as fractions of the neutrals ionizing inside the separatrix

are 0.65 for the limiter, O.HN for the wall and 0.29 for the external gas

source. The small values for the wall and gas puff sources are directly
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related to the large volume of the boundary region between separatrix and
wall (more than twice the volume of the confined plasma). 0n the other
hand, this has the advantage of improving the decoupling between the plasma
and the wall, thus reducing the wall loading by high energetic charge
exchange neutrals.

The given refuelling rates and efficiencies from wall recycling and
gas puffing may have a considerable error margin due to their sensitivity
to the unknown plasma density and temperature in the boundary region.
Furthermore, the flux of ions incident to the wall at the position of the
Ha viewing line may not represent a good average of the ion fluxes over
the entire torus wall. However, these uncertainties do not strongly affect
the global recycling coefficient and ’U , since recycling from the limiter
is the main refuelling mechanism to the bulk plasma.

Experimental indication of a recycling coefficient clOSe to one for
the discharge type discussed here is given after a second gyrotron is
switched on for about 100 ms (see Fig. Nb). During that time a constant
plasma density is maintained without any external gas feed and the Ha
signals at the triangular cross sections close to and far from the gas
inlet coincide (see Fig. Nb). The amplitude of all signals (Figs. Ua,b) is
considerably higher than before the 2nd gyrotron was added. Considering
that at stationary conditions the externallv supplied neutral flux equals
the fluxes absorbed by wall and limiters and that the absorbed fluxes
linearly scale with the recycling fluxes, gas puffing proves to be a very
efficient density control mechanism for high recycling ECF discharges.

For the same discharge, the calculated average neutral densities at
the limiters and wall due to the recycling sources are 2.9 x 109 cm"3 and
3.9 x 10B cm", respectively. The total ion power loss due to charge
exchange with all neutrals is 3.1 kw. The total electron power loss due to
ionization, excitation and dissociation is 2.0 kw.
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INNER SIDE ELECTRON CYCLOTRON EMISSION(ECE)MEASUREMENTS

DURING ELECTRON CYCLOTRON RESONANCE HEATING (ECRH) IN

L~2 STELLARATOR

D.K.Akulina,A.J.Nakladov, O.I.Fedyanin,V.I.Chepizhko.
General Physical Institute,Moscow, USSR

* Gosstandart USSR, Khar'kov, USSR

INTRODUCTION
High-power electromagnetic waves radiated by gyrotron on

the electron cyclotron(EC) frequency — f are successfuly used
for electron heating up to thermonuclear temperature both
in current and currentless plasma /1—5 /. In addition to elec—
tron heating some phenomena like a deformation of electron
distribution function , an enhancement of trapped particles
population, a variation of MHD activity were observed. These
phenomena prevail in the low density plasma . When plasma
density is higher then H > 1015 cm"5 a distribution function
approachs to the Maxwellfan one and the diagnostics which are
responsible for electron temperature measurements are in good
agreement. As for low-density experiments some unpleasant pheno—
menon,/like decreasing of bulk heating efficiency, is observed

3,5 -
EXPERIMENTS ON L—2 STELLARATOR

The experiments at H: 1,55 tesla main toroidal field on axis
with 57,5 GHz /200 kW / 10 ms gyrotron were carried out.For L—2
stellarator (R=1OO cm,a=11,5 cm ) after neutral gas breakdown
the plasma density equal to E.é1015 cm‘5 was produced and
heated with ordinary wave polarization launch in equatorial
plane from low—field side of magnetic field on the fundamental
(n =1 ) harmonic frequency ( ENHlk). In the experiments up to
SO % of the power was absorbed and plasma was heated to 0,6—
1 keV.The electron temperature was measured by several methods:
laser Tomson scattering, visible spectroscopy,x—ray radiation
and second cyclotron harmonic radiation ( ECE ) technique.
Diamagnetic signals and their derivatives are simultaneously
carried out.The ECE measurements were performed by superhetero—
dyne receiver in 80—71 GHz band in the equatorial plane from
the high - field magnetic side ( see Fig.1). The diagnostic
window was placed at the distance ~30 cm from the gyrotron one
and it inner side location permits to observe EOE Spectra
without their deformation by bulk plasma absorption of relati—
vistically shifted nonthermal radiation / 7,8,9 /.Because of
strong stray signals from gyrotron in the vicinity of second
harmonic the data in f=74—76 GHz were omitted.When ECE are
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used to determine T (r) one usually suppose that the plasmaoptical thickness 18 t>1,electron distribution function isMaxwellian one and antenna pattern divergency is small Gx<5°).The calculations earlier performed/e/ have shown that singlepath optical depth is equal t016>1 in the L—2 stellaratorwithin Ar:— 6 cm at T > 0,5keV and fie’vl.10”cm5 .In the "black"body conditions 03> ) there is the simple relation betweenECE intensity — 1(a),r) and T :
I (w,r )2 kme(r)w2fi_ 6‘64“”) /arr5 02

where k— is Bolzmann constant , c—is light velosity.If the optical depth iS/tz1 or an electron distribution functionis not Maxwellian,then one uses T — radiation temperature asthe measure of energy radiation. Fig.2 shows the oscillogramsI (OJ) made at different frequencies,the diamagnetic signal—W and plasma density —E vs time. The main feature of I @u)c rves is the similar be aviour vs time,but the absolute valueof I (a0 is quite different. For example, the higher Tne4—2keVfor f=73and72GHz as compared with f:77—80 GHz (TrvO,8—O§9 keV)was observed.The higher EOE is probably connected with presencesuperthermal electrons generated during ECRH at rather low E/7,11/. It is possible to estimate the energy of suprathermelectrons taking into consideration the relativistic shift ofenergy /8/. If one suppose that electrons were born at theresonance interaction at frequency f=57,5 GHz(the gyrotronfrequency),then the enhanced radiation at f=75 GHz is formedby electrons with energy up to 7 keV. It is possible to do veryrough estimation of the number of electrons /8/, which is about1°/o of bulk plasma density,but in spite of small number theycan play a role in HF power balance. The T‘ dependence vs nis shown in Fig.5. Let us note that I(ul) VS 5 curve is a6strongly dependent function of breakdown dischaSge conditionsand therefore the data spread is large. Fig.4 shows time Tdecay after the gyrotron switch off. One can see that the e,decay constant (€}) is equal toi;=1,1~1,5 ms for f:77—80 GHZ(bulk plasma) and’v2 times less for f=75 GHz (nonthermal).Let us note that diamagnetic decay constant is equal to 2,3—5 ms and this discrepancy is now under consideration. The Iflr)evolution vs fed power is shown in Fig.5. It is ‘ ‘there is the time saturation of T and the a} 5a of curvesfor f=77GHz and f:75 GHz is quite different.0ne can see rathersharp (like threshold ) increasing of £275 GHz signals.The performed experiments results in the following remarks:.The asymetry of the spectrum can be related to a nonthcrmalelectron component which is either partialy trapped or hasshifted radiation frequency 2. All frequency sharp amplitudedecays after the gyrotron switgh off enable us to concludethat HF energy deposition take place along the whole smallplasma radius. 3. I (0)) vs HF power curves have time satu—ration and for f=73 GHz looks like threshold dependence.
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Abstract

Power balance of RF heated currentless plasma in the Ura-
gan—3 torsatron has been studied for low density quasistatio-
nary discharges (Q-discharges [1] ). It was shown that the
most part of RF power is absorbed and dissipated by a cold
plasma mantle surrounding a hot plasma core. In the hot core
energy losses are determined by electron heat conductivity
and radiation.

1. Introduction

Studies of currentless plasma production and heating by RF
waves in the 03ELCufrequEncy range in the Uragan-3 torsa—
tron resulted in a revelation of regime of quasistationary
discharges with ion temperature up to 1,1 KeV and average be-
ta up to 0,6% U . Highest ion tem erature and lasma energ
content realise at low electron Sensity (fl = 2-3).1020m'¥.
The electron density increase resulted in the decrease of the
ion temperature and energy content of plasma as well.

To understand the reason of this degradation of plasma
energy it is necessary to analyse the power balance of RF
plasma.

This report presents the results of the power balance stu-
dies in low density Q—discharges performed for the Uragan—3
torsatron before device shutdown in March 1988.

2. The experiment

The Uragan-3 torsatron has been operatr; with a confining
field 4,4 KG. Hydrogen RF discharges were produced by one
antenna which radiated the power of O,2-O,3 MW at uk:0,8-w¢h

Principal diagnostics were described in a paper {1]. In
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this experiment electron density profiles were reconstructed
from multichord interferometer data ( l = 8;2;1; 0,337 mm).
The NPA with a horizontal line-of-sight scanning was used for
the ion temperature profile studies. Electron temperature
profiles were reconstructed from a singe-point Thomson scat—

tering data (at the plasma axis), spectroscopic data ("carbon
thermometer" at r«0.5a) and electric probe data (at the
plasma edge). Hydrogen atom density profiles were determined
from the Hfi‘line profiles. Radiation and charge exchange loss
power Rwiwas measured by a collimated pyroelectric detector.
Total plasma energy content Wéwas measured by a saddle ~ type
magnetic coil.

3. The results and discussion

Figure 1 shows the time
behaviour of the plasma para—
meters in the studied Q-dis-
charges. Figure 2 shows I},

TL, n9 profiles measured at
the time moment shown by an
arrow at Fig.1. Electron tem-
perature and density profiles

JH“

”a“ were narrower than ion tempe-4m” rature one. Hydrogen atom
a density profile was rather2’0 flat inside of r s o 8'80 (mm, = 1,7.109cm-35. Volume

Md averaged loss power measured by
the pyroelectric detector is

25 equal 5 KW. Saddle coil plas—
ma ener y content evaluation
agrees within an error of

O allureliiliilidr 30%) with data obtained
P frcm'T,'1profile measurements,
:$' The RF power deposition

5 ///’*~“ profiles for electrons
and ions are necessary for

1 power balance calculations.
0i, sees ,fii_,1 weie, Until now we don't have a

0 1D 20 N {Am reliable data on power depo—
sition profilesg Therefore
we have limited the powerFig.1. The time bEhEViOT 0f balance calculations for the

parameters ( Jw “antenna cur- decaying plasma (Ate,5 msrent, rt -average electron after RF power switch-off).
density, “H etotal plasma

energy, £1“ -€yroelectr1c behavior of total plasmadetector power energy wT , W“; and ion L
and electron VVe energy after RF switch-off ( vflul= W4+Vfl ).

Figure 3 shows the time
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One can see that the total plasma energy decay rate is gover—
ned by a rapid electron cooling inspite of their minor role
(=120%) in the total energy content. The electron cooling is
determined by the heatconductivity ( Rm a 6 KW) and radia-
tion ( [fiaFS KW) and slow ion cooling is determined by a
charge—exchange losses ( 5%, = 1 KW). Ion—electron collisio-

nal heating is negligible
( 9,2 0.2 xv).

in this regime the global
energy confinement time T’
equals 5 ms, the electronE
heatconductivity time ii:
eqauls 1,5 ms, As the ion
cooling time is goverend
by charge exchange mostly,
one can have only minor
estimate for the ion
heatconductivity time
{La 30 ms.

This power balance anew
lysis showed that in this
Q—discharges a small part of
antenna radiated power
(2 105) is absorbed by a
plasma core and ions and
electrons are heated inde—
pendently. High ion tempe—
rature is the result of a
small power losses by ions.

It's worflmile to compa—
re estimates of ion and
electron energy confine-
ment times with the theo-
ry predicted ones [2] .

In the studied regime
the ions are in a banana
regime (if: 0,5; 5h<£t ),
the electrons are in a
plateau regime ( “a 1).
The ion energy confinement
time estimate taking into

v; account the profile data
gives a value of We : 20965 ms which doesn't contradict to
eXperimental data. Electron heat losses are of the order of
neoclassical value in the near—axis region, but two orders of
value higher at the plasma edge ( F z 0,7 a).

Strong hydrogen atoms "burnin —out" in the plasma crea—
ted in the large vacuum chamber V = 70 fl) filled by the
hydrogen with a molecule density of 2.10H cm" needs an
explanation. This "burning-out“ may be the result of the
plasma core screening by a plasma in an ergodic layer.

7;. '
eV

wow

MO”

m0

Fig.2. {L , T; , 71 profiles.
Black points on the Hg—profi—
le—data obtained by Thomson
scattering and by electric
probes.
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(target density jndL =
= 1.10‘3 cm‘9 , i? =15eV)
andha plasma mantle (In :
1.10w cm? 73:5 5%10 eV)
existing in the whole
vacuum chamber ( r =2,5 m).
Nearly 90% of RF power is

absorbed and lost by this
cold plasma mantle.

4. Conclusion

The power balance stu-
dies for RF produced
Qudischarges in the Ura-
gan—3 torsatron showed
that the main part of RF
power (90%) is absorbed by
a non—confined plasma
which is screeing a hot
plasma core hydrogen atoms
coming from a vacuum
chamber. The rest of power
( d 10%) is lost from a
hot plasma core mostly by
electrons.
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ELECTROSTATIC CONTROL OF PARTICLE FLOWS IN A STELLARATOR

R.P. Doerner, D.T. Anderson, W.N.G. Hitchon, P.G. Matthews and J.L Shohet

Torsatron/Stellarator Laboratory
University of Wisconsin-Madison

Madison, Wisconsin 53706 (USA)

Abstract - An electrostatic method for controlling diverted particle fluxes in
a stellarator has been demonstrated. Potentials applied to a defined set of
divertor targets (shields) in contact with diverted flux bundles results in
redistribution of plasma flow to any given divertor. Examination of the edge
magnetic topology shows that ExB drifts just outside the last-closed magnetic
surface account for the alteration of the diverted particle flows.

Experimental evidence of divertor structure has been observed in many stellarators‘vz.
These divertors usually spread the plasma flux over large regions.3 An externally applied
vertical magnetic field has been used to alter the divertor pattern in a stellarator globally.4 We
present here a method using electrostatic fields which provides local control of diverted
particle fluxes in the Interchangeable Module Stellarator (IMS).

[MS is an I = 3, seven field-period modular stellarator with a 40 cm major radius and
a 4.5 cm average plasma radius.5 Outside the last closed magnetic surface (LCMS), is a
region of ergodic field lines which extends radially for about 5 mm. Beyond this, field-line
trajectories quickly coalesce to form 63 diverted-flux bundles. This divertor structure has
been observed computationally6 and experimentally.7 Electrically—isolated stainless-steel
shields placed at the locations of each of the 63 emergent bundles are used to monitor the
diverted plasma flow as well as to apply an electrostatic bias to specific divertor bundles.
The location of each shield is identified by both the coil support ring on which it is mounted
and the poloidal angle at which it is positioned on the coil support ring as shown in Figure 1,

Tracing the magnetic-field lines
from a given divertor shield back to a
reference surface 5 mm beyond the LCMS
gives an origin "map“ of the field lines
comprising that divertor bundle. An origin
mapping of all 9 divertors in one field
period is presented in Fig. 2dAny point on
the reference surface is connected by field

m lines to at most two divertors. By
”W" ”WWW following field lines parallel to the direction

of the magnetic field a diagram is generated which indicates the areas of the launch surface
that are connected to the various divertors (Figure 2a).



Figure 2b shows a similar map
generated by following field lines in the
opposite direction. Superimposing Figures
2a and 2b reveals that the field lines
connecting to a given divertor originate
mainly from a continuous toroidal strip on the
reference surface.

It has been experimentally confirmed by launching ion-acoustic waves beyond the
LCMS and monitoring the divertor shields to detect the wave,8 that the plasma flows closely
follow this mapping in IMS. The ion-acoustic wave propagation measurements9 were also
used to obtain a value for the diverted plasma flow velocity.

Measurements of the floating potential just outside the LCMS were taken during
shield-biasing experiments. The regions outside the LCMS which connect to the biased
divertor shield exhibited changes in the floating potential as the voltage on the divertor shield
was varied. Changes in the floating potential of up to Tc. the electron temperature. were
observed. A probe inserted in other origin regions, not connected to the biased shield,
showed no appreciable change in floating potential when the same shield‘s bias was varied
Central plasma parameters also exhibit no changes during divertor—shield biasing.
Measurements of the space potential show similar changes to those in the floating potential.

Figure 3b shows the change in the
".‘_'5u M diverted ion current to a gridded-energy
' analyzer within a divertor when an adjacent

divertor shield's bias voltage was varied. The
.. change in current is strongly correlated with the

__ W4/‘_ floating potential change near the separatrix
'— "° ° 3° ”Vang-v (Figure 3a). As the change in floating potential

grows, with increased dc. bias, an electric
field develops between the biased and unbiased

regions of the launch surface (outside the separatrix) and the diverted particle current
changes. When the change in the floating potential saturates (at Tc volts) in the biased-origin
region, no funher changes are observed in the diverted particle currents.

A positive 50-volt potential was applied to the divertor shield in each field period
which is located at a poloidal angle of 340 degrees (i.e., the SS~34()' shield, see Figure l).
The ion-saturation current to each divertor within one field period was measured. The ion-
saturation current to the shield located at a poloidal angle of 300 degrees (the 23-300" shield)
and the shield located at a poloidal angle of zero degrees (the 82-0" shield) exhibited changes.
The ion-saturation current to the other shields showed no appreciable changes during biasing
of the 88~340' shields. Referring again to Figure 2, the 25300" and the 82-0” origins are
seen to flank the biased 88—340a origin. The divened ion current to the 257300" divertor
rises abruptly from 10.5 mA to 15.7 mA when the bias is applied to the 88—340“ divertor
shields. At the same time, the diverted ion current to the 820' divertor abruptly decreases
from 8.0 mA to 2.0 mA when the bias voltage is applied.

Figure 4 shows the data obtained with this shield biasing configuration. The two
traces labelled 28-300" and BZ~O' monitor the ion-saturation current collected by each of
these divertor shields. The bias is switched on half-way through the discharge. The current
to each divertor clearly exhibits an abrupt change when the bias is applied to the S8340"
shields. The total current collected by the biased shield is the trace labelled [bias- The line—
averaged density does not change appreciably over the course of the plasma discharge.
Particularly, it does not change when the bias is applied. It is thus seen that the diverted-ion
current decreases to the divertor whose origin strip is located on the positive poloidal angle
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side of the biased origin. The current increases to the divertor whose origin is located on the
negative poloidal angle side of the biased origin. This trend persists, even when other sets
of divertor shields are biased.

Since the decrease in current to one monitored
divertor approximately equals the increase in
current to the other monitored divertor, and

5“ since the currents to remote divertors exhibit

a « . only minimal changes, we conclude that the

~“‘— 9 . redistribution of’flux is predominantly localized
‘ to those origin regions bordering the biased

origin region.v. .
Ann-u

The perpendicular conductivity of the IMS edge plasma is several orders of
magnitude too small to account for the observed changes Reversing the direction of the coil
currents leaves the structure of the magnetic field unchanged, and should not directly change
the electric field structure along a magnetic field line. Thus, one would expect to measure
identical alterations to the diverted particle flows (at least to lowest order), if parallel
conduction is the dominant mechanism responsible. On the other hand, reversing the
direction of the magnetic field reverses the direction of any E x B drifts. If an E x B drift is
responsible for the observed alterations, one would expect to see a reversal of the trend.

The measured potential changes (just outside the LCMS) due to shield biasing
indicate the formation of an electric field having both radial and poloidal components. The
radial component of the electric field acts to produce a poloidal drift (which pushes plasma
poloidally around from one origin to a neighboring origin). The poloidal electric field
component results in a radial E x B drift. The radial E x B drift resulting from shield
biasing is the same order of magnitude as the measured plasma flow velocity through the
divertors.8 This radial drift acts to pull plasma out from near the LCMS on one side of the
biased origin (i_e., the drift is outward) and to retard the flow of plasma out of the region
near the LCMS on the other side (the drift is inward). The poloidal and radial electric fields
thus act in concert.

Repeating the measurement with the $8340 divertor shield biased to + 50 volts, but
with the oppositely—directed (i.e_ "negative“) magnetic field does show a reversal of the
change in the diverted ion current to both of the divertors described previously (the ZS»
300°and the SZ-O' divertors). This is consistent with an E x B drift acting on the diverted
plasma. The diverted ion current to the 25-300“ divertor decreases by 5.2 mA, whereas with
a "positively" directed magnetic field, the current increased by 5.2 mA. ‘The change in the
diverted ion current to the 820" divertor also reversed, increasing by 6.4 mA whereas it had
decreased (with a "positively "directed magnetic field) by 6.0 mA. The fields and drift
directions are pictorially represented in figure 5.

Further confirmation of the E x B drift hypothesis has been obtained by operating
IMS with a central magnetic field strength of 5.8 kG instead of the normal 2.6 kG.
Measurements of the alterations in the diverted ion currents were made at the higher—field
setting. The higher power available from the 17»GHz source (20 kW) and operation at 5.8
kG allowed the creation of plasma with ~ 2.5 times the density and electron temperature of
the lower—field plasmas. The differences between the plasma parameters in the two cases
provides an excellent means of verifying the E x B drift hypothesis. Table I summarizes the
parameters of the two different regimes of operation and indicates the percent change in the
diverted ion current to the same divertor during shield biasing for each configuration.

The higher electron temperature during 58 k6 operation is seen to affect the shield—
biasing measurements in two ways. First, the increased temperature permits a higher
potential to be maintained in the origin strip. Second, the larger electron energy increases the
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ion-sound speed and therefore also increases the measured diverted-plasma flow velocity.
The imposed E x B drift velocity is quite similar for the two cases (due to increases in both E
and B for the 5.8 kG case). However. the ratio of the E x B drift velocity to the diverted
plasma flow velocity is observed to be less in the 5.8 RC case. The percent change in the
diverted ion current during shield biasing is seen to scale closely with the ratio of the E x B
drift velocity to the diverted plasma flow velocity.

These scaling results indicate that the dominant mechanism responsible for the
redistribution of particle flux through the IMS divertors appears to be the-E x B drift of the
diverted plasma. This scaling indicates that this technique can be applicable to other larger
stellarator devices. The plasma which is inhibited from flowing through the divertor (by the
minor radially inward E x B drift) is directed to a location where the outward E x B drift
enhances plasma flow through that divertor. This shows that it is possible to alter the
diverted plasma flow patterns in a stellarator, using potentials applied to remote material
surfaces in the edge region, without affecting the central plasma confinement properties.

This work was supported by the U.S. Department of Energy Grant No. DE-FGOZ—
86-ER53216.A004 and Oak Ridge National Laboratory Contract No. 19X-3591-C.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Figure 1) Schematic diagram of one field period indicating divertor shield nomenclature.
Figure 2) Each of the nine divertor-origin locations in one field period on the launch surface

(a) field lines followed in the direction of B and (b) followed opposite to the direction
of B)

Figure 3) The change in the potential near the last—closed magnetic surface (a) and the ion-
saturation current to a divertor (b) as functions of the bias potential.

Figure 4) Experimental data showing changes in ion-saturation current to two divertors
during +50-volt biasing of the 88—340" divertor shield.

B 2.6 kG 5.8 kG
Dc 2 x1011cm‘3 4.6 x 1011 cm'3
Te 8-12 eV 20-25 eV
E 8 V/cm 21 Wm)
H3 3.1x 105cm/s 3.6 x105 cm/s
Vflow 1,2 x 106 cm/s 2.0 x 106 cm/s
change of diverted ion current - 62% - 40%

TABLE 1: Shield biasing results during plasma operation for two values of B.
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CONVECTION, ELECTRIC FIELDS AND .ECRH HEATING RATES IN THE
INTERCHANGEABLE MODULE STELLARATOR

.l.N. Talmadge, D.T. Anderson, F.S.B. Anderson and 1L. Shohet

TorsatIon/Stellarator Laboratory
University of Wisconsin—Madison
Madison, Wisconsin 53706 (USA)

Steady-state hollow density profiles in the Interchangeable Module Stellarator (IMS) are
consistent with a transport model that includes convection in the particle balance equation.
Measurements of the space potential over the plasma cross-section show that the poloidal
electric fields increase as the profiles become more hollow. The plasma was produced by a
7.28 GHz microwave source with a power output of 2 kW and a pulse length of 10 msec.
Plasma densities are in the range of 0.5 - 3.0 x 1011 cm'3, bulk electron temperatures are 10
eV and ion temperatures are 2-4 eV.

Density profiles vary from almost flat to very hollow with the ratio of the edge peak
density to the central density in the range of 1.2 to 10.0. The hollowness increases as the
electron cyclotron resonant layer is moved from the inboard side of the torus to the outboard
side by increasing the magnetic field strength. In Figure la, the solid circles show the
experimental density profile, normalized to the peak density when the central magnetic field,
B0, is 2.52 kG, which places the resonant layer close to the magnetic axis. Figure 1b shows
the normalized density profile when B0 = 2.35 kG which places the cyclotron layer on the
plasma edge at the inboard side of the device.
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Figure 1 Normalized electron density profiles when the central magnetic field is (a) 2.52
kG and (b) 2.35 kG. -

Because transport governed solely by diffusion would fill in the profiles on a time scale
on the order of the confinement time, it is necessary to include convection in the particle



balance equation to explain steady—state hollow profiles. Assuming the diffusion coefficientD, ionization rate yand convection velocity V are independent of radius (in effect considering
these parameters to be global averages) this equation is,

')

(Tn _X an £_¥ 2FEE—+0 Dr)—(_:)r+(D D)” 0

(1)In Figures la and lb the solid lines show the best fit of Equation (1) to the experimentalprofiles. For the hollow profile V/D = 0.87 and y/D = 0.86, while for the flatter profile V/D= 0.14 and y/D = 0.37. lfthe diffusion coefficients were the same for both profiles, then for
the flatter profile the convective velocity would be a factor of 6 less and the confinement time
a factor of 2 greater than for the hollow profile.The confinement time during the ECRH is determined by measuring the particle fluxinto the divertor regions and is given by ”t = api/l where n is the plasma density, Vpl is the
plasma volume and l is the current to the shields that are mounted on the modular coil supportrings.1 The confinement time for the flatter profile was 770 i 170 usec and for the hollowprofile was 360 i l 10 usec, in good agreement with the factor of two detemiined from the
steady~state profiles.

The Space potential was measured for both profiles at 1 cm intervals over the plasma
cross-section. In Figure 2a it can be seen that for the hollow profile. the equipotential
contours do not correspond very well to the magnetic surfaces. The crescent~shaped contour
on the outboard side of HMS can give rise to an E x B drift in the radial direction, Figure 2b
shows that for the flatter profile, the equipotential contours correspond better to the magnetic
surfaces.
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RADIUS (cm)l-‘igure 2 llqnipotcntial contours (bold lines) and magnetic surfaces (light lines) for (a)hollow profile (contour interval is 2.3 V) and (b) flatter profile [contourinterval is(l.5 V).

A numerical code was used to interpolate the potential on a flux surface and calculate
the net E x l3 drift as a function ofrailius, For the hollow profile the peak convective velocity
was 500 cin/scc and the radially averaged velocity was 170 cni/scc. while for the flatter



profile the values are 80 cm/sec and 30 cm/sec respectively. The local E x B drift velocities
are roughly 2 orders of magnitude greater. The ratio of the convective velocities is in good
agreement with the estimates made from the equilibrium profiles.

Experimental evidence suggests that non-thermal electrons may be responsible for the
poloidal electric fields and the hollow profiles. The optically thin second harmonic electron
cyclotron emission in the 12-18 GHZ band was observed to increase with the magnetic field
and peaked when the cyclotron layer coincided with a saddlepoint in the magnetic topology
on the outside of the toms. Figure 3 shows the intensity at 13.0 GHz as a function of the
central magnetic field. The peak in the emission corresponded to the most hollow density
profile.
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Figure 3 Intensity of the second harmonic ECE at 13.0 GHz versus central magnetic
field strength.

A simple model of stochastic heating predicts increased heating as the cyclotron
resonance layer is moved towards the outboard side of the torus, and peaks when the
resonance layer coincides with a saddlepoint in the magnetic field. The heating rate is
calculated numerically by computing the trajectory of a magnetic field line and summing the
contributions of each resonance crossing. It is assumed that successive crossings of the
resonance by a particle are uncorrelated. The heating rate on a flux surface \p is given by

dW(‘~l’)_ 21
dt —TteEiL 4

Z (an/85),“ (2)

where El is the perpendicular component of the electric field, L is the distance over which
the trajectory of the magnetic field line is computed and (BB/85),“ is the gradient of the field
line along its path length at the location of the resonance crossing. The volume averaged
heating rate is calculated by integrating the surface averaged heating rate over the flux
volume. This quantity is shown in Figure 4 as a function of the central magnetic field. The
relation of the heating rate to the resonance location was demonstrated during the breakdown



phase of the discharge by monitoring the dependence of the delay time between the beginningof the ECH pulse and the production of a measureable density as a function of puff pressure,RF power and magnetic field strength.2
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It appears that the increased heating rate as the resonance is moved to the outboard sidemay be responsible for the increase in the non-thermal electrons that show up as an increasein the electron cyclotron emission. It is this population that is thought to be responsible forthe poloidal electric fields that give rise to the convection and the hollow profiles. Similareffects have been observed in the Elmo Bumpy Torus.3
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INFLUENCE OF DENSITY FLUCTUATIONS
0N ENERGY DEPOSITION PROFILE DURING ECRH IN L-2 STELLARATOR

Likin K.M., Ochirov B.D.*
Institute of General Physics, Academy of Sciences of USSR,
* Vavilov street 38, Moscow 117924, USSR
Institute of Automation and Electrometry, Academy of
Sciences of the USSR, Siggrfian Branch, Novosibirsk 630090,

S

Microwave scattering measurements /1/ showed the presence
of low-frequency density fluctuations in L—2 stellarator. It
is thought that low—frequency oscillations are connected with

transport phenomena in plasma. As it was shown in papers /2,3/

the density fluctuations also affect rays' trajectories and,
therefore, they can influence upon absorption efficiency and

energy deposition profile. In this report the influence of
density fluctuations on absorption efficiency and energy depo—
sition profile by ECRH simulation in L—2 stellarator is stu-

died.
The propagation of electromagnetic waves in plasma is si-

mulated in geometrical optics approximation /3/. 3-D code in—
cludes ray tracing and cyclotron absorption along rays' tra-
jectories. Monte-Carlo method was employed in ray tracing code

/2/. Scattering of ordinary wave to like type wave was taken
into account and scattering of ordinar wave to extraordinary
mode (i.e. change of wave polarization was ignored in model-

ling. Scattering of incident wave occurs in poloidal plane be-
cause perpendicular component of wavenumber of drift waves is
much higher than parallel one ( Z >;>1? ). The time inter-
val at was chosen to obtain tot I'pro agility of scattering
P equal or less than 0.1. The real wavenumber spectrum of flu-

ctuations measured during ECRH in L-2 stellarator plasma /1/
was used in simulations. This spectrum has form close to Gaus-

Bian:
V, 4 , Z 2 )L9(2) =5?) <(WM)? wt? /;o)

Modelling of scatter ng on density fluctuations during
ECRH in L-2 stellarator was carried out. The main parameters
of this device are: R°=1OO cm — major radius, a =17.5 cm -

minor radius, a =11.5 cm - average radius of plasma, B (O) =

13.4 kG - magne 10 field in the plasma centre. 0rdinar§ wave
( A°=8 mm - vacuum wavelength) was launched from low magnetic

field side as Gaussian beam with width (at 971 level) 57 mm
and with plane phase front. Radial distributions of electron
density and electron temperature used in simulations were
close to experimental profiles /5/.

During debugging of the code it was found that in calcula~

tions without scattering on density fluctuations number of
rays should be taken more than 13 and in modelling with scat-

tering number of rays must be more than 65.
Figure 1 demonstrates the rays' trajector es_on poloidal

plane in the following regime: ne(r)=1.125~103‘ L1-(r/ap)§1
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Em'B — electron density; Te(r)=0.4=[1-(r/a )?% Kev - electrontemperature; B (O)=13.4 kG - magnetic field; €n/n)(r)=0.1 —relative leveloof density fluctuations; '5 :12 cm" — characte—ristic wavenumber of Gaussian spectrum 0 fluctuations. In thenext figure (Fig.2) the absorption power profiles for the sameregimes are shown. One can see that energy deposition in plas—ma centre is reduced when relative level of fluctuations isequal to 0.1. Also the absorption efficiency is decreased from43% to 39%. As rays' trajectories show the diminution of absor—ption in regime with scattering on density fluctuations is con-nected with decreasing of power flux density in the plasma cen-tre regions in comparison with calculations without scattering.The density fluctuations substantially affect absorption effi-ciency and energy deposition profile when the relative levelof fluctuations is more than 0.1 (Fig.3). In these simulationsit was supposed that profile of relative level of fluctuationswas flat. Calculations for various profiles of relative levelof fluctuations were carried out. These results are presentedin Fig.4. As follows from this modelling the absorption effi—ciency and energy deposition profiles Weakly depend on radialprofiles of relative level of fluctuations. The small part ofincident wave is scattered in plasma peripherer because ofsmall absolute level of density fluctuations on in this region(in spite of great value of Sn/n).
Summarizing we note that substantial variations in energydeposition profile and absorption efficiency were obtained forrelative level of fluctuations more than 0.1. Density fluctua—tions in the central region of L—2 stellarator plasma (r/a S0.5) essentially can determine absorption efficiency and penergy deposition profile.
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SMALLrSCALE DENSITY FLUCTUATIONS IN OHMIC
AND ECR HEATED PLASMA IN L—2 STELLARATOR

Batanov G.M., Sapoazhnikov A.V., Sarksyan K.A., Shats M.G.

Institute of General Physics, Academy of Sciences of the

USSR, Vavilov street 38, Moscow, 117942, USSR

Density fluctuations measurements in L-2 stellarator were

carried out using 2.5mm collective scattering system. Scat—

tered waves were received at the‘angles 95 =15°,30°,45° cor-

responding to ki=6, 13 and 20 on (where ki—is the Wavenumber

in poloidal plane). Homodyne detection system was used.Samples

of digitized signals (sample time T=nx1ysec,where n=200-1000)

were recorded and autocorrelation functions and Fourier coef—

ficients of autocorrelation functions were calculated using

FFT algorithm. Experimental set-up allows registration of

frequency spectra for three angle channels simultaneously few'

times per each stellarator discharge.
Frequency and wavenumber spectra and intensity of the flu—

ctuations were measured in regimes of ohmic and ECR heating

of plasma [1]. Frequency spectra shown in Fig.1 were obtained

in regimes of ohmic heating (Fig.1a) and ECRH ofcurrentless

plasma (Fig.1b). Spectra in Fig.1 refer to the case when a
helium was used as working gas. Frequency spectra for the

case of ohmic heating (Fig.2a) and ECRH of currentless plasma

(Fig.2b) in hydrogen are shown in Fig.2. Presented in Figs.1,

2 frequency spectra are the result of averaging over five re-

alizations. Necessity of spectra averaging is connected with

nonstationarity of spectra on time intervals greater or equal

to intervals at which plasma parameters (Te,W etc.) change.

Nonaveraged frequency spectra (T=200fisec) during ECRH pulse
are shown in Fig.3. Noted in [2] burstlike temporal structure

of the oscillations at fixed frequencies was observed in our

experiments too. The :likely explanation of spectra nonstati—

onarity on time scales longer than autocorrelation time is

connected with existence of time and spatial internal struc—

ture of the turbulence, as it have been shown in [3].

As can be seen in Figs.1,2 characteristic frequencies of

fluctuations in helium plasma are higher than in hydrogen one.

In hydro en discharges (during both ECR and ohmic heating)
about 50% of fluctuations' power is contained in the frequen-

cy range f-2-—30kHz, whereas in helium plasma the contributi-

on of these low-frequency fluctuations in the integral inten-

sity is about 10% in currentless plasma and about 20%in ohmic

heating regime.
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quency spectra are sensitive to the density scale length and/

at first electron cyclotron harmonic. Microwave power launchedinto the stellarator chamber was equal to PHN=170 kW and ab—sorbed power varied in a wide range (30-90 kW). In Fig.4 thecorrelation of central electron temperature with relative le-
vel of density fluctuations is shown. One can suppose thateffect of density fluctuations on heating efficiency is con—
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Fig.3 Evolution of density fluctuations spectra during

ECRH of currentless lasma (sample time T=ZOsec,
PHH=17O kW, hydrogen

trans ort and with scattering of the incident microwave ("hea—
ting" beam on density fluctuations. The latter is verified by
calculations of energy absorption along ray tracing trajecto—
ries accounting scattering on density fluctuationsE4]. Another
reason for the observed strong correlation of Te and Sn/n is
the possible shift of the maximum of kl-spectra due to the
changing)of Te (the effect of integration over limited range
in R; 5 a

Effect of density fluctuations on energy transport is il—
lustrated by correlation of nTg/Pak(proportiona1 to energy
confinement tbmefig ) with Sn/n presented in Fig.5. Comparison
of anomalous heat conductivity due to the electrostatic drift
turbulence [6] sees; L2,1 {Sn/rt)? with coefficient of anoma-
lous diffusion, calcu ated from electron energy balance in L—2
stellarator [7] gives the same order of magnitude of£¥ez1otm?s.
This fact indicates a great role of intense (Sn/n~0.1) density
fluctuations in transport processes.
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OPTICAL MEASUREMENTS DF ECRH HELIUM PLASMA

IN THE L—Z STELLARATDR.

Donskaya N.P., Larionova N.F., Roshchin V.I.,
Smirnova 9.0.,Voronov 8.8.

General Physics Institute, Vavilova 38,Moscow, USSR.

Experiments on ECR—heating of helium plasma in the L~2
stellarator were fulfilled with the ordinary wave Fundamental
harmonic in 1988 [1]. This report describes in more detail
optical mee Jrements of the plasma parameters.

microwave beam (4:37.58H2) was launched into the chamber
through the external horizontal window from the low—filo side.
The lens beam~guide was used to transfer the beam to the ma-
chine. Microwave beam power at the window was about 1mm Kw,
beam diameter as measured at the level of .1 of central power
was about osm, beam divergency was .02.

Helium was chosen as working gas in order to decrease raw
diation losses and to prevent the effect of wall conditions on
the discharge parameters. In Fact, the radiation losses dropped
to .7 of those in hydrogen, less than EEZ of plasma absorbed
power was lost with radiation. The increase of plasma density
during the heating pulse was also smaller than in hydrogen.

Optical diagnostics used were: 1) Thomson scattering at
the second harmonlc of neodim—glass laser (wavelength 53mm A),
2) multichannel submillimeter interferometer at the wavelength
. .7mm For measurements of plasma density radial distributions,

3) spectral measurements in both quartz and vacuum—ultraviolet
wavelength regions.

Gas breakdoun and plasma formation was due to microwave
field, considerable role in this phenomenon could be played by
Xepolarised wave obtaned in the course oi multiple beam reflec»
tions from metal walls of the chamber.The breakdown power F
was noticeably smaller than heating power N (Fig.1). Rather
small time of .S-lms was needed for gas breakdown and plasma
Formation,‘the slow density increase due to impurities {ollowu
ed (Fig.2).As could be concluded from absolute spectral~line
intensity measurements, density increase was due to increase in
concentration of oxygen and carbon which were 41 and 1.=Z cor-
respondingly, at the end of the heating pulse.

Radiation loss power Prad=12—15Kw was considerably less
then absorbed power Pabs and was aproximatelly equal to power
emitted by oxigen and carbon ions.

Electron temperature evolution measured with Thomson scatw
tering and spectral—line localisation evolution studies [3] had
shown that the ECR plasma heating in the L-E sttellarator could
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develop in two different ways. Fast increase and subsequent sta-
bilization at the level o4 5mm Ev of the central electron tem‘perature was characteristic of one of these ”A” regimes (Fig.3).In ”B“ regime central electron temperature was growing during
the whole heating pulse to get .9~1.Hev at the end of it (Fig.4).
Sometimes, a tranSition could be observed from ”A” to ”E” regimeduring the heating process (Fig.5).

”E” regime could be obtained in very narrow region o+ themagnetic {1eld values : B/Efi.SZ. E value corresponded EDPFDAl'manelv to central location o? the ECR resonance but was also ai—
fected by some other parameteres difticult to be controlled suchas profile and plasma density magnitude. microwave beam d1rec~
tion at the chamber entrance, ets. This B uncertainty could bedue to beam refraction in plasma and, therefore, power absorb~tion region changing its localixation.

Shown in Fig.6 and Fig.7 is Te proFile evolution in “A”
and ”B“ regiwes. In ”A” regime Te(r) widened to the end of the
heating pulse while Te<®l remained the same. In “E" regime Teflr)
profile had been Leeping its picked form during al] the heatingtime.Di¥ference in these Te proFiles can be easily seen in Fig.3where a transition is shown From ”h” to ”B“ regime.

Density protile measured with HCN~laser interéerometer is
parabolic for the most part. Sometimes more picked profiles were
observed during the heating. any correlation to heating regime,however.l had not been observed.

Energy containement 0% the plasma electron component obLan-ed with integration over the profiles Te(r> and MeCr? was (148*15@)J in ”Q“ regime and (law'19UlJ in ”B” regime in good agreer
ment with diamagnetic measurements results. Absorbed power wasewkw and iém~7@)kw in “A” and “E” regimes correspondingly as
measured with diamagnetic signal derivative at the time when heating power had been switched oFF. Energy confinement time was
calculated to be 2.4ms (”A“ regime) and 2.8ms (”B”regime) withradiation losses hauing been neglected.

At present, there is no any possibility to measure spacedistribution oF the absorbed power Our). An attempt was I_Je toculculate it with help of plasma energy derivative at the limb
moment when heating power had been sw1trhed ott.

Spectral line localiaation followed the electron temperwture evolution with some delay .Sms due to finite UElOCitlUS
of impurity ionization and diffusion proces Tetr) pro4ilewmeantime. changed because of heat CDfidUCth. Nevertheless. qua~litative difference in Te(r) profiles {or the abovesaid regimesare quite obvious €Fig.@). As it can be seen. narrow profileTe(r) with high central temperature Te(B) 1Hev (“8“ regime) wasobtained when power absorbtion mauimum was located at the centrewhile more {lat profile with central temperature Ye(m) bmflev
(”A” regime) corresponded to peripheral heating.

Magnetic surface structure is complex in L'Q stellarator.Slight change in the magnetic Field amplitude and beam refrac—tion on plasma inhomogenuities can make abeorbtion region to
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move to the saddle point 0F the magnetic field structure.» Ray”
tracing culculatlon results [2] are in agreement with this
Supposit ion .
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OPTIMIZATION OF TRANSPORT
AND DIRECT HIGH-ENERGY LOSSES

IN STELLARATORS AND TORSATRONS

C. O. Beasley, Jr.*

International Atomic Energy Agency
P. O. Box 100

Wagramerstrasse 5
Vienna 1400, Austria

C. L. Hedrick and w. l. van Rij

Fusion Energy Division
Oak Ridge National Laboratory

P. O. Box Y
Oak Ridge, TN 37830, USA

In most existing stellarators and torsatrons, bulkneoclassical losses and high energy direct losses stem fromdeparture of helically—trapped particle drift surfaces fromflux surfaces, as is shown in
Fig. 1. Here, W labels the radial wumncoordinate of the Boozer r,‘
coordinates (w,a,¢ ). Except for cl/kV/\\"straight stellarators," in which “
Ct vanishes, the displacement of A
the average drift surfaces from \x

L 1vii»

the flux surfaces greatly exceed
the oscillatory displacement; A“, L/hence we can neglect the ”‘ {7
oscillatory displacement. Ffiq 1

The averaged motion can be
described by the adiabatic
invariant, J*, defined as
[m v,, d1 — (so-gin w’u‘l”)

(Trsq-(VU (Aunt-[J d1: [E’dq/ ‘70_

—-> VULI. GU‘DINE EENTE‘?
{WITH DSULL AT 10'“

— , - 12mm nviwauf
ova: A mm: pimcc

BOUNCE AVERAGE

0 (Ira/[M putt/u, H

and which is most pronounced for“ww2
the trapped particles, as shown 05—
(for ions) in Fig. 2. (In fact,
for electrons, the difference
between trapped and passing Danie—fieeeere_—r—particles is even more dramatic). 00 02 04Because the analysis becomes much
simpler, most work has been done
on deeply—trapped particle 5% 1
transport.
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Now J* = constant implies that

3%; ? AlG%,A : C005?
If Bmin and Q; are independent of er, then the bounce—averagedorbits lie on a flux surface, W = constant. Let us assume ourmagnetic field is of the form

3: 9,0 El ~ acme ~[gk-lscaio]m(c'-€9J}
then

Bum: Baii‘ak”fz (1“;‘liéa9j

The two ways of making Bmin independent of e are itoptimization, as per Nuhrenberg, where a. = O, or Aoptimization, as per Mynick, where A = 1. Of the two, £5optimization works to prevent displacement of both trapped andpassing particles from a flux surface, while for Aoptimization, only deeply—trapped particles will display thischaracteristic.

We may use

3*: COMIt Z T0

q +i 83 &J»~7 + cm¢o .F A‘# 3‘+ close
to obtain the maximum displacement of deeply-trapped particlesfrom flux surfaces. In the 1/» regime, only 81’ Bane enters,so we find the normalized displacement shown in Fig. 3 here forthree different values of A .,__._ll_i

NORNALIZED W DISPLACEHENT

In an earlier work, we calculated transport coefficientsin the l/v regime and checked these results numerically. Wefound that the transport coefficients have a common geometricfactor 3
G : gk/L gtlfdo W19 [3. ‘ 211/1 4 all“)

where 91, g2, and g3 are functions of
52: lCEk—Xétma)/[l~£K—Ef(l‘4§£m&} ‘1. ‘LgA/[l’f‘hiIf we define a reduction factor

F = arm/mm)
we find that for a given 5,, here taken to be 0.3, F has aminimum, as shown by the solid line in Fig. 4.
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To verify these 1/V-regime results, we calculated F for several
different A using the DKES code; these are plotted in Fig. 4
for various electric fields. (In the 1/v regime, transport is
independent of the electric field).

The dependence of the position of Amm on sh, and its value
Fmin, are shown in Fig. 5. This curve points out that Ami, is
insensitive to g“. Interpretation also suggests that the most
deeplv-trapped particles carry more weight at larger In.
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Using DKES, one may calculate the value of lnnlat various
collisionalities. Over five orders of magnitude, the optimum
value remains between 1.3 and 2, as is shown in Fig. 6.

3

Amlrl n D r" 4

0* ‘ '_3 '-z '-I ":10\0‘5 10" IO 10 ID .0
cmusumuun

In "simple" stellarator transport, characterized by A: 0,
there is a peak in the transport curve (Mt. Ripple) between the
v and 1/9 reg 1mes 1 as is
Fig. 7. With A set to 1. 3,

shown in the "unoptimized" curve in
transport at the corresponding peak
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is reduced by more than an order of magnitude (see " A—optimized" curve in Fig. 7). These results were obtained usingDKES. For comparison, we have also plotted the it —optimizedstraight stellarator transport.
10‘ UNOPTIMIZED

FL
UX

‘O-sk/
.5

.I0 . v v v ‘10’5 ‘0“ \0‘3 10'2 lo" :00 ‘0‘
COLLISlOHALITY

While not shown here, the 1/v analysiscarried out for more general magneticShaing—Hokin model. The results from those calculations showthat the DKES results are more general than for the modelfield, and apply to more realistic stellarator devices.

has also been
fields, such as the

with regards to high-energy direct losses, Painter andLyon have conjectured that Bmin is a good measure of directlosses of high—energy particles due to unconfined drift orbits.These losses are proportional to
5t I} ‘1}

This A behavior is also shown in Fig. 4. This analysis suggeststhat both bulk transport losses and direct losses of high-energy particles are dependent on Bmin, and provides a simpleset of guidelines for optimizing stellarator/torsatron magneticconfigurations.

In summary, we find that optimization of 1/9 transportalso optimizes the peak transport of Mt. Ripple. That high-energy losses as well as bulk losses can be reduced by aligningBmin = constant surfaces with flux surfaces is encouraging forfuture stellarator devices.
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MODULAR-RIPPLE TRANSPORT IN STELLARATORS

C.D. Beidler

Maz-Planck-Instl'tut fir Plasmaphysik, EURATOM-IPP Association
D-8046 Garching bel' Mdnchen, Federal Republic of Germany

The future stellarator experiment, Wendelstein VII-X, will be the first to employ
the Helical-Axis Advanced Stellarator (Helias) concept. A distinct advantage of
Helias configurations over classical stellarator/torsatron devices is their significantly
reduced neoclassical transport rates, both in collisional regimes and in the long-
mean-free—path regime where particles trapped in the local helical ripple wells of the
stellarator’s magnetic field make the dominant contribution to transport. Unlike
the classical, continuously wound stellarator/torsatron, however, the magnetic field
of Wendelstein VII-X will be produced by a large number of discrete non-planar
coils. These modular coils give rise to a further ripple in the magnetic field strength
and introduce a neoclassical loss mechanism not otherwise present. The magnitude
of this modular ripple may be made small by using a large number of coils — added
expense and restricted plasma access are the principal drawbacks to this approach.

In the present work, the additional transport introduced by the modular ripple
is calculated by analytically solving the bounce-averaged kinetic equation. The so—
lution assumes a general magnetic field model so that complicated helical ripple
profiles composed of several harmonics may be treated. The deformation of mod-
ular ripple wells due to the presence of the other magnetic field harmonics is fully
accounted for. This solution is used to determine the level of modular ripple trans-
port to be expected in Wendelstein VII-X candidates for configurations with both
10 and 12 coils per field period.

The set of magnetic coordinates (r,flo,¢) will be chosen to represent physical
space [1]; r is the minor radial variable defining a toroidal flux surface, 00 labels a
field line and d) is the usual toroidal angle. The poloidal angle, 0, is related to the
angular variables through the rotational transform, a, by the expression 9 = 00 + :4).
In this system, the guiding-center drift-kinetic equation may be expressed as

mg -6_F -6_F_ _. 3 6_FR a¢ +00800 +T'ar —VB Ulla/J, (mvlwap)’ (1)

where v” is the particle velocity along a field line, dl = Rd¢o is the differential
distance along a field line, 1/ is the 90 degree deflection frequency and [.L = mvi/ZB
is the magnetic moment. The magnitude of the magnetic field, B, is given by

— = —6(r) cos da + ZCmAr) cos £9 cos mp4: + :Sm‘dr) sin [0 sin mpqS , (2)
m,£ m,£
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with p the number of field periods of the stellarator and N the number of discrete
modular coils which make up each field period. The first term in this expression
represents the modular ripple with magnitude 6, while the Fourier harmonic ex.
pensions describe the toroidal and helical nature of the stellarator field. The only
restriction on such harmonics is that they be of rather low order, i.e. m, 2 < N.

Given the density and temperature ranges at which Wendelstein VII-X is ex-
pected to operate, the bulk plasma ions will find themselves in the long—mean-free—
path or collisionless regime. In other words, the bounce frequency of ions trapped
in modular ripple wells, w; z x/Evtt/(ZWR), is much greater than the frequency
with which particles are collisionally removed from such wells, we” = 11/6. As this
is the case, the longitudinal adiabatic invariant, J = fmv“ d1, is a constant of a
trapped particle’s motion and equation (1) may be simplified by application of the
bounce—averaging operator, fdl/v“.

The resulting bounce—averaged kinetic equation is then solved in lowest non-
trivial order by expanding the distribution function in terms of a local Maxwellian,
FM, and a perturbation term, f. Finally, the ratio of filo/ye” is assumed to be
small, an assumption valid for all but the. most energetic ions given the expected
plasma parameters of Wendelstein VII—X. With the above assumptions, the kinetic
equation to be solved is

1 as an, a _ a af
qBor aoo Br au("J)“’—(" ) (3)

The form of equation (3) is made possible since particles trapped in modular
ripple wells have very low parallel velocity and hence 1‘ z —(p/qBOr)(8B/690) and
(6/6p)(p.J) z —f(pB/v”)dl. One may then solve equation (3) in the regions of
phase space where local modular ripple wells exist (i.e. the range of p values which
satisfy rc/Bmu < [J < N/Bmgn, with It = mv2/2 and Bmgn,BmM the local minimum
and maximum values of B which define the ripple well) with the boundary conditions
that Bf/ap. be finite in the region of solution and that f : 0 for non-ripple—trapped
particles. The solution for f is

1 6_B aFM (“-N/Bmaz) (4)
qBor 600 6r 1/ ’

and the associated particle flux is given by

f:

1 B . IF5=Wfdgofd¢fdmfdflfiff. (5)

Carrying out the [1 integration, the particle flux may be written in the form
F5 = A5(00,¢)W(Ic), where

2r Zr
2 2 1 (93 2A5(ao,¢) = %/d00 flab—“5%) (1 — B/Bmaz)3/2(4+B/Bm”] , (6)

0 0

where q = r/Ro is the inverse aspect ratio of the given flux surface. The quantity
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A5(90, qS) contains all information relating to the magnetic field structure and is thus
a convenient quantity to use in describing the neoclassical transport characteristics
of a given device.

A general analytic solution of equation (6) is impossible given the very compli-
cated magnetic field geometry introduced by equation (2). Difficulties appear not
only in the expression for B itself, but also in the accompanying deformation of
individual modular ripples, greatly complicating any analytic expression for 13".”.
An expression very similar to equation (6) has been analytically evaluated by sev-
eral authors for rippled tokamaks in limiting cases for simple magnetic field profiles
[2-4]; in the general case, these authors resorted to numerical integration. The lat—
ter approach will also be adopted here, except that no analytic form for Ema, will
be derived or assumed. Instead, for each point on a flux surface, the condition
613/645 = 0 along a field line is numerically solved to determine whether a local
modular ripple well exists at that point, and if so, what the local value of Emu is.

The approach described above is used to compare the level of neoclassical trans-
port due to particles trapped in the modular ripple with that due to particles trapped
in the stellarator’s helical ripple. The comparison will be made for the Wendelstein
VII—X candidate designated HSS-7, a five field period Helias with rotational trans-
form varying from c = .76 on axis to c = .96 at the plasma edge. The principal
Fourier harmonics of the HS5-7 magnetic field, shown in Figure 1, place this config—
uration in the class of transport-optimized stellarators [5]. As such, the geometrical
factor Ah which characterizes helical ripple transport is greatly reduced

64 3/2(C01)2{ 605;. (05h)2}z — —' 1 — -— 0.385 — , 7Ah 9 6" e; 5Co,1 + Co,1 ( )

where 5,, and a are averages over the magnitudes of the various magnetic-field har-
monics. (For the simplest model stellarator field, E}, is identified with the magnitude
of the helical ripple, a = o, 00,. = e, and thus A}, : Gui/W9.)

It is possible to realize the magnetic field of HS5-7 (or any other Helias) through
a number of different modular coil configurations, differing in the number of discrete
coils per field period, N. The principal magnetic-field harmonics are essentially
identical in these various cases, only the magnitude of the modular ripple, 6, and
its periodicity are effected. Large values of N reduce 6 significantly but also greatly
limit experimental access to the plasma. Ideally, the value of N should be as small
as possible to maximize access, but also large enough to insure that modular-ripple
transport does not spoil the optimization represented by equation (7).

The H85-7 configuration is currently being considered in N = 10 and N = 12
versions. The relative magnitude of the modular ripple in each case is indicated
by the dashed lines in Figure 1. The ratio of Afi/Ah is also calculated in the two
cases as a function of plasma radius and presented in Figure 2. The N = 10 version
shows values of this ratio considerably in excess of one near the plasma edge. On
the other hand, the ratio of 145/11}; < 1 at all radii for the N = 12 version of HES-7.
As this latter version also allows sufficient plasma access, 12 coils per field period is
deemed to be the optimum value for HSS-7.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

FIGURE 1. Fourier components of the H85-7 magnetic field are plotted vs. norma-
lized radius. The magnitude of the modular ripple appears as the dashed line for
configurations with both 10 and 12 modular coils per field period.
FIGURE 2. Ratio of Ag/Ah vs. normalized radius for the Wendelstein VII-X candi-
date HSS-7. Results are presented for configurations with both 10 and 12 modular
coils per field period.
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ON BOOTSTRAP CURRENTS IN HELIAS CONFIGURATIONS

C. Beidler, E. Harmeyer, F. Herrnegger, J. Kifllinger, H. Maafiberg, A. Montvai‘,

F. Rau , R. Scardovelli and H. Wobig ,
Max—Planck Institut fiir Plasmaphysik, D—8046 Garching, FRG,

EURATOM-Association.
‘ Guest from: Central Res. Inst. for Physics, H—1525 Budapest, Hungary.

A Introduction. Neoclassical bootstrap currents cause severe problems in stellarators
since the profile of the rotational transform is modified with increasing plasma pres-
sure. This effect has been observed in the experiments, particularly in Wendelstein
VII-A and Wendelstein VII-AS, where shear is low and with small changes of the ro-
tational transform low order rational magnetic surfaces arise and confinement tends to
deteriorate. Therefore, in future stellarators neoclassical bootstrap currents should be
avoided by proper shaping of the magnetic surfaces. As has been shown by Shaing and
Callen [1] bootstrap currents in stellarators can be made small by the counteracting
effect of toroidal curvature and helical stellarator fields. In quasi-helically symmetric
stellarators [2] bootstrap currents flow opposite to those in axisymmetric configura-
tions, however, they are smaller than these. A certain deviation from symmetry seems
to be necessary for achieving small bootstrap currents. The present paper discusses
analytic theory relating bootstrap currents to neoclassical radial losses and presents
some results of numerical calculations based on the DKES-code [3] .

B Analytic theory . Bootstrap currents are the result of parallel momentum balance
on every magnetic surface. Particle drifts in the magnetic field lead to a distortion
of the distribution function [(v") and a deviation from the Maxwellian which is bal—
anced by collisions. In the macroscopic picture this leads to tangential forces in the
magnetic surface described by the anisotropic part of the pressure tensor. The mo-
mentum balance and the resulting flux-friction relations [4} have been widely used in
literature to express the bootstrap current in terms of these tangential forces or so-
called parallel viscosity. The flux-friction relations also contain radial plasma losses
consisting of Pfirsch-Schlfiter fluxes and neoclassical fluxes and therefore these equa-
tions provide a correlation between bootstrap currents and neoclassical radial losses.
Such a. relation has already been found by Bickerton et al. [5] for tokamaks. In [6] this
proportionality between currents and fluxes has been extended to helically symmetric
and quasi—helically symmetric stellarator configurations and yields

‘ n < 32 > I’(¢) : C(¢)(v—’1w){r;;° +0.32 n'ir—ij} (1)

I’ (1/2) d¢ is the difierential toroidal current on a magnetic surface 1/): const, 17 = Spitzer
resistivity, : 2 rotatitional transform, '7“, = slope of the invariant direction. I‘nw, qMO
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= neoclassical particle flux and electron thermal flux. C(11)) is a. positive constant on
the magnetic surface. Tokamak results are obtained by setting '7“, = 0. Equation (1)
can be generalized to an arbitrary non-symmetric stellarator, in that case the coefficient
CW!) can be of either sign and the exact value has to be found from kinetic theory.
Details are given in [6] .
C Quasi—helically invariant configurations . These are characterized by the magnetic
field being a function of one variable 0 — 7w¢i alone (0,915 = poloidal and toroidal
magnetic coordinates ). Since particle orbits in magnetic coordinates and consequently
neoclassical effects are only determined by B(0, 4i) and not by the shape of the magnetic
surfaces, this implies, that neoclassical tokamak theory can easily be transferred to
helically symmetric or quasi—helically symmetric configurations. This isomorphism has
been pointed out in [7]. Based on this similarity and Eq.(1) the bootstrap current
and the resulting shift of c are evaluated for helically invariant configurations. The
neoclassical fluxes are taken from ref. [8]. In the long-mean—free—path regime, where
bootstrap current is largest, this leads to a total current

0.3
5—7141-

I ’~‘ Iofi(0) (fl/(1)2 x/E (2)

Io = ZnazB/poR is a reference current with r = 1, a. = av. plasma radius, Je— :
number of trapped particles. In extrapolating this to a quasi-helically invariant Helias
configuration with R = 6.5 m, a = 0.6 m, B = 2.5 T, L- 2 0.85, 7“, = 5 and n(0) =
1020m—a the bootstrap current is 300 kA at Te(0) = 8 keV. The corresponding shift of
the rotational transform is 61: = -(0.25 —0.3) depending on the plasma profiles. Eq. (2)
says that the bootstrap current in helically invariant stellarators is negative and smaller
than the current in a tokamak with the same aspect ratio, the factor is b/(b — 'yw).
D Non-symmetric stellarators. The shift of c in helically invariant stellarators is still
too large to be tolerable and therefore a superposition of several helical harmonics,
leading to a small deviation from helical symmetry, may be necessary to reduce the
bootstrap current further. In realistic Helias configurations ( see [9] ) the magnetic
field

B : BO{ 2: Cum cos (11¢) cos (m0) + 5mm sin, (n45) sin (m0)} (3)
m,n=0

not only contains the dominating helical harmonic 01,1 and 51.1, but also the toroidal
term 00,1 and higher harmonics. In [9] an example of a five—period Helias configuration
and the spectrum of B is given. The geometrical bootstrap factor Gb ff/fc [10] , which
determines the bootstrap factor in the lmfp-regime has been computed for various
Helias configurations. For comparison, this factor is normalized to an axisymmetric
configuration with the Same rotational transform and the same aspect ratio. Fig. 1
shows the bootstrap factor for various Helias configurations with the magnetic field
generated by coils. The case HS—S-SA is described in [9] . As can be seen, the bootstrap
factor ranges between -0.1 and +0.1, which means that the bootstrap current is smaller
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than 1/10 of the current in an equivalent. tokamak. The dominant terms in B(0,¢)
responsible for the bootstrap current are 01,1, 51,1 and 00,1. The value of 00,1 needed
to compensate for the current of the helical harmonics CH and 51,1 is roughly ICo,1I N
0,3 - |Sll1|or|01'1]. The case HS-5081 is nearly quasi-helically invariant, symmetry-
breaking terms are 0011 and C212. Here, a toroidal term |C0,1| z 0.18 -|CL1| is sufficient
to reduce Gb fg/fc to —0.1, without these term we find 0;, fg/fc = —(0.24 — 0.3).

0.

u; HS—5—7 2
E0“ \ HS—5—8A(2)_
T o'_ yHS—50996__
.D
O - .

I Hs—5—8A(i)2

1 . —5081

33 _/

0 2‘0 ' ’ 4'0 I 5b I 80
Plasma Radius (cm)

Fig. 1 Normalized bootstrap factor G1, fg/fc vs plasma radius for several 5-period
Helias configurations. The configuration HS-5-8 is described in ref. [9]

E Results of numerical calculations. Using the DKES-code [3] the coefficient of the
bootstrap current can be calculated for all regimes of collisionality. This code solves the
drift-kinetic equation and yields the whole transport matrix D“‘ with the non—diagonal
term D31 being the relevant coefficient. Numerical results of Helias configurations show

negative bootstrap currents in nearly quasi-helically invariant cases (HS—5081). Fig. 2

shows the result in comparison with the coefficient of the equivalent axisymmetric case.
The factor D31 is smaller than in the axisymmetric case, however it exhibits a strong

dependence on the collisionality 11* and the radial electric field. In the lmfp-regime

the coefficient D31 changes from negative to positive, this cross-over point, however,

depends on the particular magnetic surface and on the radial electric field. This feature

complicates the comparison with the lmfp—limit 0],. A similar behaviour was also found

in the other configurations listed in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 2 Bootstrap coefficient Dal/n of the Helias configuration HS—5081 vs colli—
sionality (solid line). Broken line: equivalent axisymmetric configuration.

Electric field E=0. Plasma parameter: B=3 T, Te :2 keV, c=0.89.

F Summary and conclusions. Bootstrap currents in optimized Helias configurations
have been computed by various methods. In 5-period configurations the current is

about a factor 10 smaller than in the equivalent axisymmetric case. This low value may

be acceptable in stellarator experiments, however, it is found that bootstrap currents

depend sensitively on the Fourier spectrum of the magnetic field and therefore accurate

calculations are required. Evaluation of the Gb-factor shows that a toroidal GOA-term of

the order 0.3-]C1,1| is needed for sufficiently small bootstrap currents, however, results

from the DKES-code show that the size of the current also depends critically on the
radial electric field and the collisionality.
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J. B. Wilgen, and W. R. Wing

Fusion Energy Division, Oak Ridge National Laboratory
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INTRODUCTION
Results of time-dependent transport modeling of the ATE plasmas are compared with a

typical ungettered, neutral-beam—heated discharge. A summary of ATF machine
parameters is given by Murakami et a]. [1]. The model is adjusted to give agreement
between measured diagnostics signals and the corresponding values inferred from the
model plasma. With this agreement, the model reproduces the main features of the
discharge, including the radiation-induced temperature collapse.

MODEL
The discharges are modeled with the predictive transport code PROCTR [2], which

evolves radial plasma profiles in time in the full 3D ATF geometry. Models are included for
the plasma temperatures Te and Ti, the plasma hydrogenicdon density, and the toroidal
current. In addition, a multi~charge-state impurity transport model [3], which includes
radial transport and ionization and recombination between the various charge states, is
used for carbon and oxygen. Neoclassical heat transport including transport due to the

helical ripple [4] is assumed for both electrons (Xe) and ions (Xi) with a large anomalous

enhancement in the outer half of the plasma (in the region + > 1/2) to reproduce the narrow
observed Te profile shape [1]. This enhancement is attributed to magnetic islands due to
field errors, the cause of which has been identified and is being corrected. Hydrogenic-ion
and impurity diffusion are treated with a radially constant diffusion coefficient of 0.205
m2/s with a large enhancement for + > 1/2. An inward pinch is included in the impurity
transport. Electron cyclotron heating (ECH) is treated using a linear—absorption, multi-
pass model [5] including cutoff (for ”e > 1.8 ><1013 cm'3 in ATP). Neutral-injection
heating is given by an axisymmetric neutral deposition model plus thennalization governed
by a moments solution of the fast-ion Fokker-Planck equation including fast~ion loss due to
charge«exchange during slowing down. Thermal neutral transport uses a cylindrical model
[6] where the neutral level is determined by recycling and external fueling.

ECH PLASMA 4
Approximately steady-state plasmas are obtained with 200 kW of second harmonic

ECH in ATP. Measured Thomson scattering Te profiles, spectroscopic Ti values, stored
energy, and spectroscopic emission levels may be reproduced using the model described
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above when the impurity source rates are adjusted to give impurity levels corresponding to
Zeff = 2-2.5. The power balance for the ECH plasmas indicates that electron (35%) and
neoclassical ion (20%) heat conduction are the largest energy losses from the plasma core
with neoclassical electron heat conduction accounting for more than 50% of the total electron
conduction loss. The total radiated poWer in the model is approximately 40% to 50% of the
heating power, in agreement with spectroscopic estimates and originates primarily from the
outer regions of the plasma.

NEUTRAL-BEAM-HEATED PLASMA
Neutral-beam-injection (NBI) heated discharges exhibit dynamic behavior and do not

reach a steady state in ATF experiments. During NBI heating with 650 kW of co—injection,
the density ramps up nearly linearly from the value obtained in the ECH phase of the
discharge (see Fig. 1). This ramp is obtained in the model by a combination of beam fueling
and an external gas source, which is similar in magnitude to the gas puff introduced in the
experiment. At the same time, the stored energy (Fig. 2) and plasma ion temperature rise
to a peak and then fall to a low value while the electron temperature decreases
monotonically from the ECH-phase value (after a small initial rise in some discharges).
See Isler et a1. [7] for a summary of these data. These features of the data are all
reproduced by the model. Near the end of the stored-energy decrease, the spectroscopic
line emission from intermediate charge states of light impurities (C, O, N) disappears due
to collapse of the plasma electron temperature. This sudden collapse is reproduced in the
model (see Figs. 3 and 4) when the impurity source rates are adjusted so that the predicted
spectral line-integrated intensities agree with the measured intensities for spectral lines
emitted from the plasma interior. This agreement occurs for Zeff = 2, indicating a rise in
impurity content that is approximately proportional to the rise in electron density. The
unstable nature of the collapse is due in the model to the strong increase in impurity line
radiation at low plasma electron temperatures (Te < 100 eV). The TC profile collapses
inward from the edge as large radiation from the outer region of the plasma progressively
cools adjacent interior plasma until all the stored energy has been radiated in a brief (5 »
10 ms) burst of radiation. The collapse has been simulated successfully only with the
observed narrow Te profiles, which allow the lower impurity ionization states to penetrate
the outer half of the plasma, resulting in a large radiating volume. The collapse may be
initiated in the model either when the plasma density reaches ECH cutoff (in ECH-only
discharges) or when the total radiation exceeds the full heating power.

At the time of collapse, the model electron density shows a change in slope from'an
upward ramp to a slow decrease (Fig. l). The decrease is due, in the model, to a large
reduction in the ionization rate of neutrals by plasma electrons, which results from the low
plasma electron temperature. Without an ionization source, the plasma density decays by
cross-field diffusion. The saturation of the experimental plasma density just before the
collapse is most likely due to a decrease in plasma recycling as the plasma temperature
profile contracts and detaches from the wall. A similar reduction in impurity influx just
before collapse would also be inferred from the detachment. This effect has not yet been
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included in the model.
The model time-dependent global power balance (Fig. 5) illustrates the transient nature

of neutral-injection-heated discharges. The density of the ECI-I discharge is adjusted in the

experiment so that the central electron density is just below the wave cutoff density; thus,

the ECH is cut off almost immediately by the density rise induced by NBI. The neutral-

beam electron heating increases continuously during the heating pulse as the shine-through

and fast»ion charge-exchange losses decrease due to the rising plasma density. The

radiation also rises during injection (as a result of increased impurity influx in the model)

and eventually surpasses the heating power, resulting in the temperature collapse. At the

peak of the stored energy, the simulation indicates that approximately 50% of the heating

power is being radiated (from the outer regions of the plasma) but this ratio is a strongly

increasing function of time. The primary energy loss from the plasma core at the time of the

stored-energy peak is electron (25%) and neoclassical ion (40%) heat conduction with

neoclassical electron heat conduction accounting for less than 50% of the total electron

conduction loss.
The plasma current also rises to a peak and then decreases to a small value at the time

of collapse (see Fig. 6). The small current present during the ECH phase of the discharge

may be a bootstrap current, which is not included in the model. The current during the

neutral-beam phase is approximately reproduced in the model by the beam-driven current

plus the induced plasma current. The current decreases after reaching a peak because of

the decreasing plasma electron temperature and resulting decreasing fast—ion slowing-

down time.
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EQUILIBRIUM BASED ITERATIVE TOMOGRAPHY TECHNIQUE FOR

SOFT-X-RAY IN W7A STELLARATOR.
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INTRODUCTION
Several algorithms have been developed for X Ray tomography in plasmas and

applied to the determination of local emissivity distribution at times of particular interest

in the discharge, (sawteeth. Ml-lD perturbations, dismptions, etc.) [1, and references there

in]. Some of these techniques are based on numerical iterative techniques in order to avoid

assumptions on emissivity spatial modal structure . They are able to determine any type of

structures even those with very localized perturbations, that would required a great number

of harmonics, and subsequently a larger amount of detector arrays, in any modal analysis

[2]. Iterative numerical techniques have two main drawbacks: high computer time

consumption and possibility of non-real solutions.Trying to avoid them, an iterative meth-

od. that uses as initial weights magnetic flux values derived from equilibrium calculations,

has been developed. This technique can be applied to any plasma shape and even be used

as a “modified Abel Inversion” when analyzing single array signals. Application using sig-

nals from a 30 detector array. have been made for NBI discharges in W7A stellarator, and

the obtained reconstructions of local Soft—X—Ray emissivity are compared with theoretical

estimations.

FUNDAMENTALS
Signal at one detector, (impact parameter pi), in a particular array. ( poloidal position

8“) can be expressed as:
NX NY

Stsn.p,)=2 Z E.<x,.y.)-M<n,i.j.k) (1)
j - l k - l

where E0(x-, yk)‘is the local emissivity value of cell (j, k) and M(n, i, j, k) gives the contri—

bution from that cell to that detector signal. NX, NY are the grid dimensions . Local emis-

sivity values could be deduced from (1) by inverting M matrix but, due to its dimensions.

an approximate procedure must be used‘
The approach taken in this technique (EBITA : Equilibrium Based Iterative

Tomography Algorithm) is to divide each detector signal between the different cells along

the line of sight, weighting the process with the values of the magnetic flux, deduced from

equilibrium calculation for the configuration, at each cell. Local emissivity is deduced as:
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" W(j,k) NA ND M(n,i,j.k)“MW—WE, 3, saw. W (2)
where W is the weight matrix. WN is the weight norrnalimtion factor for each line of sight
and NC the number of contributions of each cell to different detector signals. NA is the
number of arrays. each one with ND detectors.

Using at expression (1) the emissivity values deduced with (2) it is possible to recon-
struct the detectors signals: SR(5n.pi). Comparison between these signals and the real val-
ues provides an estimation of the error of the inversion:

1
'2.

Ercio= 5‘ hi? 33D (Stfin. pp- swamps)?n=l r=r (3)
where ST is the total detected signals:

NA ND
ST =|:n§l r51 (3(5n. pg] (4)

Following iterations can be made by substituting the weight at each cell by the local
emissivity deduced in the previous iterations. Evolution of Er(it) will measure the proce-
dure convergence. This method has been checked for different plasma shapes. Fig. 1 shows
results when applied to a triangular one. as expected at some toroidal locations in W7AS

a) Flux proportional b) circular c) constant
. . . I
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stellarator. Eight arrays have been used in these tests.



In cases like this with enough views it is possible to deduce the real distribution even with
a wrong choice of initial weights. The only difference is the number of iterations and CPU
time required. With adequate choice of initial weights even local perturbations and hollow
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profiles can be detected using as few as two arrays. (Fig.2).
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SING LE ARRAY DATA INVERSION USING EBITA
Signals from single arrays can be inverted using EBITA by imposing an additional con-
straint in the iterative process: weight must be constant on the assumed equal emissivity
contour shapes. This is done by averaging the emissivity obtained for those cells in the
contour and using this averaged value as weight for the next iteration. The separation on
each contour of this condition of equal emissivity can be defined as:

NX NY E(x‘,yk) ‘W
Ec<ir>= J. 2 Z —<

-l l-l E(l) r]!
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where NC is the total number of contours considered and NP(I) the number at contour l.
The evolution of Ec(it) provides information about the goodness of the shape assumption
to justify the obtained data.

APPLICATION TO W7A STELLARATOR
Fig. 3 shows the signal evolution in a 30 detector SoftX—ray array located at a bot-

tom port in the W7A stellarator, for a discharge with neutral beam injection during the in-
! - tun re . .7, .4.“ ‘m. terval 14010 170 ms. ,

' ' Assuming elliptical shape with 45° inclination for
the equal emissivity contours. EBITA has been applied
to the array signal profile at different times during the
discharge. Fig.4 shows the evolution deduced with this
technique for local emissivity during the whole shot.
For each reconstruction there is indication of both er-
rors. matching of the signals and contour shape validity

1‘" .
9m Jun: M mm ,9 defined by expressrons (3) and (4).

Fig.3 - X-ray evolution for
W7A discharge
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BOLOMETRIC STUDIES OF PLASMA EDGE TURBULENCE.

SIMULATION FOR THE TJ-II FLEXIBLE HELIAC
M.A,§Ehmdg and A.P.Navarro

Asociacion EURATOM/CIEMAT
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INTRODUCTION
Edge plasma turbulence seems to play an important role in energy and particle con-

finement in plasma devices [1, and references there in], and many experimental and theo—

retical studies are devoted to clarify and understand this role in tokamaks and stellarators.

In the case of the TJ—II flexible heliac, a device aimed to the study of helical magnetic axis

plasmas in a wide range of configurations [2], the turbulence level, and its influence on the

confinement properties, for such wide operational space is an important part of the experi-

mental programme. Fluctuations in basic plasma parameters, such as: electron density and

temperature , floau‘ng potential and magnetic field, can be measured using standard diag—

nostic techniques. From these measurements particle and energy fluxes due to electrostatic

and electromagnetic turbulence are deduced. Nevertheless, a direct measurement of the

fluctuation effect on radiation losses would be very appreciated for the estimation of this

effect on plasma energy confinement. To check the possibility of such direct measurements
in TJ-H, simulations of radiation losses and the correspondent bolometer signals have been

made when turbulence, modeled as a random superposition of high poloidal number, is

present at the plasma edge.

TURBULENCE SIMULATION
Plasma edge turbulence is simulated by a superposition , with random phases, of

magnetic islands with high poloidal number, (m in the range 10 to 40). Additional assump-

tion is to consider a flattening, to the value corresponding to the resonance surface radius,

of electron density inside the island:

ne(r,e,t)=ne(rsm,9,t) if [r—rsmISAm (1)

Am=amcos(mmt +m9+tpm(t)) (2)

where am, (am and (pm are the island width, rotation frequency and phase, respectively.

Non-rigid rotation has been assumed with the same observed frequency for all the modes.

No effect on electron temperature is either considered in order to impose the most strict

scenario for the detector requirements.
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TJ~II is simulated by using the cylindrical model de-
scribed in [3]. Electron density and temperature are
deduced by assuming them constant on flux surfaces:

(1‘ (I:

ne=neo[(1—W(p)/W(po) ] (3)

Fig.1 shows the TJ-II magnetic structure deduced
with this model and the horizontal and vertical pro~
files obtained for (1 =0: =2.
A turbulent layer at the TJ-II plasma edge, covering
about 30% of the average plasma radius, has been
simulated. Fig.2 presents the evolution of ”e contours

nut-0.300 IIuE-I ma
IURBULENCE

20 simulolion

m 1 mid“!
H 05! 0‘06
‘3 0.57 D.“
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1 .
rut-o 4m
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.

Fig. 2 Simulation of turbulence effect on TJ-II electron density

Ian

Fig. 3 fie spectrum

for the island structure indicated in the table inset at
the figure. Fig.3 presents the frequency spectra for
density fluctuations simulated with_tIris model. They
have a decay given by A((u) = K to .

SIGNAL SIMULATION
Plasma losses are assumed due to the basic radiation
processes: bremsstrahlung, recombination, synchro-
tron, H and charge exchange. Simulation of the sig-

nals produced by these losses in a 31 detector fan-like
array. viewing a complete TJ-II poloidal cross sec—

lion, has been made using the scheme developed at
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[4]. Detector response is assumed

a) Bolometer signal b) Radial profile similar to that one from Ge bolome—
ters used at W7A and W7AS stel—
larators [5], which have a very high
sensitivity to temperature changes.

Typical simulated signals from
these integral detectors are present-
ed at fig. 4a. Dotted lines corre-
spond to constant energy flux on

Fig. 4 Simulated bolometer signal

I nuhuA-d‘un . the detector and solid ones to the
case with turbulence present at the
plasma edge. Fig. 4b shows the line

.A.

’efi'

rho
Fig.5 Effective radius

on...“

other at the bottom (a).

SIMULATION RESULTS

integral radial profile. deduced
from these signals for a particular time in the discharge.
Effective radius, reff' defined as the radius of the equiv-
alent circle to the contour surface tangential to the line
of sight, is used in these plots in order to make possible
any comparison between radial profiles obtained with
detector arrays at different poloidal positions.
Relationship between impact parameter and reff has
been calculated numerically by following the line of
sight of each detector and determining the innermost
surface intersected. Fig. 5 presents the results for one
array located at the equatorial midplane (A- A) and an-

Time evolution of the array signal radial profile can be seen at fig. 6b. Superimposed
it also appears the radial de-
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acterize edge turbulence than signal radial profiles, in which fluctuations are lower than
4%. The pronounced maximum at the outermost regions indicates the presence of a strong
perturbation. The maxima at inner positions are explained by the effect of this perturba-
tions in the signal of the detectors looking through the plasma center. This effect is more
pronounced for D shaped plasmas than in circular ones and can facilitate the use of bolom-
eters to characterize the edge turbulence because these central chords must have a higher
signal level. relaxing so the requirements in signal to noise ratio value.

CONCLUSXONS
The input power in TJ-H at first operation stages will be about 200 kw so that the en«

ergy reaching detectors like above mentioned could be lower than 0.2 mw x ms. This
means that only low frequency fluctuations in power losses (< 1 kHz) could be detected
when high spatial resolution is wanted. Nevertheless, turbulence can be seen in a global
way and only emission asymmetries from big plasma volumes could be determined by
using wide angle detectors in the array. In a later operation stage, with the proyected neu-
tral beam inyectors, heating powers of the order of Mw will be reached and therefore much
higher electron density and temperature are expected, increasing noticeably the bolometer
signals. Under these conditions, stronger fluctuations in the plasma energy losses would
take place and edge turbulence with radial resolution should be detected with Ge bolome-
ters.
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PARTICLE ORBIT STUDIES AND THE STRUCTURE OF MAGNETIC FIELDS
IN THE STOCHASTIC REGION OF HELICAL SYSTEMS

H.Akao, T.Watanabe* and Kyoji Nishikawa
f

Faculty of Science. Institute for Fusion Theory
Hiroshima University. Japan

ABSTRACT
A new helical coil winding law is proposed which

constructs preferable magnetic fields for plasma confinement
such as the deep well(12%), the large outermost magnetic
surface, and the clean divertor configuration with long
connection length. High accuracy codes are developed and the
structure of the magnetic fields as well as particle orbits
are investigated. It is found that the drift surface of the
trapped particle becomes stochastic only in the outerside
stochastic field region of the torus, while in the innerside.
the trapped particle can form a drift surface even in the
stochastic field region, which can improve the particle
confinement. Particle orbits under strong rf fields are also
investigated and good confinement performance for highly
accelerated particles is shown.

1 New coil winding law
Although extensive studies have been carried out on the

heliotron/torsatron type magnetic fields, no magnetic
configuration with low aspect ratio has so far been reported
that has the following characteristics simultaneously: deep
well. large outermost magnetic surface, and good particle
confinement. One of the reasons for this is that the
outermost magnetic surface can hardly shift but diminishes
its size by the control of the vertical field. It seems
necessary for the current density in the outer part of the
helical coil to be reduced so that the outermost magnetic
surface may shift outward. Coil width modulation has been
proposed as one method for this purpose.(ref.1)

We propose a new simple winding law to realize the above
situation for the 9:2 heliotron/torsatron devices. In the
winding law, the helical coil has a meridian cross section of
rectangular shape which covers an area of constant size. The

coil position and current density are simply given by

x=(R—Xsin9+Ycose)sin¢ J_ I X1+Y1 d9 2 %
y:(R—Xsin9+YcosG)cos¢ ‘4ab l+f§infigjfgagfifif (35)
z: Xcose+Ysin9 ,

where I,R.¢,9=9(¢),a,b are the total current. the major
radius. toroidal angle. poloidal angle, width of rectangular
sides, respectively. and (X,Y) is the rotating Cartesian
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coordinates on the meridian plane. For the function 9(¢), we
adopt either 6:m/2-¢ (referred to as 'normal type' in this
paper) or 6=m/a-¢+a-sin(m/a-¢) (’pitch modulation type’).
Moreover, we propose a ’split type' coil as another candidate
which reduces the current density in the outer part of the
coil more effectively. In this system. each helical coil is
split into 2 coils on the meridian plane, where 9(¢) for the
split coil is given by

6,=(m/2'¢+A9)+a-sin(m/t'¢+AB),912(m/e-¢—A6)+a-sin(m/a-¢—A6)
We performed field—line tracing and particle orbit

analysis, using Biot and Savarfls formula and the 3D splinek
interpolation code developed, which is particularly effective
in the stochastic region. where high accuracy is required

2 Magnetic Surfaces
We first show the characteristics of the magnetic

surfaces. We utilized the values of the basic machine
parameters for the LHS, and chose the toroidal pitch number
m=10, the amplitude of pitch modulation a=0.2, and the
clearance angle of split coils A9: n/S

In the normal type, the well depth AU=2.3% and the
average minor radius of the outermost surface Bp=4OCm when
the magnetic axis is located at the center of the torus tube
In the pitch modulation type, AU=1.1% and a,:44cm. As the
magnetic axis shifts from the center. ap decreases
drastically in both the above types. While in the split type.
outward shift of the magnetic axis can bring about the deep
well (12%) as well as the large average minor radius ap=54cm.

3 Stochastic field region
The so—called ’stochastic 100

region' of the helical system
consists of two regions. One is E
the quasi—stochastic layer 0 0
caused by island overlapping fi
near the outermost surface, and
the other is the region of
'localized linear pattern’
forming a divertor
configuration near the wall, 100
which can hardly be stochastic
In our analysis, the number of E
the linear patterns n depends O 0
on the rotational transform of g
the outermost surface ca ,by
the next relation

—lOO

_ —100n =2[—’2{a' —1]
As n increases, each linear Fi l 3100 409 500 R,cmpattern becomes thinner, so 3. OChaStlc fleld Of
that low c“ is preferable in the split type
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terms of the buffle plate setup
In the normal type (rA=1O/12) some linear patterns

cross the inner wall of the vacuum vessel. As is widely known
the pitch modulation typev (ca=10/10) reduces the overall

width of the linear pattern region;
the width of the individual pattern

it increases, however
The split type ({n=10/20

) has the most preferable divertor configuration made up of
the thin linear patterns and with small overall width. The
connection length is about 100 toroidal turns for the quasi—
stochastic region,
the localized linear patterns

4 Particle orbits
The existence has been

noted of the loss region by the
helical mirror trapped
particles starting in the outer
part of the torus.(ref.2) It is
shown that the split type coil
does not cause confinement
deterioration even by the
positive pitch modulation, and
has confinement performance
almost comparable to the normal
type

In what follows, we
present the results for the
normal type which has the best
particle confinement of the 3
types. We set the loss boundary
on the vacuum vessel wall, and
traced the drift orbits in the
stochastic region. Figure 2(a)
shows the typical velocity
space loss region, where the
initial location of particles
is at 50m inside of the
outermost magnetic surface in
the outer part of the torus. It
is noted that the drift surface
of a particle near this loss
region is not stochastic
(Fig.3),yeven though it drifts
in the stochastic region in the
inner part of the torus
Particle loss occurs when the
drift surface intersects the
inner wall, as also seen from
the loss position chart
(Fig.2(b)). Hence, the loss
region can be reduced by

and a few toroidal turns for the region of
regardless of the coil type.
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adjusting the inner wall
position,

in that region hardly occurs
Actually,
the loss region in Figure l
disappears by setting the inner
wall position 15cm away from
the present position

Trapped particles
starting in the stochastic,
region in the outer part of
the torus is sensitive to the
stochastic field structure
(Fig.4). These particles go
out along the divertor field
lines (Fig.5)

5 Rf acceleration
Figure 6 shows the

particle acceleration process
under a strong rf field along
the z direction, where the rf
frequency is chosen to be the
ion cyclotron frequency for 4
tesla field; the amplitude is
uniform and is 20kv/cm. The
transit particle with lkev
initial energy is accelerated
and converted into a lOOkev
trapped—detrapped particle
Some particles near the
magnetic axis can be
accelerated to 2 Mev. As for
plasma heating, the above rf
field is not realistic, for
the plasma shields the
electric field. It should be
noted that under this rf
field,

particle confinement; high
energy particles are confined
by the magnetic field alone
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ON THE EDGE STRUCTURE OF A HELIAS CONFIGURATION

C. Beidler, E. Harmeyer, F. Herrnegger, J. KiBlinger, A. Montvai‘, F. Rau ,
R. Scardovelli, and H. Wobig

Max-Planck Institut fiir Plasmaphysik, D—8046 Garching, FRG,
EURATOM—Association.

‘ Guest from: Central Res. Inst. for Physics, H—1525 Budapest, Hungary.

INTRODUCTION . The next step in the Garching stellarator programme, the ex-
periment WENDELSTEIN VII—X, will use a. Helias configuration ( fledical Advanced
fitellarator ) with 5 field periods, aspect ratio about 10, major radius of 6.5 m, and
magnetic fields up to 3 T. One of the aims of this optimized stellarator experiment is
the operation at elevated average beta values of z 5% . To reach this goal, a heating
power of the order of 20 MW is necessary. This poses challenging tasks in application
and removal, especially to attain a low level of impurities. The complex physics of the
edge plasma, depending on internal transport processes and on effects at the plasma
boundary, and the necessity of sufficient impurity control for long-pulse experiments
call for knowledge of the edge structure of the magnetic topology. The edge structure
is influenced by the value of the rotational transform, and by the shape of the first wall
and/or the position of limiter[s). In the present investigation vacuum magnetic fields
are used. This approach is justified since Helias systems have small changes of their
magnetic surfaces and rotational transform profiles with beta.

VACUUM FIELD AND LMITERS . For the present investigation the Helias system
HS 5—7 is used. This configuration is similar to that described in [1], with the major
difference that the edge value of the rotational transform is c a = 1 with five associated
magnetic islands, see Fig. 1 . One can anticipate to use such islands for plasma edge
control. The separatrix region is ‘ergodic’ with some radial extension. Two tentative

Fig. 1 : Vacuum field, coil contours, and tentative position of first wall and two
limiters A and B ; toroidal planes so = O, 1/4, and 1/2 field periods.

\

[l] C. Beidler at 51., paper P 2 B 5 , this conference.
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top and bottom near the X‘point, shaped smoothly towards the first wall at (p z i10°,
and a plate at Z = 1.3 m with radial width 61?. = 0.3 m, extended between 90 = —3" and
12°. The magnetic topology and the limiter systems are toroidally fivefold periodic.
Fig. 2 is a close-up of the mag-
netic topology. Three irrational flux
surfaces, with one rational surface
l: = 15/16 in between are shown, and
the c = l-island . It has an internal
transform of o‘- z 1/7, and a cluster
of 8 sub-islands near its edge. The is-
land and the ergodic region partially
intersect the first wall'between p z 20
and 52" , which is neglected in the
calculation. The position of the sep—
aratrix, especially of its X-points, de—
pends weakly on the step length of
field line integration, 6.; = 2 to 5 cm.
The radial extension of the ergodic re-
gion is uncertain, it may be enlarged
by effects of the finite grid size of
stored field values used for fast inte-
gration. Up to 1500 transits are calcu-
lated in this region; it may be ‘open’.

Fig. 2: Detail of Fig. 1 at cp = 36".

Other magnetic topologies with irrational or rational values of the rotational transform
at the edge can be produced by superposed toroidal and/or vertical fields. Limiter
or separatrix dominated configurations are to be distinguished. At rational c—values
at the edge, perturbation fields may play an essential role. In cases with an irrational
a-value at the edge, the transition from closed to open topology is comparatively sharp;
a. substantial radial extension of an ergodic layer can be questioned.

.- 'll / / ‘1. K:
Fig. 3 : Example of a 2 x 8 field lines, started in the vicinity of an X—point,

intersecting with first wall or limiter A after 3 to 66 transits.
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EDGE STRUCTURE . The edge structure of the vacuum fields in HS 5—7 and the
intersection with first wall and/or limiter is studied by following magnetic field lines
started near the separatrix, in many cases near one of its X-points, at chosen toroidal
and poloidal angles. The integration is done 1n both directions, parallel and opposite
to B. An example is given in Fig. 3, where 2 X 8 field lines, started'in the vicinity

of an X-point within 6R—— 2. 5 and 6Z=1 cm perform 3 to 66 transits around the
torus. Nearly all of these field lines hit the limiter type A ; the first wall is reached
after one additional transit by all 16 field lines. Four other neighbouring field lines
remain after 120 transits at distances of 7 to 8 cm from the wall, and 2 cm from limiter
A, respectively. Low transit numbers, typically 2 to 10 until intersection, are seen for
starting points within the ergodic layer. Large transit numbers, up to more than 400 ,
are seen at starting points close to the X—point; these field lines leave the separatrix
region always near an X—point and intersect, within one or two additional transits, with
the first wall or with limiter A . In these integrations a comparatively short step length,
6.9 = 2 cm, is required. In summary: comparatively well defined ‘fans’ of escaping field
lines exist in HS 5—7 , and the ergodicity of the separatrix region is not effective.

HOT SPOT PATTERNS . The intersection points with the wall or with limiter A
are shown in Figures 4 and 5. The pattern of the intersection points difl'ers markedly.
In Fig. 4, two ‘hot spots’ are seen near 50 = 3/8 and 5/8 field periods. For the whole
torus a total hot spot area of about 1 In2 is estimated. In Fig. 5, about half of the field
lines end at the limiter bulges in narrow stripes. Most of them are started near one
of the X~points at various toroidal and poloidal positions. In other tests 10 starting
points are used at equal poloidal angles for 13 toroidal positions; the radial coordinate
is extrapolated from inner magnetic surfaces. These starting points are mainly in the
ergodic region.

Fig. 6 shows the connection of the wall to the limiter type B , and to points started 5
cm below it. Since this limiter is positioned outside of the separatrix, there is no direct
connection, and only some part of the field lines started 5 cm below this limiter reaches
the vicinity of the separatrix.

LENGTH OF FIELD LINES . A large span of the lengths of field lines is seen in
the above investigations. For starting points outside the ergodic region small values of
the length of a field line from wall to wall, w, are observed, ranging between less
than the length of a field period, Lp = 8.6 m, up to a few times this value. Towards
the separatrix and close to it, up to several hundreds of transits around the machine,
corresponding to values of w up to 29 km have been seen; most of the data range
between 100 and 500 m. Slightly shorter values are obtained for the limiter A as for the
first wall. Field lines started inside the separatrix (and therefore not touching the wall)
can be followed numerically up to $1500 transits around the machine, corresponding
to a total length up to about $65 km; they attain a. minimum distance of about 10 cm
to the wall, and about 4 cm to the limiter A . Elements of limiter B are connected to
the wall by field lines ranging between about 1 and 27 m in length. If this limiter is
shifted by 5 cm downwards, local maximum values up to 350 m are seen.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS . The conditions at the edge of HS 5—7 are dom-

inated by the proximity of the first wall in the range between to = 3/8 and 5/8 field

periods. Some ergodicity is seen at the separatrix for ca = 1 . At this rational c-value

5 magnetic islands are present. They are partially intersected by the first wall. There,

an inhomogeneous pattern of the intersection points of field lines started close to the

separatrix is seen, from which a total ‘hot spot’ area of the order of 1 In2 is estimated.

Due to the comparatively low transit numbers of most field lines the finite radial ex-

tension of the ergodic region cannot be utilized to increase this area. — Two tentative

limiter shapes are studied which collect some part of the field lines emerging outside of

the separatrix. Further refinements in geometry of first wall and limiter are in progress.
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RESULTS FROM HBTXlC HITH CLOSE AND DISTANT RESISTIVE SHELLS
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Culham Laboratory, Abingdon. Oxon, OX14 308. UK
(UKAEA/Euratom Fusion Association)

* General Atomics, San Diego, CA. USA
i University of Colorado, USA

# Istituto Gas Ionizzati, del CNR, Padua
+ University College, Cork, Ireland

Introduction
HBTXlC has operated with resistive shells to study, in particular.

reversed field pinch (RFP) confinement where pulse lengths (T ) exceed the
time constant for vertical field penetration of the wall (1”). Initial
operation with Tw = 0.5ms for a shell located at 1.15 times the minor
radius. (see Figure 1), led to the growth of low frequency (thin shell)
modes [1] which grew to termination in less than 5ms. Mode numbers and
growth rates were in agreement with linear MHD theory. The installation
of a secondary shell distant from the plasma at 1.6 times the minor radius
has significantly altered plasma properties and improved confinement
[2.3].

Thin shell operation permits dynamic control of plasma equilibrium.
Using high current switching circuitry, feedback control of the horizontal
position of the plasma has been successfully implemented. This has been
followed by control of one phase of the external kink mode. (m,n)=(1.2).
as a first step towards suppression of the growth of thin shell modes.

Operation in the ultra—low-q (ULQ) regime of unreversed discharges
with 0 < q S 1 has been studied for currents ranging from 80 to 260kA
[4].

Plasma Stability with Resistive Shells
RFP operation with a thin shell (Tw = 0.5ms) leads to the growth,

after a brief quiescent period, of low frequency magnetic modes [1,2]
which grow on timescales similar to. but slower than, the wall time for
all dominant modes (1tw = 0.3 t 0.1 where 7 is the growth rate). Large
radial fields at the boundary (10-20% of the local field) lead to
termination in 3—5ms. A structure is observed in the soft X—ray emission
profile [5] centred at 0.6a, where a is the minor radius, which has a
similar growth rate. An example of this is shown in Figure 2. Its origin
is as yet unexplained. Thin shell operation is also accompanied by a
factor of ~3 increase in loop voltage and a corresponding decrease in
energy and particle confinement compared to thick shell operation.

The inclusion of a secondary shell with IN = 5.5ms, positioned
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outside the windings at 1.6a, Figure 1, has led to significant changes in
plasma properties. In particular, the pulse duration has doubled to
6—10ms. density is typically lower with higher electron temperatures and
lower loop voltages [3]. The fall in loop voltage is in line with
helicity loss model for the lower measured radial fields with the
secondary shell [2]. As expected from a simple ion power balance model
the ratio of ion to electron temperature has fallen from ml.6 with the
thin shell to N1 with the secondary shell in line with the drop in loop
voltage [6]. The growth of the soft X-ray structure has been suppressed
[5] and the growth of all magnetic modes has been slowed indicating
non—linear effects [2]. However. the growth rate of the external kink
mode, (m,n)=(1,2) increases as the current profile narrows with increasing
8 [3] in accordance with linear theory [1]. As found with thin shel
operation the modes rotate only very slowly or not at all.

Feedback Control Studies
The horizontal position of the plasma with the secondary shell has

been controlled to tlmn by a feedback control circuit. The plasma is
moved by closing either one of two semiconductor switches (gate turn—off
thyristors. GTOs) which alters the way current is shared by the
parallel-connected field windings. Figure 3 illustrates the variation in
A, the shift of the outermost flux surface, in three conditions. With the
current trace shown in Figure 3a for a discharge without feedback. the
variation in A is shown in Figure 3b, Figure 3c shows a discharge set to
A = —4mm with the bars on the figure illustrating when the control circuit
was on and Figure 3d shows three consecutive discharges with the preset
offset adjusted to —1. —4 and —7nm. At -1 and -7mm. initially the outer
or inner GTO turns on for N2ms in order to move the plasma to within the
desired range. The growth of thin shell modes is believed to be the
dominant cause of termination. so the observation that equilibrium control
does not measureably affect plasma duration is not surprising.

As a first step towards dynamic control (or suppression) of the
growth of thin shell modes, two helical windings. 90° out of phase were
installed on the secondary shell to generate a helical field with (m,n) =
(1.2). There was no linkage to the transformer nor toroidal field. The
semiconductor switching circuitry (GTOS) used for equilibrium control has
been connected to one of the two phases only. at present, and can drive a
10 Gauss helical field on-axis of either polarity. (Control of both
phases is planned for the near future). The amplitude of the mode is
monitored by an array of Be pick-up coils immediately outside the vacuum
vessel and the appropriate switch is activated when this signal exceeds a
preset threshold. In an analysis of discharges with and without feedback,
the maximum amplitude of this phase with feedback was maintained below
50 i 20% of its amplitude without feedback. On present evidence, the
growth of the other phase appears to be unaffected. On some discharges.
particularly at low 8. the (m,n)=(1.2) mode amplitude never reaches
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threshold and the circuit is not activated, yet in all cases pulse
duration is limited to less than 10ms.

Ultra-low-g (ULQ) Discharges
Magnetic perturbations similar to the thin shell modes in RFP

discharges have been observed in ULQ discharges of up to 260kA plasma
current [4]. In q=% discharges, the (m.n) = (1,1) perturbation has a
growth time of lms in thin shell operation with a rotational frequency
w3OOHz. The ULQ pulse duration can be extended by supressing the growth
of this mode when the edge q is maintained within 10% of its limiting
value. For example a q=% pulse is extended from 5 to 10ms by increasing
the loop voltage from 70 to 130V. ULQ discharges are characterised by low
density (<1.10"m"), high ion and electron temperatures (1—1.5keV and
0.6-0.8keV respectively) [6] and large resistance anomaly factors [4]
(>100 for flat profiles). Particle confinement is short, estimated to be
§50ps from soft X-ray and visible line intensities and plasma resistance
is higher than RFP discharges at the same current.

Conclusions
Reversed field pinch studies with a thin shell have been extended to

include operation with a secondary shell positioned outside the windings.
Although far from the plasma surface. it has had a significant effect in
stabilising the plasma. This is seen in a doubling of pulse,duration to a
maximum of 10ms, a slowing of the growth of all thin shells modes, the
suppression of a structure in the soft X—ray profile and a Towering of the
plasma resistance.

Feedback stabilisation of plasma horizontal position to ilmm has been
demonstrated using relatively simple circuitry. The suppression of the
growth of one phase of the (m,n)=(l,2) external kink mode has been
successfully implemented. Circuitry to control both phases is in hand.

Thin shell modes observed in ULQ discharge can be suppressed whilst
the edge q is maintained within 10% of its limiting value.
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PLASMA PERFORMANCE IN THE RFX REVERSED FIELD I’INCH

Giubbilei M., Martin P.. Ortolani S.. Puiatti M.E., hm

lstituto Gas Ionizzati del C.N.R.. Associazione EURATOM-ENEA—CNR
Corso Stati Uniti 4. Padova, Italy

RFX is the large European RFP experiment under construction in Padova.

The main parameters are listed in table I. The interest in using the Reversed Field

Pinch (RFP) magnetic configuration for plasma confinement is due to its

relaxation and self-organization properties. to the relatively low magnetic field

and to the possibility of achieving thermonuclear fusion' conditions. with

significant [3 values. by ohmic heating only.
RFX will allow to study relaxation phenomena. the underlying MI-ID

instabilities and the corresponding transport processes at keV temperatures in a

high plasma current RFP.
In this paper the expected plasma parameters in RFX are discussed in terms

of global steady-s-tate and time dependent power balance models. Both size and

current scaling from present experiments are discussed. and a steady-state

transport analysis of the RFX plasma is presented.

The expected plasma performance is difficult to predict since RFX represents

a significant step in parameters from existing RFP experiments. In particular the

plasma current will be substantially increased and correspondingly the

temperature and energy confinement could increase significantly.

For an ohmically heated system operating near the high density (radiation

dominated) limit the scaling with current is determined by the scaling of beta.

Assuming the three B vs I dependences: [3: const. [3 a: 1'1/4 and B .x I 1/3, reported

in fig. 1 together with some experimental points, the average electron

temperature and global energy confinement time scale as shown in fig. 2. As

long as B is only a function of current the scaling of IE. mg and n‘tET is only a

function of temperature and therefore the range of parameters expected for RFX

can be represented on a three dimensional plot B, ME. T as shown in fig. 3.

These predictions appear reasonable also in the light of the initial operation

of the Madison MST experiment [1], a device of comparable size to RFX with

a=.52 m, where [59 :01. I/N- 2.510'l4 Am and 2;“ 5 7 have been achieved
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at 400 KA. In fact. assuming for RFX the same UN. 2f

temperatures of = 1.5 keV. densities of 1020 m‘3 and energy confinement times of
= 10 ms. Therefore MST in its early operation phase has already achieved results
which. allowing for improvements and optimizations, lead to some optimism for
the RFX performance.

The problem of the minimum initial voltage and of the available flux swing
has been studied with a O~D time dependent model including impurity radiation
losses (C and O) and a transport term modelled by specifying the B limit at which

2

and Be yields. at 2 MA. peak

[3 a
the plasma settles and writing the energy confinement time as TE:%”0 9%

The results are summarized in fig. 4 where the minimum initial voltage
necessary to achieve 1 MA (with 7.5 V-s flux swing) or 2 MA (with 15 VS flux

swing) are shown as a function of the electron poloidal beta. Beat
The magnitude of the heat transport‘in Reversed Field Pinches can be

discussed with reference to the classical ion perpendicular transport. In general
for an ohmically heated system the global energy confinement time scales as the
ratio of plasma beta to the electrical resistivity IE a: [3/1]. The classical ion transport

cl,i 2
E Ti—Bl for ions of charge 2. Comparing with thewould give a scaling as 'r

l, '
classical transport of Z=1 ions we find that the ratio TEI TEC I only depends on [52

and is independent onn and on any effect due to anomalies. dynamo actions and
impurities incorporated in 1].

With realistic values of B (S: 0.1) it is easily found that IE is smaller than

IECI'I by typically one or two orders of magnitude [2.3]. An example of a

calculation done with typical profiles [2.3] and on axis beta. [30:01, is given in fig.
5 and 6. In fig. 5 are shown the parallel current density profile and the
corresponding dynamo electric field necessary to maintain the profile in steady-
state. The corresponding electron and ion heat conduction coefficients Obtained
by assuming that the ohmic power goes into the electrons and the dynamo power
into ion heating are drawn in fig. 6 where the values are normalized to the on
axis classical ion value.

Therefore the RFP operates far from the classical ion transport limit;
however if B will remain comparable to the values achieved in present
experiments the ratio between the observed transport and the classical value will
also remain constant but the scaling will be favourable so that thermonuclear
conditions would be achieved with plasma currents ; 20 MA.
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PLASMA CONFINEHENT IN HBTX WITH A DISTANT RESISTIVE SHELL

B Alger & R J La Haye’
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(UKAEA/Euratom Fusion Association)

* General Atomics, San Diego, CA. USA

Introduction
When HBTX was operated with a resistive shell (I = 0.5ms) located at

1.15 times the minor radius, pulse lengths were limited to 3-5ms [1].
This limit was not imposed by the available voltseconds but was associated
with the growth of thin shell modes. Using arrays of saddle coils placed
far from the plasma outside the windings system (at 1.6 times the minor
radiuS), radial magnetic fields up to 50 Gauss were detected from these
modes. Analysis of these modes showed a strong correlation between the
growth of the (m,n)=(1,2) external kink mode and the plasma duration [2].

These studies prompted the idea that a secondary shell placed at the
position of these coils might have a beneficial effect of suppressing the
radial field and the growth of the (m.n)=(1,2) mode in particular.

Secondary Shell — Properties
A thin (0.5nm) copper shell was installed outside the windings system

at 1.6 times the plasma minor radius [3]. The vertical field penetration
time Tw was 5.5ms. Linear MHD calculations show that this shell should be
more effective at suppressing the growth of the low n—modes rather than
the high n-modes. For example the theoretical relative increase in growth
time for the n=5 mode is less than half the increase in the n=2 growth
time when changing from thin to secondary shell configurations. The
factor is even smaller when comparing the higher n-modes to the n=2. Thus
any significant effect on plasma parameters due to the presence of the
secondary shell would be indicative of the importance of the role of the
external kink or of possible non-linear coupling between the modes.

Change in Plasma Confinement
The first clear observations of the benefit of the secondary shell

were an increase of ~100% in the pulse length to 6-10ms and a reduction in
the loop voltage, V , see Figure 1. Another significant change was a fall
in electron densi y he. With only the thin shell, attempts to reduce ne
to values below 2.1019m" (using helium glow cleaning and low filling
pressures) failed. whereas densities below 1.101°m" could be routinely
obtained with the secondary shell and electron temperatures rose from
~210eV to over 450eV. In order to compare plasma properties under similar
operating conditions a series of measurements were carried out at the same
density (raised by gas puffing and higher filling pressures for the
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secondary shell) and are displayed in Table 1. The electron temperatureWith the secondary shell (270eV) is now closer to that with the thin shell(ZlOeV). Of particular note is the loop voltage (V¢) which has fallenfrom 67 Volts to 51 Volts. This fall cannot be explained simply in termsof the small change in electron temperature. Taking a value of Zeff of 3in both cases (as indicated by radiation measurements) and currentprofiles deduced from the measured values of F and 9, the Spitzer value ofV¢ is estimated to have reduced from 17 to 11 Volts. The anomalouscontribution to the loop voltage we attribute to magnetic helicitydissipation from flux intercepting the first wall [41. Using valuesdetermined from discrete coil measurements the change in the non-Spitzerloop voltage can be accounted for by the measured fall in the fluxpenetrating the liner. [2].
Models of ion heating based on power balance relate the ratio of ionto electron temperature to the magnitude of the loop voltage [5]. Theobservations of a reduction in this ratio from ~1.6 to WI supports thistrend. Energy confinement times have risen from 0.15ms to over 0.2ms withthe secondary shell but (as found in changing from thick to thin shells)the poloidal beta (Be) has changed little.

Table 1

Parameter Thin Shell only with Secondary Shell
I¢ (kA) - 170 -
ne (xlolgm'l) - 2.1 -
Tpulse(m5) m3 N6
V¢ (Volts) 67 51
Te (eV) 210 270
Ti/Te «1.6 x 1.0
F -0.26 -0.248 1.65 1.60Be (X) 16 16
IE (ms) , 0.15 0.21

Unlike operation with a thick shell. it was found that plasmas withshallow reversal (F>—0.2) could not be sustained with a thin shell [1].This still holds with the secondary shell and optimum values of F and 8have changed little. In fact the longest discharges are obtained atFs-0.3. Operating at deeper reversal compared to thick shell plasmas(where F was ~-0.08) is estimated to contribute 15-30% of the observedincrease in plasma resistance.
Multichord studies of soft-X-ray emissions from the thin shell RFP[6] showed that a secondary peak in the outer region of the plasma grew on
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the thin shell timescale. The growth of this structure has not been

Observed after the addition of the secondary shell.
Analysis of the growth of the magnetic modes [2] indicate that the

growth of all m=1 modes (ie. at both low and high n values) have been
suppressed by the secondary shell indicating the presence of non—linear

coupling between the modes.

Dependence on 8
Linear ideal MHD theory predicts that the external modes should grow

more rapidly as the plasma current profile becomes more peaked at higher a

[1]. To test this, signals from helical windings, placed outside the

secondary shell to measure the amplitude and phase of the (m.n)=(l.2)

external kink were analysed as e and F were varied. As can be seen in

Figure 2 which shows the growth in amplitude of this mode with time for

sample discharges at low (1 6) medium (1.9) and high (2.2) 9, the growth

rate does indeed increase with e. In these data the cut—off radius in the

current profile, determined using the Modified Bessel Function Model fell

from 0.75a at low 6 to 0.4a at high 8. The discharge duration shortens as

the mode grows faster. and termination occurs when the amplitude is $10

Gauss at the helical winding (or ~50 Gauss at the plasma surface as

measured by an array of discrete coils). As with thin shell operation.

the mode does not rotate. Shown in Figures 3a and 3b is the dependence of

growth rate of this mode for a number of discharges on B and F

respectively. The trend for the growth rate T to rise with 9 or fall with

F is clearly seen. At low values of 8 (1.5-1.65) occasionally no clear

growth in the external kink is measured but pulses are still limited to

less than lOms.

Conclusions
A thin (0.5mm) secondary copper shell (tw=5.5ms) placed outside the

windings system at 1.6 times the minor radius of the plasma has had the

beneficial effect of doubling the pulse length in RFP discharges on

HBTXIC. It has led to lower densities. higher electron temperatures and

lower loop voltages. As this shell was expected to suppress the growth of

only the longer wavelength modes (nm2) and all MHD activity has been

suppressed. non—linear coupling between the modes is indicated. However.

the observed change in the growth rate of the external kink mode

(m.n)=(1,2) which increases with increasing 8. is a prediction from linear

theory.
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Abstract
It is suggested that velocity fluctuations (which in the dynamo

hypothesis provide the anomalous voltage). also provide the power loss

from the ions and the electrons (via turbulent convection) but heat the
ions (via ion viscosity) faster than they cool them.

The opposite variation of the ion and the electron temperature (by

limiter insertion and tile removal in the HBTXlB) is therefore attributed
to the variation of the strength of the velocity fluctuations which may be

affected by the wall.

Introduction
Plasma relaxation in the Reversed Field Pinch is a continuous process

which sustains the configuration against magnetic resistive decay. This
is done at the expense of an anomalous voltage AV¢ which in the dynamo
hypothesis [1] has the form: '

AV=—lj<gx§-,1>d=x (1)
¢ 1¢

Anomalous diffusion in the RFP is believed to arise from turbulent
convection in which heat transfer due to turbulent mass transfer is much
faster than that due to collisions. The diffusion coefficient appropriate
for turbulent convection [2] is given by D m fir Al (2) where Al is the
perpendicular correlation length. -

Velocity fluctuations are also associated with the anomalous ion
heating. In many RFPs it has been observed that the ion temperature is of
the same order as the electron temperature (T1 N Te). The energy
confinement time IE in these experiments is much smaller than the
classical equipartition time. Tei. therefore the ions cannot be heated up
to the observed temperatures by collisions with electrons. It has been
shown [3] that ion heating due to parallel viscosity given by:

ZnR du
”T = QVTS = (W): n T]- Ill (OT—[)1 (3)

can provide the required ion heating.
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Experimental Results
In several cases it was observed at the HBTXlB under constant density

and current that the ion and the electron temperatures (although
uncoupled) change in the opposite way with the plasma resistance behaving
like the ion temperature; (when Te increases T decreases and visa versa).
This was observed for a first time during the mobile limiter experiment
[4]. When a mobile limiter was inserted into the plasma the loop volts
increased with the insertion distance of the limiter. the ion temperature
increased too [5] but the electron temperature had decreased. Ion and
electron temperatures vs the insertion distance given in [5] are shown in
Figure 1.

The same effect was observed at HBTXlB by limiter removal. At the
constant current of 220 kA and the typical density of 2 x 1019 m'a, the
loop volts decreased fron1 x 33 volts to w 22 volts, the typical ion
temperature also decreased from m 360 eV to w 230 ev. but the electron
temperature had increased from w 350 eV to x 460 eV [4].

The most remarkable case however was observed in the out—of—phase
sawtooth oscillations [6] of the ion temperature and the Soft x—ray (SXR)
time traces (associated with the electron temperature oscillation), shown
in Figure 2.

Data Interpretation
When diffusion is assumed to dominate the power loss, [7] the energy

density apparently is: nT « ND" (4) where w is the power input.
Power input to the electrons is assumed to be the Ohmic heating:

we = nil, where n (1 Te'3") is the Spitzer resistivity and j (I:( I ) is
the current density; therefore: w « Te'“2 I¢2 (5). Substituting
equations (5) and (2) into (4) we obtain:

Tes” « n‘1 I¢2 Al’l Ur‘l (6)

Power input to the ions is assumed to be the viscous heating rate
given by equation (3). The ion mean free path is determined from the
thermal velocity: AMPF = Vth I11 a T1"2 111 and the ion-ion collision
time [8] is: 111 m n'1 T13’Z. Substituting equations (3) and (2) into (4)
we obtain:

at
T15” °‘ n (614): A14 up“ 0: n Al’s hr (7)

The perpendicular correlation length A was found [9] to be constant
under most conditions where A /a N 0 1 In this case it follows from
equations (6) and (7) that T- and Te (under constant density and current)
depend on the single parameter Ur , ei. e: Te « Ur'1’5 (8a) and T- a firz's
(8b). If the strength of the velocity fluctuations increases, (due to
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limiter insertion. for example). Te will be reduced (according to equation
8a). T1 will increase (according to equation 8b) as will also AV

(according to equation 1). This apparently happened by limiter insertion.

The variation of the main plasma parameters after tile removal can be

explained if we assume that ar is reduced. For the coherent oscillations

of Tiand T we suggest that an unstable mode affects Ur. As a result of
this. T1 wiil oscillate in phase with ur and in anti—phase with Te.

Conclusions
An explanation to our data can be offered if we assume that the wall

determines the strength of the velocity fluctuations. Any alteration of

the wall condition (which we imposed at HBTXlB by inserting a limiter and

removing the tiles) may affect Ur. This is yet to be confirmed

experimentally.

On the crucial question, how the velocity fluctuations affect the energy

confinement, it follows that due to the opposite effect which they have on
the ion and the electron temperature. they have only a minor effect on 86.
It is however their contribution to the plasma resistance which highlights

the damaging effect of the velocity fluctuations on the energy confinement

in the RFP.
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Introduction
Understanding transport is an important task in Reversed Field Pinch

(RFP) research. In the RFP much higher values of E/EC w 0.1 to 1 are seen
than in Tokamak, here E = VLOOP/ZnR. Ec = 2KTe/e Au. and he is the mean
free path of thermal electrons. Runaway electrons at MeV energy and their
effects, viz, X—rays, wall damage. reduction in VLOOP below the Spitzer
value are not seen. Nevertheless, experimental observations show an
excess population of electrons at energies above thermal at we = 3 to
10kTe in some cases [1] with flow in the direction to carry most of the
current [2,3]. In this paper we use these results to discuss the electron
power balance including the application of the kinetic dynamo theory and
the role of electron neutral collisions. Data used are from HBTXlB (R/a =
0.8/0.26m) with a thick shell.

Ex erimental Basis
In RFP the field lines “cut and rejoin", this being the intrinsic

dynamo process which maintains the reversed toroidal field. Thus magnetic
lines depart slightly from average magnetic flux surfaces and since K”/K
x (or)1 a small inclination is sufficient for parallel electron heat flow
to exceed perpendicular ion conduction e.g. on ZETA (ULQ) Kl = 10'1Ke”
accounted for the results with collisional parallel conductivity [4].

In modern RFP temperatures are one to two orders of magnitude higher.
densities lower and mean free paths N 103m permitting collisionless flow.
Measurements on HBTXlB at 200kA off—axis at r/a m 0.65 by Thomson
Scattering of electron velocity distributions which are interpreted as
temperature and poloidal current. Te = 250 to 450eV and jeo w 1.5 to
3MA/m'. The current density is as expected with an MBFM haVing on axis
j e = 4MA/mz [2]. Calorimetry at the plasma edge [3] shows heat flow in
the direction of the electron current at a factor of 40 higher than the
average power arriving on the walls. An electron energy analyser at 2cm
insertion from the wall detects electron up to lkeV with a flow energy of
200—300eV typical of the central region and a density Nl—2% [3].

Losses with Parallel Flow
Since in RFP TE << Tei the electrons and ions are uncoupled we can

consider the power balance of each species separately. (The ion heating
by fluctuations is discussed elsewhere [5]). To further develop the
parallel flow model we assume that fluctuations promote electron power
loss of the form PL a ne Te D where D is an equivalent diffusion
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coefficient (volume/loss time) proportional to P0 = IVD. Here V0 is the
dynamo contribution to VLOOP = VS + VDand V5 is the loop voltage due to
Soitzer resistivity, n5. To complete the balance we assume that electrons
are heated by IVS only and other losses such as radiation can be
neglected. This formulation is justified by observations that when V0 isreduced by control of equilibrium. reduction of field errors, etc. the
observed Te and BBe are higher but the power input is less. The resulting
scaling laws (see Table 1) give T8 and (Bee)“‘ increasing nearly linearly
with current are closely similar to those observed with limiter tiles (seeTable 2) as shown in Fig. 1. Data without tiles are a less good fit (seeFig. 1).

Table 1 - Dynamo Electron Heat Table 2 - Observed Scaling Laws forLoss Scaling Laws for Electron Te = A Ia/fieb. (eV, kA, 10‘9m")
Temperature and Beta

A a b
Te a I"5 N'Z’S ZZ’5 PD‘Z" With tiles 6.2 0.78 0.55

Without tiles 26.4 0.57 0.63Bee 1-6/5 N315 Z2/5 PD—ZIS

The above model leads to estimates for 158 in the range up to Ems
without tiles where Te values up to 800eV are measured (see Fig. 2).

Collisional losses based on classical parallel conduction as
postulated on ZETA are independent of density (and direction of current
flow) resulting in a weaker variation Te a 1"5 different to HBTXlB
results.

Application of Kinetic Dynamo Theory
The KDT model [6] may be more relevant because A. is large and then

resistivity is described by a nonlocal Ohm‘s law. Electron momentun
diffuses outwards and is absorbed by collisions with the wall giving an
effective helicity resistivity (Eqn. 6 of Ref. 6) which can be expressedas: nk/ns = m (E/EC) + c (1)
where c=l and m contains the field line diffusivity DF' magnetiC'configuration factor f(e) and a correction for the average ion charge (ECis conventionally defined for hydrogenic plasmas). We find that data from
HBTXlB agrees well with the form of Eqn.(l) having well defined interceptsand slopes (see Fig. 3 and Table 3). The BF is a factor 1.5 higher withtiles than without consistent with other observations [6].

Table 3 — Summary of Coefficients to fit HBTXlB Data to the KDT Model

m c R Z+
With Tiles 4.0 1.3 0.92 2
Without Tiles 3.8 0.6 0.95 3
+ average measured value used in nS

.m
—
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Effects Of Particle Recycling
The critical field EC is proportional to the product of resistivity

and density: ECK ”sne' As classical resistivity is almost independent of
density, its reduction increases the likelihood of runaway.

A steady RFP plasma, in which a radially outward particle flux is
balanced by a source of new plasma internal to the discharge. is expected
to exhibit a new contribution to resistivity, nt = meS/einez. which will
add a few percent only to the ordinary Spitzer quantity under normal
conditionS. If the resistivity determining the critical field is now
identified as the sum of classical Spitzer resistivity nS and the new
resistivity nt, then ECl a (”5+nt)“e = nsne + meS/ezne and the existence
of the particle source acts to inhibit runaway. Indeed, there now exists
a lowest Ec occurring when nt = ns, ie. when ne = l(meS/e‘ns). For
densities below this value, EC increases once more.

The size of the expected effect is illustrated first by reference to
normal ZOOKA discharges in HBTX having axial density and temperature
"e = 1x10‘9m", Te = 300eV, and the conventionally calculated E/EC = 0.7.
we deduce a recycling source strength S=1.9x10“m'35'1 which marginally
modifies the resistivity (nt/nS = 0.08) and the runaway parameter
E/EC1 = 0.65. A more marked effect occurs in a high temperature (800eV)
low current (80kA) and low density discharge (3x101‘m’3) for which
conventionally E/EC = 0.83. In this case we find 5 : 1.25x101‘m"s*
produces nt/nS = 0.24 and E/Ec1 = 0.67.

Conclusion
Although high values of E/EC prevail in RFP no measurements show

significant fast electrons above we N 10kTe suggesting that runaways are
rapidly lost before reaching higher energies. 0f the scalings the most
consistent is the variation of measured resistivity (nk) with E/EC which
follows the form predicted in the KDT model. Thus the electron loss
processes are driven by the toroidal electric field rather than radial
gradients of temperature and pressure as in classical transport.

.Particle recycling makes a small contribution to resistivity but fails to
account for the high values of E/EC.
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Soft X-ray (SXR) emission studies have been carried out in three version of the HBTX Reversed

Field Pinch experiment. namely HBTXIB fitted with a thick shell (wall time tw=75 ms) [1].

HBTXlC with a thin shell (tw=0.5 ms) and later with secondary shell [2]. The secondary shell '

installed on the thin shell version is a copper conductor placed outside the windings (at

b=l,6a) with wall time rw=5.5 ms.

The experimental set—up consists of twenty surface barrier diodes arranged in a set of three

fan arrays viewing the plasma through three vertical ports at one toroidal locations The

diodes are fitted with 5000A copper foils which absorb radiation below approximately 400
eV in energy.
In HBTXIB with a thick shell the SXR emission is due to Oxygen VII [3]; with the thin shell

the intensity from the central chord falls by about a factor of 30. but is still above the level

expected from continuum radiation. Line contribution to the emission is then dominant and a
few percent concentration of Oxygen can account for the observed SXR emission intensity.

Using the Time Dependent Coronal Model [4] to predict the power radiated by Oxygen VII as a

function of Ta and nerp, where TP is the particle confinement time. and considering the

measured electron temperature (~4OO eV for the thick shell and ~200 eV in the lower

intensity thin shell discharges) it can be seen that the factor of 30 can be justified only if.

with the thin shell. nerp falls to about [/3 of its thick shell value, This evidence of poorer

particle confinement is consistent with a measured fall in the energy confinement time [21‘

The chord integrated emissivity profiles are usually narrower during the operation with

thick and secondary shell than with the thin shell. the Full Width Half Maximum (FWHM) of

the profile being usually 50.5a in the former case and 20.63 in the latteri

W
The normalized RMS fluctuation level in SXR intensity measured along the central chord has

been computed in the frequency range 0.5-35 kHz. The lower frequency limit has been chosen

to exclude the slow evolution of the signal; the upper limit is such that very little power is

stored in signal components with frequencies >35 kHZ. In fig.l the RMS fluctuation level is

shown as a function of the plasma resistance. Rp. computed through Ohm's law for the thick.

thin and secondary shell operationi Each point corresponds to a discharge and the discharges

have plasma current in the range 170-220 kA. The RMS fluctuation level shows a linear
correlation with RP. varying from ~3% at R ~0.lmfl for thick shell operation at low pinch
parameter (8—1.4) to ~18% at RP—lmfl for thin shell operation at various 9 values.
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The increased level of fluctuations in the higher resistance and lower energy confinement

titne regime is believed to be related to enhanced MHD activity needed to sustain the

configuration against diffusion Moreover in thin shell operation a background due to "thin

shell" instabilities is likely to be present. In the thick and secondary shell regimes the

fluctuation level increases with 9. a trend found also in other RFPs [5.61 and correlated to an

increase in MHD activrty present when the configuration is further away from the relaxed

state; with the thin shell the fluctuation level does not depend on 9. indicating that “thin

shell" modes play an important role independently on the value of 8,

W
In both thin and secondary shell operation large and correlated oscillations are observed in

the SXR signals throughout the plasma. With standard plasma conditions the relative
amplitude of the oscillations is larger with the thin shell. ranging up to 50% peak to peak;
with the secondary shell they usually increase as the reversal deepens.
These coherent oscillations correspond to macroscopic changes in the chord integrated

emissivity profiles. which periodically peak and flatten during the discharge as shown in

fig.2 for a time interval during the current flat«top. The oscillations are correlated with

analogous oscillations in global magnetic quantities. like the reversal parameter F, the

average toroidal field <B¢>. the toroidal field at the wall BMa) and the Modified Bessel

Function (MBF) radius. In fig.3 the SXR intensity measured along the central chord. the

FWHM of the SXR profile. F. G, <B¢>. B¢(a) and the MBF radius are displayed for the same

discharge as fig]. In particular this figure shows that when the SXR intensity increases in

the core of the plasma and the profiles become narrower. the current density distribution

shrinks and the magnetic Flux decreases. When the SXR intensity falls in the core the profiles

flatten and magnetic flux is regenerated. These correlations suggest that the oscillations

observed in HBTXlC are the kinetic counterpart of the current density redistributions
observed in many other RFPs [3,5,6,7.8.9.10]. These have been explained as the outcome of the

counteracting actions of resistive diffusion and relaxation processes [6.l1] responsible for

the sustainment of the RFP configuration, As can be deduced from figl their amplitude grows
with the plasma resistance. Nonetheless we should remark that in different plasma

conditions. i.e. at low current (I¢,~SO kA) and Shallow reversal. large coherent oscillations

have been observed at very low plasma resistance [3].
As a test of the role that resistive diffusion plays in the processes underlying the coherent

oscillations. figi4 shows their period as a function of the resistive diffusion time IRKZR/RP.

where R is the major radius. for HBTXIC and other RFPs [6.7,3.9.lO,l11.
As expected a trend for the period to increase with TR can be inferred, even if a very low

resistance HBTXlB-(no tiles) point [3]. not shown in the figure. with period ~l.25 ms'and
1R~27ms, suggests a saturation could be present when the resistive diffusion time increases.

4. A NEW THIN SHELL PHENOMENON
In several thin shell discharges a secondary maximum is present in the outer part of the
chord integrated emissivity profile. The amplitude of this maximum grows during the
discharge. becoming sometimes larger than that of the central maximum close to the
termination. An example of this is shown in fig.5, where profiles at subsequent times are

displayed. the last being very close to termination.
The ratio between the secondary and the central maxima grows exponentially in time . with
growth rates of the order 0.3-1 x(l/rw). Such values are close to those measured with

magnetic coils for the growth rate of magnetic "thin shell" modes [2]: this suggests that the
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growlh of the strucrure could be related to the growth of instabilities connected with the

presence of a thin shell. A preliminary tomographic reconstruction performed using codes

written by P.Smeuldcrs [12] shows that this phenomenolgy corresponds to the growth of an

m=l structure centred at +16 cm. whose width increases with time.

After installation of the secondary shell. there is much less evidence for this phenomenon.

N L I N
SXR emission has been measured in three versions of the HBTX RFP experiment with the same

geometry but different shell times. From these measurements a degradation of particle

confinement during the operation with the thin shell is found.

Coherent oscillations in both SXR emissivity and global magnetic quantities have been

observed and are consistent with the outcome of counteracting actions of resistive diffusion

and relaxation processes.

A trend for the Coherent oscillation period'to increase with the resistive diffusion time can

be inferred from experimental data from HBTX and is supported by data from other RFPs.

The RMS normalized fluctuation level in SXR intensity grows with plasma resistance.

indicating enhanced MHD activity is needed to sustain the configuration against diffusion.

The growth of a structure in the SXR emissivity profile probably related to "thin shell" modes

has also been clearly observed in thin shell operation .

SXR studies have thus provided a further insight into the dynamics of the RFP and have

demonstrated features in thin shell operation which confirm a globally poorer confinement in

this kind of operation.
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Abstract RFP experiments with various shell times have been carried out
in the HBTX assembly. Measurements of the edge magnetic fields reveals
fluctuations thought to be related to the dynamo process and also magnetic
perturbation identified as resistive shell modes. In resistive shell
operation, the larger loop voltage and current termination can be
associated with the growing resistive shell modes.

Introduction A conducting shell becomes a resistive shell when the pulse
duration is comparable or longer than the time constant for vertical field
penetration (tw). The properties of magnetic fluctuations and equilibrium
in Reversed Field Pinches (RFP) depend on the wall penetration time for
magnetic fields. These have been investigated using arrays of magnetic
pick-up coils in experiments on the HBTX device fitted with shells having
Iw of 80 ms, 0.5 ms and 0.5 ms plus a 5.5ms secondary distant shell
Numerical analysis on these measurements yields information on poloidal
and toroidal wavenumber (m,n) as well as frequency (f).

Eguilibrium and Stability With a perfectly conducting shell, RFP
operation stable to current driven modes is possible. When the profile of
p = ,1.§/B2 is expressed as p(r) = p(0) (l-(r/a)“) and p(0) = EGO/a, the
ideal shell stable region in the d — 60 parameter space [1] is shown in
Fig 1. Also plotted are the internal resistive shell modes [2] stable
region and the operating values of d and SO in experiments. (External
resistive shell modes are always unstable). It can be seen that the RFP
plasma in HBTXlB with a conducting shell of TH = 80 ms is stable or at
least marginally stable to the ideal shell modes. In HBTXlC with
resistive shell of IN = 0.5 ms, the time evolution of the F and S values
indicates a configuration initially unstable to both the ideal and
resistive shell modes changing to ideal shell stable. However. the
configuration remains unstable to the internal resistive shellr modes.
With the secondary shell of IN = 5.5 ms. the F and 9 values are changed
but the configuration is still unstable.

It has been suggested [3] that the dynamo arises indirectly from the
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interaction of internally resonant modes. In experiments, field reversal
is maintained robustly for all values of TN, and reversal strength seems
to depend only weakly on mode amplitudes (see later).

Conducting-shell studies For conducting-shell (IW = 80 ms) RFPs, magnetic
fluctuation activity is concentrated between 5 kHz and 80 kHz, with m = O
and m = 1, and a broad band of toroidal wavenumbers lnl N 5~18. Fig 2
shows the n~spectrum for 8 fluctuations. This broad band activity is
tentatively identified as the ‘dynamo‘ activity needed to generate
toroidal field reversal. No single dominant nrmode was seen; we
conjecture that the modes interact strongly to broaden the n—spectrum. By
correlation of mode signals measured at different locations, mode
rotations are estimated to be of the order of 10‘ mS'l. No distinct
precursor to discharge termination is evident in the magnetic data. with
deeper field reversal, an m = 1. In! N 4-6 helical perturbation resembling
Taylor's second minimum-energy state was found. Theory predicts that this
second state should exist only at deep reversal and with n = 4 for HBTX.
There is very little low frequency (f S 5 kHz) activity and no discernible
steady mode growth.

Resistive-shell Experiments With a resistive shell (IN = 0.5 ms)
positioned at 1.15 times the plasma minor radius [4], fluctuations are
dominantly m = 0 and 1. Low-frequency (f << 5 kHz) magnetic perturbations
were observed to contain (m.n) = (1, -5 to —7) on—axis or internal
resonant modes, with some (1, 2 to 3) externally nonresonant kinks, both
growing on timescales similar to the wall time, and rotating very slowly
or not at all (mtW < 0.1); these growth rates correspond to those
predicted by the linear theory of resistive—shell modes [2]. Non-linear
theory [5] predicts mode-locking to the resistive wall. An (m, n) = (1, 9
to 11) external mode was also observed experimentally, with some (m, n) =
(l, N ~13). High—frequency modes exist at much lower amplitudes
(typically below 1% of mean field) and have a broad band of n-numbers each
having similar magnitude remaining roughly constant throughout the
discharge. The growth of the dominant modes is illustrated in Fig 3.
After the electrically noisy setting-up phase, there is evidence of a
brief quiescent period of about 0.5 ms before an initial prompt mode
growth occurs, followed by a steady growth to large amplitude. Typical
growth rates T during this steady increase are rtw = 0.3 i 0.1 for al
dominant modes. Large radial fields at the plasma boundary (Fig 4) up to
a magnitude of the order of 10-20% of the local field) and mode growth
rate acceleration were seen to precede abrupt discharge termination at
less than 10 wall times. The magnetic activity at higher frequencies is
stronger than that seen during conducting-shell discharges.

Experiments with Secondary Shell A secondary shell with {W = 5.5 ms.
distant from the plasma (at 1.6 times the minor radius), has been



installed recently [61. Growth times for the resistive—shell modes are
about twice as long as those seen with the 0.5 ms shell. and typica
discharge duration is correspondingly longer (up to 10 ms). Despite this.

the normalised growth rate rtw is larger with the secondary shell (Ttw N
2—3); linear calculations predict this for a shell distant from the
plasma. The same four groups of low-frequency modes are present here as
in the discharges with IN = 0.5 ms. Fig 3 also shows dominant mode
development for this value of 1w. The field reversal ratio at the same 8
remains unchanged from the resistive-shell case despite the large change
in mode amplitudes (including the internal resonant modes) at different
Tw' Theory predicts that the secondary shell should slow the growth of
the low-n modes most; the slowing depends on the relative sizes of the
mode wavelength and the vacuum region between the secondary shell and the
plasma. The experimental observation of similar slower growth rates for
all dominant modes indicates that some non—linear coupling between the
modes is present. Large radial fields are still present. but at lower
levels (Fig 4). The radial magnetic flux linking the wall had decreased
from 51 to 32 m at the current flat-top and is consistent with the
non—Spitzer contributions of 49 and 32 volts, according to helicity
balance calculations [71, to the loop voltages of 67 and 51 volts where
the estimated values for Spitzer resistivity contribution is 17 and 11
volts. The slower growth rate allows the discharge to last longer until
the field perturbation is too large to sustain.

Conclusion The resistive shell stability of Reversed Field Pinch plasma
has been demonstrated in a series of experiments on HBTX assembly with
various shell times. Unstable modes growing on the shell timescale and
having properties consistent with the predictions of thin shell theory
have been identified. All dominant modes have similar growth rates and
the growth of modes with higher wavenumbers is slowed more effectively by
the presence of a secondary distant shell than the linear calculation
predicts, both indicating non-linear effects. The higher loop voltage in
thin shell operation is consistent with the larger radial field leading to
extra helicity loss. The growth of these thin shell modes to large
amplitude limits pulse length but does not significantly affect the higher
frequency activity thought to furnish the dynamo action.
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Equilibrium Measurements on the REPUTE-l RFP Plasma

H. Ji, H.Toyama, S.Shinohara, A.Fujisawa, K.Yamagishi,
Y.Shimazu, A.Ejiri, K.Shimoji and K.Miyamoto

Department of Physics, Faculty of Science, University of Tokyo.
7-3-1 Hongo, Bunkyo—ku, Tokyo 113, Japan

Introduction
Global plasma equilibrium measurements by external magnetic probes

are widely introduced on the toroidal plasmas, i.e. tokamaks or RFPs, because
of their simplicity and convenience. The measurement principle is based on
Shafranov's toroidal e uilibrium theory[1], which gives Simple relations
between the global equi ibrium quantity and the external fields. These rela—
tions are valid in the either case of existence or absence of ideal shell just out
the plasma column, however, not valid in the case of the thin (or resistive)
Shell, whose skin time 1', has the same order of the current rise time Tr. A
method introduced by Swain et al.[2] is effective in this case, in which the
plasma current I? is replaced by 6 filament currents. However, by this method
it is difficult to include the effect of iron core and computation requires a lot
(beyond 14) of the measurement of the fields or flux loop. In this paper we
introduce a simple method which is based on fitting measured fields to the
vacuum approximate solution of Grad-Shafranov equation. The computation
require only a few measurements (26) of the fields.

REPUTE-l device[3] is characterized by a thin shell of 5mm thickness
whose skin time 1', for the penetration of the vertical field is lms compared
with r, of 0.5ms. The optimum discharges whose duration .rd are about 3
times of 'rJ have been obtained. In spite of various efforts including vertical-
ohmic coils series connection experiments[4], toroidal ripple reduction experi-
ments[5] and port bypass plate installation experiments[6], until now 1;, is still
limited by 3.2ms. We should think that the equilibrium of plasma is lost due
to an unfavorable vertical field. In this paper we present the measurements of
the time evolution of the plasma position from the flat-top phase to the termi-
nation phase, at that time the plasma begins to lose its e uilibrium. The liner
has a major radius RL of 82 cm and a minor radius aL of 2 cm.

Poloidal Array of Magnetic Probes
A poloidal array of magnetic field pick-up coils with protective covers of

0.7 mm thick stainless steel, is installed inside the vacuum vessel of 2.4 mm
thick Inconel-625 at a port segment. A square cross section pipe runs
poloidally between the probes which leads the coil signal wires to the
feedthrough and protects them from damages by the plasma. The magnetic
fields can be measured with good frequency response up to 40 kHz. The array
covers all poloidal angle e ually at 8 poloidal positions with a 45° separation.
At each position the toroi a1, poloidal and radial components of tie d B¢,Be
and B, can be measured on or just out the plasma surface simultaneously.

Plasma Equilibrium Model
For the equilibrium model we assume that the plasma has a circular

outermost magnetic surface which has a radius of a, as shown in Fig.1. Out-
side the plasma r>a we use the vacuum solution of Grad-Shafranov equation
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in the first approximation of the expansion in r/R[1]:

390,6):$8,+%B,[(1+%2)(A+%)+1n—;-—1]cose; (1)

3,0,9):fimqu (11+ %-)(1— ’é‘flsme-
which satisfied the boundary condition Be(a,e): B (1+ a/RAcose) B,,(a e): 0
at r= a. Here Bap=—uol l2wa, A=- BI, +l-/2— 1, where B is the poloidal beta
and l, is the internal inductance ,of the unit length of the piesasma column.

Determination of Plasma Position
Now we define Ax, Ay as the horizontal and vertical displacement of the

outermost magnetic surface from the liner center, so the lasma major and
minor radius R and a are reduced to R:RL+A,; a= rL— (f; +132)1r2 , respec-
tively, as shown in Fig.1. Figure 2 shows the definitions of r,, e, and 6 with
respect to the i--th probes. 1s a constant and r- and 0 are determined from
A, and Ay. From (1) we have the fields at the i--th probe position.

B’e,-=—-7:1RBa[Cocose?+Clcos(8?-6,)+Czcos(6,°—26,v)];

, a . . .B “-2 ——-Ba[Cosm0?+Cls1n(0?—e,)+C251n(e?-—26,)]; (2)

r.- 2R (12 1 1= _ - :_- =_. A+~ ———_C0 in“ +A, C] ri , C2 r‘2( 2) 2

There 1s three free parameters to determine 8’6, and 8'”: Ax, A and A.
We use the least squares method to determine these free parameters, i.e. to
fine a set of A, A, A which minimize

3:Z[(——M)2+(——)2] (3)
where Be, and 8,,- are the poloidal and radial fields measured by the i-th probe,
09, and 11,, are standard deviation of errors in Be, and 8,,- measurements.
Because this fitting is a nonlinear problem, A,, A. and A are calculated using
Gauss-Newton Method based on linear approximation, through an iteration
process. Test fitting are performed by ideal data with random error. To
enable the determination, it is required that He and B, are measured at least at
proper 3 poloidal positions. In fact, the calculation is usuall carried out
within iterations of ten times, so it is enough quick to perform it getween shots
as a real time routine. Note that one can not determine A and A separately
only by Be measurements, because of their negative correlation.

I
;B’l

Results of Position Measurements
Parameters of a typical discharge in REPUTE-l RFP are shown in

Fig. 3(a). At t~1.4ms, I, has the maximum value of ~280kA, the loop3voltage
V,~~150V and the chord-averaged electron density n ~5><10|9m . The
discharge is not maintained to a quasi-steady state, i.e. I; begins to fall down
and V, begins to rise up, after 1,, reaches its maximum value. Figure 3(b)
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shows the time evolution of A, Ax, Ay and A,, where toroidal shift A, presents
distance between the magnetic axis and the center of outermost magnetic sur-
face due to the toroidal effect: A,=a2/2R(A+1/2) and typically A,~ 1cm. Fit-
ting errors estimated from measurement errors are enough small so can be
neglected usually. The reversal ratio F and the pinch- parameter (9 are also
shown in Fig.3(a), where solid lines and dash lines indicate the values with and
without correction according to change in the plasma osition, respectively. It
is shown that observed values of F~-—0.35 and @~2. 5 are reduced to reason-
able ones of F~-0.25 and ®~1.90 through the correction due to the plasma
position at the current flat-top (t~1.4ms). During the flat-to hase A~ -0.20,
this is consistent with the results of Bp~0.1 and l,-~1.2-1.4 3 . A—O diagram
is shown in Fig.4, where parameter a is defined by u=u0j-B/BZ 0: 1—(r/a)“.

Before 1,, begins to fall down at t~1.4ms, the plasma column starts to
move outward and downward from the liner center at t~1.1ms. This plasma
column displacement, in other words plasma position instability, can be con-
sidered as an origin of the discharge termination, although its toroidal depen-
dence is unkown. It is not clear whether the outward movement is due to
either weak vertical fields or short skin time of the shell. According to meas-
urements using an internal probe array, the penetration of the vertical fields
into the shell is dependent on its distance from the torus center, i.e. the penc-
tration at the outside of torus is faster than that at the inside of torus. It can be
explained by the situation that eddy currents flowing in shell. which refuse the
penetration of external fields, are disturbed by a lot of big holes existing at the
outside of torus. As a result, the decay index N= —RdB‘/Bva'R in the shell has
a negative Sign duriu the penetration, in spite of a positive sign after penetra-
tion. It can e consi cred that this negative N induce an up-down instability of
the plasma column and perhaps cause the discharge to terminate.

Conclusion
A simple method is introduced to measure the plasma position, in the

case of existence of a thin shell and externally applied vertical fields. The
model bases on fitting measured external fields to the vacuum approximate
solution of Grad-Shafranov e uation, and the position determination require
only a few measurements (2 ) of the fields. An application on REPUTE-1
RFP plasma equilibrium measurement shows that the plasma starts to move
outward and downward before 1P begins to fall down. Downward movement
can be explained as a result of negative N durin the penetration of the vertical
fields into the shell. It suggests that a faster an more precise feedback control
in the vertical field coils system is necessary.
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FIELD ERROR REDUCTION EXPERIMENT ON THE REPUTE—l RFP DEVICE
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INTRODUCTION

The vacuum chamber of the RFP device REPUTE—l [1,2] is a welded

structure using 18 sets of 1 mm thick lnconel bellows(inner minor radius

22 cm) and 2.4 mm thick port segments arranged in toroidal geometry as

shown in Fig.1. The vacuum chamber is surrounded by 5 mm thick stainless

steel shells. The time constant of the shell is 1 ms for vertical field

penetration. The pulse length in REPUTE—l is so far 3.2 ms (about 3 times

longer than shell skin time). The port bypass plates have been attached

as shown in Fig.2 to reduce field errors so that the pulse length becomes

longer and the loop voltage becomes lower.

MACHINE STATUS

Operations of the plasma current Ip up to 476 kA were achieved,

changing the limit of charging voltage of OH power crowbar capacitor

banks from 10 kV to 15 kV, but usually operated below 350 kA avoiding

the wall damage. The lowest loop voltage Vl at the current flat top is

115 V ( 230 kA ). The longest pulse length is 3.2 ms. The ion temperature

measured by the Doppler broadening of CV line( 2271 A ) is 700 eV with

the line averaged density ne of 5 X 1019m"3[3].

NUMERICAL ANALYSIS OF FIELD ERRORS

The distribution of the liner current of REPUTEel with and without

port bypass plates is calculated using INCANET code(lHl Induced Current

Analysis Code by the Network Mesh Method)[4]. The magnetic field

generated by the liner current is calculated by tint—Savart‘s law. The

computational results show that field errors are reduced by a factor of

5, on average. by attaching port bypass plates.



EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
PHASE 1 At first. 17 side ports were attached by the port bypass
plates shown in Fig.2la) and only one port was attached by the plate with
a hole of 15 mm diameter as shown in Fig Bib). The discharge optimization
has been carried out as shown in Fig.3. The best shot of plasma current
of 230 RA has shown that the plasma resistance R at the current flat top
is 0.5 mohm; Rp is reduced 50 % compared with the discharges without port
bypass plates.
PHASE 2 The bypass plates of five side ports were replaced by the
plates with holes whose diameters are 30 mm (maximum) due to diagnostie
requirements. An extensive series of l scan has been run at currents
from 150 RA to 380 ha after the treatment of the earbonization, changing
gas feed and the deepness of the reversal. Typicallyy conditions for
getting good discharges are as follows: F value is ~0.4 and the toroidal
bias field is high; aided mode. The vertical field control is 0“ series
mode. The ratio of the step~down transformer for 0” power crowhar is 4:1.
The plasma resistance Rp at the current flat top is shown in Fig.4 with
and without port bypass plates as a function of the plasma current l
The Rp scales as lp‘E/2 and the proportional eonstantiwith plates) is
reduced 25 % compared with no bypass plates.
PHASE 3 The port bypass plates of one side port were fully removed
to install magnetic probes for equilibrium and fluctuation
measurementslSl. In this case. RD has increased 14 % compared with phase
2. ln any phases. the pulse length has not been prolonged than 3.2 nm
which was attained without bypass plates. The wall conditioning with the
carbonization has the effect of not only eliminating pumpout phenomena
but also getting higher ion temperature, typically 700 eVl3]. in these
experiments. however. the earbonization has no effect on the plasma
resistance.

CONCLUSION
The plasma resistance Rp at the current flat top of the best shot

is reduced 50 % by attaching port bypass plates. In phase 2. the value of
Rp scales as lp'fl/2 and the value of R (with plates) is reduced 25 %. But
the pulse length is not prolonged by this modification. The earbonization
has no effect on the plasma resistancei

REFERENCES
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RFP Discharges with Port Bypass Plate
and Trim Coil in the REPUTE-l

S. Shinohara, H. Toyama, A. Fujisawa, H. Ji, Y. Shimazu
A. Ejiri, K. Yamagishi, K. Miyamoto, Z. Yoshida,1‘ N. InoueT

Department of Physics, Faculty of Science,

fDeparmzent ofNuclear Engineering, Faculty of Engineering,
University of Tokyo, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo 113, Japan

INTRODUCTION
The RFP discharges are sensitive to the error field. Near the port

hole, this field generated by the liner current is large and must be minim—

ized. In addition, plasma position control is very important to have good

plasma parameters. In the REPUTE-l RFP device (major radius R = 82 cm

and minor radius a = 22 cm) [1-3], the port bypass plates and new trim coils

are installed to reduce the error field and to control the external magnetic

field in order to examine the effects on the plasma performance.

BYPASS PLATE
The bypass plates, located in the 54 port sections, can be expected to

reduce the error magnetic field generated by a winding liner (made of

Inconel 625) current [4-6]. Plates (3 mm thick SUS 304) consist of a 58 mm
wide and 80 mm high plate, and two plates, 58 mm wide and 22 mm high, at

the side port. At the top and bottom ports, one plate, 45 mm wide and 95

mm long in the major radius direction, is installed. Each plate has a hole of

20 - 30 mm in diameter, at the every top and bottom ports and at a half

number of the side ports.
Before the installation of bypass plates, a radial profile of the vertical

magnetic field B= was measured in order to check the error field in the pres—

ence of the toroidal liner current. The probe measurements show that this

error field is consistent with the results of the calculations, i. e., an analytical

method with a plane geometry [4,5] and a three dimensional network mesh
method [6], as shown in Fig.1. Here, the effects of the iron core [7] and the
up-to-down asymmetry of iron core gaps [8] are included to derive the meas-

ured field value from the liner current component. Note that the 8, value is

finite in the vacuum chamber due to the toroidal effect.
In comparison to the case without bypass plates, the plasma resistance

RP, defined as the ratio of the toroidal loop voltage V, to the plasma current

1,, at the current maximum, decreased by about 25 % (Fig.2) and 40 %
(Fig.3), for the cases of R = 4 and 2, respectively. Here, R is a winding
ratio of the step-down transformer of the ohmic PFN power supply, and the

extended empirical scalings are also shown in the figures for comparison;



broken and solid lines mean the previous results of no bypass plate with R
= 4 (IP = 240 - 360 kA) and 2 (1,, = 230 - 270 RA), respectively. This Rp
scaled as «(3/2) power law of 1p, which has the same tendency with the pre-
vious results. With an increase in IP, a reproducibility of the discharge
became better. For the case of R = 4, there was no difference between the
matched and high bias modes (and between with and without the carboniza-
tion) as for the R, value, and this value was typically 0.45 ml) at 1,, = 300
kA. However, the plasma discharge duration was unchanged using the
plates (S 3.2 ms).

When the bypass plates at one side port was extracted with an inser-
tion of poloidal magnetic probe array inside the liner (7 mm beyond the
liner surface), the plasma resistance Rp decreased with (p, but did not show a
decrease (nearly constant) above 1,, = 250 kA for both cases of R z 4
(Fig.5) and 2. Here, the probe jacket, made of SU8304, occupies 8 cm (in
total) and 1.4 cm in the poloidal and toroidal directions, respectively. There
is a possibility that this independency of 1p comes from the change of the
wall condition (including the probe array) and/or from the increased error
field at the one side port. Generally, the CrI intensity (4275 A) increases
drastically at the end of the discharge, but, at least, a remarkable increase in
this emission with increasing 1,, at the flat top phase was not found.

TRIM COIL
The trim coils consist of the additional vertical (Vad) and toroidal

(Tad) field coils wound around the torus. The Vud coils are expected to act
as a trimming of the equilibrium vertical field, control of the coupling
between the vertical and ohmic coil systems, an active stabilization of the
plasma column (decay index control) and a passive one. The Vad coils are
located on the eight poloidal positions around the torus.

The preliminary experiments as control of the coupling shows a wider
range of the operational regime; ramp up of the plasma current from 230
kA to 285 kA by increasing the power supply voltages (from 4.7 to 6.0 kV
and from 0.8 to 1.1 kV for vertical start and PFN voltages, respectively) of
the vertical field coils for the fixed ones (~ 10 kV) of the ohmic coil, as
shown in Fig.5. The vertical field coils were connected in series with the
Vad coils, and the total net turns of coils were four, which was a direction of
the plasma current. During the ramp up, the ratio 1,71,, (1,: current of verti-
cal field coil) was nearly constant of ~ 0.017. The efficiency to ramp the
plasma current by the increase in the vertical field power supply Was nearly
the same with the ohmic one from a view point of the necessary stored
energy of the condenser bank. With an increase in the ramped plasma
current, a decrease in the plasma resistance was also found (see Fig.3). By
the careful trimming of the vertical field, Rn could be decreased by ~ 20 %
compared with the results in Fig.3 (closed triangles). These results show
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that the positioning of the plasma column is very important to have the

better plasma discharges.
The Tad coils are expected to reduce the toroidal field ripple between

the ports, although the ripple at the port section increases. The mean ripple
at the minor radius r of 22 cm at the outer side of the torus decreases from

5.5 % to 3.0 % from the calculation. However, up to now, the better
plasma discharge compared with the previous experiments [9] has not been

found in spite of the finer positioning of the Tad coils.

CONCLUSIONS
In order to get the better plasma discharges, the experiments using the

port bypass plates and trim coils have been executed in the REPUTE-l RFP

device. The plasma resistance decreased in the presence of plates, and the
new operational regime of ramping the plasma current with vertical trim

coils was found.
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EQUILIBRIUM AND STABILITY OF THE STE RFP

Sadao Masamune, Hiroshi Oshiyama

Department of Electronics and Information Science
Kyoto Institute of Technology, Sakyo-ku, Kyoto 606, Japan

ABSTRACT
‘—"7Y7eversed-field pinch (RFP) plasma which has characteristics typical
of that produced in a conventional thin metal liner has been obtained in
the STE—1(M) RFP experiment. It uses a 3.4 mm thick metal chamber with
four insulators for application of the toroidal voltage, along with the
aided self-reversal mode for setting up the RFP configuration. Displace-
ment of the center—of—current channel at the gap was twice as large as
that far from the gap. This local displacement could be controlled with a
vertical field. Initial results from the STE—2 RFP experiment will also
be described.

INTRODUCTION
At first, as an introduction, we will give a brief histrical review

of the study of magnetic separatrix in the STE RFP experiments. Here, STE
is the acronym for separatrix test experiment.

Oshiyama proposed a method for setting up the RFP configuration with
the use of the poloidal heliotron (PH) magnetic field as an initial bias,
and experimental demonstration of this method was performed in a linear
device[1]. This concept was applied to a toroidal device, STE-RFP, which
used a glass discharge chamber. It was demonstrated that stable toroidal
asymmetric RFP configuration was easily attained with the self-reversal
mode using the PH bias field, when compared with the axisymmetric bias
field[2,3].

In studying the magnetic separatrix in a RFP, the use of a thick metal
liner appears to be required because heat flux to the wall will be highly
localized under such circumstances. The STE—RFP was then modified to the
axisymmetric STE—1(M)[4], whose objectives included setting up the RFP and
sustaining its equilibrium in a thick metal chamber having insulator gaps.
More recently, the STE-2 RFP has been constructed, in which device it is
expected to establish a scenario for sustaining stable RFP with a duration
much longer than the time constant of the thick metal chamber. This paper
primarily includes the results from the STE-1(M) RFP experiment. Initial
results from the STE-2 RFP experiment are also included.

STE—1(M) RFP EXPERIMENT
The STE—llMi uses a 3.4 mm thick stainless steel toroidal chamber

with a 24 cm major radius and an 8 cm minor radius. The chamber is insu-
lated toroidally at four locations separated by 90° in the toroidal direc-
tion by a 5 mm thick insulator. The penetration time of the chamber for
the toroidal field is 0.2 ms.

Figure 1 shows the time behavior of the loop voltage V], plasma
current Ip, toroidal field at the plasma center BZ(O), toroidal field at
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the inner wall Bz(a), and intensities of the Hu line and oxygen impurity
lines. One—turn loop voltage higher than 400 V was applied at the initi-
ation of the breakdown, however, we have observed no damage to the insu-
lators. The setting—up time of RFP configuration is shorter than the pene-
tration time of the chamber, which means that we have used the aided self
reversal mode. The loop voltage for sustaining the discharge is about 150
V without a vertical field. This sustaining voltage does not strongly de—
pend upon the plasma current, and thus, the global resistance of the
plasma, Rp : Vi/Ip, is inversely proportional to the plasma current. It
should be mentioned that net toroidal current flowing in the chamber and
through the plasma at the gap is observed in the present experiment.
Although this current decreases with increasing the plasma current, it
still remains in the range of 10C of the plasma current for 1p of 20 kA.
The toroidal field at the plasma center increases with a current up to
3—4 times the initial value, indicating that the plasma dynamo works in the
STE-1(M). The RFP configuration is set up in 50-70 as into the discharge,
and is maintained for 0.2 ms.

A distinctive pressure window for stable RFP has been observed in the
STE-1(M). For the filling pressure of hydrogen lower than 1 mTorr, the
plasma current tends to disrupt before attaining the RFP. For the optimum
filling pressure of 2 mTorr, the observed magnetic field profiles are well
approximated by the Bessel functions (BF), indicating that the plasma is
in a well-relaxed state. The value of F (=Bz(a)/(Bzw) and 0 (:Bo(a)/~BZ*)
are in the range from —O.2 to —O.3 and from 1.6 to 1.7, respectively,
where Bg(a) is the poloidal field at the wall and ~Bz> is the average
toroidal field. For a higher filling pressure, the field profiles deviate
from BF and the field reversal becomes shallow.

Figure 1(e) clearly shows that the oxygen lines appear from the low
ionization stage to the higher one, which is typical of a temperature
increase phase. It is thus indicated that the electron temperature in-
creases near to or slightly higher than the value restricted by the radia»
tion barrier due to oxygen, about 20 eV. It appears that it requires more
Joule input energy to show the evidence of burnthrough of the radiation
barrier. It should also be noted that the time behavior of ion saturation
current of an electrostatic probe showed that after its maximum at 0.7 ms,
a rapid fall followed. It seems that pumpout of the density occurred in
the STE—1(M).

Figure 2 shows the dependence on the vertical field By, (a) of the
displacement of the center-of—current channel far from the gap, aav, and
of that at the gap, agap, (b) of the average radial field at the gap, 896?
and (c) of the global resistance R9 at the maximum plasma current. Here
day is the radial location of the magnetic axis determined from the
poloidal magnetic field profiles, and Agap is the displacement of the
plasma column measured with a cosine COil at the gap. Time behavior of
the vertical field at the gap was similar to that of the plasma current,
and the value of Bv at the gap was plotted in the abscissa in Fig.2.
Since skin time of the chamber for vertical field is almost the same as
the current duration, nay shows a weak dependence on BV, while n ap de-
creases almost linearly with increasing BV. Optimization of BV gas result-
ed in a reduction of the resistance by 20%. Thus, in the present experi—
ment, global equilibrium of the plasma was maintained by the thick metal

'—
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_
‘
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chamber, while local equilibrium at the insulator gap was improved with the
external vertical field. We may therefore conclude that the global equil-
ibrium and local one can be controlled separately for a RFP produced in a
thick metal chamber.

Influence on the plasma performance of the toroidal asymmetry of time
constant of the chamber brought about by vacuum flanges at the gaps should
be studied carefully. Moreover, the net toroidal current might be a resid-
ual problem for the control of equilibrium. ‘

STE-2 RFP EXPERIMENT
The STE—2 RFP uses a 2 mm thick stainless steel chamber with a 40 cm

major radius and a 10 cm minor radius. No thick conducting shell has been
mounted. It uses an iron core transformer with 0.3 V-s, which is five
times as large as that of the STE—1(M). This machine is constructed for
the purpose of establishing a scenario for sustaining a stable RFP with a
duration much longer than the time constant of the metal chamber. In addi-
tion to local compensation of field errors at the gaps of the chamber,
therefore, application of multipole fields are considered.

In the second phase of experiments, divertor configurations will be
studied in this machine. In the design study of configurations, it has
been shown that, in the axisymmetric poloidal divertor, a coaxial structure
of the divertor hoop is effective in reducing derofmation of the magnetic
surfaces near the Outer edgefS].

To date, the STE-2 has operated as a RFP with currents up to 330 kA.
The RFP configuration is maintained for 30.3 ms without the power crowbar
being applied. Discharge optimization is in progress.
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EVIDENCE FOR POLOIDAL BETA LIMITED CONFINEMENT ON

THE ZT~40M REVERSED FIELD PINCH

M. M. Pickrell, J. A. Phillips, C. P. Munson, P. CfWeber,
G. Miller, K. F. Schoenberg, and J. C. lngraham

Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM 87545, USA

Motivation:
Confinement experiments on ZTulUM exhibit an approximate scaling of the plasma

electron temperature-density product with the square of the plasma current: navekTa or

13,. These results are confirmed by similar performance of other RFP‘s.[1-4l Although the

data fluctuate, and represent only well optimized discharges, the correlation suggests that

the optimized poloidal beta is approximately constant: fig ~ constant. A comparison of

the confinement scaling predicted by a constant beta, to the results of several RFP

experiments also shows close agreementl5l
These results suggest that the total energy transport process in the RFP adjusts

to maintain an approximately constant plasma beta. Although total transport may be

comprised of several competing processes, the dominant loss mechanism appears to be

beta dependent. The dynamics can be modeled by a non radiative thermal conductivity

of the form: “mm“, or f(/39 — flcmwm where f is some very strong function, and

Baum.) is either constant, or a weak function of some macroscopic plasma parameters

19,-. In this model, energy transport decreases to compensate for an increase of radiation,

and [39 2 firm is maintained.

Krypton Injection Experiment:
We tested this hypothesis on ZT-IIUM by mixing Krypton gas (about 3%) with the

Deuterium fill, and measuring the effect of the enhanced impurity radiation on the plasma

contained energy. The fraction of ohmic power radiated, (C E 55311:?) was increased

from approximately 15% to over 95%. The remaining energy loss by all other transport

processes was reduced by an order of magnitude. This experiment tested whether the non

radiative confinement properties of the plasma improved to compensate for the enhanced

radiation loss, and consequently maintained a constant plasma beta.

In a zero dimensional model, the total confinement time and the non radiative con-

finement are related by: :1; = 151m + Tudilmn, where TE is the total energy containment

time, TENR is the non radiative containment time associated with cross mean field trans»

port, and inflation is the confinement associated with radiation. This equation can be

rearranged to express the non radiative confinement in terms of the total confinement

time and the radiated fraction, C:

TENR —1(1—C) (1)
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Results and Scaling of the Non Radiative Confinement Time:A series of discharges was run on 7/l‘utUM in which various amounts of Krypton gaswere injected to adjust. the radiated power from 15% to over 95% of the ohmic input.However. most other macroscopic plasma parameters were held within a narrow range:
lTOkA < 1,3, 3 IQOkA

3.6 X10'3cm‘”§ fr, S i»! X lflmcui‘3
[17’] S 5k:\/utillisecond

1359:1313
The measured results confirm the hypothesis of a dominant, beta dependent trans-port process: on~a.\'is plasma. heta nominally remained the same. and the non radiativeconfinement improved as radiation was increased. Figure 1 plots the total poloidal beta.’93 E (I + :1») w as a function of the radiation traction. Total filo stayed constant orincreased slightly as the radiation fraction was increased. Total energy confinement (TE)did decrease duringr Krypton injection. however. it was entirely due to increased plasmaresistance, presumably from increased Zen.
The non radiative confinement time. r13” was calculated using equation I. and theresults are plotted in figure ‘2. As the radiation fraction was increased, the non radiativeconfinement time improved over an order of magnitude. The radiation loss more thancompensated for the increased ohmic. input. This result is perhaps the most dramaticdemonstration of the constant beta hypothesis because the transport properties of theplasma were improved by the addition of an impurity.

Radiation Profilg:
in order for the T/gNH calculation to be meaningful. the radiated emission profile mustbe nearly flat or center peaked. By contrast. it the emission profile were edge peaked. thenthe radiation would originate from an annulus surrounding the plasma. This annuluswould act as a radiation limiter. but would not atfect the internal transport. Radiationwas measured with an 8 chord bolometer array,[fi] and the data were unfolded to obtaina two parameter representation of the radiation profile.Although the low radiation discharges were edge peakedm, the high radiation, l\'ryp~ton discharges showed a nearly flat profile. Typical ratios of central to edge emissionfor Krypton shots \verc: [7+Vldmm : 50"‘0 — 100%. Typical chord averaged. path lengthM edgenormalized, profiles are shown in figure 3 for both the high and low radiation cases.These profiles are nearly flat for high radiation discharges.

Ion Effects:
The calculation of the ion beta assumed that. T,- : T... However, when the data wereanalyzed using Doppler broadening of the CV impurity line as a measurement of Y}.the ratio TR increased with the radiation fraction. The results quoted here are thereforeconservatively stated.
The ion heta calculation also included the diluting effect on the Deuterium ions bythe Krypton (u; S m). The ratio of Krypton to Deuterium ions (fig) was measured by



the relative pressures recorded on a baratron gauge, and the Krypton charge state was

calculated using the electron temperature and assuming coronal equilibrium (which will

overestimate the dilution factor). The calculation was checked for sell consistency by

comparing to the increase in plasma resistance. and assuming; that the change was due

to a change of Zm. The ratio of ions to electrons is:

1' = fiF—Fl _ (3)
"e 1 + 2.43;»)

For the maximum Krypton concentration of 11.71%, a Krypton charge of ZR 2 9, and a

AZ.” 2 2, the dilution factor is: :4 2 .75.

Implications for Future Experiments:
The improved conlinement time predicted for luture RFI’ experiments assumes a

nearly constant beta, The Krypton injection experiment has provided a window to the

next step machines hy accessing the higher non radiative confinement properties of the

RFP.
Krypton injection has also provided a method for adjustment of the Cross mean field

transport without changing most of the macroscopic plasma parameters, which permits

searching for the mechanism of the transport process directly. For example, by correlating

changes in the fluctuation spectrum with the improvement of TEN“, it may be possible

to determine the spectrum of modes directly associated with the transport process.
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Introduction
Results from a number of Reversed Field Pinch tRFP) machines where

the shell time constant exceeds the plasma lifetime. can be accommodated

in a simple ion power balance model [1]. In this paper, results from

HBTXlC using a 'thin shell', and a Idistant secondary shell’ are shown to

be in broad agreement with this model for both RFP and Ultra Low Q (ULQ)

discharges [2]. These new results suggests that the ion power balance

model has wider application in systems other than the reversed field

pinch.
Here we report measurements of the ion temperature in two new

versions of HBTX. Firstly, where the long time constant stabilising shel

of HBTXlB is replaced with a "thin shell” where the penetration time of

the shell is short compared with the plasma duration, (Tshell = 0.5msec;

< t se N3msec), and secondly where an additional external secondary

shell with (Tshell = 5.5msec; Tpulse N 5-10msec) is used [3]. The

secondary shell is seen to suppress thin shell modes. The plasmas with

these new shells exhibited high fluctuations and high anomalous loop

voltages for both RFP and ULQ discharges. It has been shown that Spitzer

resistivities are inadequate to account for the observed loop voltages

Ion temperatures in these discharges of 0.35Kev to 1.7keV are also much

higher than can be accounted for by ion electron equipartition. There is

a clear similarity between these conditions and those found when a

graphite tile is used to intercept field lines at the edge of an RFP

plasma which had a long shell time [4.5].

Ion heating model
In the RFP, the ion temperature is observed to be much higher than

that expected from collisions. Loop voltages are also much larger than

expected from classical considerations. In the ion power balance model

[1], it is assumed that the ion heating is derived from the residual input

power in excess of that required to heat the electrons through Spitzer

resistivities. This residual power may be coupled to the fluid velocity

fluctuations and the energy of these fluctuations provides the ion

heating. Large loop voltages and high fluctuations levels were observed

in both the RFP and ULQ configurations, and this is, at least,

qualitatively in accord with the high ion temperatures measured. Since

the ion energy density depends on both the input power and ion energy

confinement. an evaluation of the ion temperature alone is not a good test

of the ion power balance model. A much better comparison is obtained from

Ti/Te where the model provides the scaling:-



T— 1 vTi = i Mi.“ Vg ‘1)
where Tip and Ted are the on-axis temperatures. The constants C2 (N .48)
and X (x 3.53 are calculated profile form factors. V is the measured
toroidal loop voltage, and VD is the toroidal voltage calculated using
helicity balance from F, 8 and the resistivity profile.
Experimental results

The ion temperatures were measured over a range of plasma currents
from BOkA to ESOkA, for both the RF? and ULQ (o = 0.5) plasmas, using a
five channel Neutral Particle Energy Analyser (NPA). Electron densities
in these discharges were within the range: 0.5 x lO"m’ to 1.8 x lOlim‘.

For the RFP discharges, ion temperatures of 380—500ev with
Tj/Te I x1.6, were recorded for toe thin shell operation. and Ti/Te :
NO.8~1.2 with the secondary shell in place. These results are in
agreement with the ion power balance model (cf Fig 1). For thin shel
operation where there is a large anomalous voltage ion heating is high as
expected. With the secondary shell fitted, the anomalous voltage is
smaller, energy confinement is improved and ion heating is reduced.

In the ULQ plasmas. with the thin shell. Ti : 1.5v1.7kev, and with
the secondary shell Ti = 1.0~1.2Kev. Corresponding Ti/Te ratios are
1 8-2.5 For the thin shell and 1.071.4 with the secondary shell titted.
This can be seen in Fig. 1 where the corresponding ratios are plotted
against the loop voltage from electrical measurements, and the shaded area
represents the model predictions for an RFP. The similarity in behaviour
of the ratio Ti/Te for ULQ discharges with that of the model for the RF?
based on helicity balance. may be fortuitous. However, it does suggest
some of the residual non—Spitzer power provides ion heating. In Fig. 2
are shown the energy spectra of the emitted neutrals from the ZZOKA ULC
HBTXlC discharges, with and without the secondary shell. These are formed
from a collection of spectra. with overlapping energy settings on the NPA,
obtained From separate discharges, and indicate the high reproducability
of these discharges. The strong curvature of these emitted spectra may be
modelled by a Monte Carlo code simulation (eg. ref [5]) using a sharply
peaked ion temperature, profile ie. Tiir) x Tjo(r){1-(%lzli. The
comparatively straight portion of tne curve, related to the core
temperature, does not require the presence of any anomalous concentrations
of high energy ions.

Large excursions in the emitted flux from the plasma of an order of
magnitude are seen in both ULQ and RFP discharges. In the ULQ these
fluctuations are almost coincident in time with excursions in the loop
voltage and other electrical diagnostics. These are associated with minor
fluctuations in the ion temperature of up to 20%. In Fig 3 are shown the
temporal behaviour of the ion temperature in these two types of discharge.
These results are obtained by integrating over 0.5 msec time-slots. The
ion temperature for the thin and secondary shell cases are about the same
as for the RFP. However the electron temperature is increased when the



secondary shell is installed, and so reducing the value of Ti/Te- In the
ULQ the ion temperature is seen to rise during the shot whereas ion
Eemperatures in the RFP remain fairly constant, or fall.

Summer
—.——_f%n temperatures for RFPs in HBTXlC with both thin shell and when a
secondary shell is fitted are w380ev to SOOeV. The corresponding ratios
of Ti/Te agree with a simple power balance model. For the ULQ
configuration ion temperatures in the thin shell case are xl.5keV to
1.7keV and with the secondary shell fitted are 1keV to 1.25kev. The
ratios of Tj/Te for the ULQ cases are similar to that of the model. The
Similarity in ion heating behaviour in these disparate discharges suggest
that the ion heating model may be applicable to a wider range of
discharges than the RFP.
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A COMPARISON OF THE MAGNETIC BEHAVIOUR IN ULRA—LOH—O AND
RFP DISCHARGES IN HBTXIC

H Y N Tsui, R J La Haye‘, J A Cunnane+

Culham Laboratory, Abingdon, Oxon. OX14 308, UK
(UKAEA/Euratom Fusion Association)

* General Atomic, San Diego, CA, USA
+ University College, Cork, Ireland

Abstract The study of Ultra-Low-q (ULQ) and Reversed Field Pinch (RFP)

operations in the HBTXlC assembly with a shell of short vertical field
time constant (compared with the pulse length) reveals new unstable modes

arising from resistive shell instabilities. Their suppression in ULQ
discharges has been achieved in experiment by controlling the value of q.

Resistivity which arises from low density and rapid particle recycling is

larger in ULQ than RFP discharges. Different plasma relaxation phenomena

are observed in these two regimes.

Introduction Normal Tokamak discharges have an edge safety factor q > 3

and discharges with 1 s q < 2 have been referred to as the Low-q Tokamak

(L0). RFP discharges have negative d values. In between the Tokamak and

RFP is the Ultra~low-q (ULQ) regime with O < q < 1. These ULQ states also

exist transitorily in the RFP setting up phase. The studies of the ULQ
regime can enhance the understanding of both the Tokamak and the relaxing

RFP plasma, especially with regard to relaxation and resistive wall

stability. Tokamaks have been operating routinely without a conducting

shell. Resistive shell operation (i.e. pulse length longer than Tw, the

time constant of the shell for vertical field penetration) of L0 [11, ULQ
[2] and RFP [3,41 are also possible. The slinky mode [31 and resistive
shell modes [4] have been identified in RFP discharges.

Formation and Sustainment The HBTXlC [A] device (a/R = 0.26m/0.80m) has a

resistive shell (IN = 0.5ms) located at 1.1 times the plasma minor radius.
The setting up of the L0, ULQ and RFP discharges is similar; after a

uniform toroidal field is applied, the plasma current is raised rapidly (<

0.5 ms) to near its maximum value then sustained. The value of a after

the current rise is determined by the plasma current and the initial

toroidal field. When the ratio is sufficiently large, the edge toroidal

field reverses itself naturally to form the RFP configuration. In normal

RFP operation. the reversal is assisted by reversing the current in the

external poloidal winding during the plasma current rise phase.
In resistive shell RFP operation, the pulse length was normally

limited to < 10 Iw by the growing resistive shell modes [4]. These modes

have normalized growth rate 71w = 0.3 i 0.1 and are phase-locked to the

wall or rotating very slowly with wtw < 0.1 [51. Their presence gives



rise to a slowly growing edge radial magnetic field signal. Such
characteristic is absent in the well sustained ULQ and L0 discharges and
was not observed in RFP discharges with conducting shells [51.
Current Limitation and Termination With a constant edge toroidal field of
B : 130 ml, the L0 plasma current remains unchanged at I = 45 kA when
the loop voltage is increased from 12 to 86 volts (Fig 1). ncreasing the
loop voltage results in stronger MHD activity observed on edge coils and
on the plasma current and the loop voltage. The duration of the discharge
can be sustained to N 30 Tw and is not dependent on the loop voltage.

The q limit which gives rise to this current limitation at fixed
toroidal field also exists in ULQ discharges. The range of V is 80 to
130 volts for the 210 kA, q = 1/2 discharges. With sufficiently high loop
voltage, quasi-stable q = 1/2 and 2/3 sustainment can last up to 15 IN and
is limited only by the circuit. As the loop voltage is reduced, the q :
1/2 sustainment shortens (Fig 2). There is a significant level of (m,n) =
(1,2) high frequency activity (f > 10 kHz) and a growing non-resonant
(1,1) mode develops to larger than 10% of the mean field prior to
termination. With a high loop voltage maintaining the plasma current and
q at its limiting value, the slowly growing (1,1) mode is absent
throughout the discharge indicating that the onset of this mode is related
to the edge q value. Fig 3 shows the effect of raising the q value in a q
= 1/2 discharge. At t = 2.6 ms, the edge toroidal field is increased and
the sustainment period shortens when the increase in q is more than 10%.
The shorter pulse length is related to the earlier onset of the (1,1) mode
as shown in Fig 4. This mode which has a growth time of 1 ms (rtw = 0.5)
and a rotational frequency of 300 Hz (MW 2 0.9) has similar
characteristics as the resistive shell modes in RFP discharges. In RFP
discharges, these modes are not affected by the loop voltage. When an
inductor is added to the external power supply to enhance the plasma
current sustaining capability, the RFP pulse length is extended to = 14
Tw but remains limited by the growing modes.
Anomalous Resistance and Relaxation ULO discharges up to 260 kA at q =
1/2 have been obtained. A typical q = 1/2 discharges has 0 = 0.59 t 0.01
and F = 0.84 i 0.04. These values are consistent with that of a
configuration with parabolic u = 1.5/82, T6 and n profiles and 2% 0(0)
With these profiles, the on axis plasma resistivity of a 210 kA discharge
with V = 100 V is 4.9 uQ‘m and 5.8 uQ-m using global magnetic helicity
and energy balance calculation. The 17% difference between then is
smaller than the 30% to 50% typical of RFP
profiles indicating a lower power throughout coupled to fluctuations and,
possibly, weaker dynamo activity. These resistivities, which are greater
than 100 times the Spitzer resistivity of 3.5)(10‘2 vm for a 800 eV and
Z=1 plasma, can be related to the low density (5 0.5x10la m‘3) and short
particle confinement time (t m 10‘5 s) typical of these ULQ discharges;
for instance, the particle recycling induced resistivity [6] nt is 1.8
pQ-m for n = 2x1015 m'3 and tp = 10'5 5. Such turbulent convection
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particle loss process also channels input power into ion heating [6]. In

experiment, high ion temperature (> 1 keV) has been measured [71.

Increasing V of a LG discharges generates more frequent sawtooth

events (see Fig 1?. Most of the excess power input above the minimum

required to sustained a LG discharge is channeled through the sawtooth

activity; when V is 50 V compared to the minimum of 12 V for a 45 kA

discharge, the frequency and the amplitude of the sawtooth are = 5 kHz and

T¢/I = 15%. Correlation analysis on V and I fluctuations indicated

that they are related by V¢ N -dT ldt i.e. a positive voltage spike

corresponds to a drop in the plasma current. This causal relationship is

more apparent at lower loop voltage when these events becomes infrequent.

The small collapse in the plasma current or relaxation, which is similar

to the familiar sawtooth event in Tokamaks, takes place as q decreases

from 1 < q < 2 to the o = 1 boundary. and does not results in termination.

In ULQ discharges, there are also significant level of fluctuations in the

plasma current and the loop voltage. Correlation analysis shows that

these fluctuations have the same characteristics as those seen in L0

discharges. Such correlation, however, is absent in RFP discharges

suggesting that the RFP configuration is continuously relaxing in finer

scale to relieve the plasma from major sawtooth activity.

Conclusion Resistive shell modes growing on the vertical field

penetration timescale of the shell have been observed in both ULQ and RFP

operation. Their growth to large amplitude limits the pulse duration.

Mode rotation is more significant in ULQ than in RFP discharges. By

maintaining q within 10% above its limiting value in ULQ discharges, the

resistive shell mode can be suppressed. Resistance anomaly is higher in

ULQ than RFP plasma and can be related to the rapid particle recycling.

Plasma current fluctuations similar to the sawtooth activity seen in L0

Tokamak discharges are present in ULQ but not in RFP discharges. It is

suggested that the continuous relaxation in RFP prevents sawtooth current

collapse.
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PINCH FORMATION IN TERAWATI' FIBER EXPERIMENTS

W. w. Kies, K. Koshelevi M. Malzig. Y. Sidelnikovi.
C. van Calker, G. Ziethen.

* lnslltut fLir Experimentalphysik. Universitat DUsseldorf. FRG.
institute of Spectroscopy, Academy of Science. Troitsk. USSR

H. Bluhm. D, Rusch, W. Rataiczak

institut fiir Neutronenphysik und Fleaktortechnik. Kernforschungs-
zentrum Karlsruhe, FFlG.

Low power fiber pinch experiments (up to several hundreds of gigawatts) show pinch expansion and
subsequent disruptions preventing nr-values and ion temperatures relevant for thermonuclear fusion
/1.2.3/, Nevertheless. these pinches are less prone to macroscopical instabilities than predicted by
MHD theory promising thermonuclear fusion conditions of reactor efficiency if magnetic confinement
at small pinch radii (< 100;: m) could be maintained up to a peak current of about 1.6 MA /4/.
Because of a fixed pinch inductance (typically 100 nH) this seems to be easily realized applying drivers
of about 200 kJ to these fibers. However, unavoidable initial pinch expansion and also a limited pinch
life time (N100 ns) require high power (> 1 TW) and consequently high voltage (> 1 MV) drivers. On
the other hand, high electric fields (E > 200 kV/cm) tend to generate plasma diodes rather than
pinches so that not only lower limits of electric field (and current rise loot u E) but also upper ones are
likely to exist for fiber pinch experiments.

The Karlsruhe Light ion Facility KAUF (1.6 TW, > 10 kA/ns. 3 800 kA). though of limited voltage pulse
length (60 ns) and current, was used for 002 fiber experiments in order to investigate the
(i) initial phase of breakdown and ionization at high power imput and (ii) pinch formation above a
current level critical for radiation collapse (several 100 kA for CD depending on temperature /5/)
Unfortunately, the effect of_a prepulse (~100 kV~ 50 kA, typiczl for pulselines))about 100 ns prior to
the main pulse was uncertain. This prepulse. attenuated by a pressurized prepulse switch and
additionally by a vacuum feed integrated dielectric switch. as yet. cannot be totally eliminated.
(Prepulse free operation will hopefully be achieved by means of either capacitive shielding of the
water-vacuum interface or vacuum feed integrated plasma opening switches. measures presently in
preparation.)

QD JibeLexpeumsms
greakdown and ionization

Time correlated electric signals (voltage. current. hard X-rays) and streak pictures show that during the
steep voltage rise (~100 kV/ns) of the main pulse breakdown occurs in a radially extended gas or
vapor (r~10 mm) (with a density profile peaked on axis) rather than along the fiber surface (r~50ym),
The reason for this is the prepulse totally or partially (depending on prepulse attenuation) vaporizing
the fiber and partially ionizing neutrals about 100 ns prior to the main pulse.
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Figure 1 shows two examples of streak pictures with (a) normal (prepulse switch pressure 60 psi) and
(b) Improved (130 psi) prepulse attenuation While the denser central column initially (r~t mm) is
slowly expanding (expansion velocity ~ 10 m/s) during Ioni1zg ion the coaxial plasma cylinder
(r ~ 10 mm) ls quickly compressed (compression velocity > m/s) and keeps bouncing with
increasing radial amplitude after the first compression Neither explosive expansion nor pinch
disruptions as normally observed in low power experiments take place throughout the current pulse
(> 100 ns). The better the prepulse is reduced (l) the shorter is the breakdown delay (fiber surface
discharge). (ii) the longer appears the discharge concentrated to the fiber and (iii) the better is the
initial hard X-ray emission suppressed /6/.

Th3 radial extension of the vaporized material within less than 100 ns requires a velocity of more than
0 m/s, far too high to be explained by a thermal spread (typical 104 m/s for a temperature of a few

eV) oi neutrals or ions. Only an off axis E x B drift can account for this radial extension. Remarkably,
the prepulse shows a distinct voltage reversal (several tens of W) that is likely to drive a surface
plasma off axis since the current is not reversed. This also explains the fact that the velocity of radial
expansion does not significantly depend on prepulse power but the number of particles does. Thus,
effective prepulse reduction results in both a thinner plasma envelope and in better current
concentration to the central plasma.
Moreover, the shorter breakdown delay indicates that the discharge is faster Initiated along the solid
fiber that Is not totally vaporized with reduced prepulse power. This means that the electric field at
breakdown is lower and electron runaway and therefore hard X~ray emission is effectively suppressed.
Hence, prepulse elimination as well as external means for discharge initiation (e. g. matched UV~
irradiation of the fiber) should result in much better confinement for fiber experiments.

b) Pinch formation
Time integrated X-ray pinhole pictures show that the visible central pinch plasma (streak pictures)
contains a radially less extended (r ~ 1 mm) hot (several 100 eV) core from which multiple axially
separated micropinches (diameter < 50 um, T ~ 2 keV) are formed presumably via radiation collapse.
This indicates that the radial current distributlon is stronger peaked on axis than one might expect
from the streak pictures.



Line radiation (not visible In our X-ray pictures filtered by 10 um and 20 um Be) can initiate the
collapse but becomes small in the final stage. where radiation loss is primarily due to bremsstrahlung
continuum (effective wavelength 6 to 7 A). Thermal outflow from necked regions locally reduces the
line density so that temperature and radiation loss is locally enhanced enabling further compression
/7/, However, there are no signs (no hard X-ray emission, no dips in the current trace, no neutron

fluence anisotropy) of total pinch disruptions as typical In low power experiments. Either the current
quickly reconnects in outer regions during the collapse or the collapse process is stopped by some
mechanism not yet identified (9. g. anomalous heating or radiation absorption).

anode cathode anode cathode
F—SOmm—fl l |

Be .. .._ ,,,-_,, . .

20 Pm H -

figure 2 ( a )

Figure 2 shows two twin pictures with (a) normal (60 psi) and (b) improved (130 psi) prepulse
attenuation. The hot core plasma Is better confined and the micropinches are more distinct in the latter
case that gives further evidence that the current is even more concentrated to the axis in case of
prepulse reduction. Although it is not clear yet whether these micropinches are simultaneously formed
or not and what their life time is, the pictures show that an axially homogeneous collapse Is not likely
to take place.
The radially extended anode spots of figure 2(a) are absent in figure 2(b) showing that runaway
electrons, primarily generated Initially in outer plasma regions, are suppressed in discharges with
improved prepulse reduction.

c) Neutron emission
The indium activation technique was used to measure the angular distribution of the neutron fluence.
Fairly Isotropic emission with a tendency to a side-on enhanced fluence indicates that an axial beam-
target process is negligible. This means that runaway ions due to high axial electric fields (pinch
voltage and disruptions) are not efficiently generated because of high pinch density and/or high
magnetic fields. Nevertheless dynamical compression of the thin plasma envelope may cause radial
and/or azimuthal ion runaway so that a non-axial beam-target process may produce most of the
neutrons (which would also explain the side-on enhanceg fluence),
Most striking, however is that the neutron yield (~10 ) is the highest (several 1010) in shots with
effective prepulse reduction despite the fact that the pinch current is reduced from 800 to 500 kA in
these discharges.
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Since the outer pinch compression velocity as well as the Inner plnch(target) density are especially
high in these discharges this enhanced neutron production might be primarily due to an efficient
beam-target process but a significant contribution from a thermonuclear process can also not be
excluded. (Unfortunately, the neutron energy distribution from side-on and end-on exposed nuclear
emulsion plates was not available).

Assuming Bennett equilibrium and the mlcroplnch volume proportional to r3 the thermonuclear yield of
micropinches Is independent of radial dimensions for a constant temperature In contrast to the yield of
an axially homogeneous column which Is proportional to r' . Therefore, mlcroplnching might limit the
fusion efficiency of fiber pinches, Future time and energy resolved X-ray and neutron measurements
may clarify the effect of micropinches for fusion

There Is experimental evidence that an investment of several terawatts Into fiber experiments is a
necessary condition for particle confinement to initial fiber dimensions.
The first KALIF CD fiber experiments showed that current concentration depends primarily on
discharge Initiation e. g. prepuise free operation). However, there is also experimental evidence that
an axially homogeneous confinement ls hardly achieved (even with frozen pure deuterium fibers /1/)
because of micropinch formation. Since mlcroplnching Inevitably results in axially modulated line
density and temperature thermonuclear fusion efficiency can be limited.
Whether or not there Is a real chance to prevent this axial Inhomogenelty In reducing Initial pinch
expansion remains to be demonstrated by future prepuise free terawatt fiber experiments.
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AN ANALYTIC MODEL OF RADIATIVE COLLAPSE OF A Z-PINCH

Blackett Laboratory, Imperial College, London SW7 2B2

There is a critical current IPB of about 1 MA (the Pease—Braginskii current) at

which Ohmic heating and bremsstrahlung losses balance in a Z—pinch under pressure

equilibrium, An analytic zero—dimensional model shows the process of radiative collapse

when the prescribed current exceeds the critical current. In particular for a linearly rising

current radiative collapse is complete when the current is ./ 3 IPB- However, in practice

the voltage limitation imposed by an external circuit prevents such a total collapse. and by

including this in the model a maximum density ( 103° - 1032m‘3) can occur followed
by an expansion and damped oscillation about an equilibrium at which the current equals

the Pease-Braginskii current. In the absence of alpha-particle pressure the maximum
density is limited by the resistance of the narrow column, the large voltage across which
(N 105V) is balanced essentially by a large negative Ll; it occurs when the current is

IPB [(5 ~ 1)/(5 — 2]§ where 6 = 7/3 + 4/3 In(R/a), where a is the pinch radius and R

is the radius of the current return. The minimum current following maximum density is

shown to be greater than IpB/j 2. Degeneracy effects can be included in the model.

1 . Model

An analytic model is developed for a zero—dimensional description of a Z-pinch,

obeying pressure balance through the Bennett relation

l6xNkBT = #012 (1)

and a time—dependent energy equation
3

dt - “and“ 3 #0 IJPB

Where N is the line density, kB Boltzmann's constant, T the temperature, I the current,
IPB the Pease-Braginskii current Sequal to 0.433 (in/Oi MA), a radius of the pinch, and
the electrical conductivity is a4T3 2. Setting x(t) = 1212/3, eq (2) reduces to

v 23 : 5’. [I — I ] (3)
(it X2 IZPB

where

3/28 : 8 lérNk (4)

SpockL l‘u
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If I is a linear function of t (I = At), eq (3) can be immediately integrated to give

2 31A3t3a2=B t—At +c (5)
3 312pB
where C is a constant to be determined It immediately follows that for C << Bt the
radius a will vanish when l : £3 IPB- At this time an infinite voltage would be
required, and therefore a more realistic circuit equation should be employed.

2‘ Boundary condition

Eq (5) shows that there is a problem of divergence of the radius a(t) in the limit
of t 0, and it arises for a linearly rising current because of the violation of the
prescription I or t“!3 for small times (Haines. 1960). One-dimensional simulations indicate
that dynamical effects cannot be neglected at early times (Chittenden, 1988). The model
is therefore commenced at a time ID with plasma radius a0 such that (i) da/dtlm =
f1c5|t0 and (ii) aDIt‘j = fies/tD where |f1|<i, 0 < f2 < | and c5 is the sound speed,
(-kT/mifi, with 7 = 5/3. The first condition ensures that inertial terms are small, and
the second condition ensures that internal dynamics are unimportant i.e. by the time to
several sound transit times have occurred so that a quasi—steady pressure profile has
developed. These two conditions lead to a cubic equation for a0 (and to)

803L1+§J+La° ~_B_f_2[7“°]*-0 <6)
3f2 AIIPB A2 16mm 7

which has only one real root. There is a tendancy for to and ac to increase with
increasing N and decreasing A, for fixed values of f1 and f2.

3. Circuit eguation

It is envisaged that the z-pinch is driven by a pulse—forming line of characteristic
impedance Zci Taking into account the forward and reflected power, the circuit equation
is given by

v:d_ (LI) +Rl +c (7)
dt

where the pinch inductance and resistance are given respectively by

L<L>=fl[l+2lnfw ] <8)
41' 2 a(t)

and .

Ru) = 2"
132(t)0_LT3;2(t) (9)

with 20 the pinch length and Rw the radius of the return conductor. V is the charging
voltage of the line, having a maximum (constant) value, which limits the time during
which the current can rise linearly.
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4. Solution with a voltanimitation of 4MV

The figure shows the variation of plasma radius a(t) and current I(t) for a generator

with a maximum voltage of 4 MV an initial rate of rise of current of 2.4 x 10‘3 amp

sec“ and a line density N of 5.6 x 10‘3 m“ (consistent with a value which Haines

(1978) derived for satisfying Lawson conditions with end—losses. For deuterium and f1 =

{2 = 0.5 eq (6) gives a0 = 57.9itm and ‘u = 1.80ns. For 1.8<t<44ns the voltage is less
than 4MV and the solution (5) applies. Beyond 44ns eqs (3) and (7) are solved self

consistently. It can be seen that the current is reduced below the I = At line, reaches a

maximum below f5 IPB at 72.5ns and then sharply falls to a minimum at 79.9ns and
then rises, with a damped oscillation about the equilibrium value of l = IPB (= lMA for
InA = 5.316, chosen to be constant here for simplicity). The radius falls sharply to

0.135am at 78.37 ns and then rises to oscillate about an equilibrium value of 0.835p.m.
It is assumed that the pulse length available is 100 to 200 ns. The peak density in this
example is almost 1037m’3. but it is to be noted that there is always a balance of
magnetic and plasma pressure, so that the time for this transient is determined by the
energy and circuit equations primarily. In particular the radiative loss rate is important,
together with the fact that the resistive voltage RI (about 100 MV in this example) is
balanced by a large negative value of Ldl/dt at peak compression.

Because of these high voltages the terms V and ZCI can be neglected at the time
of peak compression. Putting dazldt to zero in eqs (3) and (7) and eliminating dI/dt
gives a current of

5—1 ‘2I = _ 1m (10)
5—2

where

6=:+:1n_R_‘! (11)
3 a

at minimum radius. The same assumption gives 1 = IpB/fl at minimum current.

5, Scaling with line density and applied voltage

If for a given line voltage a different line density is employed eqs (3), (4) and (7)
show that the constant B scales as N3]2 and a7/B acts as a reduced parameter leading to
the pinch raqdius a scaling as N3”. while temperature and number density scale as N“

and N‘i. If the radius of the return conductor Rw is scaled also as N3” eq (7) gives
exactly the same current.

If the voltage instead is being varied as an experimental design parameter, then to
attain the same current (relative to the Pease—Braginskii limit) the line characteristic

impedance must be changed by the same amount; the pinch radius will scale as V'i', and

the time—scale by V“.
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RESISTIVE STABILISATION OF A DENSE Z-PINCH

I. D. Culverwell, M. Coppins and M. G. Haines

Blackett Laboratory.
Imperial College of Science, Technology and Medicine.

London SW7 2132. UK.

0. ABSTRACT

The stability of an ohmieally heated Z—pinch is considered where the unperturbed

time—evolving plasma column is in pressure balance. The m = 0 mode only is considered.

At first, when cold the Lundquist number (magnetic Reynolds number) S is small (< 100)

and the pinch is stable. Above a critical value of S exponential growth of an unstable

mode occurs. These theoretical results will be compared with the experimental deuterium

fibre results from NRL, Washington in which during the current rise phase the Z—pinch

was stable. The importance of this result is that because of the small pinch radius a small

value of 5 occurs even at a temperature of 100 eV.

1. INTRODUCTION

The anomalous stability of Z—pinches formed from frozen deuterium fibres is well

documented [1,2]. These pinches remain stable during the period of current rise for up to

50 ideal MHD growth times Tmhd (= a/VA). One possible explanation for this behaviour

is that these pinches remain cold for a large fraction of the current rise time and that

resistivity could therefore have an important effect on their dynamics. The magnitude of

resistivity is measured through the Lundquist number 5 = pOVAa/r; where VA2 =

biz/41mm“ the symbols having their usual meanings. Naively one expects ideal behaviour

if S is greater than unity, resistive effects only becoming significant if S falls below this

value. -
The current required to keep an ohmically heated Z—pinch in pressure balance rises

on the ohmic heating timescale Tohm = uoazln [3]. it is possible to show that

Tohm/Tmhd = S, so that when resistivity is important (on the radial length-scale (rather

than on the tearing layer length—scale of a localised mode», so is the time—dependence

of the equilibrium.
The purpose of this paper is to report calculations on the growth of axisymmetric

instabilities in a time-dependent equilibrium using a one—dimensional linearized initial

value code.
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2. THEORY

The plasma is assumed throughout to be a single temperature fully ionised deuterium
fluid. The equations describing the behaviour of the plasma are: continuity, conservation of
momentum (viscosity is ignored). conservation of energy (bremsstrahlung is neglected).

-Ohm's law (using scalar Spiller resistivity). Ampere's law, Faraday's law and the perfect
gas equation of state. The thermal conductivity is assumed to be infinite to obviate
consideration of the complicated perturbed energy equation: in this theory the perturbed
temperature is found by distributing the perturbed ohmic heating uniformly across the
pinch.

The time—dependent equilibrium used in the code is given in [3].
The equations describing the evolution of the perturbation are obtained by linearising

and Fourier analysing the above mentioned equations, perturbed quantities being
proportional to exp(ikz). The boundary condition is given by the continuity of the total
(thermal + magnetic) pressure across the perturbed boundary. An initial perturbation,
random in the radial profile, is applied at an early time (S << 1) and the perturbed
quantities are advanced using the equilibrium (and perturbed) variables at the current
time.

3. RESULTS

A convenient measure of the amplitude of the perturbation is given by its kinetic
energy. At early times the pinch appears to be stable, the perturbed kinetic energy
remaining approximately constant. When a critical Lundquist number 5‘ is reached,
however, the instability starts to grow exponentially with eigenfunctions and a growth rate
given by ideal MHD. 5' therefore defines the stability threshold for an ohmically heated
Z—pinch. The variation of S' with ka is given in table 1.

ka 0.1 0.3 1.0 3.0 10.0

5* [.30 150 33 21 7,5

Table 1. 5* versus ka for m - 0 external modes.

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The results shown in table 1 indicate that an ohmically heated equilibrium Z—pinch
does not become susceptible to long wavelength in : 0 ideal MHD instabilities until the
plasma Lundquist number is of the order of 100. two orders of magnitude greater than
might at first be expected. It is hoped to modify the code to include viscous effects and
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that doing so will strengthen this conclusion by inhibiting the growth of the short
wavelength modes.

Over a wide range of conditions in the NRL fibre experiments the Lundquist number
at peak current was never more than 250 [4]. It therefore seems that the stability of these
pinches during the current rise can be at least partly explained by the effects of
resistivity.

The principle conclusion of this work is that smaller radius fibres should be used in
future experiments since S s: ro'I‘2 implies that smaller fibres can reach higher
temperatures before attaining the stability threshold of S' = 100.
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CURRENT DISTRIBUTION MEASURE-{HITS ALONG THE: ELECTRODES OF PF360
PLASMA—FOCUS FACILITY

K. Kociecka A.Jerzykiewicz

SOLTAN INSTITUTE FOR NUCLEAR STUDIES, 05-400 SWIEIRK. POLAND

1.1NTRODUCTION
The knowledge of current distribution along the electrodes during a

discharge is of primary importance for the optimizing of energy transfer
to plasma in a PP facility. Usually the current is calculated from the
magnetic field value measured by means of miniature probes or from the
Faraday effect. The same value of the field is assumed at a radius "r" or
even between electrodes at a distance "2" from their begining. This
assuption is incorrect in the case of PF‘360 device in which a filamentary
current flow has been observed. Therefore an effort has been undertaken to
measure the current by means of Rogowski coils situated inside the inner
electrode.

The paper presents measurement results supplementary to those
described previously [11,[2].

2.EDGDERIMENI‘AL ARRANGWT.
The measurements have been performed using Mather—type electrodes of

30cm in length. The squirrel-cage type outer electrode (16 bars) was 170m
in diameter. The inner electrode (shown in Fig. 1) has been divided into
several disks. The Rogowski coil containing disk can be exchanged with
three other disks. The extreme distances from the Rogowski coil to the
insulator front were d1=2.5cm and d4=13cm. The Rogowski coil consisting
of 340 turns has been wound on a polyethylene core of 8mm in diameter.'1he
voltage has been integrated on a resistance and recorded by means of an
osilloscope placed inside an insulated Faraday cage. The current in the
electrode has been compared with the total current measured by means of a
Rogowski coil placed between the collector plates. The equality of these
currents in the case of shortcircuiting electrodes has been tested at the
begining of the measurements. The presented results have been achieved with
coils located at the distances 2. 5cm (pos 1. index 1) and 13cm (pos. 4.
index 4) from the front of the insulator at the storage bank energy 90 kJ.

3. REULTS OF WSUREMEZI‘II’S
Three main types of discharges shown in Fig. 2 have been disce.rned The

type "a" has been characterized by a great content of the leakage current
in the insulator vicinity It has been observed mainly during the training
procedure after an exchange of the the insulator or electrodes. This type
of discharges produced a low neutron emission. During the discharges of "b"
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type secondary breakdowns on the insulator occured as a result of the
voltage rise caused by the plasma- compression. The secondary breakdowns in
this case have not influenced the neutron yield. All the measured currents
equalized themselves after some delay in the case of type "c" discharges.
The highest neutron emission was mostly recorded for the “c" type
discharges.

Several parameters shown in Fig.3a have been analized and compared for
various initial deuterium pressure. in order to find the correlations
between the current distribution and the neutron yield. Evident dependances
have been found mainly at the pressure 3 Tr. at which the maximal neutron
yield has been observed. The current distribution along the electrode
length has been shown in Fig.3b for several time values at the deuterium
pressure 3 Tr. To estimate the current shape on the electrode axis. use was
made from the fact that at the time 3.85 ,us corresponding to the maximal
compression the current crest value depended linear on the electrode
length. The current rise—time has been estimated using the measured values
of current sheath front (14.3 cm/lus) and tail (13 cm/ps) velocities. The
estimated current has been shown in Fig.3a using dotted line. It should be
stressed that the both velocities have been Similar only at the pressure
corresponding to the maximal neutron yield [1]. It has also been found that
the crest current value. as measured at the time corresponding to the
maximal compression in position 4. diminished with rising pressure. The
dependence of the neutron yield on the delay of current origin in pos.4
(t4d) has been shown in Fig.4. An evident correlation between these
parameters has been found at the pressure 3 Tr. The maximal neutron yield
has corresponded approximately to the average value of t4d. This relation
is probably connected with the current sheath uniformity. A weak
correlation between the current rise—time in pos.4 (t4M) and the neutron
yield has been observed (Fig.5). The neutron yield has been higher in the
case of faster current rise. The current rise—time is connected with the
current sheath width. It has been found that the current sheath has been
broader than it had been assumed. This is probably caused by the asymmetry
of the sheath. The width of current sheath estimated at the optimal
pressure 3 Tr has been about 25cm. Due to this fact only about 756 of energy
stored has been available at the end of electrodes at the beginning of
collapse phase.

4.00NCLUSIONS
Following conclusions can be drawn as the result of the investigations:

— The main reason of the low neutron yield, seems to be the broad current
sheath.

— Theoretical and experimental studies are needed to understand the
current sheath properties described above.

5.REIFE‘RENCT-B
[1] Jerzykiewicz A. et al. Plasma Physics and Contr. Nuclear Flision

Research. 1988, (Proc.12th Int.Conf.. Nice 1988). IAEA—CN—BO/C—S—N.
[2] Jerzykiewicz A.. Brandt 52.. Kociecka K.. Nawrot W..

Plasma Focus and Z—pinch Research 1988 (Proc.Int.Wori<shop. Nice 1988).
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INFLUENCE OF GAS—PUFFING ON FCRMATION OF PF-TYPE DISCHARGES

M. Sadowski, J. Baranowski, L. Jakubowski, E. Rydygier,
E. §kladnik—Sadowska, A, Szydlowski, J.‘Zebrowski

Soltan Institute for Nuclear Studies
05—AOO Otwook-Swierk, Poland

Abstract: The paper reports on results of a new gas—puffed
plasma—focus /PF/ experiment. Measurements of current- and
voltage-waveforms as Well as studies of X—rays, high-energy
charged particles, and neutrons, are summarized. Also descri—
bed are measurements of a plasma front propagation velocity.

Introduction

Development of high—current Z-pinch and PF discharges de-
pends strongly on initial gas conditions within an experimen-
tal chamber, and particularly on the working gas concentration
within the interelectrode gap. Numerous PF experiments were
performed under static initial pressure and it was found that
there exists the optimum pressure, at which the neutron yield
reaches the maximum value [3-2]. On the other hand, many ex—
periments showed that in order to get a high neutron yield the
current sheath must demonstrate appropriate features. It has
to possess a distinct front structure, to be thick enough, and
to move with a high speed, preserving the azimuthal symmetry
[2-1]. It should also be noted that the highest ion emission
is usually observed at initial pressures lower than the neu-
tron optimized value [2-3].

Some PF experiments have also shown that the final current
sheath characteristics depend on the initial breakdown process
which usually occurs along the insulator surface. In principle,
it seems that an appropriate initial gas distribution along
the insulator and electrodes can be created not only under sta-
tic conditions, but also under dynamic filling, since the break
down process is very fast in comparison with a gas thermal flow
Unfortunately, only a few PF experiments have been performed at
the pulsed filling of the interelectrode gap [h—Z].

In order to study the operation mode in question, a new gas
puffed PF experiment has been undertaken at IPJ—Swierk [8-3].
Preliminary results of that experiment have been reported pre-

viously [9-1Q]. This paper reports on the results obtained du-
ring successive series of the PF-type discharges performed un-

der different initial gas conditions.
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Experimental Results

The studies have been performed with the modified MAJA—PF
facility [8-9]. The inner electrode was a copper tube of 72
mm in diameter, while the outer electrode was a squirrel—cage
configuration of 12A mm in diameter, consisted of 16 copper
rods of 10 mm in diameter each. The both electrodes were 298
mm long, and the main insulator embracing the inner electrode
was made of a pyrex tube of 72 mm in length. The whole system
was supplied from a QB pF condenser bank charged up to b0 kV.

In the static mode the initial gas conditions have been
similar to those realized in the conventional PF experiments
of a comparable size [3—3]. For the dynamic operational mode
the initial gas conditions have been formed by means of a
fast electromagnetic gas valve situated inside the inner elec—
trode [8-9], and powered by a separate condenser bank.

On the contrary to the old Mather—type experiments, in
the present FF—type experiment the gas—puffing was performed
through a special nozzle directing a gas stream towards the
insulator surface /in so-called A configuration/, and the gas
pressure inside the valve plenum was considerably higher /up
to 30 atm/. It made possible to fonn locally a relatively
dense neutral gas cloud at the insulator surface, facilitafing
the formation of a current sheath.

For the purposes of a comparative analysis several series
of PF-type discharges have been performed under different ini—
tial gas conditions, and the main characteristics of those
discharges have been considered. With the appropriate gas—puf—

fing the current—
and voltage—waveforns
have been very simi—
lar to those obserwi
under static initial
gas conditions.

The formation of
a PF region at the
electrode outlet has
also been analyzed
on the basis of X—ny
measurements. A com—
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F1 .1. X—ray pinhole pictures taken under different ini-
/A — for static initial gas conditions tial gas conditions,
at Yn = 5.5 x 108, Ixh = 0.16 MG; and has been shown in
/B/— with the gas puffing at pv=1O atm, Fig.1. It can bezasy
t = 300 us, Yn= 1.5 x 109, Ix = 1.2 pG seen that the forma-

tion of a distinct
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pinch column can also be observed if the gas-puffing is inter?
enough. The formation of the PF—type discharges with the ini-
tial gas—puffing has also been confirmed by time—resolved mea—
surements of hard— and soft-X-
rays, as well as of neutron
pulses, similar to those pre—
sented in Fig.2.

Particular attention has
been paid to the correlation
between the X—ray intensity
and the neutron yield. It has
been found that with an in—
crease in the neurton emis-
sion one can also observe an
increase in the X-ray emis—
sion, but after some satura—
tion the X-ray intensity de-
cmamsfM‘mMSWHhtm
higher neutron yield. The
position of the maximum on
the Ix vs Yr1 diagram differs
for the static— and dynamics
operation mode, as it can be
easily seen in Figs 3 and A.
If the gas nozzle volume is
reduced, and the initial gas
pressure in the valve plenum
is increased, the maximum of

Fig.2. X—ray pulses of hard /up—
per trace/ and soft flower traqfl
radiation, as observed for a sin
gle shot. Below - the correspon—
ding X—ray and neutron pulses
at Yn = 5 x 108, Ixh = 0.7 uG.
Time base — 200 ns/div.

the X—ray emission appears at a lower neutron yield. It can be
explained by the fact that the modification of an initial gas
density profile can influence on the generation of primary e-
beams interacting with a plasma target. In result, conditions
of the electron-ion heating, as well as those of the neutron
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production, can be modified.

During recent gas-puffed experi— “w‘
ments particular attention has been
paid to observations of the plasma
front propagation. The measurements
of the front velocity have been per—
formed by means of an optiCAl system
consisting of light—pipes and photo—
detectors. It has been observed that
during the run—down phase the plasma
front velocity reaches the value of
/o.s—2.5/ x 107 cm/s. It has also
been found that the gas—puffed PF
discharges with a higher front velo-
city are characterized by a higher
neutron yield, as shown in Fig.5.
This obserVation confirms that the
current sheath characteristics are Fig.5. Neutron yield vs a
of particural importance for the PF plasma front velocity for
formation. different operation modes
Conclusions

From the gas—puffed PF—type experiments described above,
one can get following conclusions:

1. The formation of the PF-type discharges can be carried out
also under the dynamic filling, since the breakdown process
develops very quickly in comparison with a thermal outflow
of the working gas.

2. The application of a fast-acting gas valve with an appro—
priate nozzle makes possible to create profiled initial gas
distributions, and it can be used for the optimization of
the X—ray emission.

3. Although the gas-puffed PF experiments performed so far
have revealed lower neutron yields, one cannot exclude that
an appropriate gas puffing might lead also to an increase
in the neutron emission.
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Abstract. High nuclear reactivity within submillimetric domains in the
space structure of the pinch of focused discharges has been reported since
many years [1,2,3]. New evidence from the localized reactivity is reported
from a variety of independent diagnostic methods in agreements with the
findings of other laboratories [4].

Introduction. Ve summarize and compare new and previously published data
from our experiments which describe the emission of D beams and the
occurrence of nuclear fusion reactions within submillimetric domains of
plasma focus (PF) discharges. All data have been obtained from PF machines
operating in the neutron mode, at an energy level V = 5 + 10 kJ of the
powering capacitor bank (3 + 8 Torr of pure D2 or, alternatively, of 02 +
N2 or D2 + CH4). The geometry of electrodes, power transmission lines and
switches is exactly the same for all machines. Some of the experiments
have been repeated with an advanced version of the electrode system (i.e.,
with a field distortion element in the interelectrode gap [5]) which leads
to an increase of the pinch current without changing the basic role of the
localized sources of particle beams and of fusion reactions.

density submillimetric domains in the PF pinch have been recorded from
the non uniform distributions of ion induced dama e on targets of different
materials [5] and/or etched tracks of energetic D ions on CR—39 targets
[6,7,8] which were covered with a thin filter (a mylar foil) and/or a grid
filter; the grid is composed of 50—pm—dia. cylindric yarns of plastic
material. With a suitable choice of the filter thickness, of the CR-39
etching procedure and from the difference of track characteristics we
determine the ion energy spectrum and the ion species at different points
of the pinch image, with a space resolution ; 50 pm, or better, with a
limitation dictated only by the density of tracks. Hundreds of single—shot
images have been collected at different emission angles (00, 450, 850—900
with respect to the electrode axis). These images from the pinch particle
emission systematically rev al the presence in each image of a few (1—5)
microsources of D ions (E ~ 2.4 MeV) with linear dimensions 2 100 pm.
These microsources of ions are detected for a pure D.2 filling as well as
when we use D2 with C and/or N doping (; 1—102 by pressure). Fig. 1 shOWS
an example of D microsources (D with E > 2.4 MeV in Fig. la where the
CR—39 target at 450 has a grid filter; E > 1.5 MeV in Fig. 1b, where the 00
target has a 25 pm—mylar foil as a filter). Conditions for track etching
and imaging are chosen in such a way that outside the grid filter area D+
ions with E = 0.1—1 MeV (as well as ion clusters and/or impurity ions with
typical 5—9 um—dia. tracks) are clearly recorded. Under the 50 pm filter

5 ace Resolved Information. In the last eight years, pinhole images of
high—

(*) Work supported in part by ONR, Arlington (VA), Enricerche and MP1 (I)
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D+ with 2.5 HeV S E S 3.5 MeV are detected. where two yarns overlap (~ 100
pm filter) only fusion protons of energy = 3 MeV are detected. A
quantitative estimate of the physical parameters of the localized sources
can be based on: (i) The assumption that these sources are isotropically
emitting D ions (with energy E > 2.4 MeV) and D~D fusion reaction protons
P in agreement with our ion track observations of the pinch, with [7,8] and
without [9] limitations of the field of view of the pinch. ii) The energy
spectrum of trapped ($n the source self field) and ejected D ions is of
the form do/dE = A E (m = 2.5 i 0.5 for 50 keV ~ E < 10 HeV) in agreement
with our previous spectral determinations with five independent methods
[5]. This+estimate indicates thaté (a) A localized source emits a quantity
~ 109 of D ions with 2.4 MeV ~ E ~ 3.5 MeV. This agrees with the quantity
of the D emission from more recent measurements of the D —induced
activation of several targets inside the discharge chamber (a foil target
covering the internal wall of discharge chamber from 150 to 1200 has also
been used [10]). (b) The fast ion density in the localized sources is w
1019 cm—3 which fits the electron density n 1020 cmes as we have
determined from x—ray bremsstrahlung intensity [1,11] and xvray spectrum
with different doping (Ar, N2) of the gas filling, and is consistent with
the value n ~ 1020 of 40 um diameter plasma domains which were observed
via "overdefise" infrared (CO2 laser) scattering in the post pinch plasma
[A]. (c) The fusion proton yield from one microsource is N m Y /u, where
Y9 = 2—8 x toe is the total neutron yield/shot and U (; 1-5)pche Rumber of
microsources observed in the same shot.

Time Resolved Data. The fine structure in time of the PF—pinch x—ray
emission consists of a multiplicity of x—ray bursts (photon energy e $ 30
keV) which numerically fits the multiplicity of localized hot spots in the
pinch image from x—ray pinhole cameras (at 00, 45°, 80°) in the same shot
[12,1]. Scintillation detectors data indicate also that the x—ray emission
and the neutron emission have the same time structure [3]. This is
determined by using a paraffin collimator with different values of the
collimator gap (usually 1 cm width) in different tests. The collimater gap
(110 long) has a rectangular cross section (orthogonal to the electrode
axis), viewing a segment of the PF pinch from the front end of the PF anode
[3]. The NE—102 collimated detector is embedded in the paraffin block with
the lead shielding open in the front for observation of neutrons and
x—rays. A second NE—102 scintillation detector (inside a Pb box which
screens out all x~rays, outside the paraffin block) monitors the neutron
emission of the entire source at a distance of 12 cm from the PF electrode
axis in the normal direction (3). Fig. 2 reports typical oscilloscope
traces with structure of the signal from both collimated, (a), and
noncollimated,(b), detectors. By decreasing the collimator gap width (e.g.
to 0.5 cm) we can resolve a neutronosignal spike also in a signal where the
time spacing between signal peaks is smaller than the spacing reported in
Fig. 2(b). Time resolved observation of the D+ beam emission has been
carried out with a large-angle Faraday cup with a stack of ion collector
foils in a series arrangement, so that each foil performs also as an ion
filter for the successive foil in the stack [13]. This method is different
from that presented in [1&] because of the relatively—large angle of
collection and because it is not limited to PF shots with a single ion
pulse. The signals from different ion collecting foils are displayed
simultaneously on different oscilloscope channels. The stack of ion
collecting foils is at an axial distance (00) of 76 cm from the end of the



PF anode in a 10—3 Torr drift chamber and is suitably shielded from the EM

noises (each foil is also biased by a polarizing ring, to prevent
interference from photoelectrons which are generated in the foil stack or

in the metallic supports). Fig. 3 reports typical signals from two foils
of the collector stach in three different PF shots. The signal from one

foil corresponds to D ions of energy 1.7 MeV < E < 2.6 HeV (a) and that
from the other foil to D+ with 2.6 < E < 4 MeV. Time resolved data (beam
intensity and energy spectrum of the D+ at 0°) have been also recorded from

Thomson (parabola) spectrometers at 00 with a time resolution of about 1 ns
[5]. Time resolved data from the x—ray emission (via x—ray scintillation
detectors and collimators) have been reported in the literature with a
quantitative description of the correlation (in multiplicity and location)

between x—ray signal spikes and localized hot spot in the PF—pinch x—ray
image. The number of peaks in the hard x—ray signal matches the localized
sources (50 pm dia.) in the x~ray image from the same shot [12] with
enhanced space resolution of saturated x—ray films, via a new method as it

is described in [15]. The quantitative results of all these tests are:
(a) The typical FWHM of emission pulses from a lo alized source are
respectively T ~ 5 ns (for 2. MeV neutrons), T ~ (for 1.7—4 MeV D beams

at 00) and T 2 1—5 ns (for 6 ~ 30 keV x~rays), fter corrections for time

of flight and instrumental broadening of the signal. (b) The localized
sources are emitting over a time interval At 2 50—200 ns, in which v = 1-5

sources (most frequently u = 2) are particularly intense. These localized

sources generate up to ~ 70% of the total neutron emission, well explain

the observed high nuclear reactivity in the plasma and their observed D

emission for E > 1.7 MeV fits the (d,n) reaction yield in ICE, 12C, l4N

solid external targets [5]. Ion clusters with a wide mass spectrum from
the low magic numbers up to m/Z ; 1012 (in A.U.) and linear dimensions up

to ~ 100—200 um are also ejected from the pinch [8,16]. This indicates the

ubiquitous tendency of self—fieldidominated plasma toward generating
structured and high—density plasma domains. Neutrons spectrum and high—z

nuclei reactivity in the suitably—doped gas of the discharge chamber (with

12C or 14N) have been used for the spectrum determination of the D ions

which are trapped in the localized sources [5]. This yields the same

spectral function AE—2.5 and amplitude A for both trapped and ejected ions

(the linear correlation coefficient for the spectral amplitudes of ejected

and trapped ions is a > 0.7, on 25 shots; Ref. [5,17]). Consistently, we

have determined the qfiantity n T (T is the fast ion confinement time inside

the localized sources). We find 3-1012 < n T < 1.2-1013 cm—Es. For T = 5

ns (or 1 ns) it follows 6-102O < n < 2.471021 cm—3 (or 3.1021 S n <

1.2-1022 cm—S). These values of the localized source density from'nuclear

reactivity and energy spectrum are in good agreement with the ion—track

density on the pinhole image of localized sources (from the particle

emission during the microsource disintegration on a ns time scale) if we

note that the D+ population with E > 50 keV (which forms the pinhole image)

is about 1% of the total D+ population within a microsource.

Discussion and Conclusions. An independent assessment of the n T and T

values resulting from the above data can be based on the observed quantity

of D—T secondary fusion reactions from the tritium which is bred via

primary D-D fusion reactions in the initially pure D2 filling of the

discharge chamber [2].. The observed yield in one shot of these secondary

D—T reactions is Y (D—T) ~ (1.5 i 0.5)Joca-Yn (D~D) [2]. If we assume n2

1.5-1021 and T = ns (i.e., if we set the tritium confinement time = fast
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D+ confinement time inside a microsource) we estimate from the reactioncrossvsections the value Y(D~T)/Y(D~D) ; 1.4-1074 for the ratio ofsecondary and primary reactions. This coincidence of the estimated ratiowith the experimentally observed ratio [2] supports the validity of thehere chosen values for n r, T. We conclude that a variety of independentdata supports the cogency of the basic idea we have stressed here, i.e.,that localized high—density plasma domains with submillimetric dimensions(microsources, say) contributes the bulk (~ 70%) of the observed fusionreactions in our PF machines. The generality of the observations we havepresented here indicates also that the same conclusion is valid foroptimized PF machines with any value of W.

.Nardi,C.Luo,C.Powe11:Proc.PF Workshop (Warsaw 1985),S.Denus,ed,p 112.Nardi, et al.:Nuc1ear Fusion Suppl. (Proc.IAEA 10/1988 Nice Conf.)
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THE DESIGN AND MAGNETIC BEHAVIOUR OF THE SPHEX SPHEROMAK

P.K. Browning, B. Browning, J. Clegg, P. Dooling, K. Gibson, G. Holford,

D. Kitson, G. Cunningham, S.J. Gee, M.G. RUSbridge, K. Sebti.

Dept of Pure and Applied Physics, UMIST,
Manchester M60 lQD,UK

Abstract. SPHEX is a gun-injected Spheromak similar to CTX at Los—Alamos,
but with a solid copper flux—conserver designed to minimise field errors due to
flux—loss through the conducting wall. We describe the design and initial perform—
ance of the device. We have reached a gun current of 70 kA corresponding to
a toroidal circulating current of about 135 kA; the density is 3 ~4 x 1020 m'
as measured by an interferometer while from specroscopic evidence we estimate
the electron temperature to be about 30 eV.

1. Introduction and Description of Machine. SPHEX is a gun'injected Spheromak
similar to CTX at Los-Alamos National Laboratory (Jarboe e_ta_11983), but with

a solid copper flux—conserver 5 mm thick in place of the meshwork of copper rods
used in recent work on CTX. Following evidence of the significance of field errors
and wall interactions in RFP's (Jarboe and Alper 1987), our design is chosen to
minimise the effects of magnetic field penetration into the wall, which remains

a flux—surface to a good approximation (Browning et_a_l 1987). The internal profile
of the flux'conserver is smooth, sharp corners are avoided, and openings are kept
to a minimum: there are 7 4 cm diameter holes near the 'pole' for pumping purposes,
and a further 4 on the 'equator' for diagnostic access. Fig.(l) shows a cross~section,

similar to that proposed by Browning e_t a_l (1987) except that the entry region
is tapered to accommodate the return solenoid; this extracts the magnetic flux

fed in by the main gun solenoid, much reducing flux penetration into the wall.

The device is powered by a 450 kJ capacitor bank which discharges through

a 40 pH inductor in series with the central electrode of the annular gun. The

bank is shorted at peak current, and the gun current then decays with an L/R

time of ~4 msec; the gun impedance is~ 5 inf)” typically half the total circuit

resistance. The dasign aim was a gun current of 100 kA; at present we have

achieved 70 kA, and are reconfiguring the bank to raise this limit. The solenoids

are powered by a single 50 kJ capacitor, with a rise time of 20 msec.

Diagnostics so far installed a single—chord COZ interferometer; a spectrograph

and half—metre monochromator; and a set of eight magnetic pick—up coils arranged

around the equator to measure the poloidal or toroidal field just inside the wall.

An insertable magnetic probe Carrying an array of ten coils has been used to

measure the magnetic field configuration as far as the toroidal magnetic axis,

and preliminary results have also been obtained from an insertable Langmuir probe.

2. Performance. Fig.(2) shows typical results including the bank current, gun

current and one of the equatorial poloidal field signals. (The currents are of course

identical until the bank is shorted.) The equatorial poloidal field (P.F.) is a rough

measure of the toroidal circulating current and shows the formation of the

spheromak configuration after the plasma ejects from the gun. For ejection the

gun current 1G must exceed a critical value (Barnes eta—11986), we define the
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gun p‘value by PG 2 no IGI/ ‘1VG where We is the flux in the gun solenoid, and
then find p6 > “CC I: 26 m' is re uired. This appears to be a high value; Barnes
e_t a_l (1986) quote ”CC : 15 m' for CTX, with similar gun dimensions, but
inspection of their results shows that higher values are obtained for lower gun
currents, and from their Fig.(2) we find HGC ’3’33 m’1 for 1G : 60 kA.

The P.F. pulse terminates when ”G falls below “GO! so that the spheromak
lasts longer when the peak value of ”G is raised. However, the RF. reaches a
maximum for “G ”31.25 ”CC and thereafter falls roughly as uG‘l; we normally
work at this optimum condition, and the RF. pulse length is then about 1 msec,
as shown in Fig.(2). We infer from results given by Barnes _e_t a_l (1986) that CTX
behaves similarly. The ‘efficiency' of injection, measured by the ratio of RF.
to gun current with “G kept constant at its optimum value of 34 m"1, is a rapidly
increasing function of gun current, as shown in Fig.8). The magnetic field
configuration has been measured at 1G : 70 kA the highest current reached so
far, and from comparison with theoretical models we infer a toroidal circulating
current of 135 kA, i.e. a current amplification factor of nearly 2.

3. Magnetic field configuration: model and experiment. In the fully relaxed
minimum—energy state satifying VA E I LIE, with u determined by the boundary
conditions (Taylor 1986), the true spheromak configuration with clased flux surfaces
is predicted to form only when p is very close to the first eigenvalue ue; for SPHEX,
ue E 11.1m‘1. Solutions with u>pe can be found, but they have a different
magnetic topology and are not accessible; thus it cannot exceed Pe- More
realistically, u is not a constant; for CTX Knox e_tfi (1986) showed that during
the driven or sustained phase it increased from the magnetic axis outwards. They
modelled the configuration assuming u to be a linear function of poloidal flux.
We have repeated these calculations and compared them with the measured
magnetic fields to obtain the same conclusions: u increases from «I 5 n‘F1 at the
magnetic axis to ~ 16 m'1 at the wall. (Our results refer to the sustainment phase
only: we do not yet have a crowbar switch and have not observed the decaying
phase, with the opposite variation of u, described by Knox e_t fl, 1986.) We note
that the range of p spans the eigenvalue; this must always be the case if a
spheromak is to be formed. It can be shown (Kitson and Browning, to be published)
that there is an appropriately weighted average u which has the property that
it cannot exceed the eigenvalue, but must be clOse to it for spheromak formation.

There is a large mismatch between the gun u-value (2/34 m’1 at the optimum)
and that of the spheromak, only partly resolved by noting that only the outermost
field lines, with highest u, are directly connected to the gun. This means that
the gun is providing about twice the current which enters the flux—conserver.
There appear to be two possible explanations for this. First, there may be some
'short flux’ which links the gun electrodes directly rather than through the flux
conserver (Browning e_t a_1 1987): then u may well be non'uniform across the gun,
with the excess current confined to the short flux. In this case it is hard to see
why all the current does not transfer to the short flux, leading to rapid extinction
of the spheromak. Alternatively, there may he no short flux, (T.R. Jarboe, private
communication), and the excess current may flow across the magnetic field inside
the gun, leading to continuous ejection of newly ionised gas. In this case, the
influx of mechanical energy must be as significant as the electrical energy
dissipated in the flux~conserver.

.
"m

i t
.
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Magnetic field fluctuations are dominated by a quasi—regular oscillation
at about 15 kHz. Observations of the phasing with the equatorial coil array show
that this is an n : 1 mode, confirming the analysis of Knox eta_l (1986). The mode
appears to he basically a 'tilt' mode with an amplitude of about 3 cm. It can also
be detected with other diagnostics, including the interferometer, where, as expected
for a line—of—sight diagnostic, its frequency is doubled.

4. Plasma Properties. An extensive photographic spectrum at a resolution
of 2.5A has been obtained, integrated over several discharges. This shows numerous
lines of iron and some chromium, clearly originating from the stainleSSssteel gun
electrodes, and copper from the flux—conserver. Among light impurities, C111
and 0 III are both observed and appear to be the dominant ionisation states. Time
histories of a representative set of spectral lines are shown in Fig.(4). These show
quite different forms. H , for example, continues throughout the current pulse
at a similar level: it probably represents mainly scattered light from the gun.

C III is confined to the P.F. pulse and shows no evidence of burnthrough, from
this, and from the observation of 0111, we estimate that the electron temperature

is in the range 30 — 40 eV. CuI shows a very spiky signal, which from 1.5 msec
onwards is related in phase to the n : 1 magnetic field oscillation; it is, however,
at the basic frequency rather than twice it, and we infer that the source is local,
probably the edges of, or even outside, the flux—conserver viewing opening. We
have looked for bulk emission of ionised copper, but the only convenient line is
weak and overlaid by Fe 11 lines; an attempt to subtract these showed no evidence

of a Cull signal, but the sensitivity must be poor. Finally, Fe II shows peaks at
the beginning and end of the pulse; presumably it is burnt through, the ionisation
energy being only 16 eV.

Finally, from initial interferometer results we infer a peak density of 3 s
4 x 1020 m'3, corresponding to 2’ 10% if the ion and electron temperature are

equal. This is about twice the average density in CTX.

5. Discussion and Future Programme. The initial results from SPHEX reported

in this paper largely confirm the results obtained from CTX at comparable gun
currents; in particular the critical u—value of the gun, the u—profile of the spheromak
during sustainment, and the dominant n : 1 fluctuation mode are all closely

comparable with CTX results. The principal aims of the experiment after the
initial period of study, which includes working up to the target gun current and
cleaning up the discharge to reduce radiation losses are (1) to examine the effect
of an improved flux—conserver structure on the energy balance, and to see whether
anomalous dissipation can be reduced by the elimination of field errors, and (Z)
to investigate the mechanism of the relaxation process.

Acknowlegement: We are grateful to the Science and Engineering Council and
to the United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority for financial support for the
building and operation of SPHEX.
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FORMATION OF HIGH-fl FIELD REVERSED MAGNETIC
CONFIGURATIONS USING PLASMA ACCELERATOR

V.A.Burtsev, V.M.Kozhevin, B.V.Ljub1in,V.N.Litunovsky,
A.N.Makhankov,I.B.0vchinnikov

D.V.E¥remov Scientific Research Institute of Electrophysical
Apparatus,189631,Leningrad,USSR

1.1ntroduction A -

The thermonuclear systems based on field reversed configu—

rations (FRC) can be used for developing the Fusion reactors

with the advanced fuel (D-aHe) /1,2/. The possibility of simi—

lar configurations Formation using quasistationary plasma acce-

lerators /3/ is discussed and the preliminary experimental re—

sults of similar accelerator plasma flow dynamics study are gi—

ven in this paper.

2. The requirements to an accelerator operating conditions

Let's evaluate the requirements to the parameters and ope—

rating conditions of an accelerator,used for formation the to—

roid with particle inventory N,temperature —‘T and (fi)'V/ .

From the condition of energy balance and taking into account

the condition (,6):7’:C32/2,{x5: G/f‘w —is the relative

radius of the toroid separatrix),we can obtain that 2/5 of

the plasma flow kinetic energy is spent on creation the toroid

magnetic configuration and 3/5 — {or plasma heating there.

Plasma final temperature is defined by the plasma velocity (MW)

at the accelerator muzzle: mil/”2:571. In its turn, Mnml/ ,where

(/- is the voltage at the electrodes /3/ ,and,consequent1y,

T~U. For 13:7; :738 keV, U=2Iam kV.
On the other hand MfiVZ%/3l,where 50 is the magnetic field

at the accelerator muzzle and,consequent1y,the ejected magnetic

{lux rises with‘r—increase. From the discontinuity equation and

magnetic field freezing—in condition,it can be easily obtained

that d} : <96) /V ,where Q? —is the ejected toroidal flux,

(9(3)::1/2j5772‘; 'Vm/flOf/g-fg —is the freezing—in parameter.For 35”
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fixed value ¢% -magnitude can be minimized due to <Wfi>—reduc—

tion,and the plasma mainly should be concetrated in the region

with Q)high values.From the pressure balance in the toroid cen—

tral cross—section and above said relationships the criterion

ofthe toroidal flux minimization is the following View: flfl7<7Q,

where flnzis the plasma density at the toroid magnetic axis.

The second possibility for 4%: minimization can be attribu—

ted to 2—fluid nature of the plasma flow. As the magnetic field

is frozen into an electron flow,then the trapped flux can be

leaded away from the compression zone if the combined current

transfer is organized (ion transfer-in the accelerator channel,

electron—at accelerator muzzle).For ion charge compensation the

electron flow injection is necessery (for example from the gun

solenoid) which will eject its toroidal flux. The coefficient

this flux freezing—in 950 doesn't depend on radius at the cur—

rent uniform radial distribution. JCC“’flé where HE is plasma

density in a compensator. It's easy to obtain that

9C0 S/f‘o/fg)2 (HO/flo)-9€-2.7K The proper choice of 770/770
value permits to reduse ‘ T magnitude.

3.Experimental results

The experimental investigations are carried out on SAPFIR

installation,comprising quasistationary plasma accelerator(DPA)

and the magnetic system intended for creation the magnetic

configuration with "min B" at accelerator muzzle (Fig 1). The

preionization sistem comprising 6 plasma accelerators are lo—

cated at the electrode entrance. EPA is supplied from SkV and

IBkV cappacitive storage modules with the total energy stof

rage 0.8HJ. The current pulse duration is WIDE/us.

The magnetic system comprises the "gun solenoid“,located

inside the cathode hole and two coils of “the magnetic flux in—

terseption". The gun magnetic flux magnitude is ($6 S SE mwb.

The experimental investigation of preionisation system ac—

celerators (PSA) plasma flow dynamics and parameters was aimed

at attaining the operating modes with spatial focusing,permit-

ting to programm the density radial profile in QPA accelerating
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channe1.The process of the ejected current closing to the meta—

llic vacuum chamber wall influences significantly»the plasma

flow dinamic.Fig.2 shows the discharge current and two Rogovski

loops signals located at'VSB mm and~16BB mm distances from PEA.

The temporal compression of current plasma,resu1ted apparently

from the fact plasma flow character may change abruptly at

threshold value of the discharge current. Current—voltage cha-

racteristic of PSA discharge (Fig.3) have two typical bends,

corresponding transitions to qualitatively different operating

conditions.At discharge current values Ly>70 kA high speed pla-

sma flows (villi/2,0?C'm/S, fl~/0,50m’5) with the flow power densi—

ty}7750VW%fin2at the distance m1,5 m where observed.Fig.4 shows

high speed photography frame of preionisation system luminousi-

ty.PSA outer electrode insulation prevented closing 0+ the cur—

rent ejected from the discharge chamber wall to the PSA anode

and reduced these currents magnitude by an order.

4.Conc1usion

The results of analytic evalutions testify to the principle

possibility of GPA operation with mimnimized ejected currents,

what is the condition necessary for {ormation 04 the high <fi)

plasma toroid.Found operation conditions with high degree of

spatial focussing (f7) SMH/cm ) is of interest for tokamak

disruption simulation.
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OBSERVATION OF OPPOSITELY ROTATING PLASMA CELLS DURING
SPHEROMAK FORMATION

George C, Goldenbaum and Bruce Barrow
Laboratory for Plasma Research

University of Maryland
College Park. Maryland 20742

USA.

It has long been recognized that flow velocity can play an important role in
the generation and transport of magnetic fields in conducting fluids. In the
context of spheromak formation velocity fields can effect magnetic helicity
injection (1). require the need for consideration of cross helicity (2) and act as a
source or sink of energy. These considerations may be important in magnetic
relaxation to the minimum energy configuration (3)14). In this paper we report
our observation of a gradient in plasma rotation velocity during spheromak
formation and compare the resulting magnetic helicity with estimates based on
two types of helicity injection.

We have reported [5) the observation of the shift of carbon impurity
spectral lines emitted from a plasma during spheromak formation in the PS—3
and 135—35 devices. In these experiments the spheromak is formed by a
combination of inductive and electrode discharges (6). The experimental
geometry is a cylinder with a ring of electrodes at each end and inductive coils
near the midplane. The reported spectroscopic measurements have been made
in the apparatus mid—plane along chords at right angles to the symmetry axis.
The measurements have been analyzed assuming the shifts are due to the
Doppler effect. It was concluded that during the time the spheromak is forming
the plasma is rotating in the toroidal direction with a velocity of about 2 cm/us
which is about 20% of the Alfven speed. MHD simulations (7) of spheromak
formation on a similar type of device has indicated that there should be two
counter-rotating plasma rings, one in each of the electrode regions due to
oppositely directed (j 1: Bl? forces. The simulation, however, shows no rotation
in the midplane where experimentally we see rotation. Subsequent to reporting
these spectroscopic measurements it was determined by magnetic probe
measurements that the midplane of the magnetic configuration was shifted by
about five centimeters from the apparatus midplane where the spectroscopic
measurements were made. Computing the toroidal component of the j x B force
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from the magnetic probe measurements it was found that regions of oppositely
directed forces exist symmetrically placed around the magnetic midplane. The
force in the apparatus midplane had the correct direction for the observed
Doppler shift. A further check on the possibility of counter—rotating cells was
made by measuring the radial component of the induced electric field with
double electric probes. The field was measured as a function of z for several
different radial positions. The electric field was observed to change sign
depending on which ring the probe was located inside. The field also had the
correct magnitude for the measured velocity and magnetic field [Er : -Vrp B; l.

The picture that emerges from these measurements is that of two oppositely
rotating cells twisting the initial magnetic field and relaxing to a minimum
energy force free state. The rapid dissappearance of the rotational velocity is
probably associated with the toroidal j x B force component set up by the
currents between the cells which short out the oppositely directed radial E
fields.

Browning (8) has calculated the rate of magnetic helicity injection in solar
corona loops using as a model a magnetized cylinder with oppositely rotating
ends. For a situation where the relaxation time associated with fine scale
turbulence is short compared with the time for gross velocity changes she
computes the magnetic injection rate into a cylinder. The injection rate is given
by the equations

dK/dt = j (A-v + g) B-dS, EBA/8t = v x B + Vg on S,

where A is the magnetic vector potential. g is the gauge (which drops out of the
result) and the integration is over the cylinder surface. The cylindrical model
MHD fluid passes through a sequence of force free states given by Bessel
functions B = nnikr) z + nj (e q! where k is the eigenvalue parameter. The
magnetic helicity (K) injection rate is then

dK/dt = BIT B02 j dr r J0(kr) lkr) vqyfrl/k

To estimate the contribution to the internal helicity from counter rotating rings
we assume that the measured radial profile of the toroidal velocity in the
apparatus midplane is characteristic of the radial velocity profile all along the
cylinder, but of course with different direction on opposite sides of the
midplane. For small values of k characteristic of the early phase of formation
with a peaked velocity profile the injection rate is dK/dt k 2.8 - l0‘3 TQm‘VS (Vip
= 210 4 m/s for .OZm <r < .07m, B0 = 0.1 T). With a formation time of 1» 10 5 5
this gives K x 3'10‘8 T2m4. Although the resulting spheromak is more nearly
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spherical than cylindrical it is interesting to compare the helicity calculated

from the measured equilibrium fields with the estimate based on the rotating
plasma injection rate. For a spherical spheromak (9) with separatrix radius Rs

in an externally applied field Bext the helicity is K = 0.26 ( Bext R5312. Using

typical values IRS = 0.175 m.BeX1= 0.02 Tl we find 1; x 9710‘8 TZmJ
Electrostatic helicity injection 15 a competing injection method (4). In this

case the injection rate is given by

dK/dt = VQ

where \'~ 15 the electrode voltage and 111 is the flux through the 16 electrodes at
each end. For values characteristic of P.S.—3.5 we have V t 5 kV and <1 = 16

dS~B —': 16 (0001 mil I0.01 TI I: 1.6 10'? Tm? This gives an injection rate of
dli/dt 1: ‘iff 't‘f“7‘ T3m4/s. more than an order of magnitude larger than other
calculation in addition to only being order of magnitude estimates these
calculations do not take into account how much of the injected helicity ends up

inside the separatrix. consequently it is difficult at this time to determine the

dominant mechanism.
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Improved Plasma Confinement and Evidence for a Pressure-Driven
Instability from Reduced Magnetic Field Errors in the CTX Spheromak'

Mrimandez, F. J. Wysocki, T. R. Jarboe, Cris W. Barnes
1. llenins, S. O. Knox, G. J. Marklin

Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM 87545, USA

The 0.67 m radius mesh flux conserver (MFG) in CTX was replaced by a solid flux tonserver (SFC).
resulting in greatly reduced field errors. Decreased spheromak open flux led to vastly improved decaying
discharges. including increased global energy confinement timu n; (from 20 to 180 #5) and corresponding
magnetic energy decay times fly: (from 0.7 to 2 ms). Improved confinement allowed the observation of
a pressure—driven instability which ejects plasma from the spheromak interior to the wall [\Nysocki, F..
et 8]., Phys. Rev. Lett, 61 (1989) 2457],

in the CTX 0.67 in radius mesh flux conserver (MFG), a 1/4 of the spheromak
poloidal flux forms the “edge", with open flux intersecting the FC wall[1]. Fig. 1 shows
one half of a cross section of the MFC, along with the poloidal flux contours for a typical
decaying CTX spheromak. 1‘3 13 3 m represents the effective length between the points
where the (poloidal) open field lines intersect the wallll]. The effective poloidal electric
field Egg = 17j at the edge is also illustrated. To replenish mainly the rapid plasma
losses on open field lines, spheromak refueling is achieved with a static H2 filling pressure
surrounding the MFC, typically 1 — 8 111T. Because of low edge T2, the neutrals penetrate
deep into the spheromak, allowing refueling from the electrical breakdown of the neutrals
by the spheromak edge currents. Erflldy agrees with the Paschen voltage[2] for breakdown
of neutral H2 at the given neutral pressure-[l].

Maintaining spheromak edge currents causes a high 1055 rate of spheromak helicity
(magnetioflux linkage). Without external voltages, the helicity decay rate is given by[3]

d—jtlz—2/E-dol=—2/nj-Bduol (1)
where E + (v x B) : nj has been used. The high neutral density in the edge increases 77
much above the Spitzer resistivity. Throughout the plasma, 171' is negligible compared to
Ed? at. the edge, so that dK/dt z —2E,5 fed“ 3 duct. The result is spheromak magnetic—
energy decay times 132 which are uncorrelated with the electron temperature, but which
are correlated with the edge neutral pressure[1]. This model is also consistent with the
results in the HBTXIB reversed-field pinch discharges with limiters[3].

Tfiiag'iiérk supporteiifiihéds Doe.
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Figure 1: One half of the MFC cross section is shown. Typical normalized spheromak poloidal flux
contours (5% increments] during decay are included. The poloidal magnetic field wraps around the
magnetic axis in the counter-clockwise direction, while the toroidal field goes into the page.

In decaying CTX spheromaks with high edge resistivity from electron—neutral colli~
sions, the edge currents decay until the resulting peaked current profile becomes unstable.
The instabilities which grow up cause relaxation toward the nu'ninium—energy state, which
implies a current drive at the edge (which will he called relaxation current drive). It is
observed that the poloidal edge Ed} I: nj driven by relaxation is up to ten times greater
than the electric field produced by toroidal flux decay.

Relaxation current drive is the reason why the edge plasma must be refueled. With
negligible edge electron density nEl relaxation would try unsuccessfully to drive currents
in the edge. The resulting large Eng would quickly dissipate the spheroniak helicity
(Eq. 1). CTX results agree with this model. Without the filling pressure, only the
plasma from the helicity source feeds the spheromak. After the source is turned oft, the
edge 11: decays within a particle confinement time 7"). After 71e has decreased enough, the
spheromak decays extremely i'apidlyl4,5].

It has been proposed that strong relaxation activity would result in direct ion heat—
ingll]. Fig. 2 shows selected time traces for discharge 15805, one of the nearly identical 47
discharges previously studiedlll. The maximum reproducible Thomson scattering Te ever
achieved in the MFC is z 100 eV. The top trace shows the spheromak toroidal current.
The middle trace shows the line brightness of the impurity line used, OV at 2781 A. The
bottom trace is the Doppler broadening temperature TD. Since the calculated ion equili-
bration time is much shorter than TP and similar to the plasma energy confinement time
T5, TD should reflect the bulk ion temperature T.. These high TD indicate an anomalous
ion heating mechanism, as expected from strong relaxation activity. Anomalously high T,
have also been observed in reversed field pincheslfifl]. The oscillations in TD (Fig. 2) are
correlated with the 11:1 (sustaimnent) and n:2,3 (decay) saturated, rotating, current-
driven kink-modeslfil. TD oscillations are most probably clue to the mode exposing the
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spatial profile of T,, which we cannot resolve with our single—chord instrument. Account
ing for T9 >> Tc, the previously presented[1] energy confinement times TE 5 3/2(/3>u017'82
in the MFC should be corrected up to the 50 - 100 ns range, and (13),”; up to z 5%. Still,
large charge exchange losses and enhanced transport from excessive relaxation activity
(caused by high edge resistivity) almost surely degrade confinement significantly.

A 0.60 in radius solid flux conserver (SFC) has been designed to decrease the relative
fraction of open spheromak magnetic flux much below the value in the MFC. The observed
result is a much longer “5,, so the filling pressure has been eliminated. Ti gettering of
the SFC walls has produced non‘radiation dominated discharges with low edge neutral
density. In the SFC, as in the MFC, the spheromak equilibrium is deduced from magnetic
field measurements at the FC surface, coupled with a Grad-Shafranov MHD equilibrium
solverlB]. The n, and T, are diagnosed by an absolutely calibrated multi-point Thomson
scattering system. TE and n( are combined with the MHD equilibrium calculations to
determine the electron ,8: and pressure p,. The result is an accurate calculation of TE.

TB: in the SFC scales proportionally with Te at the magnetic axis. With reproducible
TE 2 150 eV, maximum 752 is 2 ms. In the SFC the 0V T3 is similar to TE, and
maximum global T5 = 180 us (using T, : T,). Fig. 3 shows the increase in T5 for similar
discharges over time as the decaying spheromak plasma heats up. In this figure, only
7‘5 values measured before the pressure-driven instability (discussed below) are included.
These SFC results suggest reduced open magnetic flux resulting in less relaxation activity,
which reduces direct ion heating and increases plasma confinement, as also reported for
HBTX1B[7].

In the SFC, a pressure-driven instability ejects the spheromak plasma in a distinct
event-[9]. As the maximum electron pressure gradient Vpc increases, (/3),.,.y remains at
z 3—670 (using T; = T,). At a threshold V1)“ 7), moves towards the outer flux surfaces
within 10~20 ns, indicating a flux interchange. No concurrent signature on the magnetic
probes at the wall is observed, as normally occurs with current-driven instabilities.

'FERNANDEZ, J. C., at al,, Nuclear Fusion 28 (1988) 1555.
2VON ENGEL, A., Ionized Gases, Oxford University Press, Oxford. 1955, see page 172.

3JARBOE, T. R. and ALPER, 8., Physics of Fluids 30 (1987) 1177.

4l‘lOlDA, H. W., et al., in Controlled Fusion and Plasma Physics, page 6-43, Budapest, 1985, European
Physical Society, Volume 9F, Part 1 (Budapest Conference).
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GWURDEN, G. A., et 0.1,, Nuclear Elsion 27 (1987) 857.

7ALPER, B., et al., in Plasma Physics and Controlled Nuclear Fusmn Research, 1986, pages 399—411,
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MEASUREMENTS OF AZIMUTHAL ASYMMETRIES IN THE FRX-C/LSM EXPERIMENTt

M. newski. G.A. Barnes. R.E. Chrien. EA. Crawford”. 8. Okada".
D.J. Rel. Fi.E. Siemon. DP. Taggart. R.B. Webster, B.L Wright

Los Names National Laboratory. NM 87545. USA

Properties of large field-reversed configurations (FFiCs) are being investigated in the FRX-
C/LSM experiment/V (coil diameter 0.7 rn and length 2.0 m). High beta prolate compact toroids are
formed in a theta—pinch coil when an external magnetic field (8 parallel to the cylindrical axis of the
coil) is applied rapidly in the Opposite direction to an initial bias field embedded in a preionized
plasma. The FRCs thus formed have equilibrium parameters <3 > = 90%. n = (0.5-2) x 102‘ m‘3, T3
= 100-200 eV. Ti = 100600 eV, and Bz(externai to FRC) = 3-6 kG. This paper reports on new
measurements made with a soft X—ray camera and with external magnetic probes that indicate
departures from azimuthal symmetry under conditions where confinement is less than optimum.

As in previous smaller-size experiments. FFiCs with good confinement properties have been
obtained in FRX~C/LSM/2/. For certain initial conditions (gas fill of 3 mtorr deuterium pressure. 0.75
kG bias field. and experimentally 'optimized' preionization timing) the longest FRC confinement
times reported to date are observed: TE = 100p.s."l'N = 230 ps and 1' = 250ps. Also. when the
FFiC is translated axially Into an adjacent coil in which quadrupole fields stabilize the rotational n=2
mode. a total configuration lifetime of 400 ps has been obtained. These conditions are well suited to
a combined translation and compressional heating experiment that will begin In 1989.

Also as in previous experiments, the best confinement results are only obtained by careful
adjustment of initial parameters. and relatively small departures from the optimum settings result in
significant degradation of confinement times. in particular, reproducibly good confinement has been
observed only for 2-4 mtorr fill pressures and for moderate bias fields (0.50.8 kG). These strong
dependences on operating conditions are observed in the present experiments even though the
initial dynamic phase of FRC formation is controlled by the use of auxiliary 'cusp' coils at the ends of
the theta pinch’ 1/. The formation phase does not appear to be unfavorably influenced by
preionization level (usually 40-80%). preionization uniformity (axially uniform according to
interferometry). impurity concentration (less than 1% carbon). or symmetry of initial implosion
(observed with visible light). For the same range of conditions where confinement varies markedly
(fill pressures of 3—5 mtorr and bias of 0.5-1 kG) Thomson scattering shows electron temperatures
between 110 and 190 eV with no correlation to confinement.

A soft X-ray piasma imaging method and various arrays of external magnetic field probes
are being developed as new diagnostic methods in an effort to better understand the strong
dependence on operating conditions. These measurements are complementary in that the imaging
system offers good azimuthal resolution while the probes provide axial resoiutlon and complete
temporal coverage. An endwiewing X-ray pinhole camera (wavelength response 10-20 nm) has
been used to view selectively the high temperature FRC plasma within the separatrix. One 211.5
exposure was obtained on each discharge. in most cases a symmetric circular image is seen for the
optimum conditions with 3 mtorr. while at 5 mtorr the X-ray images are noticeably less symmetric
with n = 6-10 flutes often observed at the separatrix/Z/ (these times are probably not related to the
probe measurements described below). So far no strong correlation has been found between
image symmetry and plasma confinement properties.

Two arrays of magnetic probes oriented to measure 8 and have been used to investigate
possible departures from symmetry in the external magnetic fields. A total of twelve Be probes are
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located at: 0.3 and: 0.7 m from the center of the coil atO = 0, 130. 230 degrees. Six BI probes
are located at: 0.2 m at8 = 0. 180. 270 degrees. Azimuthai symmetry is investigated in the case of
B, by monitoring the three differences between the probe signals at a given axial position. Ba and
driferenced -B' signals in the 1 to 100 gauss range are observed after subtracting a small amount of
B1 pickup. The following general features are obseNed: 1) The B and Be signals near the midplane
are comparable In magnitude and have similar time histories, 2) The largest Be signals are observed
on the probes near the midplane. 3) Variations in probe amplitudes for the conditions studied are
much too large to be accounted for by the relatively small variations in plasma radius. 4) At a given
axial position the maximum Be signal varies from one azimuthal location to another, and 5) The
signals do not appear to arise from a net axial current.

Representative Bo data for a scan of bias field at 3 mtorr are shown in Fig. 1. From top to
bottom the bias field increases. confinement times decrease. and progressively larger 89 signals are
observed. Low bias (< 0.7 kG) FRCs consistently show small amplitude signals (Fig. 1a). As the
bias field increases the amplitude of q, generally increases. and a peak in the amplitude usually
occurs around 10 - mus, alter axial contraction (the peak in f ndr at about Gus Is associated with
the axial contraction) and well before the n=2 rotational mode (oscillations that develop after 50 us).
Comparison of signals on the probes separated by 180 degrees suggests mainly odd toroidal mode
number (possibly n= 1) but the small number of probes did not allow a definitive characterization. It
is also difficult to distinguish oscillation from growth in the signal levels. A feature that was observed
on a number of discharges is seen in Figure 10 at around 20 ps. At about the time of peak 86 the
line-integrated density displays a sudden decrease followed by slower decay. Measurement of
midplane diamagnetlsm shows a sudden decrease at about the same time. For this type of high
bias discharge a rapid initial flux loss (inferred to be dropping from about 9 to a m) is often
followed by a slower decay of flux and fndr.

For the purpose of a preliminary analysis of the probe results. the peak amplitude ( ).
or peak Br difference signal (arm), has been taken as a measure of asymmetry. or example In 1g.
1c the value is 20 gauss (peak at 19ps). There Is good correlation between Em and Bum as shown
in Fig. 2. We take ‘1' as a reasonable indicator of overall plasma confinement. and compare it with

for various fill pressures in Fig. 3. One observes that good confinement (r > 100 ps) is
consistently obtained for small gm values. All of the ‘1' values are small for the% and 7.5 mtorr
data shown In Fig. 3b, and the corresponding signals are consistently of large amplitude. At 10
mtorr pressure the correlation between T a m Is less clear and occasional discharges have
relatively good T¢ (X-ray images also show generally better symmetry at 10 mtorr than at the
intermediate pressures). The time of peak amplitude on the probes tends to occur earlier as the fill
pressure increases.

In summary, the B and as probes show larger signal amplitudes under conditions where
confinement is degraded. +his Is the first clear correlation we have found between measurements of
localized quantities and global confinement behavior. Although the asymmetries implied by the ‘
probe signals develop after formation for 3-5 mtorr cases. the FFtCs are still far from equilibrium
when they start to occur. It Is therefore difficult to assess whether asymmetries result from a
dynamic state associated with FRC fomiation or from growing unstable modes. A larger number of
probes are needed to clarify the spatial and temporal structure of the asymmetries. Future detailed
comparisons of such probe data and of multifrarne X—ray Image data appear most promising.
:Work supported by the USDOE
t§pectra Technology. Inc.. Bellevue. WA, USA

Osaka University, Osaka, Japan
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COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS AT SK/CG-l MACHINE

FOR SPHEROMAK PLASMA HEATING

S. Sinman, A. Sinman *

Plasma Engineering Laboratory, Electrical and Electronic

Engineering Department, Middle East Technical University

* Nuclear Fusion Laboratory, Nuclear Research and Training

Centre, Turkish Atomic Energy Authority

Ankara, Turkey

INTRODUCTION

The SK/CG-l machine (World Survey of Activities in Controlled

Fusion Research, 1986 Edition, IAEA, Vienna, p. 197), has been

constructed to generate compact toroids (CT‘s) such as spherical

torus, spherical pinch and spheromak.

In previous studies they have been investigated the new

magnetically driven plasma gun (C-gun) with high injection

efficiency together with the system description of SK/CG-l /1/

the magnetic helicity and injection /2/,the Taylor state and

formation for the production of alternative CT’s /3-5/.

In this study, in order to understand the heating mechanism at

SK/CG-l more accurately, successive processes of ionization

rate, formation, reconnection and plasma radiation loss have

comparatively been evaluated. For this purpose, the data taken by

the total flux loop, the electrical surface and Langmuir probes

the charge exchange cell or other magnetic tools and the visible

optical spectrometer have been used.

EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS AND THEIR INTERPRETATIONS

The maximum value of self generated toroidal magnetic field,

perpendicular to the effective poloidal cross — section of dense

(10‘16 - 10‘17 cm-S) and hot (50 - 70 eV) paraboloid plasma belt,

produced by the C-gun is about 10 - 15 KG. At the begining, the

shock heated thermal electrons, either ionize the back ground

Helium gas or heat the produced plasma ohmically.

By the influence of this toroidal magnetic field, the active

ion—cyclotron waves of 10~15 MHz are generated, as a result of

the N3 instability, which is normally formed in ordinary beam

plasma interaction systems.

As it is shown in Fig. 1, after rising to maximum amplitude in

first 400-500 ns, this Have damps just looking like to magnetic

beach model. Due to the self resonance heating, in spheromak

plasma the ion-cyclotron resonance heating is very effective for

a short time. Using a terminated magnetic loop, the measurements

carried out at an angular distance of 135 degree from the C-gun

and the analysis of current and voltage transients of discharge

taken from the same distance have shown that this ion-cyclotron

wave packet is equivalent to the high frequency pulse power of

25 - 30 MW.
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On the other hand, the shock and ohmic heated thermal
electrons, interacting with the self generated toroidal magnetic
field, under different angles with respect to the magnetic field
vector, moves on the alternative helical orbits having various
long pitches. Thus, in the first 5 us which is the half period
of the C—gun, the system arrives into equilibrium state, and
the current channel confines itself by reconnecting the toroidal
field of helices and the poloidal field of the pitches.

Operating period of the C—gun is about 50—60 us and the
discharge is in the underdamping mode. In the first half period
of 5 us, the 70 % of capacitor bank energy has been used on the
C-gun directly. The average sustainment time of the toroid formed
by the C—gun is approximately 2b-30 us.

The time resolved optical spectral line (Fig. 2), the Langmuir
probe signals (Fig. 3) and the total magnetic flux variations
(Fig. 4) have been determined after the turnvoff of the C~gun.
Thus, the comparative results obtained have characterized all of
the spheromak plasma specifications which are confined in the
flux conserver for a definite duration.

As it is known, in the time resolved spectral line profile,
the FHHM is given by a relation between the ionization and the
loss rates 16/. Distribution of the spectral lines for high level
impurity ions such as He II (54.40 eU), N III (47.43 eV), 0 III
(54.8? eV) and Cu III (36.4 eV) are falling on the wave length
range of 250—700nm. The FwHM in integrated line profile
determined in this band width (Fig. 2) is 220 us.

When the transitions between the high level shells are
investigated in the band width of 750—900 nm, the FNHM has been
found as 250 us. On the other hand, the effective energy
confinement time calculated by the experimental data is 360 us.

When the space potential of the Langmuir probe is evaluated
with respect to time, a drop on the space potential level to the
floating level in 1.5 ms after turn—off of the C-gun and then a
rising up to last space potential value again in 1.5 ms have been
observed (Fig. 3). Successively, the space potential has remained
constant for 6 ms and finally, an after glow region has appeared
for 12 ms. Due to the gas pressure is not changed, this drop and
successively rising on the electron density can be attributed to
the increase of ionization rate or in other words to the
contribution of new hot electrons. The total period of this event
is about 3 ms, and this result is very close to the total flux
period. The flat space potential region of 6 ms which probably
characterizes the E-layer, can define a quiscent and warm plasma
cloud. As a matter of fact, during this period the toroidal and
the poloidal fields are zero.

On the total flux measuremets, it has been observed that the
diamagnetism is begining at the initial phase of the discharge.
After turn—off the C—gun, the diamagnetism is translated into
paramagnetism. Depending on the total flux decay time, duration
of the paramagnetism is about 2.5-3.5 ms (Fig. 4).

In addition, the data taken from the Langmuir, electrical
surface and magnetic probe, the paramagnetic and total flux loops
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Fig" 1.

Ion cyclotron damping,
:ycl. freq. 10-15 MHz.,
X axis = 200 ns/div.,
Y axis = 50 mV/div.

Fig. 2.

Optical radiation signal,
detection range 250-700nm
X axis = 0.1 ms/div.,
Y axis = 100 mV/div.

Fig. 3.

Langmuir probe signal,
X axis = 2 m5/div..
Y axis = relative units.
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Fig. 4.

Total magnetic flux decay
x axis = 0.5 ms/div.,
Y axis = relative units.

and lastly the toroidal and poloidal magnetic loops near to the

wall of flux conserver have also been evaluated.

Consequently some parameters of spheromak plasmas are as

follows: volume averaged beta is 0.085, electron density is

4X10”14 cm-S, average electron temperature is 25‘35 eV and energy

confinement time is 300-400 us.

CONCLUSIONS

The comparative analysis o+ experimental results taken from

the SK/CG-l have been shown that there exist a complex but very

systematical heating mechanism in time at the machine. In this

content, the shock heating, the ohmic heating and the ion-

cyclotron resonance heating mechanisms have successively been

determined. It has lastly observed that this evaluation fits very

closely to seli organization process.
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POTENTIAL MEASUREMENT AND RADIAL TRANSPORT IN
GAMMA 10 TANDEM MIRROR

K.Ishii, 1.Katanuma, T.Segawa, H.0hkawara, A.Mase
and S.Miyoshi

Plasma Research Center, University of Tsukuba

Tsukuba, Ibaraki 305 Japan

INTRODUCTION
GAMMA 10 is an effectively axisymmetric tandem mirror with thermal

barriers /1 /. Potential information is important to investigate the plasma

confinement. The barrier and central space potentials are determined by

means of two gold neutral beam probes. Two-dimensional potential profiles

have been measured in the barrier cell. In GAMMA 10, to assure magnetor

hydrodynamic (MHD) stability, the nonaxisymmetric minimum-B mirror cells

are contained between the central-solenoid and the plug/barrier cells at

the ends of the machine. From the point of view of neoclassical resonant—

plateau transport in circular equipotential contours, this effective axi-

symmetrization is successful /2 L The measured potential profiles are

slightly elongated during the onset of mce ECRH. In this paper we report
the beam probe potential measurement, the neoclassical ion radial transport

in the noncircular equipotential surface and the thermal barrier potential.

MACHINE STATUS
GAMMA 10 consists of a central cell, anchor cells and axisymmetric end

mirror cells as shown in Fig.1-a. The anchor cells are minimum-B mirrors.

Plug and thermal barrier potentials are formed in the axisymmetric mirrors.

The vacuum vessel with a total volume of 150 m3 has total length of 27.1 m.

The central cell axial length is 6 m. Heating systems are operated as fol—

lows : An initial plasma is injected by magneto-plasma dynamic (MPD) guns

from both ends of the machine. Neutral beams with 20 keV and 35 keV injec-

tion energies produce sloshing ions in the plug/barrier cells and hot ions

in the anchor Cells, respectively. Four gyrotrons with a frequency of 28

GHz and 100 kw output power each are used to produce magnetically trapped

hot electrons near the midplane (m=2mce ECRH) and plug warm electrons in
the off-midplane (m=mce ECRH) region of the plug/barrier cells. Ion cyclo-

tron resonance heating (ICRH) with 9.6 MHZ, 200 kw is employed to heat the

plasma in the central cell.

GOLD NEUTRAL BEAM PROBE
The tandem mirror experiment requires the space potentials in the bar~

rier and the central cells which are adjacent to the minimum-B anchors. The

irregular leakage magnetic field caused by the anchor coils affects the or-

bits of the probing beam, and in addition the strong magnetic field covers

a wide area as shown in Figs.1-b,1-c. Finally, it is found that neutral
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beam injection is the most suitable after calculation of the orbits for
various types of probing beams. We adopt a method of neutralizing the gold

negative ions by hydrogen gas to avoid undesired gas inflow into the plas—
ma. By using a hydrogen gas puffer valve with a neutralizing gas box and a
differential pumping volume between the gas box and the barrier cell, the
gas loading on the plasma is reduced effectively. The increment of the gas

pressure is less than 2 Z of the nominal gas pressure during the GAMMA 10
discharge. A gold atom has a large mass number of 197 and the largest af-

finity for electron capture in stable isotopes, except for halogen atoms.

The sputtering yield of the gold atom is the largest for heavy elements
which have an atomic number greater than 60. Figure 2 shows a schematic
outline of the gold beam probe at the east barrier. The accuracy of space
potential measurement is better than 30 V in the experiment, and spatial

accuracy is within +0 8 cm as determined from the results of the calibra-

tion using gas cells and beam trajectory calculations. Potential contours

over a cross-section of the barrier plasma are measured by sweeping the

probing beams with different beam energies A typical result is shown in
Fig. 3. The central beam probe system is similar to the barrier system.
However, the radial potential measurement location is presently limited

to a diameter of 7 Cm about the axis.

NEOCLASSICAL ION RADIAL TRANSPORT
Neoclassical radial transport is one of the most imprtant process in

considering the plasma confinement in tandem mirrors, and is enhanced due
to the deviation of the noncircular equipotential contour from the circular
magnetic flux surface. The electrostatic potential is dominantly determined
by the wee ECRH power density distribution on the m=m-ce resonance surface

at the plug. The microwave is injected obliquely upwards in both region

consists of the axisymmetric mirror cell. Experimentally it is observed
that the radial profile of the potential approximately coincides with that
of the deposition of microwave power at the plug and also with that of the
end flux of the heated electrons /3/. Figure 3 shows an example of the two
dimensional plots of the electrostatic potential at the barrier cell. The
equipotential contours are slightly elongated. We estimate the enhancement
of the neoclassical transport caused by the noncircular equipotential con-

tours /4/. In the magnetic configuration of GATNA 10 a circular magnetic

flux atarting at the central cell becomes circular again at the barrier
and the plug cells. It is supposed that the equipotential contour at the

barrier cell is the same as that at the central and the magnetic field
lines lie on the equipotential surface. In the present GAMMA 10 parameters,
the LXB drift is much larger than the VB drift during ECRH injection.

Therefore the plasma is rotating along equipotential surface in the equi-

librium. There are two kinds of effects of noncircular cross-section on
the neoclassical transport. One is that the magnitude of magnetic field

line curvature changes because the curvature is proportional to the radius.
The other is that the surface of a magnetic tube deforms so that the normal

curvature also drives the particle drift across the magnetic surface. The
radial particle flux averaged over the flux surface is approximated to be

1:{1+(b/a)2(t§+;§)}rR5. (1)

Here YRS is the radial particle flux for the case of circular equipotential
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surfaCE, the quantity (b/a) corresponds to the ratio of the particle drift

coming from the normal curvature to that from the geodesic curvature. E is

derived from the angle between the tangents of the circle and the noncircu-

lfig surface. In this case, the particle flux is estimated to be about 1.7x

T . Therefore the enhancement of the neoclassical resonant transport due

to the noncircular equipotential surface is small. The noncircular equi-

potential distribution depends on the wee ECRH power. However, in GAMMAIO

the neoclassical radial transport is not serious, because the potential

contours may be circularized by adjusting the shining optics of the ECRH

for the reason that the plug/barrier region consists of the axisymmetric

mirror cell.

THERMAL BARRIER POTENTIAL
Figure 4 plots the time evolution of the potentials on axis at the

central cell and the barrier cell, respectively. When the plug ECRH turned

on, the central cell potential grows up suddenly and the thermal barrier

potential is observed. The floating potential of the end plate also becomes

negative with respect to the wall which is grounded. The warm passing elec"

trons, the parallel temperature of which is 5 - 10 times as high as the

electron temperature at the central cell, have been measured at each end of

the machine by use of end-loss analyzers. This indicates that the warm

passing electrons may be concerned with the thermal barrier potential.

Conventionally the thermal barrier potential is described by Boltzmann re—

lation derived from a full Maxwellian plasma, which is based on an assump—

tion that the barrier electrons consist of magnetically trapped hot elec-

trons and low energy Maxwellian electrons. The low energy electrons, how-

ever, are subject to rf heating due to the strong ce wave field. The ef-

fect leads to the conventional Boltzmann low to the modified one /5/.

In the case of a low density ( < 2 x 1011 cm3), however, a more enhanced

potential depth has been observed. Figure 5 shows the potential enhance-

ment. By taking account of the warm passing electrons, it is shown that the

thermal barrier potential is enhanced /6/.

SUMMARY
Gold neutral beams have been used successfully for measuring the space

potential in GAMMA 10. Two-dimensional potential profiles have been measured

in the barrier cell. The potential profile is elongated during the onset of

the wee ECRH. The elliptic pattern enhance the neoclassical resonant-

plateau transport appreciably. Passing electrons having a warm parallel

component are important for the thermal barrier formation in a low density

plasma.
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AXISYMMETRIC TANDEM MIRROR AMBAL—M

G.I.Dimov, V.I.Davydenko, P.E.Lysyansky

Institute of Nuclear Physics, 630090, Novosibirsk, USSR

The using of a completely axisymmetric geometry of the

magnetic field allows practically the suppression of the tran—

sverse neoclassical losses, opens the possibility to increa-

se substantially the magnetic field strength in the mirrors

and leads to a considerable simplification of the design of

the open systems.

For these reasons, despite all difficulties of realiza—

tion of the MHD-stable axisymmetric systems, the fully oxisy—

mmetric Tandem Mirror is now being deVEloped in our Institu—

te. Fig.1 shows a plan View of the device. The vacuum volume

of the device consists of a cylindrical chamber of the cent-

ral cell, of two vacuum chambers of the plugs, of two cham—

bers for HEB—stabilizers and adjacent to them two end tanks.

EL 1. \
g ' 3‘... El .

Fig. 1. AMBAL—M general View. 1-central cell, 2-plugs, 3—se—

micusps, 4-NE injectors, 5-beam dumps, 6-plasma

dumps, 7-cryopumps.
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Magnetic field strength in the central solenoid is 4.5
kG, plasma diameter is 40 cm, plasma volume is 1.7 m3. Magne—
tic field in the plug mirrors is 60‘kG, mirror—to—mirror dis—
tance is 1.7 m, mirror ratio in the plug is 4, plasma volume
(reduced to the peak density) is 7 l. The initial design of
the RED stabilizer in that of semicusp with a bell—like sha—
pe of the field lines. Mirror to mirror distance along the
axis of the device is 26 cm, diameter of the external (ring
shaped) mirror is 75 cm. The design value of the external
plasma diameter in the magnetic field minimum is l4 cm, plas-
ma thickness in this region is 6 cm. Magnetic field strength
in the mirrors is 23.5 kG; the minimum value of the magnetic
field changes across the plasma size from 6.7 to 72.2 kG. The
magnetic field lines, the plasma position, and NI cross—sec—
tion in semicuSp are shown in Fig.2. Also shown is the gas
discharge cell producing warm plasma stream for the LED-sta—
bilization of inner plasma surface.

Fig. 2. Semicusp schematic
1-magnetio field lines, 2—
—plasma positon, B—NB cross—
—section, 4-annular gas dis-
charge cell.

We plan to organize the work in two phases Ill. First,
we will construct only the end system to which instead of the
solenoid we will add second end tank together with the vacu—
um chamber for the second MED—stabilizer. In this chamber an
additional plasma gun will be installed with a solenoid crea—
ting pulse magnetic field up to 20 kG. This gun would allow
us to build up the target plasma both in the plug and the se—
micusp.

The plug is fed by neutral beams of deuterium atoms with
energy of 25 keV and total current 160 A. The semicusp is fed
by neutral beams of hydrogen with energy of 6 keV and total
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current A, 70 A. For providing the high NB current density

in semicusp the ion sources with high brightness and geomet—

ric focusing is being developed now.
The expected plasma parameters in the plug are the fol—

lowing:fi=3.1013cm'3,<E§> Av12 keV, 1; ~1OO eV, } ~7%.

For the cuSp we expect F? =1013cm'3, (Ea) ~’5 keV,WEa«100eV,
} ~'2%. Plasma radius in the plug is 6.6 gyroradius of D+

ions and the width of the bell—shaped plasma equals to 7 gy-

roradius of I4+ ions.
MED plasma stability with respect to high n1—modes is

provided by FLR effect |2|. Rigid n1=1 mode should be stabi—
lized by the nonparaxial contribution to the perturbation

energy coming from the semicusp.
The adiabaticity boundary in the semicusp was calculat—

ed using numerical simulation ]3|. The details of the propo-

sal for the first phase of the ALEAL-M is published in Ref.

|4| . Also planned to study is the MED-stabilization of the
plasma in the plug by means of hot disk-like electron pOpu—

lation with p ‘v 0,7 produced by ECRH I5]. The.LMD stabili-
zer based on the supernonparaxial mirror cell proposed in

Ref.l6l is being considered now.
The main issue for studying at the first phase in ALBAL—

-H is MED plasma stability in axisymmetric system.

At the first step of the second phase the center soleno—

id and the second end system will be installed. To produce

in a solenoid a target plasma, the radial plasma gun, circum-

ferencing the plasma, will be mounted. The plasma penetrati-

on into the near axis region of solenoid will occur by virtue

of fast connection of the solenoid magnetic field. The plasma

escaping through the end of the solenoid, will be used for

much more effective plasma built up in the plugs and MED sta-

bilizer.
As a result, it is expected to obtain at first step the

following parameters of the central cell plasma: fi'v1013cm'

T~1oo eV. ‘
3
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At second step four gyrotrons producing microwave radia—

tion with a power of 200 kW (each) will be installated in

the plugs. It is supposed that BCRH at the first and second

harmonics will be performed in two planes of each plug. The

ICRH system with the power of 1 LN is to be installed in the

solenoid. The possibility of LED-stabilization of the cent—

ral solenoid plasma by inclusion the sections with high fi

and conducting shell is investigated ISI. It is assumed that

high _p in section will be achieved by the decrease in mag-

netic field and the generation of trapped particle populati-

on by ICE slot antenna heating.
The main goal to be achieved as a result of the phase

(as a whole) is production of the solenoidal plasma with pa-
A — .—

rameters: r‘] ~10130m 3, T~1keV, FIT: ~1O12cm 3s.
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